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An Inquiry into the
Generic Social Processes of Science

Abstract
This project has three specific objectives: (1) to establish a rationale for a symbolic
interactionist approach to the study of science, as opposed to other approaches within social
studies of science, (2) to demonstrate the viabil'Q of this approach through an initial and partial
application in a fieldworir setting, and (3) to draw attention to some particular aspeds of the
everyday pradical accomplishment of the scientific enterprise that have been unduly negleded.
The first objective is accomplished initialiy through a systemafic critical examination of previous
efforts to understand science from a philosophical. historical, and
lacig
oloicos
finally through a descrp
io
tin

perspedive, and

of what a syrnbolic interactionist approach to the study of science

would look Iike, The second objective is accomplished through the carrying out of empirical
research (open-ended intenriews) among pradicing academic research scienüsts (biologists,
chemists, geologists, and physicists), and organizing, analyzing, and presenting the data
gathered in ternis of a 'generïc social process' scherne, that is consistent with symbolic
interadionisrn, The third objedive is accomplished through the presentation of data on various
aspeds of the scientific enterprise, with a particular emphasis on adivities related to pursuing
funding and rnanaging equipment The data provide an interesting glimpse into the mundane
aspects of the daily lives of scientists that has generally not k e n forthcoming in other -al
studies of science, and the study ends with the staternent of six psitions that refled both the
implications and benefits of adopting a syrnbolic interadionist appmacb to science. They are as
follows: (1) there is no one science, (2) there is no one way to study science, (3) science is
demarcated from non-science on the basis of a boundary negotiated among scientists, members
of other pursuits, and the public, (4) the most promising unit of analysis for the study of science
is the community, (5) syrnbolic interactionism allows for a science of science, and (6) science is
what scientists do,

1 first want to thank my supervisor Lorne Dawson and the other members of my

cornmittee, Jim Curtis and Rick Helmes-Hayes, for their support and encouragement over the
past few years. Thanks also to Haniet Lyons and Stephan Fuchs for serving as examiners, A
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Chapter One
INTRODUCTION

Approaching the Study of Science

The scenery in the play was beautifui. but the actors got in front of it.
Alexander Woolkxtt
I was raised to revere science second only to God, Not only were these two
things sacred, but the formai study of either was rneant for those individuals
who were destined to becorne integrai rnembers of the comrnunities of faith
that constituted their institutional presence in society. The idea that someone
wouid actually stand outside of science to examine what science was about
or what scientists did seemed ludicrous to me. Yet, like many others before
me, I find myseff plunging into one of the most contraversiai and contentious
areas in modem scholarship (the other, of course, being religion).
(personal reflection)

The present project has three specific objectives: (1) to establish a rationale for a
syrnbolic interactionist approach to the study of science, as opposed to other appmaches within
social studies of science, (2) to dernonstrate the viability of this approach through an initial and
partial application in a fieldwork setting, and (3) to draw attention to some particular aspects of
the everyday practical accompiishrnent of the scientific enterprise that have been unduly
neglected. The intention is to make a positive contribution to our understanding of science, while
also advocating an alternative approach to the study of science. The advantage of the syrnbolic
interactionist perspective lies pnmarily in its emphasis on the exploration of human group life
through direct interaction with the actors or agents that participate in the subculture or social
world being studied. However, in order to understand what might be new about this approach

and its benefits for the study of science. we must firçt sketch out some aspects of M a t is already
known from other studies of science. That is the initial task of this introduction.
As a starting point, t would like to draw attention to what are perhaps the two greatest

difficulties of studying science, namely, (a) defining exactly what one means by the word

'

'science" and (b) determining M a t methods are appropriate for the examination of such a

.

phenornenon. Historians, philosophers, sociologists, and scientists themseives have al1 provided
different answers to the questions of M a t science is and how it should be studied, with an
astonishing variety of resutts. Even within these disciplinary areas, the dïversity and cornplexity

of perspectives represented form the basis for seemingly endless controversy and debate. Yet,
in spite of al1 of the scholariy contention surrounding it, science 'as an activity" carries on and
continues to offer clear indications of its success by way of new discoveries and breakthroughs.
This success largeiy accounts for the perception of many people that science represents the
ultirnate human achievement. Just how science is accomplished, however, remains a mystery.
While there is Iittle scholariy or Iay consensus on a precise definition of 'science," there
are a number of characteristics that emerge as people try to identify the 'essence" of science.
As Harriet Zuckerrnan (1988513) indicates, some of the elernents that have been put forward
include the following:

a body of certified knowledge, ...a set of procedures for finding thinys out,
.-.a social enterprise, a culture or tradition, and a set of social arrangements
for developing, certifying, and comrnunicating knowledge.
Ambiguity anses in our efforts to determine whether any or al1 of these aspects are necessary
andfor sufficient to form a definitive view of science, or whether one aspect is more important
than another, and if so under what conditions. As a basis for the discussions that foflow, I will
consider as scientific those endeavors that attempt to gain knowledge of the world through
systernatic empin'cal investigation.
For my purposes, science, like art or religion, will be approached as an area of human
endeavor not "essentially" different frorn any other set of cultural practices or products. Likewise,
the people who practice science

- scientists - are not seen to be 'essentially" different frorn

those engaged in any other realm of human activity. The distinction between science and these
other areas of practice is primarily one of situation and wntext. Thus, m i l e an obsewer rnay be
able to distinguish substantive knowledge and activities that seem unique to scientific inquiry, or
some specific area of science, somewhat similar or parallel processes may be found among

artists, auto mechanics, and apicultun'sts, as they engage their worlds in meaningful manners.
As Thomas Gieryn (199544) argues,
exposing the contingent, flexible, pragmatic, and (to a degree) arbiirary
borders-and-territories stakd out for science is the start of a critical
evaluation of the consequences of such cultural ciassifications not just
for intelledual but real-world INes.

-

Simply put, then, for the purposes of this project, science is what scientists say they do (see

Gieryn, 1995;Bames et a!.. 1996:14O-l68:Dolby. l996:I5%189: Taylor. l996).'
Now, to adopt such an approach, I need to be able to defend the argument that science
is not 'essentially" different from any other aspect of human group Iife. This means, in tum. that

- as a fundamental starting position - f want to claim that science does not possess some a
pnon'or inherent attribute that foms the basis for such a distinction. This is, in fact, a claim
basic to this project,
Not surprisingly, since science is one of our most successful and securely
established institutions, its boundanes have becorne deeply entrenched.
Deeply entrenched conventions are easy to rnistake for natural divisions
and there are strong incentives which encourage such rnistakes. Mistakes,
however, they remain, and potentially expensive ones at that. (Bames, et al., 1996:168)
Wrth respect to understanding science, the wsts of such mistakes are the artificial closure of
debates and the maintenance of unexplored assumptions. It is rny view that any distinct qualities
that may exist to differentiate science from non-science are 'constnided" by the people engaged
in 'doing" science. In other words, the meaning of science emerges from the social interactions
of scientists in their day-today wok. as they engage in a vanety of activities that they have
detemiined make up their world. This stance is consistent with a symbolic interactionist
approach to science that would focus on the active dynamic nature of 'science as practiced." It
is the establishment and application of just such an approach to science that constiitutes the bulk
of t his work.
if there is a cornmon thread among perspectives on science, it appears to be that the

rnembers of the scientific comrnunity are engaged in the production of "viable" k n o ~ e d g e . ~
Whether one subscribes to an 'intemalist" view that this knowiedge is arrived at through the
systematic application of the 'scientific method," or to an 'extemalist" view that outside social
and political considerations contribute to the 'construction" of scientific knowledge, our
perceptions of knowledge and science seem extensively interwoven. One basis for this linkage

' Charles Taylor (1996) pruvides a thorough exploration of the "rhetoric of demarcation"that scientists
employ to differentiatethemselves h m rnembers of other groups.
I use the word "viable" here to express the notion that science produces knowledge that is capable of
Iiving, of growing and developing.

is the association of scientific knowledge with the pursuit of truth (see Fuchs, 1992; Shapin,
1994: Solomon, 1995). lt is perhaps because of this conceptual association that philosophers

were the first group of scholars to devote a great deal of attention to analyzing the scientific
enterprise. As will become clear throughout the following chapters, one consequence of the
linkage between scientific knowledge and truth is that certain philosophical debates have tended
to dominate the research agenda of most groups interested in studying science. What follows is
a bnef suwey of the philosophy, history, and sociology of science, al1 of wtiich will be explored in
more detail in later chapters.
The philosophy of science is concerneci primanly with arguments about the ontological

and epistemological foundations of science (see Feigl and Brodbeck, 1953; Suppe, 1977;
Hacking, 1983; Kitcher, 1993; Losee, 1993; Rouse, 1996; Couvalis, 1997). Thaf is, philosophers
want to know 'how the worid is," and what foms the basis for deterrnining tmth about the worfd.
One major issue thaï anses from these concerns is the so-called 'demarcation problem,"
associated first with the Vienna Circie (see Ayer, 1959) and then with Kart Popper (1959), which
involves trying to establish a basis for demarcating science from non-science. One common
component of the answers offered by philosophers is that scientific knowfedge is knowledge
about a real world 'out there." In other words, the truth or accuracy of scientific theories is
detennined by how well they 'represent" nature, which is often considered to be fmed or given

(see Hacking, 1983; Leplin, 1984; Giere, 1988). Similady, scientific investigations are seen to
employ strictly defined notions of argument and evidence, based on systernatic logical foms of
reasoning (see Newton-Smith, j981; Brown, 1988). This 'rationality" assumption also leads to
the notion that science progresses, and that scientific knowfedge accumulates as more research

is cariied out. Exactly how science progresses and by what means scientists determine when
they have acquired new knowledge, however, are open questions. As will become clear, science
is far messier than most philosophical descriptions allow, and solutions to the kinds of probfems
just mentioned have failed to emerge through the application of logical reasoning alone.

In contrast to philosophical approaches, the hjstory of science consists largely of people
describing the circurnstances and events surrounding the discovery or invention of particular

scientific facts, laws, or theories (see Williams and Steffens, 1978; Ronan, 1982; Hall, 1983;
Bmsh, 1988; Lindberg, 1992). The portraits that are provided of scientists and their work help us
to see how the modem corpus of scientific knowfedge was constructed piece by piece.
Historians also look for details of social, political, economic, or religious attitudes or events that

may have facilitated or inhibited a particular senes of occurrences in science. In this way, they
provide not only a chronology of scientiic progress, they also draw attention to the conditions of
cornmunity life (and elements of error, rnyth, and superstition) that may surround science. The

more details they uncover, the more complex their task becomes, and the more complex our
view of science becomes. The history of science, then, provides us not just with an accounting
of the 'accomplishments" of science, but with pictures of the temporal and cultural contexts
within which science is camed out, As with philosophical studies of science, historical studies
are limiteci in M a t they can tell us about the scientific enterprise, particularfy with respect to the
details of daily scientific practice. The reason for this is simply that philosophical and historical
studies of science, for the most part, have not been based on the direct observation of scientific
practice in the here and now. Instead, they have been based largely on scientists' ex posf hcfo
accounts of particular experiments and discoveries.
The sociology o f science is one of the more recent appmaches to the study of science.
The first research in this field was camed out by Robert K. Merton [1938](1970), who established
a link between the Puritan ethic and the rise of modem science in the West. Merton's approach
to science was strongly infiuenced by the ideas of the sociologists Talcott Parsons and Max
Weber, and by the dominant view of science in his day, namely, that associated with positivism
and what is often called exceptionalism (see Feigl and Brodbeck, 1953; Hacking, 1983).
Exceptionalism is the name given (see Mannheim, 1952) to the view that the inner workings of
science, consisting of the rnethodology and the substantive findings of science, are outside the
purview of soüology (see Merton, f973:268). This meant that for Merton the socioiogy of
science was fargely confineci to studying science as an institution, regulated by certain noms
and values. The noms of science, like those of any cultural institution, exist because they
function to advance the goals of that institution. Mertonian-inspired research tended to focus on

how the reward structure of science functioned to prornote the creation of certified knowledge,
the institutional goal of science. Similariy, this research showed how the ethos of science was
maintained through systems of positive and negatie sanctions. WhiIe drawing attention to
incidences of deviance and conflict in science, Mertonian sociology of science dealt more with
how science ought to be done, rather than how science k done. Part of the argument I present
here is that scientific knowfedge is not exceptional and that what is needed is a sociological
approach that advocates the open exploration of the scientific enterpn'se to see what is going on
in science on a day-to-day basis.
A major change occurred in al1 three of these approaches to science wtien Thomas Kuhn

[1962](1970) demonstrated the inadequacy of philosophical arguments to account for the events

that took place in the history of science. If Kuhn is correct, as George Cowalis (1997:89) says,
then we might condude that "science is not an enterprise wtiich has led to a growth of knowledge
on the basis of objective standards that can be pIausibly articulated as general rutes." Building
on the wotk of Ludwik Fleck [1Q35](19?9),Kuhn emphasized the importance of taking a
sociofogicalapproach to the study of science, one that highlighted the activities engaged in by
mernbers of the scientific community.

What followed from Kuhn's work was the development of approaches to the study of
science that chalienged many of the foundational concepts that had been taken for granted by
those who had until then undertaken research within the philosophy, history, and sociofogy of
science. Many, though certainly not all, philosophers, histonans, and sociologists began to view

science more explicitly as a "social construction." A new 'sociology of scientific knowledge" (see
Bloor, 1976) emerged that encouraged researchers to reconceptualize distinctions between both
the intemal and extemal workings of the scientific enterprise and its cognitive and social
elements. Although these new research initiatives have been regard4 by many as
contmvenial~the transition initiated by Kuhn and othen provided a rationale for sociologists to
enter the laboratones to study scientists in situ. The aim of these studies was to gather empirical
evidence from practicing scientists that couid shed light on issues that both logical analysis and

Stwe Shapin (1995:292)o b s e ~ ethat
s science studies are not for the "cardiOMSnilar1y challenged."

historical research had failed to resolve in a convinchg manner. These so-called 'laboratory
studies" went a long way toward demonstrating the inadequacy of existing philosophical and
historical accounts of the scientific enterprise, as well as showing that the more restricted
Mertonian sociological approach to science provided only a partial, if not ideological, glimpse at
scientific practice. However, in spite of the initiai ernpirical success of these studies, many
researchers have chosen to abandon what, from a neo-positivist perspective, might be
considered the "epistemologicaliy suspect" actbity of carrying out ethnographic fieldworkInstead, as Michaei Lynch (1993:lO5) indicates, they appear to prefer engaging in what are
perceived to be 'more respectable academic pursuits* Iike histoRcal and textual anaiysis.
A broader social study of science, or cultural study of science (see Labinger, 1995;

Rouse, 1996). has emerged from the sociology of scientific knowledge as a new variant on the
sociology of science. More explicit emphasis is given to the cultural and practical aspects of
accompiishing the scientific enterprise. while not eliminating the more traditional concerns of
philosophical. historical, and sociological studies of s c i e n ~ e .Surprisingly,
~
however, in
advocating a more practice-oriented appreciation of the scientific enterprise (see, e.g.. Pickering,
1995). research in this area has not been grounded, to the extent that one might imagine, in the
empirical investigation of the actual practice of wnternporaiy scientists. This is punling given
the manner in wtiich the rationale for these studies is often framed. For example, Joseph Rouse
(1996:238) conceives of cultural studies of science as inciuding

various investigations of the practices through which scientific understanding
is articulated and maintained in specific cuitural contexts and translated and
extended into new contexts.

4

For many scholars (see cg., Bioor, 1976; Knorr-Cetina, 1981; Haraway, 1988;Woolgar, 1988b;Fuchs,
1992;Gibbons, 1994;Shapin, 1995;Barnes, Bloor, and Henry, 1996;Roth, 1996), the sociology of
science is consideredto be a branch or snbneId of the sociologq-of knowledge. There are two bases for
this position. First, there is the perception that some relaîionship exists between all forms of social
actMty and the production of howledge. This ich, in hct, mi@ be considerdthe central notion of the
sxiology of know1edge (see Mannheim, 1952;Berger and LucEnnann, 1966;Curtis and Petras, 1970;
Merton, 1973;Longino, 1990;Gillespie, 1991; Shapin, 1994). Second, science is considemi to be the
area of human activity that is especially suiteci to pfoviding us with our knowledge of the wortd The
break with this position that is important for the social study of science is to see science as not simplj
king about the production of howledge. The close examination of the daiiy He of scientists may reveal
a variety of oîher go& towards whicb the activities of scientists are directeü.

Taking the case of a specific laboratory procedure Iike electrophoresis, for example, we might be
interested in understanding some of the following issues. How did scientists establish the
protocol for canying out this procedure and interpreting its results? How did scientists in other
laboratories come to leam about and apply this procedure to the exploration of similar or
different phenomena? Does it matter whether this procedure is k i n g camed out in Canada or
Japan, or whether by a graduate student or a technician? WiII scientists working on plant
proteins have a different understanding of this procedure from those working on animal pmteins?
Surely, the investigation of questions Iike these should include the empirical exploration of
science as it is being practiced.
While Rouse is still primarily wncerned with developing a philosophical understanding of
science, he (1996:259) makes the important point that, in part at teast, science studies should
'participate in constructing reliable and authoritative knowiedge of the wodd by critically
engaging with the scientists' practices of making meanings," Where the present çtudy differs
from Rouse's approach is with respect to what constitutes the appropriate means for ~ecuiing
reliable and authoritative knowledge of science. Consistent with a symbolic interactionist

perspective, I contend that this knowledge should stem from Our understanding of the processes
of interaction and interpretation engaged in by the members of the scientific community.

The Present Project
This project frts more or less directly into the approach that 1 have called the social study

of science. More specifically, it adopts a syrnbolic interactionist (see Mead, 1934; Blumer, 1969;
Prus, 1996) theoretical approach to the study of science as a f o m of day-today 'practical
accomplishment." While a more detailed rationale and description of this approach will be given
beiow, the fundamental basis of symbolic interadionism is the notion that people attnbute
meanings to the objects they encounter in their daily fives through processes of social intefadion
and interpretation.
As stated at the outset, this project has three specific objectives: (1) to establish a
rationale for a symbolic intemdionist approach to the study of science, as opposed to other

approaches within social studies of science, (2) to demonstrate the viabiiity of this approach
through an initial and partial application in a fieldwork setting, and (3) to draw attention to sorne
particular aspects of the everyday practical accornpfishment of the scientific enterprise that have
k e n unduly negfeded. The first of these objectives is accomplished initially through a
systematic critical examination of previ~us
efforts to understand science fmrn a philosophical,
historical, and sociological perspective- The 'upshot" of this review is that, while valuable
insights into the nature of the scientific enterprise have k e n forthcoming, there are problems
and shortcomings that migM best be addressed through aftemative approaches to the study of
science. For example, social studies of science have tended to refled a phifosophical agenda,

case studies have tended to be histon'cal rather than contemporary, and much of this research
has viewed science as k i n g camed out within a normative institutional frarnework. As has
already been implied, these emphases have provided a partial, lirnited, and in many ways
distorted view of the scientific enterprise that still leaves us with many unanswered questions

about the actuaI day-to-day practice of science (see Knorr-Cetina, 1995:141). Much of the work
that has k e n done has served to restrict artificially the scope of science studies and leave
scholars, particularly socioiogists, wondering why they should be interested in studying science
and how they rnight go about studying it. Thus, it is my contention that the most promising
course of action is to see science as a f o m of human activity that is, in many ways, like any
other. Symbolic interactionism recognizes those elements that are cornmon to every aspect of
human group Iife, M i l e at the same time not o b r i n g those things that are unique to particular
settings. The first objective is completed through a description of Mat a symbolic interactionist
approach to science wauld look like. My basic argument here is that science emerges out of the
daily processes of sociaI interaction and interpretation that scientists engage in as they encounter

the objects that çonstitute their lifeworids.
IntegraI to making such a daim is the f a d that it can be substantiated in the 'real worfd"
in which scientists carry out their activities. Therefore, the second objective involves canying
out empiricat research among practicing academic research scientists. The data gathered here

are then organized in ternis of a &genericsocial process" scheme, a conceptual frarnework that is

consistent with syrnbolic interactionism. This scheme not only facilitates the cornparison of
activities across muttiple scientific settings, it also pmvides the basis for camparisons with the
activities engaged in by people in other settings. In Chapter 5, 1 delineate the varïety of generic
social processes to be found in scientific activity.
The third objective is accomplished through the presentation of data on vatious aspects
of the scientific enterprise; specificafly 1 will fucus on the generic social processes associated
with pursuing funding and managing equipmenf. These important daily ad^ ities in which
scientists engage have not received adequate attention in the literature to date, and yet it is
difficutt to conceive how the ernpirical investigation of the world could pmceed without adequate
material resources and the finances required to purchase, maintain, and apply those resources.
Choosing to focus on these two areas allows me to explore aspects of science that are part of
the daily experience of al1 scientists as well as that of rnembers of other human groups, The
remainder of this section pmvides a more detailed examination of al1 three objectives.
As a theoretical perspective, symbolic interactionism is most central1y associated wit h
George Herbert Mead (1934) and Herbert Blumer (1969). The ideas of syrnbolic interactionism,
however, are m o t 4 in the American pragmatism (see Shalin, 1986) of John Dewey (among
others) and the ethnographic urban research tradition that was developed at the University of
Chicago in the earfy part of this century (see Kurîz, 1984). The principal focus of this

perspective is the intersubjective construction of meaning that develops as people, in the
process of ongoing group Iife, try to make sense of the worid in which they live. These
interadion processes are predicated on symbolic communication, of which the primary example
is language. However, symbols (and language) are not considered to be static entities. Rather,
symbolic interactionism stresses the emergent and changing nature of meaning that an'ses as
people engage in the day-to-day adivities that make up their Iives. The interactionist emphasis
on human action is paramount, and research camed out in this tradition details the ways in wfiich
people constnict their life-worids through processes of interaction and interpretation.
A syrnbolic interactionist approach to science, then, would focus on the emergent and

processual nature of the everyday life-worlds of scientists as they interad with other rnembers of

the scientific community and engage in the activities that consthte their work. ln this view,
science neither represents a preexisting objective reality nor a subjective construd of individual
rninds. Rather, science is the intersubjective accomplishment of a group of peop!e, who
systematically study phenomena of various sorts- The research task for the socioiogist is neither
to question why scientists do the things they do nor to detemine whether the activities they
engage in are or are not 'scientific," according to some 'essentialist" or supposedly objective
criteria. The goal of interactionist science studies is to describe how the rnembers of a particular
human group acwmplish the phenomenon they cal1 science. So, to take the position that
science is what scientists do is to argue that science is constituted of the meanings that emerge

as scientists interpret, reinterpret, and communicate about, the adivities they engage in.
The method that this projed ernploys to gather, analyze, and present data is derived
from the ethnographic ernphasis of symbolic interadionisrn. In particular, it rnakes use of the

'generic social processa(GSP) scherne developed by Robert Pnis (1987,1996). Ethnographers
(see Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995) emphasize the task of achieving an 'intimate farniliarity"
with the group king studied and, m i l e research of this kind has provided great insigM into many
aspects of human gmup life, what has been missing is a mechanism for transfemng these
insights across a variety of contexts and situations- In other words, the specificity of these
studies means that they have remained largely isolateci frorn one another. PNS (1996:142)
defines generic social processes as 'Yhe transsituational elements of interaction

- the abstraded,

transcontextual formulations of social behavior," and he argues that the GSP scheme provides a
way to rnaxirnize conceptual development in qualitative socio1ogic;tl research by providing
IYranssituational reference points that enable scholars to compare and contrast ethnographic
studies in many contextsn(1996:25). Whether a researcher is studying athletes, accountants, or
rnernbets of any other human group, the insigtits gained in one context can help to illuminate

m a t goes on some place else. It is this ability to rnove beyond a single setting that makes the
GSP scherne so important for the researctrer, and it is the opportunity to take the lessons learned

through the study of science into other contexts, and vice versa, that makes the present pmject

particularly pivotal. This goal c m be best accomplished m e n fieldwork is camed out in a vanety

of settings using the GSB scheme as a framework for al1 aspects of the research process. While
the matenal presented later in this work offers a starting point for such comparisons. researchers
have yet to make use of this scheme in a sufficient number and variety of contexts to permit the
kind of conceptual development and increased understanding of human group life envisioned by
PIUS.=

The GSP scheme, as developed by Prus, is organized around what he refers to as basic
elements of human endeavor, narnely, acquiring perspectives, achieving identity, getting
involved, doing activities, developing relationships, and forrning and coordinating associations.
By focusing on these processual elements, the details of the collective hurnan acts of interaction

and interpretation can be oMained and presented in ways that retain their natural qualities- At
the same time, these specific processes do not represent a rigid typology designed to constrain
our view of what goes on in science, or in any other subcuftural realm. Rather, they consfitute a
heuristic device through which the intersubjective accomplishment of all areas of human
endeavor can be examined and assesseci, in a self-referencing way. That is, the research
process itself critically mirrors the activities k i n g exarnined. Data, and the concepts used to
describe that data, emerge through ongoing processes of social interadion and interpretation.
The data for the present pmject were gathered through a series of open-ended
intewiews with a number of pradicing academic research scientists (see Chapter 5 for details of
the sample) in the so-called basic or natural sciences (biology, chernistry, geology, physics). In

order to provide more comprehensive supporl for the contention that science is what scientists
do it would be desirable to undertake extended periods of participant obsewation in at least a
couple of distinct settings within all four of these disciplines. How such a research agenda could
be camed out by any individual is difficult to imagine, and idealty the rnost kenefit would corne

from eigM or more researchers canying out their fieldwork simultaneously. They coutd then

---

-

In a volume edited tTy M. L.Dietz, R P m ,and W.Shafnr (1991), a number of ethnographers present
findings h m their fieldwork in tenns of generic social processes. While tbis mIIection goes a Iong way
in demonstrating the potentiai of the GSP scheme, there are two major weaknesses. First, the majority of
these studies were not carried out with the GSP scheme in mind and thedore the chapters have a certain
d c i a I quality. Secund, while the individual chapters are grouped together around particular GSPs,
there is no real effort to do the kiad of comparative synthesis advocated by Pm.

meet regufarlyto compare notes and further deveIop an understanding of what they were
observing through the very processes of interpretation and interaction that they were observing

in the field. The generic social process scheme is ideally suited to facilitating this kind of large
scale multiple site research initiative, but surety a first step towards such a concerted effort is to
establish an appropriate framework for canying it out and provide at least some demonstration of
the expected outcorne of such an effort. This is the limited objective of this initial foray into the
syrnbolic interactionist study of science within a GSP framework

The second objective of the present project clearfy states th& this is an initial and partial

exploration of the sdentific enterprise. IthougM that it was more important at this point tu gather

some information from a variety of informants in different contexts, than to Iirnit rnyself to an
examination of a single location in the hope of establishing a more comprehensive view of that
particular setting, As will be discussed in the next coupIe of chapters, previous efforts to study
single sites of suentic adivity have not produced the yield that we might exped when we take
iflto account the amount of time that researchers have spent in those settings. As has already
been mention&, part of the reason for this is that investigations of these settings have been
directed by efforts to follow an agenda established by philosophers of science- Just as
imp~rtant,however, is the fa@that during the extended periods of participant obser~ationth&
these tesearchers engaged in, insuffident effort was expended in talking to scientists in an open
and exploratory fashion to see what the scientists think is going in their life-worfds, and how they

interpret the objects they encounter on a daily basis. Therefore, a critical aspect of the present
study is the very act of Yalkingnto scientiçts and reporting on what it is they have to say about

science.
It is difficult to conceive of how any particular research projecl could hope to encomgass

the m o l e of science, whatever that may bel and so I devote special attention to two little-studied
but consequential aspeds of science, namely, pursuing funding and managing equipment. I

have done so for four reasons. First, funding and equiprnent related activities have been unduly
neglected. Second, a focus on epistemological concems has diverted effort away frorn

fieldwork. Third, the activities engaged in with respect to funding and quiprnent are ammon to

al1 scientific settings. Fourth, similar activities are caMed out by rnembers of other human
groups. Much of the material introduced in the following discussion will be developed at greater
length throughout the next few chapters and in the chapters devoted specifically to funding
(Chapter 7) and equipment (Chapter 8)To begin with, the activities around funding and equipment have been selected because
ttiey have not received adequate attention in the literature to date- Scientists spend a great deal
of time engaging in a van'ety of activities centered on funding and equipment, As part of his
exploration of the reiationship between commercial and acadernic interests in the emerging field
of biotechnology, Martin Kenney (1986:18) states that as much as 30 percent of a scientist's time
can be devoted to the gram application process. Similarly, Stevenson and Byeriy (i995:133)
observe that with increased cornpetition and the rising cost of science, 'rnany scientists now find
themselves spendirig a lot of their time preparing detailed grant applications, many of wtiich will
be unsuccessful." Just exadly how much time is spent on various funding-relateci activities in

different disciplines remains unclear, however, because no one has done any wncentrated
research into "how" scientists deal with the funding process. With respect to equipment, in a
discussion of the reWonship between matenal resources and scientÏfÏc pmductivity. Bnice Hevly
(1992:358) states that "the scientists' material worid is prirnarily a technological one, and the

technological needs and opportunities have to be counted as strong influences on scientific
practice." As with funding-reiated activities, it is precisely at the level of practice, wtiere our
understanding of how scientists think about, talk about, and make use of equipment is
inadequate. It is not enough to state that these issues are important and time-consurning, and
leave it at that.
To argue that issues related to funding and equiprnent have been unduly neglected
requires sorne initial clarification. To the extent that research on these issues has k e n camied
out, it has tended to take the form of more macrosociological and fundional analyses, that
emphasize how financial support and material resources are related to H a t many would
consider to be the institutional goal of science, namely, the growth of knowledge. Govemment
officiais, politicians and agency bureaucrats alike, members of the public, and scientists

themselves, argue that financial and material resources are integrai and pivotal to the succeççful
operation of the scientific enterprise on a large scale. Big science is big news, and high levels of
funding and massive equipment or extensive facilities are often identified as essential elements
of big science (see Galison and Hevly, f 992). Members of the public are well aware of the
controversies and accomplishments associated with the Hubbfe telescope (see Chaisson, 1994),
for exarnple, and a great deal of public attention surrounded the cancellation of construction on
the Superconducting Supercollider (see Ritson, 1993)!

Other high profile issues in science

include the global effort to fight both cancer (see Fujimura, 1 9 q ) and AlDS (see Shiits, 1989,
as well as the Human Genome Pmjed (see Cook-Deegan, 1994), which promises to produce a
fornula or code for human Me, Particularly with respect to these large-scale enterprises, science
appears to be intimately tied into issues of social welfare, and members of vaflous groups are
anxious to understand the relationship between investment in scientific research and the
common good.
Where the neglect of funding and equipment related issues is most surprising is in the
more microsociological, particulady laboratory-based, studies of science that have been carried
out as part of the newer post-Kuhnian and post-Mertonian research in the sociology of science,
The three major @ook-length)ethnographie studies of science are those of Bruno Latour and

Steve Woolgar 11979](1986), Karin Knorr-Cetina (1Wl), and Sharon Traweek (1988). While
these authors draw attention to the importance of funding and equipment in the accomplishment
of scientific goals, the detailed exploration of these activities is generally sidestepped on the way
to addressing questions of epistemoIogicai interest. For example, Latour and Woolgar (1986:88)
partray the activity that takes place in the laboratory as "the organisation of persuasion through

literary inscription."

The various instruments and pieces of equipment (inscription devices) found

in the laboratory produce readable output (e.g., squiggly Iines on chart paper) that the scientists
7ransformminto scientific papers, journal articles. The details of how facts (the contributions to

ûn a personal note. 1find it curious that the resources were fomd to M d an insüument dwigned to
give us a glimpse at the origins of the universe, but sufltxcient support could not be ganiered to construct a
device that would d o w us to recreate in part, on our own planet, the physical conditions that existed at
the time when the universe came into existence.

knowledge found in these papers) are constructecl are conveniently Yorgotten" when it cornes to
writing up results. That is, in print, scientists emphasize the produd of their activities, not the
processes of production. Ironically, this is precisely what happens with Latour and Woolgar.
They become so focused on the products of the scientific enterprise that they "forget" to explore,
in sufficient detail, how those products are anfved at through the daily activities of scientistsKnorr-Cetina, on the other hand, wtiile (198I:M) conceding that published articles may be the
pnmary 'end-product" of scientific research, is more concemed with demonstrating the
indeterminacy and contextual contingency of the processes of scientific reasoning that give rise
to scientific knowledge. As part of this cleariy epistemological praject, she (1981:83-87) draws
attention to the 'resource-refationships" witttin wtiich scientists cany out their work. For example,
the scientists she studied indicatedto her the importance of "the art of writing a grant proposal,"
and yet, m i l e we leam something about why the scientists placed so much emphasis on this
process, we learn almost nothing about the actiiities that constitute this 'art-" As with Latour
and Woolgar, Knorr-Cetina does not pause to explore in a sustained manner what goes on, with
respect to funding and equipment, as science is camed out on a day-tday basis.
Sharon Traweek (1988) focuses more directly on how issues related to funding and
equipment are integrally tied into notions of the individual scientist's identity and invoivement, as
well as how these matters are taken into açcount by members of the broader high energy physics
cornrnunity- High energy physics is big science, and at the heart of this discipline is a set of
cornplex and expensive devices known as detedors, which are used to explore the fundamental
building blocks of nature, by literally getting in the way of a beam of high energy particles. Part
of Traweek's objective is to delineate cultural differences between the way in vvhich physics is

camed out in Japan and the United States, but much of her concem is with how the 'careers" of
individual scientists are shaped. In this respect, Traweek's study resembles the approach
advocated in the present project, because it l o o k at the meaning that objects have for those that
encounter them on a daily basis. However, she becornes preoccupied with what might be called
a 'phenomenology of detectors," in much the same way that Latour and Woolgar develop a
'phenomenology of inscriptions." In both of these cases, the phenornena under study are being

examined primarily in order to detennine how they contribute the production of knowledge and
the resolution of epistemological debates born of the interests of the philosophers of science. At
the sarne time, the neglect of funding and equipment related issues in laboratory studies is at
least to sorne extent a function of the fact that so few ethnographic studies of science are being
perfomed,
ln his analysis of laboratory studies and his assessrnent of the crisis that occurred in
refativist and constructivisi studies in the 1980s. Michael Lynch (1 993:90-105) indicates what he
thinks went wrong with the laboratory studies initiative, and why other researchers are reluctant
to cany out ethnographic studies of science. With respect to what went wrong, Lynch observes
that many of those that perfomed fieldwork earfy in their careers have shifted their approach
towards science. Steve Woolgar (see 1988a, 1988b), for instance, became more concemed with
issues of discourse and reflexivity, while Bruno Latour (see 1987, 1988) turned to more historical
studies of science in an effort to understand how 'science in action" plays itself out through
sefies of human and material resource networks. So, rather than foming the basis forsustained
fieldwork, it appears to be the case that 'more often the themes and research strategies from
constnictivist studies are used for interpreting archival materials and constructing historical
modes of demonstrationn(Lynch, 1993:103). Lynch offers the following explanation. First, the
constructivist claim to have demonstrated the socially constructed character of the 'content" of
science, what phitosophers of science refer to as belonging to the 'context of justification," meant
in large part that their goal had been accomplished, and they could move on to other pursuits. It
is as if, having proven, at least to their own satisfaction, that the philosophicalview of science
was incorrect, sociologists of science could not see what beneffis would accrue from a closer
examination of the scientists' life-worlds. Second, two problerns with single-site Iâboratory
explorations seemed to persist. In the first place, these studies did not appear to hold up to
reflexive scrutiny, That is, by studying individual "extraordinarynexamples of science, typiccii of
previous studies that they had criticized for this limited view, they failed to provide a basis for a
broader, more intersubjective perspective on science that could onfy emerge through the
exploration of muitiple sites, representing a variety of circumstances, The second problem is

that laboratory studies ignored broader elements of sociological interest, Much of this cfiticism
was based in the perception that these studies were too rnicrosociological, and that there was no
way to extend these studies to incorporate elements of community and institutions. In the
absence of satisfactory resolution of these issues, however, 'ethnographic studies remain
exceedingly difftcult to undertake, as they are not supported by the professional archives,
established literatures, and cornmunities that facilitate familiar modes of historical and
sociologicai scholarshipn(Lynch, 1993:104).
Lynch suggests that there are three pragmatic difficuities facing any woutd-be

ethnographer of science. First, 'cutting-edge" research is extremely difficult to cany out. Part of
this has to do with gaining entry into an appropriate research site, and part has to do with the
technical demands placed on the researcher, particularly with respect to learning a highly
complex (scientific) language. Second, Lynch suggests that the audience for such studies needs
to be tutored in the technicalities of the science being obsewed in order to be able to read the
findings, and even then they are Iikely to view the results as 1Yedious reportage." Third, the
'career demands" faced by academics mean that extended periods of fieldwork are 'more suited
to dissertation research," but even this has been stymied because there have been Very few
graduate students in the field." In Chapter 5, 1 offer a challenge to ail of these claims, by
demonstrating that they reflect a mther limited view of the scope and rnethods of the social study
of science. As Lynch (1993:i05) observes, however, the low status accorded to laboratory
studies and the difficufties associated with fieldwork have led to the comrnon refrain that 'Yhere is
little left to do inside the lab." It may be the case that no further insight into episternological
problems will be forthcoming from ethnographic studies of science, but that does not mean that
much of sociological interest might not be waiting to be discuvered- For example, the
exploration of scientific practice may help us to understand how the identities of individual
scientists, and the communities of wbich they are a part, are constructeci, maintaineci, and
changed. lt rnay also help us to discover the sirnilanties and differences behveen the ways in
which scientists and mernbers of other occupationai groups achieve their goals. The material
presented in chapters 7 and 8 shows how the funding and equiprnerit related activities of

scientists have parallels with those canied by, among others, outlaw biker gangs, and Ï t also
supports a modified conceptualization of what it means to Say that science is socially
constructed.
In these fast several paragraphs, I have been building on the work of Michael Lynch, in
an effort to demonstrate that part of the rationale for studying issues related to funding and
equipment in science is to move beyond a research agenda set by philosophers, in order to
explore matters of broader sociological interest. If we move beyond a view that some of the
activities that scientists engage in are clearty scientific, in that they contribute directly to the
growth of (scientific) knowledge, while other activities are "merelyupart of the mundane daiiy
existence that scientists share with others, we can begin to demonstrate that science is of
sociological interest precisely because it is a human group activity. The symbolic interactionist
perspective is based on the notion that people attribute meanings to objects as they encounter
them on a day-to-day basis. Therefore, our examination of science should be predicated on an
effort to observe how meanings are anived at and shared among practitioners, as they attempt
to accomplish their goals. As has been stated, within this perspective, there is no a prion'basis
for determining what activities do or do not constitute science. Rather, if this kind of judgment is
to be made, it should be reached through the empirïcal investigation of science as practiced- As
a start, evidence from previous studies would appear to support the contention that pursuing
funding and rnanaging equipment are important aspects of the scientific enterprise.
The third and fourth aspects o f the rationale for studying funding and equipment related
issues in science are tied in to the search for a way to expand the sociologicaf interest in science
studies. Previous efforts to explore science have not only k e n bounded by adherence to a
philosophical agenda they have been camed out for the most part on cases of "extraordinary"
science. In other words, they have invofved remarkable or exceptionaf individual scientists and
ng
and/or major discoveries such as
their accornplishments - Nobel p r i ~ e ~ n n i scientists,
pulsars, quarks, thyrotropin releasing factor, and so on. While some of these studies (see, e-g.,
Latour and Woolgar, 1979; Knorr-Cetina, 1981) have noted the ambiguous, tentative, messy,
and circurnstantial aspects of scientific practice, they have tended to concentrate on the details

of laboratory procedures and experiments, to the exclusion of more sustained examinations of
the more ordinary, non-experimental, mundane activities that constitute the scientific enterprise.
This is important because, just as scholars can find no clear demarcation between science and
non-science in terms of its method or procedures (see Chapter 2). in general terms there is no
consensus on what wnstitutes scientific versus non-scientific practice. As 1 will argue later,
theçe disputes are largefy irresolvable, and they certainly will never be resolved without more
direct insight into what takes place in the day-to-day practice of ordinary science, as carrîedout
by ordinary scientists. Part of the solution is to begin with an examination of those activities that
are common to scientific research being carried out in multiple settings, by a broad array of
scientists. As has been rnentioned, issues related to funding and equiprnent are routinely raised
by scientists and by those that study science, yet neither has received the kind of broadspectrum investigation that would shed light on how scientists perceive and deal with these
issues. Part of my argument here is that rnuch of this neglect is due to the absence of an
appropriate rnethod for getting at these issues, and this leads to the fourth element of the
rationate.
Finally, then, I am starting out this projecf with the assumption that the kinds of activities
engaged in by scientists are similar to those camed out by members of other human groups, in
ways that most sociologists of science, while perhaps recognizing, have failed to examine or
develop systematically. Previous approaches to the study of science have been based on the
assurnption that there is something different about the scientific enterprise, but they have not
been able to demonstrate precisely how science is different from other human endeavors. A
symbolic interadionist approach to science would look for this difference to emerge out of the
daily processes of interaction and interpretation that scientists engage in. Similarly, by
ernploying the genenc sociaI process (GSP) scheme, we willbe able to discern those ways in
which science resembles other areas of group activrty. In this way, we gain a broader
sociological appreciation of the scientific enterprise, and of group Iife more generally.
In one sense, then, the present project offers a qualitative empin'cal study of selected
aspects of the scientific enterprise, but it also offers an opportunity to examine and assess the

applicrtbility of the genenc social process scheme to exploring the Iife-worids in which scientists
work. So, for example. ifthe scientific enterprise is indeed 'exceptional" is some sense, we may
discover that social processes which take place in a variety of other settings do not take place
within science. On the other hand, we may discover that the lack of attention that has been paid
to the more mundane aspects of science can, in large part, account for the perception that
science is exceptional, lt rnay in fact be the case that, on a day-to-day basis, science looks very
much like any other realrn of social activity.
Despite being one of the most interesting, cornplex, and challenging areas of
sociological research, the sociology of science has remained a marginal area, of little or no
interest to many scholars. Part of the reason for this is the lack of a collectively sanctioned
theoretical and methodological framework within which to cany out research activities on the
ways that science is achieved in practice. Another significant elernent is the restriction imposed
by treating the study of science rather exclusively as a subset of the sociology of knowledge (in a
Mertonian sense). In other words, not only is the sociologist restricted from examining the inner
workings of science, but any study of the "institution* of science must begin from the perspective
that the institutional goal of science is the establishment of certifieci knowledge. It must accept
science's own normative definitions of itself M i l e trying, through study, to see if such is indeed
the case. It rnay also be the case that social researchers take for granted the activities of
scientists, considering thern too preset or boring for close analysis- More likely, there is a certain
Year" of studying science, as it is produced in the field, not only because of the difficulties in
comprehending what is going on in science (see Lynch, 1985,1993), but because there is a
Yhreateningnaspect to this kind of research. 'It is one thing to study prostitutes or addicts at
some rernove from the university, or to study a cuk with few adherents. It is another to study the

practice of what is, in fact, the dominant religion of one's own place of work" (Star, 1989:2), The
implied threat is that sociologists in studying science may undermine, or at least be perceived by

some colleagues as challenging, the foundations of their own discipline. The present project
offers at lead a partial remedy for this situation.

The Rernalning Chapters

Chapter 2, The Establishmento f Science Studies, reviews in sorne detail the literature in
the philosophy, history, and sociology of science. Both this chapter and the next flesh out the
argument 1 made above about the broader area of science studies, outlining the contributions
and shortcomings of a variety of theoreticaf and methodological approaches that have, to date,
been brought to bear on this aspect of human group fife. The sheer volume and diversity of
these approaches makes a wmpletely systematic or comprehensive coverage of this matenal
more or l e s impossible. Thus, I have focussed my attention on certain kinds of literature. The
followïngcriteria for selection have been applied. First, an effort is made to introduce some of
the key figures and debates in the study of science (e-g., Popper, Merton, Kuhn, and issues like
the unity of science and social construdionism), so that the reader gains an appreciation of these
areas as a whole. Second, specific initiatives, particularly those that contribute to an
understanding of a symbolic interactionist approach to science, and thus help to underscore the
rationale for the present study, are covered in more detail. The central figure on both of these
counts is Thomas Kuhn. The initiative that marks the transition between the works covered in
this chapter and the next is the so-called 'strong programme" in the sociology of scientic
knowledge, which offers a post-Kuhnian programmatic staternent of how science should be
studied by sociologists.
Chapter 3, Studying Science by Studying ScientiSs, examines the findings of a group of
researchers who, in the late 1970s, went into the laboratories of practicing scientists to observe
mat was going on. The major work examined here is Laborafory LRe (Latour and Woolgar,

1979, 1986), which is distinguished not only by k i n g the first book-length work of this kind, but
by illustrating how the evidence of scientific practice can lead to the conclusion that scientific
facts are socially constnicted in the laboratory setting. The three other major figures exarnined
here are Kann Knorr-Cetina, Sharon Ttaweek, and Harry Collins. The first of these scholars has
provided the most systematic statement of the social constructivist appmach to science studies
yet developed (see Knorr-Cetina, 1981, f 982, 1983a, 1983b. 1995) and has most ciearly

demonçtrated what benefrts accnre frum studying scientists in the laboratory setting. Traweek

(1988) draws particular attention to the community aspect of scientific practice, and offers a

comprehensive description of a 'careef in science. Collins (1992) demonstrates the value of
going into the laboratory to study nomaVordinary scientific activity.
Chapter 4, Mowng Science Studies Forward, reviews four fairly m e n t attempts to
establish aiternate approaches to the study of science, that move beyond some of the intemal
conflicts that the authors identify as inhibiting research in this area. Susan Leigh Star's Reghm
of the Mind (1989) is based on an interactionist approach to science studies that is applied to an

historical case study regarding the dispute over localisationist and diffusionist understandings of
brain function. In his The Protbssional Quest for T ' h (1992). Stephan Fuchs suggests talcing
an organizational approach to the study of science that would give a more promirient role to
stmggles for resources and jurisdiction among interested gmups. Andrew Pickering's The
Mangle of Pracfice (1995) emphasizes the dialectic nature of scientific practice and the

compromises that ernerge from the atmosphere of uncertainty in which scientists wrk. The final
work examined here is an article by Stephen Bariey and Beth Bechky (1994) from the journal
Work and Occupations, entiiled 'In the Backroorns of Science: The Woric of Technicians in

Science Labs." Of the four works covered in this chapter, this one cornes closest to the present
project, in that it presents resufts of fieldwork carried out in a number of contemporary settings.
Chapter 5, An lnteracfonist Appmach to Scknce, presents the theoretical and

methodologicaI foundations for the present study, along with specific details of how this study
was caffled out. lt comprises three sections, The first sedion outlines the symbolic interadionist
perspective within sociology, and indicates how this perspective is intimately linked to the
ethnographie research tradition. The second sedion examines the details of the 'genen'c social

processn(GSP) scheme developed by Roberl Pms (1987,1996). This scheme provides the
framework for the collection, analysis, and presentation of data from the fieldwork portion of this
project. The third section of this chapter describes the setting and the sample in detail, along
with the mechanics of how al! phases of the project were accomplished.

Chapter 6, An Emergent Wew of Sckntific Practice, provides data gleaned fmrn
interviews with academic research scientists that address a w
die

range of activities from within

the scientific enterprise. These indude: getting ideas, assessing feasibility, getting prepared,
implementing plans, obtaining resutts, and disseminating results. The emphasis throughout is on
'doingWscience. This chapter poitrays the potential of adopting the symbolic interactionist
approach to the study of 'science as intersubjective accornplishrnent," The next two chapters,
which represent the primary ernpitical wre of this projed, draw particular attention to some
specific aspects of the scientific enterprise.
Chapter 7, Pursuing Funding, pmvides data on how scientists go about obtaining the
financial resources necessary for canying out their work. Scientific research is generally costly,
and govemment, industry, the public, and scientists are ail concerned with how much money is
k i n g spent, how it is being spent, and what they are getting for their money. Despite the level of
attention that scientists pay to funding matters, we know very Iittie of how concems with finances
are dealt with on a day-to-day basis by practicing scientists. Scientists' funding-related activities
include: identifying sources of funding, preparing grant applications, enteting partnerships,
marketing services, equipment and material, and making adjustments. A detailed examination
of these activities will help us to understand how scientists, and others, deal with the various
ambiguities, constraints, and opportunitiesthat they encounter on a daily basis. Part of what the
data show is that in exploring multiple sources for funding scientists cornrnunicate their ideas in
divmse ways, sometirnes emphasizing their personal accomplishments, sometirnes indicating
how their work fds into a larger ongoing project, or at other times drawing attention to the
particular problem to be sotved.
Chapter 8, Managing Equipmenf, presents data on adndties such as selecting

equiprnent, acquiring equipment, and rnaintaining and operating equipment. Part of the cornmon
perception of science is to associate the research proces with elaborate and exotic pieces of
equipment (eledron microscopes, radio telescopes, and particle accelerators). The mystification
associated with technology may blind us to the notion that it is the people who work with (and
maintain) the technology who undergird the scientific enterprise. Understanding the part that
these machines and devices play in science is a matter of explonng how scientists deal with
these objects, as they cany out their research activities. Among other things, I suggest hem that

the notion of the 'bfack box," a device whose inner workings are often taken for granted by
scientists, should be associated more closely with a set of meanings than with a particular piece
of equiprnent or technique.
The ninth chapter, Evaluation and Implications, contains a summary of the findings of
this projed and provides a list of suggestions regarding further researcti. As part of this final
chapter, I review the so-called "science wars" (see Ross, 1996) to show how the continueci
dominance of a research agenda set by philosophers has led to a highly destructive dialogue in
the social study of science. By taking a symbolic interactionist approach to the study of science
researchers are provided with a fiexible and naturalistic framework within which to arrive at an
intersubjective understanding of what is going on in science, The generic social process scheme
provides a mechsnisrnfor constnrcting a highly detailed understanding of the diverse and
complex elements of science, whife at the same time facilitating cornparisons across situations
and contexts. Also, by d-ng

attention to some little-studied areas of the scientific enterprise,

this study demonstrates that there are seemingly uniirnited opportunities for research on science,
outside of some of the constraints that have previously b e n placed on such research.

Chapter Two

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SCIENCE STUDIES

This chapter and the next establish a context for the present project by surveying sorne
of the major contributions from the philosophy, history, and socioIogy of science. One
charactefistic of this iiterature is a trend towards the establishment of a more general approach
to the study of science that would incorporate eiements from these and other disciplines in such
a way as to facilitate a sustained examination of the scientific enterprise. The selection of
authors, concepts, and studies exarnined here provides a representative, though certainly not
wmprehensive, introduction to the social study of science for those readers that may not be
familiar with the Iiterature in this area. At the same time, the reviewed material is evaluated in
tenns of how it can be used to support my objective of establishing a rationale for a symbolic
interactionist approach to the study of scienceThe diversity and cornplexity of the material covered here makes it difficutt to follow a
strict thematic or chronological order for the presentation of ideas. Consequently, eveiy effort is

made to focus on wttat is most relevant for present purposes and to demonstrate why this is the

case. The first area to be exarnined is the philosophy of science, with particular reference to the
work of Karf Popper. This is followed by considerations of the pioneering work of Robert Merton

in the sociology of science and the revolutionary work of Thomas Kuhn in the history of science.
A fourth section introduces the sbcalled "strongprogramme" in the saciology of scientific

knowiedge that marks the transition from the more traditional appmaches to the study of science
covered in this chapter to the more recent 'constructionist* initiatives discussed in the next
chapter.

Philosophy of Science
The discussion that follows attends to four central issues within the broad range of
philosophical concerns with science, These are: the demarcation of science, the un@ of
science, the relation of theory to evidence, and how scientific theories change. While a number

of afternate issues or ways of framing such issues muid have been selected, my point in
emphasizing these particular concerns is twofold. First, an examination of these issues allows
me to demonstrate how in their efforts to understand science philosophers have created a whole

series of problems which they have not been able to solve through the application of logic, or
other philosophical methods, Second, some knowledge of the content and perceived importance
of these problems is necessary to understand how much of the research in the history and
sociology of science hâs been constrained by the philosophical agenda. A final subsection
addresses the 'pragmatic tum" in the phifoçophy of science (Solomon, 1995). that advocates a
move away from the preoccupation with the search for truth that undergirds al1 of these issues
(see Feigl and Brodbeck, 1953; Nagel, 1961; Hernpel, 1966; Fuller, 1989; Laudan, 1990).
towards the more direct empirical examination of scientific practice.
lan Hacking (1983:l-6) identifies the major themes exarnined in the philosophy of
science as belonging to what Hans Reichenbach (1938) called the "context of justification," as
opposed to the 'context of discovery," discussed later in this chapter, The idea of justification
refers to the ways in which scientific ideas are tested and evaluated, regardless of their origin. In
fact, Kari Popper (1963:31) argues that it makes no difference how an idea comes about,
Whether it is a musical theme, a dramatic conflict, or a scientific theory." What philosophers of
science are concemed with is explicating the intemal workings of the scientific enterprise in
t e m s of the logical consistency of the methods employed by scientists. The basis for this
emphasis is the belief that it is the method of science that provides the foundation upon which
scientific daims are justified. Philosophers generally frame their analyses in t e n s of ontology
and epistemology, and, with respect to science, phiiosophers traditionally have tended to be
realists and rationalists.
The focus of ontologicéfi inquiry is the determination of what the world is and what kinds
of things are in it (see Leplin, 1984; Fine, 1986; Hooker, 1987). Philosopherswant to detemine
if the entities postulated by scientists are mal, or whether they are just constructs of the human

mind. In other words, wtien scientific theories are accepted, they are to be accepted on the basis
of their ability to represent sorne aspect of the world that does exist. As an example, for a

realist-itis not enough for atoms to be a useful theoretical construct. Rather, for realists, atoms
rnust exist. Alternately, some philosophers argue against realism indicating that various
historicai scientific theories (e-g,, phlogiston, ether, heliocentrism), while serving as useful
approximations of reality, have tumed out to be false (see Laudan, 1984)- With respect to the
study of science, historians and sociologists of science have tended to devote what I would
consider to be an inordinate amount of effort to providing support for their acceptance or
rejection of the realist position.
Tuming to epistemology, phiiosophers want to determine how we really know, what
counts as evidence, and what criteria we should use as a basis for our belief in sorne particular
theory or other, The traditional responses to these questions have often been framed in tenns of
some form of rationality (see Newton-Smith, 1981; Hollis and Lukes, 1982; Brown, 1988). Going
back to Aristotle, philosophical conceptions of rationality are generally categoncal (see Brown,
l988:43-44; Giere, l988:ï). That is, rationality, or togical reasoning, is considered to be an
essential characteristic of k i n g human, and it is most manifest in science, Rationality protects
us from answers to our questions that may be ahiirary or based on faith. As Brown (1988:35)
argues, the value of rationality lies in providing us with 'reliabfe" solutions to the problems we
encounter, along with a way to "recognize" such solutions when they anse- While al1 human
activity may be in some sense rational (see Hacking, 1983), science is considered to be the
exemplar of rationality. A precise statement on what exactly constitutes rationality, however, is
the subject of ongoing debate. Much of this debate has in tum been focused on detenninlng the
precise nature of science, since, scientific activity is comrnonly thought to be the most significant
manifestation of rationality.

The demarcation problem
In Iight of the above focus, one of the most important issues that anses out of the
philosophical study of science is the determination of what makes science different from other
disciplines. This so-called "demarcation problem" is associated primarily with Kari Popper
(1959:34-39), who sought to establish a criterion for differentiating between science and non-

science in terms of method. Consistent with the search for the logical foundations for science,
as found in the works of Bertrand Russell and others, Popper set out to demonstrate how
evidence of the rationality of science could be found in scientific practice. The evidence that
science is rational. and the criterion that demarcates science from non-science, Popper calls
falsifiability.
For Popper, the notion of falsifiability offered a more powerful and definitive view of
scientific practice, than the more prevaIent inductive and venficationist view advocated by
Rudolf Carnap (1955) and others. According to Carnap (see Hacking, 19833-4). observations
are the foundation of knowledge, and wtiat makes scientific statements meaningfut is that they
are based on empirical observations, rather than being 'meren theoretical constructs. Scientists

fitst make precise observations and perform experiments, then they make generalizations or
draw conclusions bas& on their findings. What demarcates science for Camap is the ability to
verify, and thus confirm, theodes through the accumulation of evidence- However, philosophers
were not able to agree on a precise method for determining when scientific theorïes could be
considered confirmed. This problem Ied Popper to conceive of the relationship between
evidence and pmof in another way. He felt that scientific theon'es could not be confined
through obsewation, and that (metaphysical) speculation was not entirely bad, because it might
lead to new and interesting conceptions (conjectures) of nature, that could then be tested and
potentially shown to offer better explanations or not (refutation).
I shall certainly admit a systern as empirical or scientific only if it is
capable of being tesfed by experience. These considerations suggest
not the verifiability but the faisifiabilïify of a system is to be taken as a
critenon of demarcation. In other words: 1 shall not require of a scientific
system that it shall be capable of being singIed out, once and for ail, in a
positiie sense; but I shall require that its logical f o m shall be such that
it can be singled out, by means of empirical tests, in a negative sense:
it must be possible for an empirical scientifc sysfem to be refùted by
expetleme. (Popper, 1959:40-41, emphasis in original)

The ideas introduced here imply that while it may not be possible to detemine with certainty
whether in fact some statement is a scientific statement, it is possible to determine ifit is nof a
scientific statement. The basis for this detemination is the existence of empirical evidence that
refutes whatever is claimed by that staternent. In other words, some staternent can be

considered scientific only if the possibility exists for some body of evidence to be brought
fonvard that would contradict that statement, Thus, for Popper, such human endeavors as
psychoanalysis and Marxism cannot be considered as sciences because the staternents made by
supporters of these theories are not refutable, in a conc~usivemanner, through empirical means
(see Popper, 1963:334; Gieryn. ? 995:395; Dolby, 1996:197-203).
Both of these approaches to science are based on the assumption that it is the method
that scientists employ in their work that makes them different from members of other human
groups. Whether this method is verificationist or falsificationist in nature is secondary to the
basic acceptance of this methodological criterion for demarcation. The critical point that I want
to make here is that philosophers have not been able to establish a universally accepted logical
basis for selecting between these two positions (see Newton-Smith, 1981;Hacking, 1983).
Further, the empirical evidence obtained through research in the history and sociology of science
does not provide us with sufficient grounds for selecting one of these positions over the other.
Consequently, atternpts to solve the demarcation problem distract researchers from getting on
with the empirical exploration of the scientific enterprise, to see M a t actually goes on in daily
practice.

The un* of science
The issue of the unity of science came to light during the middle of the nineteenth
century, as part of the ideology of Geman unification. Science and the rationality it represents
were seen as an integral part of the social and political order of a unified Germany (see Galison,
1996). Since that tirne, the unity of science has been conceivecl as a means of protecting

knowledge claims from prejudice, dogma, class interests, and various kinds of fanaticism (see
Dewey, 1938). The rationality that unifies science is set in opposition to the divisive irrationality
of arbitrariness and Mas.
While there may be more than one way to wnceive of the unity of science (see Hacking,
1996:43), the rnost relevant understanding of this issue for present purposes is with respect to

logic and methodology. This conception is based on the notion of a fundamentai "scientific

methodwuniting al/ inquiry. Following this notion to its logical conclusion, many philosophers
argue not only that al! sciences should share the same method, but that al1 sciences are
reducible to physics. which is considered to be the most fundamental of al1 sciences.' At the
same time, the concept of a single science implies that knowIedge is of one kind, and that it will
accumulate as science is practiced,
As Hacking indicates (1983:5), in spite of their differerices on the demarcation problem,

both Carnap and Popper think that science is the best example of rational thought and that
scientific knowledge is cumulative and evolving towards 'one true theory of the universe." Both
believe in the unity of science, and both subscribe to the idea that the world of sense experience
not only provides the data for science, but that scientific theories rnust be empiricaliy validated in
order to establish their tmth or falsehood. These ideas are Iargely consistent with a positivistic
view of the world that has been central to many debates in the physical and social sciences (see
Dawson, 1988; Fuchs, 1993; Fuller, 1993; PNS, 1996).
The major threat to the positivist conception of unified science is the idea of relativisrn.
That is, relatwists argue that there is no one method through which scientific inquiry should take
place, and therefore there is no one science. Rather, it may be the case that the methods which
scientists feel are most appropriate for studying the worfd emerge most directIy out of the
paRicular wntexts and situations within which they find thernselves (see Galison and Stump,
1996)Perhaps one of the most radical relativists is Paul Feyerabend, wtio (1975:307) urges
those that study science to Yree society from the strangling hold of an ideologically petrified
science just as our ancestors freed us from the strangle hold of the One Tme ReIigion!"
(emphasis in the original). As Newton-Smith (1981:125) points out, Feyerabend clairns that
there is no such thing as a scientific method and that science should be removed from its
pedestal because it is just one tradition among many (e.g., astrology, witchcraft). Even though
he takes a l e s radical position, Thomas Kuhn is accused of instigating a 'crisis of rationalityn

Jon Elster (1989:74) posits that the hierarchicai scheme of the sciences h m most fundamental to least
is as follows: physics, chemistry, biology, psychology, sociology and economics.

(see Hacking, 1983:2) in science, because his work demonstrates that the historical record does
not match the philosophical picture of science. The acknowledgement of method as the unifying
feature of science is not required in order for studies in the history and sociology of science to
proceed. As with arguments over demarcation, trying to reçoive the unity issue stands in the
way of carrying out research into the day-to-day practice of science.

Theory and evidence

In response to the positivistic emphasis on empiricism and verification, Pierre Duhem
[1914](I9S4) argued that no scientific mode1 could be evafuated directly through observation.

Rather, data wil1 only have significance within the context of a particular experimental setting
and al1 of the rnodels that come to bear in that situation, The implication of this concept is that
negative experimental results do not necessarily disprove the theory being tested- Instead, it
may be the case that some auxiliary hypothesis, having to do with the operation of a piece of
equiprnent, for example, is the root of the problem. W.V.O. Quine [1953](1980) extended this
idea to a more general form, and provided a logical notation and representational scheme that
allowed philosophers to incorporate this principle into their discussions in a consistent and
wherent rnanner. So, for example, if some theory T is consistent with a body of evidence, there
may also be some theory T t h a t while different from Tis just as consistent with that same body
of evidence. Thus, both the Copenhagen and many-wofids theories of quantum rnechanics, not
to mention several alternate theones (see Cramer, 1986) are capable of providing explanations
for the behavior of sub-atomic particles. The critical point for the phiiosophy of science is that in
some cases no particular body of evidence provides a sufficient basis for choosing between
theory Tor 7,in a conclusive or definitive manner.
The so-called Duhem-Quine hypothesis (see Hooker, l987:33l ff.) implies that scientific

theories are largely 'underdeterminedmby the facts that emerge from observations made in
scientific pradice. In other words, the theoretical and methodological contexis within which
research is performed are necessary for draMng conclusions from such research, but they are
not sufficient to provide an absolute determination of the tnrth of the findings. What we learn

from this is that the study of actual scientific practice can make a valuable contribution towards
our understanding of the scientific enterprise. At the same time, it demonstrates that empirÏcaI
evidence cannot be used in a direct rnanner to confimi or deny philosophical conceptions of
science, Rather, the empirical investigation of science may bring to Iight altemate insights into
the workings of science that philosophical and historïcal explorations have not been able to
provide.

Scientific theory change
A related area of concern within the philosophy of science is to provide an explanation

for the growth of science and the changes that accompany that growth, The objectives here are
to determine the nature of scientific theories, how scientists choose one theory over another,
and, by extension, how old theones corne to be replaceci by new ones. As with the three
problems exarnined so far, notions of scientific change are generally based on the perception
that scientific inquiry iflustrates the urtimate application of rational processes.
Perhaps the best known contribution to resolving these issues is the debate between Karl
Popper and Thomas Kuhn (for details and extended commentary, see Lakatos and Musgrave,
1970). As has already been stated, Popper not only champions scientific rationality, but he

conceives of the work of science as centen'ng around the activity of falsifying theories. ln other
words, scientific practice consists of challenging and systematically testing the ideas put fontvard
by scientists by trying to falsify thern. For Kuhn (more details of Kuhn's conception of science
are provided later in this chapter), this kind of revolutionary or destabilizing activity is the
exception rather than the rule in scientific practice. According to Kuhn, the normal day-to-day
activities of scientists are carried out within the bounds of accepteci and stable theories and
practices, It is only when these stable theones and practices cannot account for an increasing
nurnber of anomalies or deviations that scientists shift into a more revolutionary mode to seek
out alternate explanations. The rest of the time, they are content to expand upon and further
verify seemingly known facts and true theories.

David Bloor (1991:61-62) identifies four major differences between Popper's and Kuhn's
conceptions of science, first, Popper's account is far more prescriptive than Kuhn's, which is
more descriptive in nature. ln other words, Popper is more concemed to argue how science
should be camed out, while Kuhn offers an historical account of how science has been practiced,
Second, Popper stresses debate, disagreement, and criticism, while Kuhn emphasizes areas of
agreement that scientists take for granted in their work. That is, in looking at the social aspect of
science, Popper tends to focus on conflict, while Kuhn emphasizes consensus. Third, Popper
draws attention to those aspects of science that are universal and abstract, while Kuhn highlights
those things that are local and concrete. In other words, Popper is concemed with
rnsthodological canons and the intellectual environment of science, m i l e Kuhn draws attention
to the more concrete aspects of scientific work. Fourth, Popper's account of science is linear
and homogeneous, whereas Kuhn's version is more cyclical and heterogeneous. For Popper,
the same methods and processes apply at ail stages of scientific investigation, whereas, for
Kuhn, scientists employ qualitatively different procedures at various stages of their work. These
last two points in particular indicate the difference between a holistic conception of one 'sciencen
(Popper), as contrasted to a conception of many 'sciences" (Kuhn), The debate on scientific
change, however, goes well beyond Popper and ~uhn.'
The whole debate over scientific theory change is important for the present project
because we would like to know how scientists both instigate and respond to change on a daily
basis, No amount of grand theorizing on general explanations of change, that are consistent with
some philosophical conception of science, will help us to understand the ways in which practicing
scientists deal with the ambiguities and uncertainties that continuously emerge as they attempt to
accomplish their goals.

'

Larry Laudan et al. (1986) present a comprehensiveanalysis of philosophical models and bistoncal
research on theories of scient& change. The authors are critical of most ofthese theories for failing to
address the more short-term, l&ed
processes that take piace in scientific practice.

nie prâgmafic tum
So far in this chapter we have briefly discussed four problems in the philosophy of

science: the demarcation problem, the question of the unity of science, the relationship of theory
and empirical evidence, and scientific theory change. These four issues are important for the
present project because alternate solutions to the probferns identified here emerge out of later
developments in the sociology of science. As 1 have already stated, the fact that many
sociologists have k e n working in the service of philosophy means that they have been unable to
devote sufficient attention to the exploration of the day-Po-day practice of science. At the same
tirne, an awareness of these philosophical issues helps us to understand more clearly the
significance of the developments in the history of science discussed fater in this chapter.
Within philosophy, these same issues are k i n g examined at a fundamental level by
scholars advocating a "pragrnatic turn" from traditional views of science. Miriarn Solomon
(1995:208), for example, indicates that philosophers, and others that study science, tend to
assume that truth is the most important goal of scientific inquiry, that scientific disputes are
settled by reference primarily to cognitive or epistemic factors, that al1 scientists make decisions
for the same reasons, and, that scientific theories are linguistic entities assessed in t e m s of
logical relations- Aiternately, pragmatic approaches to science (e-g., Hacking, 1983) attempt to
incorporate notions of practical accomplishment that, for example, may not be related to the
exercise of logical or linguistic skills.
Human beings over the course of their lives certainly pursue goals other
than truth. They collect starnps, listen to music, become marathon runners,
nurture their children, fight wars, and vote in efections. (Solomon, 1995:ZlS)
By analogy, there is no reason to believe that al1 a c t ~ i t within
y
science is aimed at the

attainment of truth. As Solomon (1995:ZlO) indicates, the specific goals of individual scientists,
or groups of scientists, may not be the same as those of the scientific enterprise as a whole.

While we must be careful not to get bogged down in interna1 disputes within philosophy,
developing an appreciation of reseatch k i n g camed out in the phiIosophy of science is
important for the present project. One of the basic reasons for this is that, to date, much of the

vocabuiary used in the presentation, analysis, and evaiuation of sociology of science research
cornes directly from philosophy. Similarly, as the material covered in this chapter and the next
wiil demonstrate, the research agenda for the sociology of science has k e n set to a large
degree by the concems of philosophers. ln the present work, I intend to draw attention to the
necessity of grounding theory in the world of human expen'ence, in a way that many philosopher's
(and many sociologists) have yet tu appreciate. First, however, let us proceed with our coverage
of background material by examining some of the eariiest efforts in the sociology of science.

Sociology of Science
Pnor to examining the history of science, this section is devoted to the early develop
ment of the sociology of science, with a particular emphasis on Robert K. Merton, The major
reason for sefecting this order of coverage is that many of the ideas expressed here predate the
important work of Thomas Kuhn in the history of science. Merton's work refieds two notable
orientations with respect to science and sociology. First, Merton's research on science was
infiuenced by the ideas Max Weber, particularly as they were k i n g interpreted by his supewisor
Talcott Parsons. Second, Merton's attitude towards science is consistent with Karl Mannheim's
(1936, 1952) sociology of knowledge, which exempteci natural science from the purview of
sociology. The main issue covered in this section is Merton's notion of the nomative structure of
science, but pnor to that a brief mention of Merton's work on the historical developrnent of
modem science needs to be made. The reason for this is that much of Merton's later work, and
that of his students, develops out of his findings in this regard.
Perhaps the first work to be widely recognized as "sociology of sciencenwas Merton's
1938 doctoral dissertation Science, Technology, and Society in Seventeenth-Century England

(1970). In his work, Merton hypothesizes a link between the Puritan ethic and the rise of modem
science in England. Drawing on Max Weber's [19û4](1930) anaiysis of the social impact of
Calvin's theology on the rÏse of capitalism, Merton links the normative efements of diligence in
serving God, the renunciation of material satisfaction, and the constructive use of time,
associated with Calvinism, with the nse of science. These Puritan noms functioned both to

support the agenda and create a receptive atmosphere for the early growth of the scientific
enterprise in England.
Merton's main concem in this work was with how science became institutionalized in the
West, A disproportionate number of the founding and central members of the RoyaI Society
(Le., the first scientific institution), Merton noted, were Puritans. Seeking to explain this state of
affairs, Merton (1973:228) was led to conclude:
What we cal1 the Protestant ethic was at once a direct expression of dominant
values and an independent source of new motivation- It not oniy led men into
particular paths of activity; it exerted a constant pressure for unswerving devotion
to this activity. Its ascetic imperatnles established a broad base for scientific inquiry,
dignifying, exalting, consecrating such inquiry.
While detemining the precise implications of this statement has fuelied an ongoing debate (see
Becker, 1984; Merton, 1984; Shapin, 1988). what is most important for the present project is
Merton's contention that 'science, like al1 other social institutions, must be supported by values of
the grcup if it is to developw(1984:1097). In other words, Merton's early and infiuentiaf approach
to the sociology of science focused the sukliscipline on the study of the values that shape the
institutional context of science, rather than on the nature of the actual practice of scientists, in
and out of the laboratory.
Merton treated the sociology of science as a subaspect of his broader functionalist
approach to the study of society. As Giere (1988:30) indicates, one of the basic tenets of
functionalism is the idea that the existence and maintenance of norms within social institutions
can be explained by the function that those n o m s play in perpetuating the goals (values) of that
institution and more broadly of the society of which they are a part- In discussing the role and
function of science in modem society, Merton il9421 (1973:270) argues that the 'institutional
goal of science is the extension of certified knowledge." As Thomas Gieryn (1995398) points
out, it is the 'institutionalized ethos of sciencenthat, for Merton, demanates science from nonscience.
The ethos of science is that effectively toned complex of values and n o m s
which is held to be binding on the man of science. The norms are expressed
in the f o m of prescriptions, proscriptions, preferences, and permissions. They
are legitimized in t e m s of institutional values. These imperatives, transmitted
by precept and exampie and reinforced by sanctions are in varying degrees

intemalized by the scientist, thus fashioning his scientific conscience. (Merton,
1973~268-269)
Scientists leam these noms as part of their socialization into the discipline, and they are
reinforced throughout the scientific comrnunity by a series of sanctions against transgressors,
and through rewards for conformists who contribute to the stock of knowledge. Consistent with a
functionalist perspective, scientists, like members of other social institutions, are seen as mle

The normative structure of science consists of both technical and social noms, which
reflect the two distinct parts of the scientific enterprise; the scientific and the social. As Giere
(1988:31) points out, for Merton, the behavior of scientists is constrained by both 'rules of

rationality," and 'ndes of social action." The niles of rationality deal with issues of logic and
evidence.
The technical nonn of empirical evidence, adequate and reliable, is a
prerequisite for sustained true prediction; the technical n o m of logical
consistency, a prerequisite for systematic and valid predidion. (Merton,
1973:270)
These technical noms, which are exempt from sociological examination, are consistent with the
positivist insistence on empirical evidence and verifiability, and with the notion of a unified or
singular scientific method. Coupled with these are four social n o m s that refled Merton's
ernphasis on the ways in which institutional structures determine the behavior of individuals.
These noms are: universalisrn, cornmunism, disinterestedness, and organized skepticism.
Universalism forms the basis for the meritocratic system in science, wtiereby evaluation
of research results is camed out in an objective manner by a scientist's peers.
The acceptance or rejection of claims entering the Iists of science is not to
depend on the personal or social attributes of their protagonist: his race,
nationality, religion, class, and personal qualities are as such irrelevant.
(Merton, 1973:ZO)
This n o m is stridly opposed to any f o m of particularismthat would undermine the scientific
enterprise by giving consideration to the personal attributes of a scientist rather than
wncentrating on the nature of the contribution made by that scientist,
The nonn of communism is consistent with a view of the cumulative nature of science,
and an understanding that the advancement of knowledge relies on the colledive efforts of many

scientists. Scientists are encouraged to share their work openly rather than engage in any kind
of secrecy or hoarding.
The substantive findings of science are the product of social collaboration
and are assigned to the community. They cunstitute a cornmon heritage
in which the equity of the individuaf producer is severely Iirnited- (1973:273)

Scientists' 'property rightsnare Iimited to the prestige and esteem that arise from having a
discovery or theory named after them (e.g., Boyle's Iaw, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, Heisenberg's
uncertainty pflnciple).
W t h the n o m of disinterestedness, Merton emphasizes an institutional basis for the
behavior of scientists, rather than Iooking for any inherent individual virtues, such as a "passion
for knowledge" or an 'ahmistic concem with the benefrt to humanity."
The quest for distinctive motives appears to have been misdirected. It is
rather a distinctive pattern of institutional control of a wide range of m o t ~ e s
which characterizes the behavior of scientists- (1973:276)
Scientists conform to this n o m because it is in their own best interest to do so. Fraud and
chicanery are avoided, as are attempts at self-aggrandizement, because scientists are uliimately
judged by their peers.
The final nom, organized skepticism, involves the "temporary suspension of judgment"
and the 'detached scrutiny of beliefsnuntil such time as suffkient evidence and argument have
been presented to support a claim.
The scientific investigator does not preserve the cleavage between the
sacred and the profane, between that which requires uncritical respect,
and that which can be objectively analyzed. (1973:278)
In this way, certified knowledge is anived at. and mere dogma and ideology can be avoided.
Merton's work on the normative structure of science was widely accepted and was
incdrporated into the research agenda of the sociology of science (see Cole and Cole, 1973;
Zuckerman, 1988, Cole, 1992), but it also met with substantial criticism (see Bames and Dolby,
1970: Mulkay, 1976; Toren, 1983; Leydesdorff, I W ~ ) . "Much of this cnticism was based on the

lack of evidence in support of a normative view of science. Michaei Mulkay (1976:641) argues,

Zuckerman (1988516)indiates that the b e l of mntmversy around the noms of science "is a selfexempi@hg instance of the norm of organized skepticism in practice."

for example, that there is Iittle empirical support for the notion that the norms of science have
becorne institutionalized (Le., form the basis for the reward system in science). Similarly, he
(1976:645-646) suggests that these norms do not constitute a tnie and distinctive basis for the

practice of science. Rather, they are part of a Vocabulary of justification and evaluationnthat
scientists employ to portray their actions to lay audiences, provide misleading accounts of m a t
actually takes place in science, and further their own sociaI interests, For Mulkay, then, the
notion of a normative structure of science is more accurately seen as an "occupational ideology-"
In another instance, Michael Lynch (1993:63-64) iridicates that there are three main
points on which criticisms of Merton's views are based. Fi&, the norms were stated in an
abstract rnanner, and it was unclear how these related to the actual conduct and behavior of
scientists, Second, the norms assumed a coherent view of scientific methodology based on
positivist ideals that would lead to a progressive accumulation of certified knowfedge. Both
historical and philosophical explorations of science provided little evidence to support such a
view- Third, Merton viewed the sociology of science as k i n g 'self-exempliQing." .In other
words, the institutional arrangement that typified natural science muid also be seen in the
sociology of science, thus rnaking it a stable scientific field. The problem with this is that within
the sociology of science, and sociology more generally, there is no interna1consensus on
fundamental rnatters of theory, fact, and practice. What binds these three statements together is
the idea that the sociological examination of science is constrained by the philosophical
conception of science as a unified and self-regulatory sphere of activity, whether the basis of this

unity and self-regulation is conceived in ternis of either methods or social noms. What the
historical and sociological analysis of the actual practice of science reveals. however, is that
scientific activity is far messier, and far more contingent on local conditions, than any rigid mode1

c m account for. Thus, this philosophical framework inhibits the open exploration of science as it
is actually practiced, for which sociology is ideally suited.

Hlstory of Science

If work in the philosophy of science is dedicated to the 'context of justification," then
research in the history of science centers on the 'context of discovery" (see Hacking, 1983). In
other words, historians set out to uncover the, who, what, when, and where of events that have
taken place within the scientific enterprise, As Giere (1988:18-19) indicates, histonans of
science present udescnptionsof how science has been pursued," through an examination of, 'Yhe
ideas and choices of individual scientists." They also look for evidence of error, myth, or other
circumstances that may have irnpeded scientific progress. In this way, historians provide a
detailed record of what happened in science such that i t looks Iike it does today. Unlike the
scientists they study. however, historians typically do not seek to generalize- As a result, this
work is often carried out without the historians questioning the interna1 workings or the practicaf
accomplishrnent of the scientific enterprise. This sort of presentation of the history of science,
which dominates science textbooks, punled Thomas Kuhn, when he rnoved from being a
physicist to being an historian of science.

Thomas Kuhn
Thomas Kuhn's The Sfnrcture of ScientMc Revolutïons (1970, first published in 1962)
represents the transifronal work in science studies in that it brought about a revolution in the way
that histoflans, philosophers, and sociologists of science defined and approached their subject
matter. Specifically, Kuhn's work points out that many of the problems encountered in trying to
understand and explain what goes on in science are not solvable through stnctly philosophical
means, nor through the kind of empirical evidence presented by historians. As will become
clear, Kuhn established the foundation for a truly social study of science, one which has its
empirical base in cornrnunities of practicing scientists, in the here and nowAs a graduate student in theoretical physics, Kuhn was involved in presenting a course
on the history of science for non-scientists. Dunng this time, Kuhn began to realize, he says, that
'exposure to out-of-date scientific theory and practice radically undermined some of my basic
conceptions about the nature of science and the reasons for its special statusa(1970:~). After

leaving physics to examine the history of science in more detail, Kuhn puuied over The number
and extent of the overt disagreements between social scientists about the nature of legitimate
scientific problems and methodsn (1970:viii). After reflecting on these experiences, Kuhn came
to realize that the historical study of science has the potential to bring to light more than just the
details of the context of discovery- The historical record also provides information about the
intemal workings of science and the basis for differentiating science from other areas of human
activity- This notion foms the opening statement of his work.
History, if viewed as a repository for more than anecdote or chronology,
wuld produce a decisive transformation in the image of science by which
we are now possessed, (1970:l)
Envisioning science in both more pluralistic and generic ternis, Kuhn became interested
in detemining just how science 'progresses." At the same time, Kuhn's approach to science
placed a strong emphasis on notions of comrnunity and the collective action of scientists. These
ideas, however, were not Kuhn's alone. Rather, they reflected the influence of an eariier scholar,
Ludwik Fleck [1935](1979), a much neglected figure in the history, philosophy, and sociology of
science. Kuhn (1970:vi-vii) indicates that reading Fleck made him realize that many of his ideas
should be set in the context of a 'sociology of the scientific ~ m m u n i t y .Before
~
tuming to a
brief examination of Fleck's work, though, I want to introduce Kuhn's notion of a 'paradigm,"
which provides a kind of central conceptual framework for Kuhn's analysis of science and for the
discussion in this section.
For Kuhn (197O:lZ), scientific progress or development is marked by The successive
transition from one paradigm to another via revolution." As this indicates, the concept of the
'paradigm" is integral to Kuhn's work, and yet he himself has been criticized for failing to
adequately define this terni? In the postscript to the second edition of his work, Kuhn (1970:175)
indicates that the paradigm concept has two major meanings, namely, paradigm-as-shared-

A number of authors (Golinski, 1990; Lynch, 1993;Restivo, 1995) have recently commenteci that
FIeck's work presages many of the developments in the sociology of science that took place in the 1970s

and 1980s.
Margaret Misterman (1970) identifies at least tweniy-two different uses of the term paradigm in Kuhn's
work

cornmitments and paradigm-as-shared-examples.
On the one hand, it stands for the entire constefIation of beliefs, values,
techniques, and so on shared by the members of a given community.
On the other, it denotes one sort of element in that constellation, the
concrete puzzle-solutions which, employed as models or examples, cari
replace explicit rules as a basis for the solution of the remaining puzzles
of normal science, (1970:175)
The notion of paradigm-as-shared-commitments (1WO:l8l-l87) refers to the "symbolic
generalizationsnthat are used without question or dissent wïthin a certain "disciplinary rnatrixIn as
weI1 as the more "rnetaphysicalnaspects of the scientific enterprise such as beliefs and values,
which may affect judgrnent, The notion of paradigrn-as-shared-examples (1 9703 87-191) is a
more technical concept based on the existence of models that allow scientists to cany out their
work. In other words, normal science is camed out through the application of "acquired similarity
relationsnwhereby prevailing conceptualizations, technologies, and practices are applied to new
puuf es,
These discussions should make it clear that, for Kuhn, the proper unit of analysis for the
study of science is not science as a whole, but rather sets of scientific communities, each
constituting and based on a somewhat different paradigm, "A paradigm govems. in the first
instance, not a subject matter but rather a group of practiiionersn(1970:180). What this
statement implies is that no single paradigrn can be said to exist for science in any overall sense,
or even for a branch of science, like physics, Even within a small speciatîy Iike high-energy
physics, each separate community of researchers has its own paradigms (see Traweek, 1988).
Edge and Mulkay (1976), for example, were able to identify four separate research traditions in
the astronorny department at Cambridge University alone.
Turning now to Ludwik f teck, he set out to describe the genesis and development of the
scientific fact that "the so-called Wasseman reaction is related to syphilisn(1979:xxviii). The
crucial eiement to recognize is that the 'Tact" referred to in Fleck's analysis is the relationship
between a repeatabfe laboratory procedure and a socially recognizabte disease. ln other words,
Fleck argues that the conception of syphilis emerged, in both the scientific community and
among the wider public, once the test for detecting the disease became more accurate and
reliable. Thus, scientists' fact-making act'nrities reflect not only their obsenrations, but the ways

in which these observations are interpreted by various groups under the influence of

technological developments and other extra-scientific concems,
For Fleck, the unit of analysis for science is the LYhought style," a concept similar to
Kuhn's notion of a paradigm. Truth or correctness in science is judged against the prevailing
thought styles, and is thereby conditional on acceptance of a judgment by the "thought collective"
(Le., those individuâfs who share particular thought styles). ln other words, Fleck (1979:IOO)
favors an explanation for scientific practice based on the idea that there is a culturally infoned
or intersubjective basis for establishing facts within science. This process of knowledge
production is cornposed of "activen and "passiven elements. Those things over which the actor is
seen to have some level of control are considered to be the active elements of knowledge
production, while those over which the actor has no apparent control are considered to be
passive elements.
More specifically, active elements can be defined as the histofical, sociological, and
psychological factors that rnake up the thought style and that are manifested in the practices of
the thought collectives or communities of scientists. The passive elements of knowiedge
production are associated with conceptions of fixed reality, such as the measurable physiological
responses of the human body to the introduction of various chemical compounds. For Fleck,
even these passive elements are subject to change over time, and what may be considered fixed
reality, for one community of scientists, does not necessanly remain so for another group of
scientists, when thought styles change (197951)- For example, the discovery of the red shift in
the spectra of the stars, which eventually led to the development of big bang theory, attered the
way that astronomers thought about the structure, size, and evolution of the universe. So, for
Fleck, scientific progress tends to take place over two different tirne scales. Active elements of
science may change on a day-to-day basis in response to certain circumstances, while changes
in the passive elernents tend to reflect longer-term assessments of various theoretical and
methodological constnicts, or altemate sets of assumptions (e-g., number of degrees in a
triangle). ln either =se, change is always rooted in the goals and activities of particular groups
of scientists.

Kuhn's account of the history and progress of science is much like the one presented by
Fleck. He proposes the following scheme to demonstrate the path that science takes:
normal science -+crisis + revolution + new normal science
The terni normal science is used to describe a period of scientific activity camed out

within the framework of an accepted paradigm. That is, the work of scientists in these penods is
X m l y based upon one or more past scientific achievements" (197O:lO), and is associated with
three kinds of problems: the determination of significant facts, the rnatching of facts with theory,
and the articulation of theory (1970:34). In other words, normal science may involve such
activities as: measuring the specific gravities and compressibilities of materials, constructing a
giant scintillation counter to demonstrate the existence of the neutrino, and determining the
nurnencal value of the universal gravitation constant,
Kuhn refers to these kinds of activities as comprising the regular 'puzzle-solving" work of
scientists- He argues that most scientists are engaged in the systematic and offen creative
working out of the details of a particular worldview to which they are exposed. Their efforts are
directed at providing ever more finely grained detail, and applying their methods to a larger and
more varied selection of cases, For Popper, these activities constitute mere 'hack work* (see
Bloor, 1991:60), because they are not directed at falsification. Kuhn argues that individual skill is
directed at efficiency and comprehensiveness, rather than at looking for alternative
conceptualizations. Science within an established paradigm can be viewed as a kind of
normative or preferential date, in which the day-to-day work of most scientists is c=arriedout.
Anomalies anse M e n the existing framework is not capable of providing a mode1 for the solution
of some particular problem. For exarnple, Roentgen's discovery of X-rays was not only a
surprise, it "violated deeply entrenched expectationsn(197059). In this case, obsewations of a
phenornenon could neither be predicted nor explained by the framework of beliefs within which
the scientist was working.

A crisis norrnally occurs when the nurnber, diversity, or centrality of these inexplicable
anomalies raises doubts within the cornrnunity of scientists about the efficacy of a paradigm. ln
their attempts to deal with anomalies, the result may be a transition to revolutionary science, as

scientists search for and apply new theories and rnethods. For exarnple. the failure of Newtonian
mechanics to describe either very large-scale phenomena on the one hand, or very small-scale
phenomena on the other, led to the development of relativistic rnechanics and quantum
mechanics, respectiveiy.
The decision to reject one paradigrn is always simultaneously the decision
to accept anothet, and the judgment ieading to that decision involves the
cornparison of both paradigms with nature and with each other. (1970:77,
emphasis in original)
What emerges frorn a period of revolutionary science is a new normal science that may share
Iittle with previous ways of doing science.
One of the conclusions that Kuhn draws from his work is that science is non-cumulative.
While acknowledging that normal science is somewhat cumulative in nature, Kuhn (1970:84)
argues that science, as a whole, is not. The notion of cumulation is 9he ideal that historical
development would display if onIy it had not so often been distorted by human idiosyncrasyn
(1970:96). ln other words, in an evolutionary theory of science, "new knowledge would replace

ignorance rather than replace knowledge of another or incompatible sortw(1970:95). But,
according to Kuhn's theory of science, which rejects any necessary teleological perspective,
scientific development is seen to evolve "from" rather than "tona certain state (1970:172). So,
while some accumulation of knowledge rnay take place, there is every possibility that new
knowledge will replace old knowledge, thus leading to the establishment of a drastically different
woridview.
This revolutionary theory of scientific change allows Kuhn to offer an altemate criterion
for the demarcation of science from rion-science, which is based on the paradigmatic consensus
that characterizes normal science. Kuhn argues that: "As in political revolutions, so in paradigm
choice - there is no standard higher than the assent of the relevant community" (1970:94). This
view is opposed to Popper's, for example, in that Kuhn does not demarcate science by some
foundational or essentialist criterion, but rather by a socio-cultural one, which is constructed by
the scientists themselves.
Avery important point, for the present project, is the claim that "after a revoiution
scientists are responding to a different worldn (Kuhn, 1970:lll). This phenornenon leads to the

notion of 'incommensurability." Following a revolution in science, meanings and standards have
changed (see Giere, 1988:36-37). such that, what rnay have previously counted as a valid
scientific problem, or solution, may no longer count as such. Kuhn compares the transition that
scientists undergo to a gestalt shif€or pefhaps more accurately a religious conversion, In tems
of the gestalt shif? analogy, which Kuhn borrows from Wittgenstein, a pattern of dots may be
perceived of as depicting a duck or a rabbit, and once observers are aware of this they can
switch back and forth between these two quite readily, The transition in science, however, is
even more Iike a religious conversion where once the shift has been made, there is no going
back. The worldviews are now incommensurable. So, for example, following the shift from
Ptolemaic to Copemican astronomy, Kuhn (1970:115) indicates that a convert would Say, '1 once
took the moon to be a planet, but 1 was mistaken."
There are three practical consequences of these changes of worfdview, the first of which
is disagreement over "the list of problems that any candidate for paradigm rnust resolven
(1GiO:l48). For example, as a resutt of the shifi frorn phlogistic chemistry to Lavoisier's
chemical theory, chemists were inhibited from investigating an expianation for sirnilanties in the
properties of metals. This is a problem that had previously k e n addressed under phlogistic
chernistry, and to which a satisfactory answer had been found. However, within the context of
the new chemical theory, the question made no sense- Second, there is disagreement over the
standards or definitions of science- Kuhn (1970:149) states that: 'Within the new paradigm, ofd
tems, concepts, and experiments faIl into new relationships one with the other." For example,
according to geocentric astronorny, the concept 'earthn implied not only a planet, but also the
notion of faed position. With the advent of heliocentric astronomy, the notion of fixed position
had to be discarded and this required scientists to adopt a new perspective on both the concepts
of earth and motion. Third, there is the idea that LYhe proponents of wmpeting paradigms
practice their trades in different wodds" (1970:150). This can lead to a communication
breakdown, in which the participants must 'recognize each other as rnembers of different
language communities and then become translators" (1970:202). This final notion, in particular,

has given nse to the criticism that Kuhn is a relativist and that his work gives rise to a 'ctisis of
rationalityu(Kuhn, 1970:205; Hacking, 1983:2).
Not only does Kuhn question established notions of justification. he is also critical of
traditional approaches to the study of the context of discovery. Reflecting on the ideological
rewriting of history, he argues (1970336) that:
Both scientists and laymen take much of their image of creative scientific
activity from an authoritative source that systematically disguises - partly
for important functional reasons - the existence and significance of scientific
revolutions.
In other words, the revolutionary development of science is suppressed in textbooks and in
histories, by the rnernbers of the scientific profession, who fear that a more accurate and detailed
portrayai of the scientific enterprise would undermine their authority by giving 'artificial status to
human idiosyncrasy, error, and confusion" (1970:138)- Pedagogical interests have blurred the
important historical lesson that "concepts like that of an element can scarcely be invented
independent of contextn (1970:142),
Kuhn's research in the history of science provides a nurnber of important observations
for the present project. First, his contention that science is not a uniformly focussed or
cumulative enterprise paves the way for a more open-ended exploration of the scientific
enterprise through which the diversity and cornplexity of obsewed phenornena can be accepted
at face value. Second, his obsewation that the distinction between the "context of discoveryn
and the "context of justification" is problematic means that sociologists can explore al1 aspects of
science on an equal footing with philosophers and historians. Third, and perhaps rnost
importantly, Kuhn contends that the direct observation of the scientific enterprise would seem to
indicate that the logical methods used in the production of scientific knowledge (see Hacking
1983:6; Gieryn, 1995:401) are best envisioned in ternis of ernergent human interchange.
Underlying al1 of these ideas is the conception of science as being compnsed of communities of
practitioners that are constantly engaged in a process of definirjg and redefining their worlds. Al1
of these observations are consistent the symboiic interactionist approach to the study of science
advocated here.

The Strong Programme

In the fate 1960s, members of the Science Studies Unit at the University of Edinburgh
set out to take an integrated and multi-disciplinary approach to the study of science, one that
would demonstrate that The cognitive is social, and vice-versa" (Leydesdorff, l992:24l). That
is, they agreed that no analytical distinction was to be made between the cognitive and the social
dimensions of science, or between internai and extemal dimensions- To do so, this group of
scholars built on Kuhn's conceptual frarnework (see Barnes, 1982). and at the same time,
incorporated insights from a diverse array of sources: concepts of knowfedge as found in Emile
Durkheim (1915) and Karl Mannheim (1952), the critical theory of Jurgen Habermas (1972), the
philosophy of Ludwig Wrttgenstein (1953; see Winch, 1958), the anthropology of Mary Douglas

(197O), and the ethnomethodology of Harold Garfinkel (1967).
ln his analysis of this initiative, Steve Woolgar (1988b:40) indicates that, historically, the
functionalist sociology of science was Iargely confined to the study of social factors as they
impinged (improperly) on the practice of science and the irrational elements of the scientific
enterprise, M i l e the philosophers of science examined the rational bases for tnrth statements in
science. The so-called 'strong programme" broke with both of these approaches and set in
motion a series of controversies centered as much on disciplinary boundary disputes, as on the
substantive elements of their "new paradigm" in the social study of science (see e.g., Hollis and
Lukes, 1982: Manicas and Rosenberg, 1985, 1988: Brown, 1989). As Martin Hollis (1982:68)
points out, the strength of the strong programme is in its rejection of the more traditional
(scientific) view that: "A man who knows believes because he knows; a man whose beliefs can

be explained by custom or imagination does not know."
David Bloor, in his Knowledge and Social lmagery (1976, l99l), presents the following
framework, which he says captures the essence of the strong programme's view of the proper
way of doing sociology of science.
The sociology of scientific knowledge should adhere to the following four
tenets:
1. It would be causal, that is, concerneci with the conditions which bnng
about befief or States of knowledge. Natumlly there will be other types of
causes apart frorn social ones which will cooperate in bringing about belief2. It would be impartial with respect to truth and falsity, rationality and

irrationality, success or failure. 80th sides of these dichotomies will fequire
explanation.
3. It would be symmetrical in its style of explanation- The same types of
cause would explain, Say, true and false beliefs.
4. It would be refiexive. In principle its patterns of explanation would have
to be applicable to sociology itself. Like the requirement o f symmetry this
is a response to the need for general explanations. It is an obvious requirement
of principle because otherwise sociology would be a standing refutation of
its own theones.
These four tenets, of causatity, impartiality, symmetry and reflexivity define
l called the strong programme in the sociology o f knowledge. (1991:ï')
what ~ Ï l be
The first of these tenets irnplies that there may be political, econornic, religious, psychologic=al,
historical, or social considerations that lead scientists, and rnembers of society as a whole, to
accept something as knowledge. This tenet is based on the notion that it should be possible to
identify the specific 'social interests" of one group or another (see e-g., MacKenzie, 1978, 1981;
Shapin and Schaffer, 1985), that 'cause" members to align themsehres with some particular
version of a scientific fact.
Social interests are expressed as claims on resources by the members of various groups
as they compete or cooperate to achieve their goals. Reflecting on his own study of phrenology
in late eighteenth century Edinburgh, for example, Steve Shapin (19824) argues:
Reality seems capable of sustaining more than one account given of it,
depending upon the goals of those who engage with it; and in fhis instance
at least those goals included considerations in the wider society such as the
redistribution of rïghts and resources among social classes.
Thus, the social interests of some group or other may "causen knodedge to develop in one way
or another. In a similar study, Donald MacKenzie (1978, 1981) argues that the development of
statistics in Britain between 1865 and 1930 was influenced by eugenics. Social control through
seiective breeding was of interest to the rising professional class in Britain, and the kinds of
problerns undertaken by statisticians like Galton, Pearson, and Fisher refiected their interests in
both the ideology and political implications of eugenics.
The second tenet implies that sociologists are to be impartial with respect to their
assessrnent of knowledge claims. In other words, all beliefs are to be explained causalty, with no
exemption for those beliefs that some people may hold to be rational and tme. As Woolgar
(1988b:42) indicates, this tenet goes contrary to the 'received view" that sociologists investigate

only social factors that produce erroneous knowledge. while philosophers are responsible for
investigating rationality, the basis of true knowledge.
The third tenet is closely related to the second in that it stipulates the need to offer the
same kind of causal mechanisms to explain what cornes to be classified as good and bad
science, or right and wrong science, For exarnple, the explanation offered for the belief in
geocenttic astronorny must be of the same kind as that offered for heliocentric astronomy, The
sociologist cannot Say, for example, that one of these theories can be explained rationally, while
the other can be explained psychologically or politically.
The fourth tenet implies that sociology is no different from science, in that any sociology
of sciehtific knowledge must apply to sociology itself. In other words, it is part of its own subject
matter. To say, for exarnple, that science is socially wnstructed is to also say that the sociology
of science is socially constnicted. The "knowledge" that emerges from either process cannot be
privileged over the other (see Mulkay, 1985; Manicas and Rosenberg, 1985, 1988; Woolgar,
1988b). Al1 four tenets are opposed to those theories of science that argue for some kind of
scientific exceptionalism, and the ideas expressed in these tenets have given rise to heated
debates arnong philosophers, histoffans, .and sociologists of science.

On one level, criticism of the strong programme is based on the fact that the tenets are
neither self-evident nor self-explanatory (Manicas and Rosenberg, 1985:n).

That is, not only

has a systematic explanation of these tenets beyond the brief statement cited above not been
forthcoming, but, as with the Mertonian noms of science, Steve Woolgar (1988b:50) suggests
that we might be k i n g presented with yet another set of 'anti-guidelines" for candud. In other
words, the strong programme is more prescriptive than descriptive.
A more specific criticism is leveled by Martin Hollis, who (1982:80-81) argues that:

If there is to be the same impartial and symmetn'cal style of explanation
for al1 beliefs, it should, presumably, apply to the beliefs of those who
advocate a strong programme. Yet these beliefs lay daim to a scientific
status, which the programme dare not forfeit and dare not assert, since
both would subvert the programme.
In other words, in claiming scientific status for itself, the strong programme is exempt from its

own tenets, and therefore it destroys its credibility by sewing as its own counterexample.

If, on

the o t k r hand. the strong programme does not daim scientific status, tfien there is no reason to
believe that the tenets of this programme are any more valid than those of any other view of
science,
An equally damaging criticisrn is that the proponents of the strong programme have not
been able to demonstrate a distinct causal connection between specific social interests and the
developrnent of science. Knorr-Cetina (1982:322) obsewes that research canied out under the
strong programme fails to 'demonstrate exactly how and in virtue of which mechanisms social
fadors have indeed entered (and are hence reflected in) particular knowfedge claims" (emphasis
in the onginai). In addition, Hamet Zuckeman (1988:553) argues that the proponents of the
strong programme 'have yet to address the basic questions of which interests will be activated
in identifieci types of situations and how it is that scientists of evidently different social 'interests"
often maintain the same theoretical position." So, according to critics at least, the strong
programme is not only without logical foundation, it also does not appear to provide clear
direction for the empirical study of science.
While the strong programme can be viewed as a systematic effort to apply the insights
into the scientific enterprîse provided by Thomas Kuhn, another group has had much greater
success in advancing our knowledge of science. These schofars (see, e-g-, Latour and Woolgar,
1979; Knorr-Cetina, l98l), who entered the laboraton'es to observe scientific practice directly in

the here and now, are the subject of the next chapter. To conclude this chapter, the following
summary indicates how the philosophy, history, and sociology of science have tried to
understand science, and how there is an opportunity and justification for an altemate approach to
science that can provide insights not readily accessible through the application of these more
traditional approaches.

Sumrnary
Researchers in the philosophy, history, and sociology of science have tried to
understand the nature of the scientific enterprise. Work in each of these disciplines has
uncovered different aspects of science, through the application of rnethods peculiar to that

discipline. For example, philosophers, who generally frame their concerns in ternis of ontology
and epistemology, have tried to apply logical analysis to establishing a comprehensive picture of
the scientific method, which reflects their conviction that scientists investigate a real world in a
rational way- Historians, on the other hand, have accumulated the details of the record of
scientific activity in an effort to demonstrate how scientific investigationswere mm'ed out.
Unfortunately, most of this work has been carried

out in accordance with the philosophical

perception of science, Earfy efforts by sociologists, who were in the best position to explore
scientific actbity in the here and now, largely missed their chance also by adopting much of the
philosophical woridview. In the case of Merton and his followers, the central place of the
scientific method was taken for granted, and added to this was a conviction that scientific activity
was constrained by a set of social noms that forrned the ethos of science.
Thomas Kuhn was able to demonstrate that the histon'cal record did not in fact match the
philosophers' mode! of a rational unified science- Instead, science appeared to be a far messier,
ambiguous, and contingent enterprise. Kuhn's contention that scientific knowledge emerged
through negotiations within comrnunities of practiiioners threatened the foundation of
philosophical, historical, and sociological examinations of science. A major limitation of his
work, however, is that he stopped short of actually following through with testing his findings in
contemporary settings. One response to this "crisis" was provided by the advocates of the strong
programme, who responded to Kuhn's insights by crafting an alternative, sociologically-infomed,
philosophical framework for science. However, like Kuhn, they failed to carry out ernpin'cal
investigations of science as practiced.
So, while these different approaches have brought to light various elements of the
scientific enterprise, we are still lefi with an incomplete and in many ways distorted picture of
science. Philosophicalapproaches to science have become bogged down in trying to resolve
fundamental philosophical arguments, to the exclusion of increasing our knowfedge of science.
Historical studies of science are hampered by their efforts to work within and contribute to
philosophical models of science, and by their inability to study wntemporary scientific practice.
The same criticism can be leveled at much of the research in the sociology of science. What is

required is a sociological approach to science that moves beyond the limitations of philosophical
and historÏcal studies, and offers a framework within which to carry out the empirical
investigation of science in the here and now, I contend that such an approach can be found in
symbolic interactionism.

Chapter Three

STUDYING SCIENCE BY STUDYING SClENTlSTS

ln the late 1970s, as part of a move away from traditionaf studies in the history,
philosophy, and sociology of science, a new initiative arose that cleariy dernonstrated the
influence of the work of Thomas Kuhn. It was, for the most part, consistent with the ideas
advocated by the proponents of the strong programme in the sociology of scientific knowledge,
narnely, 'laboratory studies." The niche carved out by these studies is the examination of
'knowledge that is yet in the process of being constitutedn(Knorr-Cetina, 1995:141). In other
words, these studies set out to investigatethe ongoing social processes that conçtitute the
intemal workings of science. This research uses ethnographic methods (e.g., open-ended
interviews and participant observation) and emphasizes the cultural activity of scientists as
opposed to the logical-rational methodology or organizational structure of the scientific
enterprise. Regrettably, only a small number of these studies of an extended nature have k e n
performed. Knorr-Cetina (1995:147) identifies only four, Latour and Woolgar (1979), KnorrCetina (1981)- Lynch (19851, and Traweek (1 988).
In order to assess these laboratory studies. especially with respect to the present project,
1 begin with a brief coverage of the fieldwork camed out by Hany Collins in support of his

empirical r e l a t ~ i sprogramt
Collins did not engage in a full-blown ethnographic study of science
(hence his exclusion frorn the iist just given), but he did use evidence gathered in the field to
support his ideas about how science is practiced. I devote particular attention to Laboratory Life,
by Bruno Latour and Steve Woofgar (1979, 1986). This work is distinguished hy being the first
book-Iength ethnographic study of science, and it most clearly demonstrates how various
methods of studying science (both qualitative and quantitative) can be applied in the field. Next,

I discuss the work of Kann Knorr-Cetina, which strongly parallels Latour and Woolgar's study, but
is perhaps more noteworthy for its staternents (especially as presented in her summary articles)
on what "constructivist" and 'laboratory" studies are attempting to accornplish. FinaHy, 1 want to

draw attention to the work of Sharon Traweek (1988) which, I feel, represents a more consistent
and sustained effort at ethnographic inquiry than is offered by Latour and Woolgar.

The Empirical Relativist Program
A few years before the other scholars covered in this chapter entered the laboratory,

Hany Collins (e.g., 1974) was already publishing the results of fieldwork camed out with
practicing scientists to provide support for his Empin~alProgram of Relativism (EPOR),which
he (1992:25-26) describes as having the following objectives:
1. Demonstrating the interpretive flexibility of experimental data.
2. Showing the mechznisms by which potentially open-ended debates are
actually brought to a close - that is, describing closure mechanisms.
3. Relating the closure mechanisms to the wïder social and political
structure.

Before examining these three objectives in more detail, it is important to note two guiding
prînciples that are at the foundation of EPOR. First, Collins stresses obtaining direct empirical
evidence of scientific practice in the here and now. Second, he (f 992:16) adopts what some
might consider to be a radical f o m of telativism, based on the notion that: 'If cultures differ in
their perceptions of the world, then their perceptions and usages cannot be fully explained by
reference to what the world is really like." From this perspective, social explanations are to take
precedence over fogic and evidence, and researchers are advised "to treat descriptive language
as if it were about imaginary objects" (i992:16), Thus, for Collins, "the natural world has a smali
or nonexistent role in the construction of scientific knowledgen(1981:3).
Given Collins' f o m of relativisrn, the three objectives of EPOR can be interpreted in the
folfowing way. First, if the same (or a seemingly sirnilar) scientific procedure is caffled out in
different settings it will produce different results. Second, scientific debates are brought to a
close, and new knowiedge is certified, through a process of social negotiation that takes place
among particular groups of scientists. Third, these negotiations take place within the framework

of existing perspectives or woridviews. The remainder of this section emphasizes the empirical
support that Collins gathers in support of these ideas, rather than the details of the

(philosophical) arguments thernselves. A first step is to describe more precisely how Collins
views science.
Collins describes scientists as being in the business of putting ships in bottles.
Generally, we only see the finished product (knowledge), and al1 traces of how the ship got into
the bottle in the first place have been erased. Further, and to some extent following Kuhn,
Collins divides scientific activity into three phases: normal (ordinary), extraordinary, and
revolutionary. Normal science (most scientific activity) is camed out in a stable cornfortable
environment, whereas extraordinary science is characterized by srnall-scale controversies that
are largely unsettled (Le., scientists have not quite figured out how to get the ship in the bottle).
Revolutionary science (the ship wilt no longer go in the bottle) b h g s about large-sale
widespread changes to the environment in which science is done- Collins (1992) presents the
results of three case studies to illustrate his ideas, the first of which represents normal scientific
activity (building the TEA-laser). The other cases belong to extraordinary science

- one (grav'Q

waves) in a well-established science (physics) and the other (the entotional life of plants) in what
some might consider a pseudo-science (parapsychology). Coverage of these last two examples
would draw us into a variety of debates that are not directly relevant to the examination of the
daily activities of scientists in the here and now as they engage in nonnal/scientific activity.
The normal science case involves several scientists trying to build a copy of a

Transversely Excited Atmospheffc pressure CO2 (TEA) laser. The field research camed out by
Collins provides us with a picture of how scientists responded to the various challenges they
encountered in trying to build this device, based on the published record of those that had
successfully buik such a laser.' Collins identifies a sefles of problems that the scientists had to
deal with, such as: arc breakdown arnong the cornponents, reducing probe coi1 noise, correctly
sizing wire leads and g l a s tubing, and properly rnarking the anode. While scientists tried to use

'

Collins visited elwen laboratories engaged in laser building, where he spent a smaii number of days,
one or two, coilecting information, which he foilowed up on in a coupIe of telephone conversations. This
observation is not intended as a criticism. Rather, my point is that even exuemely îimited exposure to
actual scientific practice (compared say with the nearîy two years of observation Camed out by Latour) can
provide a wealth of insights that philosophical and historiai studies are unable to provide.

their own problem-solving skills (generally based on trial and error), solutions only emerged
through interaction with successful laser buiiders.
At the core of this problem-solving method is the notion of tacit knowledge (see Polanyi,
1962, 1967). Collins makes the point, later reinforced by the work of Sharon Traweek (1988).
that the transmission of skill is not done through the medium of m e n words, but rather through
practice and interaction. In other words, the m e n instructions only provide the basic
knowledge needed to build a laser. The additional information has to be acquired through direct
interaction with a more knowledgeable (experienced) member of the scientific community.

Part of Collins' concem here is establishing the idea that the precise replication of
scientific experïrnents or procedures is impossibIe- As he (1992:2) argues,
since experimentation is a matter of skifful practice, it can never be clear
whether a second experiment has been done sufficiently well to count as
a check on the results of the first. Some further test is needed to test the
quality of the expenment - and so forth.
Collins refen to this predicarnent as the 'experimenters' regress," where the endless spiral of
testing tests can only be broken when some criterion is found that is independent of the
experiment itself (1992:84). In the absence of some physical confirmation &OU know you have
successfully created a bomb when you blow something up), "core setsnof scientists negotiate
closure in a way that reflects their interest in the resuits, whether positive or negative. As Collins
(1992:ï 52) states: T h e magic of the core set lies in the way it uses anything to make a

scientific fact yet also renders al1 the ingredients invisible to al1 but the veiy detemined
investigator." According to Collins, our attention should not be on the facts but on the core sets
themselves. In other words, scientific knowledge has little to do with nature and more to do with
those that constmct it.
What is most relevant to the present project is the fact that Collins entered the
laboratones of practicing (ordinary) scientists, to see how they were able to cany out their work.

Collins and Pinch (1993) provide m e r illustrations of closure and the experimenters' regress h m
both "high"and "lod' science. That is, their examples range from some well-established and histoxically
quite signiscant cases iike experimental proofs of relativity theory to the case of the chemicai m e r of
memory, where the ''jjury is srill out."

His findings that scientists rely on tacit knowledge and interaction with colleagues to accomplish

their goals are also important for the approach to studying science developed throughout this
work Of less interest are CoHins' ideas around the closure of scientific debates, which draw us
back into the debate between Carnap and Popper on whether, and in what way, scientific
theories can be confirrned (Le,, the episternological agenda of the phifosophers).

Entering the Labotatory

Laboratory Life (Latour and Woolgar, 1979,1986) is based on the expefience of B N ~ O

Latour, who spent almost two years as a participant observer in a neuroendocrinology laboratory.
The authors indicate that their research objective is to answer two questions regarding the social
construction of scientific facts:
How are. .. facts constructecl in the laboratory, and how can a sociologist
account for this construction? What, if any, are the differences between
the construction of facts and the construction of accounts? (1986:40)
For the purposes of the present study, what is important is that this research agenda ref ects an
emphasis on process, rather than stmcture, and places sociofogical cuncerns ahead of
philosophical or historical ones. It also implies that what scientists are doing rnay not be the
same as what they report they were doing.
Latour and Woolgats volume can be interpreted as presenting the findings of four
distinct research projects. The first of these (1986:Chapter 2) recounts the adventures of a
fictional obsewer relying on 'anthropological strangenessnas he enters the world of the IYribe of
scientists." What emerges from this exploration is a difference of opinion between the observer
and the infamants, which establishes a hypothesis that is tested throughout the remainder of the
work. While "they claimed merely to be scientists discovering facts; he (Latour) doggedIy argued
that they were writers and readers in the business of being convinced and convincing others"
(1986:88). In other words, the authors set out to 'portray laboratory activity as the organization

of persuasion through literary inscription" (1986:88).
Central to this argument is the notion that the main produc€of the labor+ory is the
scientific paper, or journal article. The production process itself is comprised of "operations on

statements" (1986:86). As scientists become more convinced of the factual nature of their
findings, the statements they use to describe their work become more assertive, For exarnple,
the statement that certain experimental findings may be associafed with the presence of a
certain chernical substance does not cary as much "weight" as the statement that the
association between the experimental findings and the chernical substance is definitely
esfablished, The insertion, modification, and elimination of these "grammatical rnodalitiesnnot

only foms the central activity in the laboratory, it provides the basis for ail other activities.
There are two important aspects of this fact/article construction process that need to be
emphasized. First, facts are wnstructed in the laboratory through an ongoing process of
negotiation and social interaction among the scientists in other words, scientific facts are a
social product, Second, in constructing these facts. scientists do not have direct access to
objective reality- Rather, their hold on reality is mediated through vanous "inscn'ption devices,"
which are defined as
any item of apparatus or particular configuration of such items which cari
transfom a rnaterial substance into a figure or a diagram which is directly
usable by one of the members of the office space. (198651)
The various instruments found in the laboratory are used to produce lines on graphs and
numbers on charts. These are transfomed by the scientists into a representation of nature that
is reported in a journal article.
The second project (1986:Chapter 3) is a content analysis of historical documents
(published articles) covering the period from 1962 to 1970, that trace the social construction of a
scientific f a d This 'particularly solid fact" is TRF(H). or thyrotropin releasing factor (hormone),
which the authors contend is actually an artifact of a multitude of inscription processes.
Despite the fact that our scientists held the belief that the inscriptions
could be representations or indicators of some entity with an independent
existence "out therelnwe have aigued that such entities were constiiuted
solely through the use of these inscriptions. It is not simply that differences
behiveen curves indicate the presence of a substance; rather the substance
is identical with perceived differences between curves. (1986:l28)

Latour's fint public report (1976) on his experience in the laboratory is a citation analysis of the f h t
papa published by Guillemin's group (1962) on the discovery of the new hormone.

Not only do the authors want to dispel the 'rnisleading impression that science is about
discovery" (1986:129, emphasis in original), they also want to dernonstrate %hat processes

operate to remove the social and historical circumstances on wnich the construction of a fact
dependsn(1986:105). In other words, not only are scientific "facts" the products of operations on
inscriptions, but the details of the production processes become lost, or hidden, in the more
critical process of prepan'ng "accounts" of what was accomplished in the laboratory. The basis
for this situation may be that ail rnernbers of the scientific comrnunity are aware of the processes
that take place and thus take these activities for granted. Also, it rnay be the case that scientists,
and the public, are less concemed with the process, than they are with the outcorne.
People who had been totally disinterested by the production of forty-one
articles over ten years could now becorne interested in the final event,
which they, in tum, helped to hightight and dramatise. (1986:149)
ln other words, once a phenornenon has attained Yact" status, it seems to take on a new
rneaning, even though there have been a number of otherwïseinteresting and consequential
incidents along the way.
Latour and Woolgar's third project (1 986:Chapter 4) puts them back into the laboratory to
discover the microprocesses involved in the constraction and disrnantling of facts- The authors
(1986A83) argue that by introducing the reader to

the microprocesses of the fact production, we have tried to show that a
close inspection of laboratory life provides a useful means of tackling
problems usually taken up by epistemologists; that the analysis of these
microprocesses does not in any way require the a priori acceptance of
any special character of scientific activity; and finally that it is important
to eschew arguments about the extemal reality and outside efficacy of
scientific products to account for the stabilisation of facts, because such
reality and efficacy are the consequence rather than the cause of scientific
activity.
This 'dewnstniction" of reality, whereby the existence of a fact 'rneltsn back into a statement,
exposes the thought processes of the scientists which anse out of 'relatively bnef conversational
exchanges." The authors present a number of extracts frorn conversations within the laboratory
to demonstrate how these exchanges are transfonned into accounts of the genesis of ideas, that
eventualty lead to the construction of a fact. Latour and Woolgar (1986:153) argue that:
'Scientists thus appear to operate scientifically because they are scientists." In other words,

references to Iogic. reason. reality, and evidence are inserted by scientists into their accounts of
their everyday activity, in such a way as to differentiate ttiemselves from non-scientists. Thus,

we might conclude that scientists engage in a number of activities that are common to several
aspects of everyday Iife, but that they also engage in a certain fhetonc o f demarcation (see
Taylor, 1996), through which they constnict and maintain their special status,
The fourth project (1986:Chapter 5) is an analysis of cycles of credit, the construction of
individual careers, and of those things that motivate scientists to 'set up inscription devices, write
papei-s, construct objects, and occupy different positionsn(1986:189). The authors' analysis of
this cycle of activity, which is accomplished largely through citation studies and examining the
details of the scientists' cumëula vitae, displays a focus on cornpetition among scientists and the
ways in which economic interests may influence the course of research. Latour and Woolgar
(1986:198) explain it this way.
The essential feature of this cycle is the gain of credibility which enables
reinvestment and the further gain of credibility. Consequently, there is
uttimate objective to scientific investrnent other than the continua1 redeployment of accumulated resources. It is in this sense that we Iiken scientists'
credibility to a cycle of capital investrnent.
Rather than being in the business of producing or discovering knowledge, scientists are in the
business of being scientists (i-e.,sustaining scientific activity); to be able, financially and
otherwise, to engage in more scientific activity.
Economic forces tie down the researcher both as an independent
capitalist and as an employee; in this position it is easy enough to
squeeze him so as to extract a fact. (Latour and Woolgar, 1986:230)
These findings are consistent with the interests mode! advocated by the strong programme, and
support a notion that the knowledge produdion aspect of scientific activity might be influenced
by the consideration of other goals. On a day-to-day basis scientists may respond to a particular
set of circurnstances in such a way as to solidify or preclude a longer-term course of action. Not
only do these situations illustrate the contingent nature of the scientific enterprise, they also
dernonstrate the fact that actions have consequences. While this latter statement may sound
simplistic, the point is that this evidence contradicts a perception of science as progressing in
some linear logical fashion.

Looking at the broader area o f the sociology of science, the work of Latour and Woolgar
contains two significant accornplishments- First, they went into the laboratory, thereby opening
the 'black box" of science to extemal examination. Second, they demonstrated, in a reflexive
manner, a methodological relativism. In other words, they were able to demonstrate not only
that there is no one way to do science, but that there is equally no one way to study science.
With respect to the first issue, in spite of the precedent being set, very few researchers have
taken up the opportunity and challenge of entering the [aboratory to observe what is taking place,
or even to speak directly with practicing scientists to hear what they have to Say. In some ways,
~ to cany on
the second item rnay help to explain why scholars have not enthusiastically I U out

this kind of research, Latour and Woolgar were criticized by rnany for their relativistic portrayal

of science (see Tilley, 1981;Stewart, 1982; Westrum, 1982; Cole, 1992; Weinberg, 1992), and
much scholarly activity has been devoted to arguing about laboratory studies, rather than doing
them (see Pickering, 1992; Lynch, 1993).
One criticism that I would have of Latour and Woolgar's project is that much of the
research could have been camed out without ever entering the laboratory, or speaking directly
with scientists. For example, two of the projects discussed above were based on the
examination of documents. In the first instance (1986:Chapter 3), published papers were
examined, and in the second case (1986:Chapter 5). a combination of citation counts and
curriculum

vitae material was used. With all of the time that Latour spent in the laboratory, it

would have been of great interest to be presented with more evidence directly from the scientists
on how they camed out their day-to-day activities.
Of more direct benefit to the present project, Latour and Woolgar draw attention to a
number of processes that scientiçts engage in, in their daily practice: perfoming experiments,
calibrating instruments, prepaflng samples, caring for animais, tmnscribing records, calculating
statistical indices, wnting drafis of papers, eliminating modalities, releasing information, and
influencing others. However, rather than looking at why scientists engage in these activities, it
would be interesting to examine how these activities are constitutive of the daily Iife of scientists.
Whether scientists are engaged in providing certifieci knowledge about a real worfd, or whether

they are 'merely" fabricating a worldview in support of their own political and ewnomic înterests,
we will better understand science by looking past the products and motives to see the activities
that take place on a daily basis, as scientists carry out their work.

Manufacturing Knowiedge

Karin Knorr-Cetina (1981) camed out an 'anthropological investigation of knowledge
production" that is very similar to the laboratory study done by Latour and Woolgar, Her study,
however, had a much stronger epistemological emphasis. Like the other scholars mentioned in
this chapter, Knorr-Cetina advocates a micro-level approach to science studies, as opposed to
the more macro-lever approaches represented by Mertonian science studies and the case
studies camed out by the advocates of the interests mode[- Refiecting the influence of debates

in the philosophy of science, Knorr-Cetina indicates that micro-social studies of science should
provide answers to such questions as:
whether scientific consensus is formed solely on the basis of evidential
considerations...or... whether knowledge-constitutive laboratory selections
can be fully accounted for in t e m s of technical rationales. (1983b:116)
More specifically, in contrast to the interests mode1which seeks to establish social causes,
laboratory studies seek to demonstrate how scientific beliefs take shape through social
interaction. Knorr-Cetina highlights four issues that emerge through the ethnographie study of
knowledge production.

First, Knorr-Cetina makes the point that scientific practice is camed out on and within 'a
highly preconstnicted artifactual reality" (1983b:Ilg). In other words, as much as possible, the
"natural" world is replaced by a collection of 'products" that allow scientists to rnake things work.
Measurement instruments, as well as articles, books and other pRnted rnaterials, are al1 the
produds of previously camed out human processes. Similady, plants and animals are specially
bred and grown to meet the needs of particufar types of expetimental procedures. Substances
and chemicals, including the water that comes out of the laboratory taps, are manufadured in
'pure" form to serve as 'raw" materials for the exploration of the natural world. Thus, much of
scientific activity can be viewed as fabrication.

Knorr-Cetina's second point has to do with the selection processes that scientists engage
in as they fabricate the products of science. In order to cany out their work, scientists select
particular procedures, specific equipment, and an array of particular raw materials Regardless
of the criteria used to select one item over another, the fact that altemate selections exist (see
Knorr-Cetina, 1981:12) highlights the "decision-ladenness" of scientific operations. While the
details of the (social) decision-making processes may disappear in the published record (see
Latour and Woolgar, 1979), Knorr-Cetina (1983b:lZZ) argues that the 'constructive" aspect of
scientific work can be seen as
the sum total of selections designed to transfomi the subjective into the
objective, the unbelievable into the believed, the fabricated into the finding,
and the painstakingly constructed into the objective scientific fact.
Thus, in the presentation of "facts," which ipso facto are seen to emerge from a series of "flght"
decisions, "the natural becornes dissociated from the social" (Knorr-Cetina. i983b:123).
The third issue centers on how these selection processes are camed out within the
apparent disorder and messiness of the laboratory setting. Knorr-Cetina (1983b:123) makes the
following obsenration:
lt is perhaps the single most consistent result of laboratory studies to point
to the indeterrninacy inherent in scientific operations, and to demonstrate the
locally sifuated, occasionedcharacter of laboratory seledions, (emphasis in original)

In other words, decisions are not made with reference to some neutral or objective set of
parameters. Rather, decisions are made within specific contexts in response to whatever
contingencies the scientists are dealing with at that time. These can include such things as:
routine analyses offered by service laboratofles, access to trained technicians, availability of
adequate facilities and measurement devices, and m a t books and joumals are at hand.
Based on her own observations in the laboratory setting, Knorr-Cetina (1981xhapter 2)
provides a detailed analysis of these operations in terrns of what she calls 'indexicality," which
refers to the "situafionalcontingency and contextuallocation of scientific actionn(1981:33,
emphasis in the original). The author indicates how specific products of scientific work can be
indexed as emerging out of a cornbination of opportunism, contingency, and idiosyncrasy.
Another way to express this is to Say that a unique alignrnent of circurnstances surrounds

specific courses of action. Thus, with respect to scientific facts, "the circurnstances of production
are an integral part of the products which ernerge" (1983b:124).
Finally, Knorr-Cetina argues that scientific activity is sociaily situated, in that accomplishment arises out of the social interaction that takes place not just among members of the
iaboratory, but also with others that may fiIl 'non-scientific" roies,
The scientists' practical reasoning routinely refers not only to specialty
colleagues and other scientists, but also to grant agencies, administrators,
industry representatives, publishers, and the management of the institute
at which they work. (1983bA32)
In this way, the refationships in which scientists are involved are considered to be %ansepisternic," in as much as they go beyond the boundaries of a specific cornrnunity of scientists,
to include members of groups who rnay have very different perceptions of the nature and
consequences of scientific work.
Based on these four observations, Knorr-Cetina argues that there are some interesting
epistemological implications of the constructivist approach. The first of these is the recognition
of the "indeterminacy inherent in social actionn (1983bA34). Observations of scientific work do
not support the search, by philosophers of science, for a single set of criteria that govem
scientific activity. ln the author's (1983b:135) words, 'practice can no longer be conceived as the
mere execution of a predetemined order of things, but rather this orâer is itself a function of
local closure reached in practical action." Perhaps even more significantly, science, rather than
providing a reflection of natural order or being wncemed primarily with problem solving, is to be
In other words, the manufacture of knowledge is "the
conceived of as %orld-buildingn a~tivity.~
process of secreting an unending stream of entities and relations that make up 'the world'"
(1983b:l35). Knorr-Cetina argues that this episternological position is neither subjectivist nor

relativist. Rather, it is empincal constructivist, M i c h conceives of the order generated by
science as a (material) prowss of embodiment and incorporation of objects in our language and
practices" (1983b:136).

' This theme is exploreci in detail by Latour (1988),in bis study ofPasteur.

In a more recent review of laboratory studies, Knorr-Cetina (1995) argues that the

concept of the "laboratory" is just as problematic, to those that study science, as any other
theoretical construct. T h e Iaboratory is a means of changing the worid-related-to-agents in ways
that altow scientists to capitaIize on their human constraints and socioculturaI restrictions"
(1995:145). In other words, the "enhancedwenvironment of the laboratory provides a place for
scientists to manipulate nature in such a way as to maximize their cultural concerns, and
minimize public opposition to their activities. In the laboratory, not on!y are 'natural order time
scales surrendered to social order time scales" (1995:145), but the laboratory is unable to
accommodate natural objects and events, as, when, and where they take place.
Part of Knorr-Cetina's significant and lasting contribution to the sociology of science is
that she has become a sort of unofficial spokesperson for the 'conçtmctivist" approach,
It is the thnrst of the constructivist conception to conceive of scientific reality
as progressively ernerging out of indeterminacy and (self-referentiai) constructive
operations, without assuming it to match any pre-existing order of the real. (1983b:l3S)

Sociologists and others interested in science may find that this approach provides a conducive
point of entry into this controversial area of study.
In her review of laboratory studies, Knorr-Cetina (1995) deals with three of the major
criticisms that have k e n leveled against the social constnictionist approach to science that
tfjpce studies represent. The first of these has to do with the perception that, for constructionists,
material objects appear to be a consequence of scientific inquiry rather than the basis for such
inquiry (see Giere, 1988; Sismondo, 1993). Knorr-Cetina suggests that a more sympathetic
reading would be that the facts discovered by scientists allow for the 'encounterability of material
objects" (1995:161). ln otherwords, it is not so much the case that the work of scientists creates
microbes or subatomic particles, for example, but that through scientific investigationthese
objects becorne differentiated from other objects, acquiring a name, a set of descriptors, and so
on.
A second criticism centers on the limitations of microsociological studies to deal with the

larger scale issue of consensus formation (see Pinch, 1986; Cole, 1992)- In this instance, Knom
Cetina is in full agreement, arguing that constnictionist studies have been limited ta local

scenarios. and have not given sufficient attention to the ways in which the content of scientific
knowledge is negotiated across multiple sites, or within specific disciplines (e-g-, neuroendocrinology).
A third related concem that scholars have with constructionist studies is that their narrow

focus leads them to ignore the societal context (economic, political) within which science is
camed out (see Fuller, 1993)- Knorr-Cetina also agrees with this criticism, but argues, in a
sense, that thete is enough work for constructionists to do just concentrating on the production of
knowiedge, without enteting more directly into considerations of social policy.
Summarizing the present state of laboratory studies, Knon=Cetina (1995:163) States that
a most interesting area of future extension would be one in which we move
from science and technology studies to sociology in general and consider the
possibility that labotatories exemplify features also present in organized settings
such as the clinic, the factory, the garden, the govemment agency.
This is precisely the kind of contribution that the present project is trying to make. If the
sociology of science is to be taken seriously by other sociologists, then some kind of cornmon
ground must be estabiished so that research results from one area can be used to shed light on
research into other areas of human group life. This will be accomplished in part by a move away
from historicat and philosophical concems with science, and Wll proffi from (but need not be
bounded by) the microscopie investigation of scientific practice" (Knorr-Cetina, 1983bA36).

The High Energy Physics Community
Sharon Traweek's Beamtimes and Lifetimes (1988)' presents the results of an
ethnographic examination of the high energy physics cornmunity. Traweek's study is, I would
contend, more successful than the study by Latour and Woolgar (for a dissenting opinion, see
Latour, 1990). What 1 mean by successful is that Traweek provides greater descriptive detail of
the artifacts, customs, and language of the scientific cornmunity, M i l e at the same time avoiding
the temptation to look for answers to fundamental philosophical questions about the nature of
science. Traweek's (1988:l) goal is to dernonstrate 'how high energy physicists see their own

As with the other initiatives discussed in this chapter, the fieldwork for this &cly
mid-1970s.

was carrieci out in the

world; how they have forged a research community for themselves, how they turn novices into
physicists, and how their community works to produce knowiedge-" At the base of this inquiry is
the anthropological assumption that high energy physicists are part of a community, which
Traweek (1988:6) defines as
a group of people who have a shared past, hope to have a shared future,
have some means of acquiring new rnembers, and have some means of
recognizing and rnaintaining differences between themselves and other
communities.
This emphasis on community is consistent with the work of Kuhn and Fleck, and allows the
researcher to describe a broad array of processes and activities that take place not just within the
community, but during encounters with other groups.
Traweek begins her presentation with a description of the environment in which the
physicists cany out their work. On one level, Traweek is referring to the literal physical
environment (laboratories) in which she camed out her research, namely, SLAC (Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center) in California and KEK (Ko-Enerugie butsurigaku Kenkyusho) in Tsukuba,
Japan, These two labs are among a handful of high energy physics facilities around the world
(others include Fermilab near Chicago and CERN in Geneva, Switzerland). S U C covers a 480acre site and consists of a complex of buildings, the two-mile long particle accelerator, the Bearn
Switchyard and the Research Yard, where the actual experiments are camed out. The buildings
are dedicated to the work of specific groups (the Central Lab, Administration and Engineering,
Test Lab, Cornputer Center), and the highly structured nature of the physical environrnent is
reflected in neariy every aspect of what goes on at the faciiity. So, for example, the offices of
the theoretical physicists are on the same floor as the laboratory directors' offices, one floor
above those of their lower status colleagues, the expen'rnentalists.
On another level, Traweek introduces us to the human environrnent, which is comprised

of different groups and the relationships among the rnembers of these groups. In 1978, S U C
employed over twelve hundred people, of whom only about eight percent were actively engaged
in physics research. The rest of the employees were clencal, operational, and technical staff,
and vanous managers and administrators, As an example of the stnicturing of jobs at SLAC,
Traweek mentions the so-called "scanners," who scan photographie film (the experimental

record) for particle traces. This job was originally perfomed by young physicists, then by
graduate and undergraduate physics students, and then by members of the general student
population. Eventually, it was determined (by physicists) that people did not need to know any
physics to perfom this task, and so the job was relegated to a low status, technical line function.
Wiih respect to the relationships among the van'ous ernployees at SLAC, Traweek
indicates that group members tend to stick together and that they rend not to mingle across job
classifications" (1988:25).

Office location, style of dress, and sefection of lunch partners (not to

mention gender and race) al1 give ches to group mernbership. Even among the physicists there
are boundaries with respect to daily interaction, refiecting the differentiation between those that
cany out expenments and those that do their work "a€the blackboard." As one informant
indicated to Traweek, "an expenmentalist would probably feel awbard among the theorists, who
have more status" (1988:33). What appears to bind the mernbers of al1 of the various groups
together, however, is a "great reverence for science, scientific discovery, and the laboratory"
(1988:31).
At the center of Traweek's study are the "detectors," which consist of the targets, at

which accelerated particles are directed, and the various recording devices and computing
systems that pmvide an interface between the targets and the physicists. Following a brief
history of the development of detectors from bubble, spark, and streamer chambers to the newer
devices such as the large aperture solenoid spectrorneter (LASS), Traweek (1988:49) discusses
four different detectors (three at SLAC and one at KEK) that represent 'Tour different strategies
for making discovenes: four different strategies for spending money, organizing a research
group, and becoming a success in science." Irrespective of the differences among these
detedors, and the strategies surrounding them, the critical elernent in high-energy physics
research is gaining access to "beamtime." That is, much of the work that is camed out by the
groüps of researchers can be conceived in terrns of how it will help the group to get their detector
in front of the stream of accelerated particles for as long as possible. Traweek (1988:49) argues
that the detedors serve as the "signature" of the group, and that 'Yheir conception and
development, their maintenance, their performance during the precious allotment of beamtime

for an experirnent

- are the stuff of frustration, hope, heartbreak, and triumph for research

groups." Wflh respect to her own research, Traweek (1988:17) states that: 'The detectors in the
end are the key informants of this study; physicists and nature meet in the detector, where
knowledge and passion are one-" The detectors, in some sense. embody each research group's
mode1 of how physics and, by extension, science are to be canied out.

One interesting observation that Traweek makes in her discussion of detectors is with
respect to the difference between American and Japanese experimenters, in ternis of the
division of labor in the research process. In Japan,
the experirnenters did not have the means to make and unmake their own
equipment.., Their own training had not prepared them for dismantling and
rearranging detectors, but for overseeing the work of engineers. (1988:69)
So, even though the primary goal of these experimenters may be the same as that of their
American counterpaits - namely, access to bearntime

- the dynamics of the human interactions

that take place throughout the research cycle rnay be quite different.
The next section of Traweek's study deals with the ways in which the careers of
physicists can unfold. In this regard, Traweek (1988:74) identifies three stages that students go
through in order to establish themselves within the high energy physics cornrnunity: undergraduate, graduate, and research associate. These three stages generally comprise about
fifteen years of formal study and apprenticeship, and individuals can be elirninated, or leave
voluntarily, at several points along the way. Beyond becoming an established member of the
community, a limited number of individuais can go on to fiIl roles as group leaders and
'statesmen." In this latter d e , which involves interaction with people outside the community,
physicists no longer cany out research.
Teaching, administration, and consulting for the govemment are potentially
contaminating because they require the cultivation of skills not thought to be
based on reason in particular, the power of persuasion. (Traweek, 1988:102)

-

Even though these statesmen hold senior administrative positions within the comrnunity, they
can become marginalized by other more active scientists wtio feel that they no longer have "any
science left in thern" (1988:102).

Foflowing her discussion of the individual's "life in physics," Traweek goes on to examine
those elements that bind the community together- The first of these are the networks, or sets of
relationships (usually international), that serve as channels of communication for the planning
and evaluation of work, and through which students are placed at various points in their careers.
lncluded in these networks are physicists at a nurnber of universities (65 in the case of SLAC)
that are affiliated with the labs, who will enter into vatious exchange relationships (e.g., training a
student in exchange for greater access to data) with the research groups at the !ab, AI1 of the
institutions within and between these networks are ranked (according to human and material
wmponents), and even though some national preferences emerge, there is wide international
recognition of the hierarchy. Physicists believe that the best people end up in the best places,
and that the system is designed such that "knowledge trickies d o m and students percolate up"
(19883 1O).

Another important aspect of the high energy physics community is the division of labor
between experimentalists and theon'sts. The experimentalists, who deal diredly with the
detectors, tend to work in larger groups for longer periods of time than the theorists. who work
mainly in their offices. While these two groups work closely together, they do so with a 'studied
disregard for each other's judgrnent" (1988:12). Even within these groups there are further subdivisions. For example, some theonsts (phenomenologists) work on matching data with existing
models, while another group (mathematical physicists) w o k on linking developrnents in
mathematics with ideas emerging in particle physics. A third group of theorists, who generalfy
consider themselves superior to the previous two groups, work on developing new models.
Experirnentalists tend to be divided by the issue they are dealing with (e.g,, neutrino production)
and the type of equipment they are using (e-g., spectrometers).
Traweek (1988:117') argues that m e n it cornes to communication, testrictecl information
is spoken, m i l e public information is written- ln other words, physicists use conversation to
evaluate the work of others, to negotiate for resources, and to pass on "insider" information about
the group's work or how to move up the career ladder. "Physics and its culture is produced and
reproduced through talk which is storytelling, talk which is judgmental, talk which punishes and

rewards." Most of what appears in writing is either out-of-date, or meant for public consumption
(Le,. it has been diluted).
As a final btief point on community, Traweek notes that in spite of the best efforts

respect to objectivity and rational@

- with

- that physicists can put forward, 'uncertainty and error

remain present and acknowledged in scientific work" (1988:lZ). Peer review and collective
suweillance ensure that estabfished standards of objectivity are adhered to, but Yhe final degree
of order cornes from human institutions" (1988:125).
Following a discussion of some differences in the ways that the American and Japanese
high energy physics cornmunities negotiate their place in their respective cultures, Traweek
completes her presentation with an epiIogue that contains her reffedions on what 'knowing"
means for the physicists. Traweek observes that physicists strongly deny human agency in the
construction of science, and that they tend to "see data and nature as equivalent" (1988:160).
They have a passionate dedication to [a] vision of unchanging order:
they are convinced that the deepest tmths must be static, independent
of human fraiity and hubris. (1988:l7)
Their continued efforts depend on the belief that they are making discoveries about a real world.
For them, it is common sense that the things they are working on (subatomic particles) exist.
Traweek believes that Ï t is not the position of the ethnographer to question this assumption, but
rather to gain insight into how physicists construct a worid in which these claims can be made.
Just as the physicists must start somewhere when they set out to accomplish their goals,

Traweek (1988:162) argues that 'unlike some of (her) more reflexivist colleagues, (she) finds it
appropriate to assume that physicists exist."
Traweek, more than Latour and Woolgar or Kn~r~Cetina,
demonstrates the diversity and
complexity of the everyday world in which scientists work. The image we get is one of science
as a 'human" enterprise, where people with different skills, perceptions, and ambitions are
continually interacting with each other and interpreting the things around them. For Traweek,
science and scientists are not static entities. Rather, both the nature of the scientific enterprise
and the identities of the people engaged in it emerge out of the daily pradice through which
goals are accomplished. An integral part of this intersubjective accomplishrnent is the process of

maintaining a comrnunity of practitionerswho share a common woridview. As Traweek
indicates, the primary mechanism involved here is verbal communication.
So, Traweek's study shifts our focus away from a concentration on the products of
science, and away from trying to solve philosophical issues of what is real and how do we know.
Consistent with the approach advocated in the present study, Traweek draws attention to the
messy and contingent nature of the everyday life of scientists, and shows how the dynamics of
dealing with circumstances that rnight anse depends on the establishment of a meaningfui
environment within which to work. In this way, Traweek's work clearly illustrates Kuhn's notion of
paradigm-as-shared-commitments. One drawback, however, is that Traweekesircar

out her

research with a fairfy elite (extraordinary) group of scientists, that might be considered by sorne
to be different in some way from the vast majoBty of scientists. Thus, the present study
advocates examining a cross-section of scientists engaged in a variety of pursuits in different
disciplinary areas. 1 suggest that the kinds of activities camed out within the high energy physics
community are common to other areas of science as well.

Summary

This chapter has reviewed four important initiatives in the sociology of science that were
canied out in the mid-1970s in response to developments in the history, philosophy, and
sociology of science. As mentioned at the start of this chapter, these laboratory studies
represent an effort to study the processes of science, as they are engaged in by working
scientists- All four of these projects are 'anthropological" in that they invoIved an outsider
entering the world of a group of "others" to study the members of that group in their own
environment. However, each of these initiatives presents a somewhat different view of what
constitutes science and how it shoufd be studied.
Collins studied normal science activities camed out by a variety of research scientists at
a number of separate locations. Unfortunately, this transcontextual and transsituational element
of laboratory studies has not been followed up on to the extent advocated in the present project.
Collins also emphasized the critical role that face-to-face interaction plays in the accomplishment

of scientific goals. Again, this focus has not received the attention it desewes. Perhaps it is
Collins' radical relativism that has led potential researchers to distance themseIves from Collins'
approach, Similarly, Collins' emphasis on closure mechanisms may have led him and others
away from the direct observation of practicing scientists towards more philosophical pursuits.
For Latour and Woolgar, science differs from non-science through the use of journal
articles to construct facts. Mernbers of other human groups rnay produce written output, but it is
scientists that produce facts thereby. The determination of who is, and who is not, a scientist is
made by other scientists through the examination of this written record o f activity. The way to
study science, then, according to Latour and Woolgar, is to 'deconstruct" these products of the
scientific enterprise to detemine exactly what these products represent, By entering the
laboratory, the researcher can witness the processes of social interaction and interpretation that
scientists engage in as they deal with the inscriptionsthat emerge from the vanous devices that
mediate between nature and themselves, At the same time, the many details of the cornplex
process of paper production can be described and analyzed. The pidure that emerges is one
that calls into question any kind o f exceptionalist notion of the scientific enterprise. Scientists,
like members of other hurnan groups negotiate their daily [ives, and work towards ensuring their
own suwival, in a highly cornpetitive and uncertain environment,
While Knorr-Cetina does not Iimit her definition of scientific output t o papers that get
published in scientific journals, she nonetheless sees the activities of scientists as centering on
the construction of facts, whether or not these facts match anything that might be considered
objectkeiy real. Similarly, for her, the construction process represents a sefles of compromises
and practical decisions that cannot be conceived as stflctly rational or objective. Rather, science
is camed out in a highly controlled "partialwenvironment that results from a series of
"transepistemic" considerations. In other words, the goals and perceptions o f a number of
groups (scientists "inside" the lab, scientists 'outside" the lab, funding agencies, govemment
policy agencies) are taken into account in the making of al1 decisions. Thus, scientific fads are
manufactured out of these social processes. For those that study science to select the laboratory
as the environment in which to carry out their research is to engage in the same kind of

fabrÏcation process that the scientists themselves engage in. In other words, those studying
science cannot assume that what they are observing is in any way "natural" or "real." Like
science itseff, the study of science is indexed by a number of selections that make it more
manageable on a day-to-day basis.
For Traweek, science is a wmmunity-based activïty aimed at constnrcting and
maintaining a certain working environment and woridview. This position is similar ta that anived
at by Thomas Kuhn, and it is most consistent with the position advocated in the present project.
ln other words, rather than starting from sorne a pion' notion of what constitutes science,
Traweek accepts the physicists' "definition of the situation," and tfien examines the
consequences of that definition. The boundary between science and non-science is based on a
number of practical considerations that center on the survival of the group. If group members
decide that they are engaged in the 'pursuit of truth," and this helps them to maintain their
identity and recmit new members, then they will a d is such a way as to convince outsiders that
this particular activiiy is one of the things that makes them different. The acceptance of this
demarcation criterion by insiders and outsiders is something concrete and practical in that it
shapes courses of action. It is not a philosophical abstraction, to be contemplated apart from
human group life.
All four of these initiatives clearly demonstrate that going into the laboratory to study
science can result in significantfy different perceptions of wtiat is going on in science, than would
be produced by studying it as the hi~tofiansand philosophers of science do. For example, the

conception of the 'productn of scientific actiiity shifts from published articles (Latour and
Woolgar), to facts (Knorr-Cetina), and finally to comrnunity flraweek)-

One consequence of the

presentation of these diverse views has been that historians, philosophers, and sociologists of
science have expended considerable energy defending their own conceptions of science and
attacking the ideas of others. Unfortunately, very little effort has k e n expended in sustaining
the exploration of scientific practice, as it is practiced. So, as Knorr-Cetina (1995:141) states:
The real-time processes through which scientists, one of the most powerful
and esoteric tribes in the modem worid, amve at the goods that continuously
change and enhance our 'scientificn and 7echnologicalnsociety are still hardly
understood.

There are a number of thernes that emerge from the material covered in this chapter
that can serve to demarcate an altemate formulation of the social study of science. First,
science is not monolithic. The social study of science means the study of particular groups of
scientists that rnay or rnay not share anything in common beyond their conviction, recognized by
others, that they are doing science. Second, the social study of science has to involve
contemporary, practicing scientists as research subjects. No arnot.int of historical or matenal
evidence can substitute adequateiy for direct contact behnreen the researcher and practicing
scientists. Whether or not this contact should take place in the laboratory is an open question.
Third, the researcher should not enter the field with the assumption that scientists are, by
definition, seekers af€ertnrth. Scientists, Iike members of other human groups, work towards
accomplishing goals that they have set for themselves. What the researcher should be
interesteci in is how scientists go about accomplishing these goals, whatever they may be.
Whiie the works examined here provide the general context for the present project, and
for anyone attempting to study science, a handful of scholars have tried to draw together some
of the disparate elements outlined here to construct M a t they consider to be more coherent and
systematic approaches to understanding the scientific enterprise. The next chapter is devoted to
an examination of a selection of these initiatives,

Chapter Four
MOVING SCIENCE STUDIES FORWARD

At the end of the last chapter the phrase, 'social study of science," was used to express

an attemate approach to the study of science defined by three premises. First, even though the
study of science will be cam'ed out in particular situations and contexts, there is no reason to
believe that what is taking place in these individual scenarios is any more or less 'scientific" than
what might be taking place elsewhere. In other words, we must be careful not to Iimit the
selection of potential research sites, based on the notion, for instance, that studying physicists is
somehow preferable to studying biologists, or that studying award winners is somehow preferable
to studying scientists in the early stages of their areers. Second, research on the scientific
enterprise should involve, as much as possible, direct interaction with practicing scientists as
reseatch subjects. Finally, researchers should not enter the field with the assumption that the
only goal of scientific activity is to arrive at truth. At the same time, however, the phrase 'social
study of sciencen allows us to make some other useful distinctions. First of all, Mertonian-

inspired research in the sociology of science is still being carried

out, and this kind of research

activity may not fit the criteria just stated. Secondly, some historians, philosophers, and
sociologists of science are engaging in vatious multi-disciplinary approaches to the study of
science, and the phrase is a convenient way to express, first, that these efforts do not fall within
strict disciplinary boundanes, and, second, that these research initiatives are very much

concemed with the social aspect of science, variously defined. Clearly, a degree of caution is
required in the use of this phrase, just as in the case of using the term uscience."
With respect to the latter conceptualkation of science studies, the kind of openness that

characterizes research of this type can give rise to such a degree of fragmentation that
indnliduals or groups of researchers are often unable to appreciate or sufficiently comprehend
the work of others. Too often, this situation can lead to energies being expended on polemics
rather than field research (see Pickering, 1992). The symbolic interactionist approach to the
social study of science, advocated in this project, is designed specifically to meet the premises

stated above. The present chapter is devoted to exarnining a group of woFks that fall under the
broader definition that encompasses rnulti-disciplinary approaches.
Four particular works have been selected for examination here that not only provide a
representative sample of recent research initiatives being ca
e
n
d
i

out, but that make specific

contributions to the position developed in the present project- The first work examined is Susan
Leigh Star's The Regions of the Mind (1988), wfiich represents research in the 'social woridsn
perspective established by Anselm Strauss, and which is characteristic of a series of science
studies camed out by scholars associated with the Tremont Research Institute in San Francisco.
The second work, Stephan Fuchs' The Professional Que* fdr T M h (1 992), advocates an
organizational approach to the study of science that is based on the assumption that technology
and social structure detemine the way scientists cany out their research. Andrew Pickering's

The Mangle of Practice (1 995) presents a view of science as practice and culture- For Pickering,
scientific activity must be viewed as a process, as taking place in time, and those that study
science must take into account the active mle of both human and non-human agents.' Finally.
Stephen Barfey and Beth Bechky's 'In the Backrooms of Science: The Work of Technicians"
(1994) represents an attempt tu study science from within the context of other studies of work

and occupations being cam'ed out by sociologists. This study, more than the other three,
provides insights into the daily practical accompiishments of woriüng scientists, and thus comes
cfosest to the agenda of the present project.
With al! of these research initiatives, it is important that the details of how the
researchers define science and how they propose to study science be drawn out, One of the
primary beneffis of any study of science is that it provides a way for others to cany on with the
research agenda thai it establishes. While each of the four works exarnined here may meet this
requirernent, ouf specific concem is to detemine if any of these works represents a "social study
of science," as outlined above.

1

The concept of non-human agency in science comes h m Bruno Latour's Science in Action (1987).
Whüe Latour's work could have been covered in this chapter, it is not. Its influence and signincance do
becorne clear in my discussion of the works of both Fuchs and Pickering, however.

Social.Worlds Perspective

In her introduction to a special issue on the sociology of science and technology in the
journal Social Problems, Susan Leigh Star (1988) descfibes the beginnings of the "Tremont"
school.
The combination of fieldwork and anti-positivism was familiar to a
group of researchers... at the Tremont Research Instiiute in San
Francisco. We had corne frorn symbolic interactionism and pragmatism
and... Among our common interests and beliefs was the necessity-.. in
order to demystiQ science.,. to analyre the process of production as well
as the product. (1988:i 88)
As indicated in a number of their works (see Fujimura et al-, 1987), the Tremont school scholats
have attended to eartier studies by such symbolic interactionist orienteci scholars as Howard
Becker, Anselm Strauss, and Everett Hughes, rather than to other 'sociologists of science," to
provide the basis for their approach to science. One example of this early work, by Strauss and
Rainwater (1962). attempted to discover chernists' opinions on the role and function of a
professional society for its members. While many of the findings were based on survey material,
Strauss did cornpiete a number of open-ended interviews to better ascertain how mernbers felt
and acted toward other chemists.
A more critical foundation, however, was provided by the work of Everett Hughes on

institutions as 'going concems" (1971:52-64). Hughes advocated looking at collective
enterprises and how people cope with the various contingencies that arise through their life-

courses. Hughes also identified the necessity of getting to the 'inner workings" (1971:14-20) of
institutions, rather than settling for a more structuralist view of them as objective entities. The
influence of these ideas can be seen in the following outline of the Tremont research program.
In their paper "Symbolic lnteractionism in Social Studies of Science" (1990), Adele
Clarke and Elihu Gerson present the following four assumptions as the basis for interactionist
science studies:
a. al1 scientific facts, findings, and theories are socially wnstnicted.
b. knowiedge represents and embodies work, a particular way of
organizing the world through a series of cornmitments and alliances.
c. science is best approached as a matter of work, organizations,
and institutions.
d, scientific work, institutions, and knowledge are not essentially

different from other kinds, nor in any way socioiogically special.
(Clarke and Gerson, 199O:I81-2)
This approach appears to advocate using the concepts of work, organizations, and institutions to
understand both what makes science distinct from, and sirnilar to, other areas of hurnan
endeavor, The empirical content of these conceptual structures is seen to be the outcome of
social construction processes cam'ed out by the members of the group being studied. In other
words, work, organization, and institution are situationai and contextual, Another feature of this
approach is that knowledge is conceptualized in practical tems, implying a desire to avoid the
kind of epistemological speculation characteristic of rnany other approaches to science.
According to this program, then, science is a particular sociaI constmct within which a group of
praditioners carry out work directed at producing a certain type of knowiedge, the methods for
obtaining this knowledge, and the structures within which their work is camed out, What is less
clear, however, is how social researchers are to go about studying these scientists.
The Tremont researchers' emphasis on structure is consistent with the so-called "social
worlds" interpretation of symbolic interactionism (see Bucher and Strauss, 1961; Strauss, 1978,
1983,1984; Gerson, 1983). Social worids, which can be defined as 'dynarnic groups that are
constantly aligning, claiming territory and resources, and merging and splitting" (Star, 1989:39),
are seen as 'contexts for work and for the negotiations associated with work organizationn
(Gerson, 1983:357). Gerson (1983:370) describes three kinds of social world processes that are
important for understanding scientific work:

segmentation processes, in which l ines of work split and diversify;
intersection processes, in which lines of work interact and influence
one another; and legifimation processes, which establish boundaries
among lines of work as well as standards and criteria for evaluating
research efforts.
So, for example, mymecology (the study of ants) is a segment of entomology, which is a
segment of invertebrate zoology, which is a segment of zoology, which is a segment of biology.
At the same tirne, certain concepts (e-g., gene) or rnaterial resources (e-g., microscope) may be
common to al1 of these segments. Similafly, researchers in al1 of these segments wili be
concemed with what constitutes a legitimate research topic and how others will react to their

work. With respect to future efforts to increase our understanding of these processes, Gerson

(1983:370) recommends studying long-terni trends, revolutions and sudden changes, timing

issues in discovery, and programs and institutional contexts.
The most extended example of research in the Tremont tradition2 is Susan Leigh Star's
Regions of the Mind (1989), in which the author traces the development of the localization theory

of brain function in the late 1800s and earfy 1900s. The overall goal of Stafs study is to
detemine the nature of scientific change. and she argues that this process is situated in
scientific practice and work organization (1989:3). Star's histoncal study of theory change
demonstrates how over a thirty-six year period, one particular view of how the brain functions,
and therefore how it should be studied, emerged to dominate research and medical practice with
respect to neurological disorders.
Rather than companng ideas, Star (1989:7) states that the argument of her book is that
because the theory of locafization of function was embedded in, and
indistinguishable from, scientific practice, it was not the logical evolution
of the theory that was compelling to practitioners, but rather the way their
work was stnictured. %yunderstanding the way work was organized, we
can find the only possible solution to the problem.
The problem referred to here is the problem of how, in the face of uncertainty (anomalies), a
group of scientists was able to select one model of brain function over another. Through the
examination of historical documents, Star claims 30 attend to the ways in which scientists merge
different types of work to produce a t h e o v (1989:34). For Star (1989:187), "the tmth of a theory
does not rest upon its match with logical formulations but derives from historical, wotk-based,
and institutional processes within Iines of work." In other words, theory choice, and thus theory
change, emerges out of how scientists deal with pradical work-related conditions- This
conclusion is certainly consistent with the agenda established by the Tremont group, and it
cleariy emphasizes the role of the social in scientific practice. It also supports a view of science
as a primarily pragrnatic process (see Solomon, 1995).
The evidence that Star presents is historical, pnmarily from documents regarding
activities at the National Hospital for Nervous Diseases, Queen Square, London, in the pen'od

' Other examples of Tremont school research include: Star (1983); Fujimura (1987, 1988, 1991, 1992,
f 996); Fujimura, Star, and Gerson (1987); Star and Gerson (1987); CIarke (1990).

from about 1870 to 1906. The materials provide details of the organizational and institutional
working environment in which two competing theories of brain function, the 'diffusionistn and the
'localizationist," emerged, were tested and contested, with the localizationist theory finally
emerging victorious. The central foci of Star's analysis are the principal advocates of the
opposing views, and the networks of allies that they were able to bring together- Throughout the
work, we leam a great deaf about the state of brain science at the time, the clinical and basic
research that was used to support these theories and the ambiguities and uncertainties that
accompany scientific work.

Star indicates that one of the principal elements of the organization of work is the
'management of uncertainty," and that scientists deal with four specific types of uncertainty:
taxonomie, diagnostic, organizational, and technical (1989:67).

The first of these types refers to

the ambiguities that anse as scientists attempt to classify the phenomena that they encounter in
their work. These ambiguities can anse from a lack of information or from the scarcity of
experimental matefial (1989:70), So, for example, in the 1880s, neurosuigery was a new
specialty and strictly enforced antivivisection restrictions were in place. Two ways that scientists
responded to this situation were to standardize the f o m in which they handled data and to seek
out exernplary, unambiguous cases that would provide them with high quality data. Diagnostic
uncertainty has €0do with the problems of applying these classification systems in new situations
and contexts. This was particulariy problematic for the scientists studied by Star, because many
diseases, or conditions, of the brain shared a number of symptoms (1989:74). One way that this
was deaft with was to use sewndary symptoms to support one diagnosis or another (e-g.,
headache, irnpaired vision).
Organizational uncertainty refers to the creation and maintenance of the various
relationships in which scientists find themselves. These relationships are important to ensure
access to information and other resources, and c m reflect a variety of financial and political
alliances. One critical element at the tum of the century in medicine was the wnflict over status
and the division of labor between physicians and surgeons (1989:80). The final type of
uncertainty anses out of the daily use of various instruments and materials by scientists to help

them accornplish their goals.

For example, at that time, one coufd never be sure how much, or

what type of, electrical current would be avaiiable. The goaI in al1 of these cases is the creation
of certainty, but as Star (1 989:66) notes,
1 have interviewed many scientists who characterize the management of
uncertainty as "not really sciencen( and with pejoratives induding 'rnere
administrative work," 'dirty politics," 'bean-counting," 'mere Iogistics," and
even "sociofogfl- Realscience, on the other hand means contnbuting to
Truth despite these tocal "glitches" or 'kludges-" But certainty deveiops as
local contingencies are jettisoned, minimized, distribuied, or othewise resolved,
Taking care of local uncertainty, including its transformation to certainty, is not
incidental; it is central to research organization, despite its depreciation by scientists.
(emphasis in original)

While these observations rnay represent the way in which science is viewed by a particular group
of scientists in the 1980s. how are we to determine if scientists at the center of Star's project, one
hundred years ago, shared this perception? The simple answer is that we cannot. However, I
think that it is clear from Star's research that the activities around managing uncertainties
consurnecl a considerable amount of time and other resources. and that the result of these efforts
played a significant part in determining the scientific outcorne. One clear advantage of k i n g
able to study these processes in the here and now is that the researcher can gain a better
appreciation of just how much effort, and of wttat kind, goes in to managing uncertainty.
Scientists may, upon refiection or after the fact, deprecate this kind of activity, but that does not
mean that it is not integral to the scientific enterprise as it is practiced on a daily basis.

One interesting obsewation from Star's study is her recognition of the diversity of
activities that comprise scientists' statements about their work (see Latour and Woolgar, 1986).

For example, she presents the following list of activities:
a problem was posed;
monkey bought;
animal fed and housed;
skills in surgery and chlorofoming acquired;
an incision made;
electrodes applied;
muscle twitches Observed;
twitches coded and M e n down;
twitch codes organized and analyzed;
resuits noted;
hypotheses tned out;
report written;
report subrnitted to professiona1society;
report refereed and revisions argued about,

some included, some ignored;
report accepted for publication;
report published. (1989:33)
Star indicates that this set of processes should be substituted for the scientist's statement that
"my expenrnent proved x." Here, Star recognizes that science is not just about the
epistemologically and rhetorically loaded statement 'rny expen'rnent proved x," but it is also
about the diversity of activities and choies that lead to such a statement being made (see
Knorr-Cetina, 1981)- The apparent linearity or ordering to the activities in this list does not
refiect the possibilitythat many of these activities may be taking place simuitaneously, at various
Ievels of efflcacy and effkiency. Recognizing this, Star (1989:2O) indicates that science should
be viewed as an 'open systemW(see Hewitt, 1985), which is decentralized and continuously
evolving, This view is consistent with an interactionist perspective on science that sees the
meanings that are attached to objects as arising out of, and being refined through, processes of
social interaction and interpretation.
Star (19893 97-198) identifies the following implications of her study:
theories about nature have enormous political implications. ...the kind
of theo~hvorklinks sketched here are usefut for researching the history
of scientific disciplines. ...the study of how theones take hold and become
seen asUnaturaI"is important in answering some basic questions in the
sociology of knowledge and epistemology. ... lmplicit in this approach is
an equation between knowing and .working. These two kinds of events
do not proceed in parallel: they are the same activity, but differently reported.
(ernphasis in original)
There are a number of elements here that need closer examination.
First, Star's work is an exemplary demonstration of how to carry out research in the
history of science incorporating the ideas of Thomas Kuhn. The study deals with a specific
cornmunity of scientists and draws attention to the debate over the emergence of a particular
paradigm. The evidence presented cteariy shows how localization theory (paradigm) can be
seen as both shared comrnitments and shared examples, The historical analysis also focuses on
the resolution of anomalies that anse not just around the more stRctly scientific aspects of the
debate, but also with respect to the economic, social and political environment within which the
choice of paradigm is made. Another important element here is the equation of knowing with
working. Not only does this statement suggest that the dichotomy between philosophy

(episternology) and sociology should be broken d o m , it also implies that philosophers and
sociologists may be talking about the sarne things, just in different languages. This observation
points to Kuhn's notion of incomrnensurability, and highlights the fact that progress in science
studies may be retarded by the inability or unwillingness of the different groups studying science
to reach some common ground. Moving beyond these ideas, though, it will be instructive to
examine how Star's work represents a social study of science, as defined by the present project.
To begin with, Star's project, which is historical in nature, starts with a scientific product,
namely, localization theory, and tries to establish the causal path that 'detenninedn this theory.
One potential drawback of this kind of analysis is that detaiis of other activities that the scientists
may have been engaged in, that do not directfy contribute to the goal selected by the modem
researcher, may get fiitered out, Even though Star draws attention to the parallels between
working and knowing, she appears to maintain a distinction between those activities that can be
considered scientific and those that are a consequence of the social organization of work. The
risk involved with this stance is in reproducing the positivistic and Mertonian separation of the

context of justification and the context of discoveiy, which leaves open the question of
d e t h i n i n g when scientists are doing science. Finally, Star's project is guided by an effort to
corne to gnps with the relationship between theory and evidence @uhern-Quine thesis), and she
concludes that no matter how logical the theory or compelling the evidence, the deciding factor
in paradigm choice is social. The problem with this emphasis is that, to some degree, Star is
k i n g drawn back into atternpting to resolve philosophical problerns through the social study of
science.
Star's study appears to rneet our firçt criterion for a social study of science, in that it is
based on a particular group of scientists dealing with a specific set of circumstances, as they
attempt to achieve a specific goal. The historical nature of the study, however, precludes it frorn
meeting the second criterion of involving practicing scientists in the here and now. Wfih respect
to the third critenon, the decision is harder to make. At one point, in support of a more social
and pragmatic orientation, Star (1989:19) indicates that '[tlruth, viewed pragmatically, means

consequences. ln the case of a collective enterprise, it means shared consequences." On the
other hand, she (1989:65) argues:
It is in understanding the practices by which uncertainties are resolved
that the sociology of science c m make a real contribution to the old
philosophical discussions of generalizabiiity and falsifiability.
So, even though Star may be seen to be supporting a change in the ways that scholars talk
about truth (see Solomon, 1995), we are left asking why research in the sociology of science
should be camed out in support of an "old" agenda set by philosopherç. Should the sociology of
science not have an agenda set by sociologists?
The point of this brief review is not to argue that the Trernont researchers have not
contributeci to our understanding of science. Rather, my point is that the kind of interactionist
science study represented by Star's work is not fully as consistent with the interpretation of
symbolic interactionism advocated in the present project as 1 would prefer, nor with the criteria
established for an alternative approach to social studies of science. Historical research can
document what has gone on in science in the past, and it can give n'se to a number of questions
that are well worth explonng in contemporary settings, The goal of interactionist science studies,
though, should be to observe how meanings ernerge in daily practice. As Star (?989:190)
aclvtowiedges, the details of scientific fact production are likely to disappear in the wnting of
articles for publication (see Latour and Woolgar, 1986). Simifarly, interactionistsstudying
science, or any other realm of hurnan group life, should be wary of the historical record of
events.

An Organizational Approach

Stephan Fuchs'

me Professional Quest for Truth (1992) is similar to Star's study and

other works of the Tremont school in that it emphasizes the way in which scientific work is
organized, and it does not posit some essential difference between scientific work and work of
other kinds. Rather, Fuchs presents a TYheory of scientific organizations" (?992:7), whereby
science is wnceived of 'as a conflictual and stratifieci stmggle over organizational and symbolic

property" (19 W 6 , see Restivo and Collins, 1982; Collins and Restivo, i983a, 1983b)- What
differentiates science frorn non-science is that science

can draw upon more and more powerful material and symbolic resources
.,.this is the structural reason for the authoritative status of science: there
is too much capital invested in science to successfully challenge it. (1992:14)
Comparing his work to other efforts at understanding science Fuchs indicates that:
There is a strong tendency in social studies of science, most notably
in the sociology of controversies, to interpret the term 'social" to mean
that the task is to show how social factors influence the intemal workings
of science. But in this interpretation, the 'social nature of science" reinstalls
the old epistemological dualisms between *intemalaand "extemal" aspects
of science. (1992:75)
In wntrast to this tendency. Fuchs argues that a strong social theory of science must rneet three
criteria:

it must show how the very core processes of science, soch as fact
production, are social processes; it must have a strong explanatory
orientation (which includes the reflexive application to sociology
itself); and it must provide a comparative framework for assessing
historical and disciplinary variations in scientific practices. (1W2:I 09)
As with the strong programme (see Bloor, 1991). what Fuchs is trying to develop is a general
theory of knowledge from within the framework of sociology that can account for the apparent
unity and superiority of the scientific enterprise while at the same time recognizing its diversrty
and complexity.
Part of Fuchs' strategy is to retain Robert Merton's emphasis on the organization of
scientific communities, particularly regarding stratification, without, at the same tirne, accepting
the functionalist and normative biases implicit in Mertonian science studies.
m h e Mertonian celebration of the ethos of science results frorn the
captivating and persuasive force of professional ideologies and mystery
production. This celebration is part of the uncritical worship of the
professions practiced by functionalism. -..to start a sociology of science
with buying into its ideological mystifications is hardly a reasonable strategy.
(1992:l47)
Building on the work of Bmno Latour (1987)' Fuchs argues that professional scientists mobilize
elaborate networks in support of their statements and constructs. T o induce other scientists to
tum statements into facts, researchers draw upon a variety of textual (reality and rationality) and
non-textual (references, numbers, laboratones, property) resources" (1992:75).

In this way,

"scientific knowfedge appears to have special episternic authonty; but it is the speciaf social
authority of science's supenor resources that lies at the core of its privileged epistemic status"
(1992:76).

Coupled with this structural focus. Fuchs makes use of neo-Durkheimian gnd-group
theory, particularly as found in the work of Mary Douglas (1966, 1970)' to demonstrate the
continuity between scientific and other foms of knowfedge- The 'grid" concept refers to vertical
lines of social stratification, while the "group" concept refers to horizontal lines of social
integration. Social structures can exhibit high or low levels of each of these variables and thus
can be placed within a specific quadrant on a graph, For the purposes of Fuchs' analysis, the
group concept is replaced with the notion of "mutual dependence," which signifies "the extent to
which scientists are dependent on particular network of dlegiate control that organize the
distribution of reputational and material rewardsn(1992:81)- Similarly, the grid concept is
replaced with the notion of Yask uncertainty," which indicates 'The extent to which scientific
production is routinized and predictabIeu(1992:82).
Fuchs (1992:97) argues that what we generaliy conceive of as the "hard"sciences would
be located in the box signifying high mutual dependence and low task uncertainty. In other

words, a group like high energy physicists (see Traweek, 1988) that shares an extremely
expensive and highly concentrated resource base are likely to share extended penods of time
together and create a more unified worldview. At the other end of the spednim, the "softu
(social) sciences are characterized more by iow mutual dependence and high task uncertainty.
These groups are largely autonomous, and may represent a broad anay of woridviews. The
wntinued existence of these groups is supported by their relatively low demand on capital
resources.
As an extension of these notions, Fuchs associates the dominance of realist ideologies

with communities that display high mutual dependence and low task uncertainty. On the other
hand, "[r]elativism, or the absence of secure epistemic foundations, is the ideology of highly
fragrnented and individualistic social groups with low intemal solidarity and cohesionn(199Z:lOt).

SimilaiIy, Fuchs extends the application of the grid-group scheme to examine the coordination
and control of scientific work. the stratification system in science, and how scientific change
takes place.
In a final section, Fuchs explores the relationship between sociology and the physical
sciences, with an emphasis on the methodological status of the interpretive paradigm in
sociology. Fuchs supports a hermeneutics? or method of understanding human life-worlds,
which he sees as 'practicaf, participatory, and lay-oriented* (1992:201), and which is not
methodologically inferior to more so-called %cientificumethods of research,
tiemeneutics does not relate to positivism as fiction relates to truth, or as
stories relate to science, but Iike uncertainty and organizational openness
relate to routinization and organizational closure. (1992:202)
In other words, the interpretive method emerges out of the organizational structure of sociology
and the nature of the object which sociologists study, namely, society.
Fuchs does not clearly indicate whether this kind of hermeneutic research is to be
camed out by sociologists as they study science, or whether the results of such a research effort
could be interpreted within the analytical scherne he presents. In other words, he is unclear
whether the interpretive methods that characterize sociology are appropriate for the study of
science. Similady, even if science was approached hemeneutically, it is unclear what he thinks

sociologists, are willing to accept the kinds of organizational changes (Le., increased rigidity and
fomality) that would accornpany the shift to a more positivistic methodofogy. For Fuchs, "the
conversational life-form is more pleasant than a bureaucratie one" (1992215). At this point,
then, our task becomes one of determining in wtiat ways Fuchs' project can be considered a
social study of science.
With respect to the first criterion, Fuchs' more general social theory of science provides
scholars with a framework within which to offer explanations that woufd account for characteristics of the scientific enterprise as a whole. At the same time, however, the analytical scheme

The term hermeneutics, which basically means interpretation, has a long and complex history in the
social sciences and humanities (see P m , I996:3M).

allows for the compan'son of vanous 'networks" of scientists that rnay not share the same degree
o f mutual dependence and task uncertainty. As for the second criterion, it is difficult to see how
research on practicing scientists would frt into Fuchs' system. ln ternis of the present project, the
importance of observing the structurally detemined path taken by a group of scientists, as they
compete for resources, is to see how the scientists respond to the circumstances they encounter
on a daily basis,
While Fuchs accepts that scientists are in the knowledge business, his criterion for
examining tmth has shifted from a philosophical one to a sociological one. In other words, truth
no longer represents some absolute insight into a 'realmworld. Rather, it represents whatever the
group of scientists comrnanding the greatest resources detemines it to be. Thus Fuchs' concept
of tnrth is both pragmatic and social. Within the context of the organizationai focus of his
analysis, however, the goal of scientific activity appears to be structural in a somewhat abstract
sense, rather than practical. That is, we would still like to know how particular scientists, working
in particular situations and contexts, accomplish things on a daily basis.

The Mangle of Practice

In a review of the reciprocal relationship between histotical and sociological efforts to
study science, Jan Golinski (1990:500) argues that more effort must be expended to uncover
ïtvays of explaining the actions of scientists in particular contexts," by
developing a "theory of pradice," which would enable scientific work to be
related to the aims and resources of its praditioners and to the structure of
constraints within wfiich they find themselves.
The individual whose woFk appeals to most consistently refiect this emphasis is Andrew
Pickering (1990,1992,1993,1995), who advocates a shift towards conceking science as
"practice and culture."
In nie Mangle of Practice (1999, Pickering differentiates between ideas of 'practice," in
a more comprehensive or generic sense, and specific "practices," in the more Iimited sense of
particular activities that scientists may cany out on a day-to-day basis. Specific practices (e.g,,
labofatory techniques) are part of the resources available to scientists, m i l e Pickering sees the

broader concept of 'practice as the work of cuftural extension and transfomation in timen
(1992:4), This distinction is related to his broad conception of 'cuituren as the 'made thingsn of
science, which include skills, relationships. machines, instruments, fads and theories. In
practice, scientific practices change, and along with them the whole cuiture of science,
Pickering's overall project is to emphasize two major themes in the social study of
science: temporal emergence and post-hurnanism- The first of these refers to an interest in
achieving 'a real-time understanding" of scientific practice (1995:3), while the second concept
concems the displacernent of the emphasis on human agency that was typical of constnictivist
science studies in the 1970s and 1980s. What is substituted for human agency is the recognition
of 'material agentsnas developed in the actor-network theory of Bruno Latour (1987). By
emphasizing these two elements, research in the social study of science can focus on the
'rnanglen of practice, which Pickering (199522) defines as the "dance of agency" that Yakes the
f o m of a dialectic of resistance and accornodation."
where resistance denotes the failure to achieve an intended capture of
agency in practice, and accomodation an active human strategy of response
to resistance, which can include revisions to goals and intentions as wefl as to
the materiaf fonn of the machine in question and to the human frame of
gestures and social relations that surround it. (199522)
As wïll
become clearer in the next chapter, this stance is similar to syrnbofic interactionism's
emphasis on the intersubjective accomplishment of everyday Iife, but at this point, it will be
useful to take a closer look at sorne aspects of the work of Bruno Latour.
In Science ih Action (1987), Latour presents a series of reconceptualizations, through
which he atternpts to alter the course of science studies. One of his key ideas is to dismantle the
differentiation between science and technology, as he sees this distinction as having been
constructed by scientists thernselves, in an effort to establish and maintain a boundary between
the purer and more noble pursuits of science and the hands-on nuts and bolts of applied
technology and engineering.
1 will use the word technoscience from now on, to describe al1 the elernents
tied to the scientific contents no matter how dirty, unexpeded or foreign they
seem, and the expression 'science and technology' in quotation marks, to
designate what is kept of technoscience once al1 of the trials of responsibility
have been settled. (Latour, 1987:174, emphasis in the original)

The use of this distinction is seen as another weapon in the scientists' arsenal. as they
accumulate credit and resources. While a number of scholars, including Pickering, have
applauded Latour's collapsing of these two disciplines (see Fuchs, 1992; Giere, 1993; Jasanoff et
al,, 1995). 1 would contend that as long as the participants in these disciplines see such a

distinction, then, as social researchers, we are obliged to respect that stance. To observe an
intricate relationship between the activities of scientists and technologists is quite different frorn
saying that they are the ~ a r n e . ~
Another important concept is that of the "actor-network," which Latour uses to descnbe
the way in which collections of scientists, and those outside of science with whom they interact,
are ordered. However, these networks are not simply a kind of diagrammatic representation of
relationships, designed to dernonstrate lines of communication and acadernic heritage.' Rather.

a better analogy is that of an electric circuit, where power is transmitted frorn place to place to
keep things going, If a break occurs in the circuit, the power ceases to flow, the lights go out,
and everything grinds to a halt.
The word network indicates that resources are concentrated in a few places

- the knots and the nodes - which are connected with one another - the

links and the mesh: these connections transfomi the scattered resources
into a net that may seem to extend everywhere. (Latour, l987:l8O)

For Latour' the network extends to every mernber of the public, as we are al1 "made to give a
hand* in support of the scientific enterprise.
N h e n scientists appear to be fully independent, surrounded only by
colleagues obsessively thinking about their science, it means they are
fully dependent. aligned with the interests of many more people; conversely,
when they are really independent they do not get the resources with which
to equip the laboratory, to eam a living or to remit another colleague who
could understand what they are doing. (Latour, 1987:158)
This seeming paradox implies that scientists appear independent only when they are not, and
that the more independent they actually are, the more obvious the consequences of the
dependency relationship become.

%my opinion, to conflate science and technology is similar to codating theology and mhktry.
Regardless of my opinion, though, the people 1interviewecifor this project idenîifïed themselves, and were
identiflecl by others, as scientisîs, not as technologists or engineers.
This notion is more consistent with the Mertonian mpiredresearch of Crane (1972) and Muliins
(1973).

ln some ways, the name "actor-networkwtheory is a misnorner, for Latour replaces the
concept of "actor,' with that of "actant,' meaning %hoever and whatever is representedn
(1987:84), Not only are we to disrnantle the distinction between science and technology, but we

are to move past any distinction between human and non-human agency. AI1 things, animate
and inanimate, are part of the network that supports the scientific enterprise, and therefore al1
things can be treated in the same rnanner by anyone dudying ~ c i e n c e . ~
Whiie Pickering (1995:l 1) applauds the 'syrnmetry" between human and material agents
advocated by actor-network theory, he also argues that it is difficult to conceive of machines
displaying "intentionality," that is, as "having specific plans and goalsn(19 9 5 17, emphasis in
original). In other words, while '[s]emiotically, these things can be made equivalent; in practice
they are notn (1 9W:l 5).7
The key to understanding how Pickering wishes to use these ideas is to retum to Fieck's
notions of passive and active efements.
As active, intentional beings, scientists tentatively construct sorne new
machine. They then adopt a passive role, monitoring the performance
of the machine to see whatever capture of material agency it rnight effect.
Syrnmetrically, this period of hurnan passivity is the period in which material
agency actively manifests itself. (Pickering, 1995:Sl-22)

During this process, probiems will anse and adjustments will be made. This temporally emergent
"dialectic of accommodation and resistance" is wbat scientific practice is al1 about and the 'stuff
of which scientific culture is constructed.
Pickering (1995:2l3) advocates dropping the 'multidisciplinary eclecticismn(see Giere,
1993) typical of the present state of science studies, in favor of an "antidisciplinary synthesis," in

which the 'rnicrodisciplinary fractures in and around science studies are more or less erased"
(1 995:216). This appmach would recognize both the epistemic and social elernents of science,

and it would show an appreciation of the 'cultural muttiplicity" of science, Pickering (1995220-
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For a systematic critique of Latour's ideas, see AmsterdamSra (1990).
A fecent theoretical analysis of Pickering's seemingly inconsistent appiication of the concept of nonhuman agency (Jones, 1996) can be read to support the symbolic interactionist approach to science taken
in the present study.
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221) proposes that research in the "cultural" study of science would be camed out along three

lines: an historicizing approach, a disciplinary approach, and a practical approach.
The historicizing approach starts with the standard vocabulary and concerns of the
philosophy of science and adds to thern an elernent of historical grounding. The idea here is to
take a concept such as "objectivity," and demonstrate its contextual and situational variability,
The second approach is based on Michei Foucauft's (1979) interest in how specific disciplines
and practices characterize and are constitutive of specific cultures. The objective here is to
demonstrate the heterogeneity and stability of scientific "culturesn(e.g., Traweek's study of the
high energy physics community). The third approach is based on Latour's (1987) advice to
Yollow scientists and engineers around." Studies of this kind would provide data on the diversity
of human and rnaterial resources that constitute a particular scientific cuiture, dong with an
examination of the intemal and extemal relationships and influences affecting the scientific
enterprise, However, this kind of study is to be camed out 'not through time but in cultural
space" (Pickering, 1995:221). In other words, this is not to be an historical approach, but rather a
study of "science in action."
More detail of Pickering's discussion on machines and rnaterial agents will be provided
in Chapter 8 on managing equipment, however, his emphasis on temporal emergence and
studying "science-aç-practiced" is generally consistent with the symbolic interactionist (SI)
approach advocated in this project, and as he (1 995:63) notes, SI differs from his approach
"onlyn in its 'human-centeredness." In other words, SI does not make the transition to the kind of
post-humanist studies envisioned by Pickering, that would allow for some elernent of non-human
agency. Needless to Say this is a critical difference, and, as will bewme ciear in the next
chapter, the interactionist emphasis on intersubjective acwmplishment is at the heart of the
present project. Before tuming to the final work to be examined in this chapter, we must
determine to what extent Pickering's project meets the three criteria for a social study of science.
Not only does Pickering advocate the examination of particular groups of scientists and
gaining a real-time appreciation of scientific pradice, fie also puts aside any attempt to follow a
research agenda set by philosophers. Where the problem anses, though, with respect to the

interactionkt approach advocated in the present study, is in Pickering's alteration of the concept
of the social to include non-human actors. Only humans engage in processes of symbolic
interaction and interpretation. Matenal objects are important because humans attribute
meanings to them, as they cany out their daily activities.

The Work of Science

In their ethnographic study of laboratory technicians (1994), Stephen Barley and Beth
Bechky criticize much of the sociology of science literature for following a pattern more
appropriate to the sociology of knowledge rather than one more suited to the sociology of work
(see Fuchs, 1992). These authors suggest a shift away from epistemic issues to a closer
examination of how lab workers experience their practice, and how labor is divided in the
laboratory setting. Infomed by the work and occupations literature, the authors are concemed
primarily with elaborating the status, role and skills of technicians, wtio Work at the empirical
interface between a physical or biologicaI system and the symbolic world of the scientist's work"
(1994:89). In conjunction with this, the authors provide a description of the work camed out by
technicians at this interface.
The two processes that Bariey and Bechky (1994:89) identify as taking place at the
interface between the phenomenon under study and the more theoretical world of the scientists
are TTranslatingnand 'caretaking." The process of translation is wrnposed of those actiiities that
provide scientists with data in a f o m that can be analyzed, such as producing the 'inscriptions"
from which scientists constmct arguments (see Latour and Woolgar, 1986). Caretaking refers to
the process of caring for the physical entities that the technicians oversee. In other words,
Yechnicians are usually charged with ensuring that machines, organisms, and other physical
systems remain in good working order" (1994:89).
Barley and Bechky (1994:91) contend that a large part of the technicians' work, both with
respect to translating and caretaking, centers around 'Yroubleshooting," and the monitoring and
repairing of 'key technical interfaces" that are essential in the canying out of scientific research,

On the basis of data obtained through observation and interviews, the authors construct a

structural rnatrix of technicians' theories of trouble that identifies: sources of trouble, types of
trouble and strategies for either averting or resolving trouble. The majority of the elements of
this matrix are expressed in processual terrns reflecting the practice of the technicians- For
example, trouble is avoided through processes of: documenting procedures, ensuring
redundancy, keeping things clean, and leaming from past experiences. If troubles do anse, then
they can be deak with through processes of recovering, which often involves retracing steps and
starting over, fwing, where technicians 'break a machine down and put it back together," and
discovenng, which involves interpreting an anomaly in a positive Iight. Not only does the
examination of these routine activaies helps us to understand some of what Thomas Kuhn meant
by his categorization of normal science as punle-solving, but it demonstrates the value of
examining the scientific enterprise as a practical realm.
One of the strengths of this work is that it draws attention to aspects of the scientific
enterprise that have largely been ignored by the field work camed out in the sociofogy of
science. As Barley and Bechky (1994:86) observe, '[blecause ethnographies traditionally portray
the round of life in a social setting, one would expect technicians to have appeared prominently
in ethnographies of science labs; yet they have not." Additionally, the insights provided by
Barley and Bechky support the notion that it is not necessary to approach the study of the
scientific enterprise from within the context of the history and philosophy of science, or even
within the context of the sociology of science, narrowly defined. Rather, science can be
approached from a vanety of sociological perspectives, particufariy drawing on the insights frorn
research in work and occupations.
One final point to emphasize is that Barley and Bechky examined twelve technicians in
ten different settings in an attempt to draw attention to the "comrnonalities" in technicians' work.
Of the two main labs studied, one of them was involved in producing a product (monoclonal

antibodies) for use in other labs, and the other was invoived in providing an analytical service
(flow cytometry) to other labs. This kind of transsituational and transcontextual examination is
consistent with the approach advocated in the present project-

With respect to the three criteria of a social study of science, Bariey and Bechkysswork
cornes very close to meeting al1 three. Their research looks at scientific activity being camed out
in particular settings and contexts, and they do not filter their analysis through some a priori
philosophical objectives or criteria, Wth respect to the second critenon, the research subjects in
this case are technicians working for scientists- A social study of science would extend this
project to include the scientists thernselves. As for the third criterion, Barley and Bechky looked
directly at the mundane, routine day-to-day activities that technicians carried out, to highlight the
fact that technicians constructed and employed a body of knowledge based on 'a contextual
understanding of materials, instruments, and techniques that was grounded in hands-on experience" (1994:116, emphasis in original).

Summary
The objective of this chapter has been to examine a number of works in the social study
of science, broadly defined, to determine ifthey match the three criteria set out as appropnate
for a proper social study of science and, in this process, to show how they conceive of science
and how they propose to study science. The particular works covered here were selected not
only because they represent the broad array of recent initiatives in science studies, but because
they draw attention to some aspect of studying science that will be incorporated into the
interactionist approach to science advocated in the present project.

While Star's work is based on symbolic interactionisrn, and more particularly the
interpretation of SI supported by the Tremont researchers, narnely, the social worlds perspective,
her approach does not appear to support the kind of ernphasis on exarnining the practical
accornplishment of everyday life in the here and now that is an integral part of the objectives of
the present project. However, Star does draw attention to the fact that scientists are likely to
deal with a variety of uncertainties and ambiguities on a regular basis, as they attempt to
accomplish their goals,
The primary benefit of Fuchs' work is the ernphasis that he places on the generic aspect
of hurnan actiiity, and how the ways in which we analyze what goes on in science c m also be

applied to other fields of human endeavor. Also, the importance of considering how structural
constraints can shape the path of scientific research is highlighted. Fuchs offers an explanatory
framework within which the success of scientists, as compared to members of other hurnan
groups, can be anafyzed and understood. The problem is determining how science should be
studied, in order to gain insight into how these elernents play out on a daily basis in scientific
practice,
Andrew Pickering's ernphasis on the culture and practice of science is very consistent
with the approach advocated in the present project, but one major divergence emerges,
Pickering chooses to sustain Latour's conflation of science and technology, and of human and
non-human actors. 1 would contend that neither of these simplifications is consistent with an
approach to science that respects the nature of the phenornenon k i n g studied. As I think wili
become clear in the next several chapters, Pickering's conception of scientific practice as the
diaiectic of resistance and accommodation can find a more coherent and sustainable expression
within a symbolic interactionist framework.
The great advantage of Barley and Bechky's study is that they followed in the footsteps
of the original 'laboratory studies," and entered the working environments of scientists- Even
though they limited their observations to the woFk of technicians, we gain insight into the daily
activities of scientific practice, in a way that none of the other studies examined here was able to
accomplish,
The goal now is to present an approach to the social study of science that meets the
criteria set out at the beginning of this chapter, and which offers both a feasible definition of
science and a way for researchers to study that science. As was stated earlier, 1 contend that a
symbolic interactionist approach is the best suited to these objectives. The next chapter
provides a description of just such an approach.

Chapter Five
AN INTERACTIONIST APPROACH TO SCIENCE

The purpose of the present chapter is to address directly the first goal of this project by
outlining just what a symbolic interactionist approach to the study of the scientific enterprise
would look Iike. Part of this process will be to supply a working definition of science and provide
a way for researchers to carry out social studies of science. At the same time, it rnust be dear
how this approach meets the criteria of viewing science as situational and contextual, of
involving practicing scientists as research subjeds, and of following a sociologicai agenda that
recognizes the possibility that tmth is not the onIy goal of scientific activity.
As mentioned earfier, for the purposes of the present project, science is defined as what
scientists do. The matenal covered in the last three chapters has demonstrated a vast array of
conceptions of, and approaches to, the scientific enterprise, that may or may not be
wmplementary. While l have atternpted to show how rnost of these approaches fail to achieve
intimate familiarity (Blumer, 1969) with their subject matter, it is important to state at this point
that the approach to science advocated here is in no way being presented as the only way to
study science. Rather, it is being presented as the best way to gain insight into what scientists
do on a day-to-day basis. Not only will this approach help scholars ta better understand science,
it should also help us to gain a better understanding of the broader nature of hurnan group life.

The chapter is divided into three sections- The first section is devoted to an examination
of the symbolic interactionist perspective within sociology in general terms.' This perspective
provides both a theoretical and methodological framework that are consistent with the three
criteria established for the approach to social studies of science advocated here. The second
section introduces a genenc social process scheme that provides a method for canying out such
research. This particular scheme was selected for its broad applicability, and the way it

1

Several introductions to symbolic interactionisrn are availabte: Mead (1934), Rose (1962), Blumer
(1969), Meltzer et ai. (1975), Rock (1979), Adler and Ader (1980), Charon (1989), Fine (1990, 1992,
1993), Strauss (19931, Pnis (1996).

integrates theoretical and methodological concems. The final section draws these various
elements together, and presents the detaifs of how the fieldwork portion of the present study was
~amed
out.

Symbolic Interactionism

Symbolic interactionism is part of a broader category of interpretive and constructionist
approaches within sociology- Related approaches include dramaturgical sociology (Goffman,
1959). and two variations on what may be temed phenomenological s o c i o l ~ gnamely,
~,~
ethnomethodology (Garfinkel, 1967) and social constructionism (Berger and Luckmann, 1966).
As Robert Pnis (1996:34-46) indicates, some of the eariy precursors of the interpretive tradition
can be found in the hermeneutics of Wilhelm Dilthey (see Ermarth, 1978), Georg Simrnel's
(1950) conceptualization of forms of human association, Max Weber's (1947) emphasis on
understanding social action. and Wilhelm Wundt's (1916) discussion of folk psychology. In a
more direct manner, however, the two principal roots of symbolic interactionism are to be found
in Amencan pragmatism and the urtsan ethnography of the so-called 'Chicagon school of
sociology.
Pragmatism refers to a phifosophicaf movement associated with Charles Peirce, James
Dewey, and William James (see James, 1907; Shalin, 1986). The pragmatists attempted to
develop theories that recognized the more practical elements of human accomplishrnent- As
Charon (1989:27) indicates, pragmatisrn stressed four basic ideas:
1- TnRh is possible for the human being only through the individual's
own intervention.
2. Knowledge for the human being is judged on its usefulness.
3. Objects we encounter are defined according to their use for us.
4. Understanding about the human k i n g must be inferred from what
he or she does.

The principal idea advocated here is that things 'do not tell us what they are," we must interpret
them. As practical active human beings, we test what we know and if Ï t works for us we keep it,

if not, we discard it. Any particular object that we encounter in ouf lives may have a multitude of

' Phenornenolog). is associateci with the work of Edmuad Husserl (1970) and A l f k d Schue (1967,1972).

meanings, and therefore, can be defined in many ways. Consistent with these notions is the
precept that our understanding of people must anse out of the empirical observation of human
action. The pragmatist perspective seems to have had a particular resonance for Ameticans in
the early part of this cen?ury, as Ï t was consistent with the 'handçon," 'show-me* approach of a
nation of 'doers." As mentioned in Chapter 2, some philosophers are advocating a retum to the
more practical emphasis of the pragmatist perspective, as an antidote to abstract theorizing and
debate about the nature of scienceThe pragrnatist approach found particular expression within sociology in the work of
Charles Horton Cooley at the University of Chicago. Cooley was especially interested in the
importance of human groups, and in the development of a concept of self, which he says arises
out of our perceptions of how other people see us (1922184). Along with this notion of the
'looking-glass self," Coofey aiso proposes a general methodology, which he calls "sympathetic
introspectionw(1909:7), The idea here is for researchers to establish 'intimate contact with
various sorts of persans," in order to understand their worid on their ternis. As Pms (1996:51)
indicaies, Cooley's method is at the base of what we would now cal1 participant observation,
naturalistic inquiry, or ethnography.
As mentioned eariier, symbolic interactionism relies centrally on the ethnographic

method of carrying out research, particularly as it was developed at the University of Chicago in
the early part of this century. Thus, it will be valuable to look bfiefly at the history and
development of ethnography, and the first step in this process will be to offer at least a
preiirninary definition of what ethnography is, A more systematic examination of the practice of
ethnographic research is included in the final section of this chapter.
In their historical survey of qualitative research rnethods, Vidich and Lyman (1994:25)
define ethnography as 'a social scientific description of a people and the cultural basis for their
peoplehood." Hammerstey and Atkinson (1995) express a reluctance to draw too sharp of a
distinction between ethnography and other qualitative methods, emphasizing that in its most

basic fom, ethnography "bears a close resemblance to the routine ways in which people make
sense of the worid in everyday life" (19952). Pnis (1996:18-21) associates ethnographic

research with the processes of observation, participant observation, and interviewing, indicating
that '[elthnographic inquiry requires that researchers pursue and present the viewpoints of those
with whom they have contact" (?996:lO3).
Popular notions of ethnographic research may be most closely associated with the
studies of "prÏmitiveW
or 'exoticn cuitures, in the tradition of Bronislaw Malinowski and A.R.
Radcliffe-Brown that receive considerable media attention, The development of ethnography
within sociology, however, is primarily associated with the University of Chicago. Here, schoiars
were concemed with a broad range of issues that included moral refonn, and understanding the
urban ecology of the environment in which they found themselves. Ethnography was one of
many rnethods employed to gain a better understanding of M a t was going on in the city, and to
help with the kind of conceptual development that would support a more practical emphasis on
human group lifeThe practical orientation of Chicago sociology is particularfy evident in the so-caIled
'student ethnographies" that were c a ~ e out
d in the 1920s and 30s. Robert Park and Emest
Burgess, even though they did not venture into the field themseives, encouragecl their students
to view the city as a sociological laboratory (see Kurtz, 1984:ôO)Go and sit in the lounges of the luxury hotels and on the doorsteps of
the fiophouses; sit on the Gold Coast settees and the slum shakedowns;
sit in the orchestra hall and in the Star and Garter buriesque. In short,
gentlemen, go and get the seat of your pants dirty in real research. (Park,
cited in Prus, 1996:119)
Some examples of these studies are: Nels Anderson's The Hobo (t 923), Paul Cressey's The
Taxi-Dance Hall (1932), Clifford Shaw's fhe Jack-Roller (1930). Edwin Sutherland's The
Professional niief (1937). These early efforts demonstrate both the evolution of ethnographic

fieldwork in sociology and the kind of 'leaming by doing" that is consistent with symbolic
interactionism (see Pnrs, 1996:1?9-124).
In later efforts, this approach found particutar application in studies of deviant
subcultures and other aclosed"groups, of interest to sociologists, that might otheMse be difficuit

to study. Two exarnples that stand out in this regard are Ewing Goffman's Asyhms (1961).
which examines the 'careers" of mental patients in the environment of a so-called Yotal

institution," and Howard Becker's Outsiders (1963),which examines, amongst other things. the
'subculturen of jazz musicians who labeled themselves as "outsiderç." Further examples include
studies of: outlaw biker gangs (Wolf, 1W l ) , religious cults (Lofland, 1966; Barker, 1984). fantasy
role-playing garnes (Fine, 1983), stand-up cornedians (Stebbins, 1990), the professional
development of medical students (Haas and Shaffir, 1987), dmg dealers (Adler, 1985), college
athletes (Adler and Adler, 199l), student life (Albas and Albas, 1984), and tattooing (Sanders,
1991). While each of these studies focuses on a particular subculture within modem society,
they are well suited to compatison and broader conceptuai development. Insights gained in one
area can readily be adapted to helping in the exploration of sorne ofher aspect of human group
IifeLeaving aside the ethnographie research tradition, for the tirne. perhaps the central
figure in the early developrnent of symbolic interactionisrn is George Herbert Mead, who taught
philosophy at Chicago. Three aspects of hiç thought are particularty imponant for understanding
symbolic interactionisrn, namely, his ideas on the rnind, the self, and society. For Mead, the
mind is in no way a static or predetermined entity. Rather, the mind ernerges as an
intemalization of the interadion that one has with other rnembers of the comrnunity (1934:49). A
shared system of symbols, and particularly language, f o m the medium for the developrnent of
mind, and also provide a way for the individual to engage in "minded behavior," through which
viewpoints are expressed and actions are initiatecl (1934:132). As PNS (1996:53) indicates,
communication, conceptualization, and refiection are ail symbolic processes.
For Mead, thinking is a reflective process, M i c h means that the individual also cames
on symbolic exchanges intemally, and thereby establishes an identity or conception of self. This
intemal process, however, is not done in isolation from other people.
The organized community or social group that gives the individuat his
unity of self may be called "te generalized other." The attitude of the
generalized other is the attitude of the whole community.., (Mead, l934:154)
In other words, the reflective process anses when people take the role of the other, or begin to
adopt the attitudes and actions of others. The behavior of the individual in any situation

represents the culmination of a number of interpretive and interactive processes. ln this way, the
concepts of mind, self, and society can be seen to be intertwined and interdependent.
Human society as we know it could not exist without minds and selves,
since al1 its most characteristic features presuppose the possession of
rninds and selves by its individual mernbers; but its individual rnembers
would not possess rninds and selves if these had not ansen within or
emerged out of the human social process in its Iower stages of development(Mead, 1934227)
So, we can see in Mead's work the kind of ernphasis on symbols and social interaction that we
would now associate with symbolic interactionism, Of even more direct consequence to the
present project are Mead's ideas on social action.
In his analysis of social action, Mead (1934) draws attention to four stages of the act:
impulse, perception, manipulation, and consummation. While symbolic interactionists try to
avoid talking about the causes of hurnan action, the concept of 'impulse" is based on the notion
that humans have a "generalized disposition to act." There is always a problem to be solved, a
goal to be obtained, or some obstacle to be overcome in the environment in which people live.
The second stage of the act implies that humans interpret, define, or analyze the situations in
which they find themselves. They do not merely react in some unthinking or non-reflective
manner. Humans also manipulate their environment through direct contact with physical objects.
ln this way, goals are achieved and life is accomplished through practical activity. The final
stage of 'consumrnation" might be interpreted to imply that action comes to an end. However,
white this may be the case in some lirnited sense, the potential for other outcomes also exists;
goals rnay not be accomplished or one course of action may lead to another. In other words, the
stream of hurnan action is continuous. Consummation or accomplishrnent might more
significantly represent wntinuity, or living to fight another day.
Mead's handling of these concepts is neither systematically nor extensively developed,

but Herbert Blumer offers this synopsis of what Mead had in mind.
Action is buitt up in cuping with the worid instead of merely k i n g reieased
from a pre-existing psychological structure by factors playing on that structure.
By making indicationsto himself and by interpreting what he indicates, the
human being has to forge or piece together a line of action. In order to act
the individual has to identify what he wants, establish an objective or goal,
map out a prospective line of behavior, note and interpret the actions of
others, size up his situation, check himself at this or that point, figure out

what to do at other points, and frequently spur hirnself on in the face of
dragging dispositions or discouraging settings. (Blumer, 1969:64)
At the same time, participants in any particular life-worid, in an effort to make their Iife

more manageable, also tend to conceptualize the stream of action as being comprised of
discrete acts- Charles Wamner (1970:17-18) indicates that an act
is recognized by the members of society as a unit act with a particular
meaning... The 'sawing of a boardnby a carpenter has pn'mary significance
for sociological purposes, not because it involves certain muscles and nerves,
not because the carpenter has particular motivations, not even because the
board gets sawed, but because the act is given a name, conceptualiy separated
from the other parts or aspects of the stream of action... Thumbing one's nose,"
"punishing the child," "giving a speech," 'going to church," 'riding a bus," "going
to class"...are ail.,. acts because they are named and are identified by the
conventional understandings of the rnembers of the society.
In other words, these discrete components o f action, which are interpreted by rnembers of a
particular group, serve as meaningful symbols to facilitate social interaction- To understand
these actions is to understand the group that cames out these actions.

Herbert Blumer

Herbert Blumer coined the term symbolic interactionisrn in 1937, and it is Blumer who
contributes most to the systernatization of the theoretical and methodological aspects of this
approach. PNS (1996:74) indicates that Blurner made three major contributions to the social
sciences. First,he provided a 'sociologically focused staternenr of the interpretive paradigm.
Second, he identified and addressed "the central weakness of mainstream social science," and
third, he provided a "conceptual framework" for ethnographie research in the social sciences.

With respect to the first point, Blumer offers this concise statement of the major
premises of the symbofic interactionist perspective.
1. [Hjuman beings act toward things on the basis of the meaning that the
things have for them.
2. m h e meaning of such things is derived from, or anses out of, the social
interaction that one has with one's fellows.
3. mhese meanings are handled in and modified through an interpretive
process. (Blumer, 19692)

In other words, our understanding of human group life emerges out of ouf understanding of the

-

meanings that people attach to the objects (anirnate and inanimate) they encounter in their daily

Iives. These meanings are seen to emerge out of the interactive and interpretive processes that
people engage in on an ongoing basis- While these statements can be seen to reflect Mead's
emphasis on the processual and emergent nature of mind, self. and society, Mead never offered
his ideas in a way that could be effectivefy comrnunicated to others. or tested in the field?
Blumer accomplishes this task by cornbining etements of pragmatism with the kind of 'handçon"
research being done at Chicago,
As for the second contribution, Blumer is critical of positivist and stnicturalist approaches

in sociology for, in his view, failing to '[rlespect the nature of the ernpirical world and organize a
methodological stance to reflect that respectn(1969:60). For exampie, Blumer (1969:141-142) is
critical of much of social theory for divorcing itself from the empirical world, providing Iittle
guidance for field research, and failing to benefrt from the vast accumulation of Yactsnernerging
from empirical research. Contrary to his contention that the value of social theory depends on its
connection to the ernpirical world, BIurner (1969:142) charges that theorists expend too much
effort "taking in each othefs washing," and "merely interpreting things to frt their theories."
Similady, Blumer (1969:127-139) is critical of %anable analysis" for missing the process
of interpretation that lies between any independent and dependent variable- These variables
'conceal or rnisrepresent the actual operations in hurnan group life" (1%9:136).

Rather than

being reducible to discrete and unitary items (variables), relations in group life are more likely to
take place between 'complex, diversified and moving bodies of activity" (1969:138). What
Blumer (1 969:46) advocates is 'naturalisticminvestigation investigationthat is directed to a given empirical world in its natural,
ongoing character instead of to a simulation of such a world, or to an
abstraction frorn it (as in the case of laboratory expefimentation), or to
a substitute for the world in the fonn of a preset image of it.
This staternent not only contains a harsh criticism of various "artificialnmethods that may be
associated with more positivistic or quantitative appmaches to social science, it also contains an
implicit advocacy of ethnographic enquiry. Ethnography is "naturalistic" because it involves the

h faci, the vast majority of what we consider Mead's work has been (re)consmicted by his students. In
the specinc case of Mnd, Self& Siociel'y (1934), the text consists of Iecture notes recordeci by a stenographer hired by Mead's students-

very thing that it purports to examine, that is, social interaction. In other words. ethnographie
research is essentially self-exemplifying; it is syrnbolic interaction.
Blumer's third contribution has to do with the matter of researchers adjusting and refining
their preconceptions as they encounter various phenornena in the field. Blumer advocates the
use of "sensitizing concepts," which permit "one to catch and hold some content of experience
and make cornmon property of it"(1969:lS8). Sensitizing concepts, which "merely suggest
directions along which to look." are contrasted to "definitive concepts," which 'provide
prescriptions of what to seen (1969:148). In this way, insights from a variety of settings can be
compared and contrasted along the way to a greater overall understanding of human group life.
For Blumer, the use of concepts is an integral part of doing science, such that a 'science
without concepts" (1969:153) is an impossibility.
The scientific concept, as a way of conceiving, enables one to circurnvent
problems of perceptual experience; the content of the scientific concept
consists of an abstraded relation which becomes the subject of separate
and intensive study; the concept because of its verbal charader, may be
shared, and so it permits concerted activity in scientific procedure; scientific
concepts in their interrelation make possible the structure of science. (Blumer,
l969:163)
That is, the concepi allows scientists to express points of view, it provides them with a tool for
thought (reflection) and communication, and it can provide the basis for deductive reasoning and
the anticipation of new experience (1969:163). At the same time, the concept is not a mere
abstraction, for IYhe improper usage of the concept in science cornes M e n the concept is set
apart frorn the world of expenencen(9 969:168). Symbolic interactionism, then, is the study of
human group Iife and, through the use of concepts, this approach can be distinguished from
others wtiich may rely on a variety of theoretical or rnethodological abstractions to separate
analysis from human expenence.
Let us recognize the instrumental charader of the concept inside of the
field of science. By accepting it in this characier and using it critically
perhaps we can avoid k i n g mere bookkeepers of facts or spinners of
metaphysics. (1969:l7O)
This last point is pivotal for understanding the 'generic social process" scheme that will be
discussed in the next section, and for understanding how field research in syrnbolic
interactionism can be camed out.

Generic Social Processes
Building on the works of Simmel. Blurner. and others. Robert Prus (1987.1996)
presents a 'genen'c social processnscherne, both as a way to maximize conceptual development
in sociological research and as a way to share the insights contained in the growing number of
ethnographic studies of diverse settings. Prus (1996:Z) argues that
the study of hurnan behavior requires the blending of (a) an interpretive
viewpoint with (b) the practice of ethnographic enquiry, (c) a comparativeadjustive style of analysis, and (d) an ongoing appraisal and adjustment of
existing theoretical and methodological positions to actual studies of experiences
and practices of the (ethnographic) other.
Advocating a symbolic interactionist approach to the study of hurnan group life, Pruç places a
strong emphasis on applying this approach in the field and using the results ofsuch research to
broaden our understanding of human behavior. The interpretive process to which Pms refers
reflects the fundamentat social interaction that undergirds the lifeworld of those that we study.
Prus (1996:149-150) indicates that the generic social process scheme consists of six

basic processes that are fundamental to people's interactions and to the communities that people
f o ~ m .They
~ are:

Acquinng Perspecfives
Achieving ldenfify

Being lnvolved
Doing Acfivify
Experiencing Relafionships
Foming and CoordinatingAssociations
The remainder of this section is devoted to describing these concepts in greater detail, to show
how they combine the theoretical and rnethodological emphases of symbolic interactionism and
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See, especiaiiy, Miyamoto (1959), Glaser and Straus (1967), Lofland (1 W6), Lester and Hadden
(1 980): Bigus, Hadden and Glaser (1 982), Couch (1984).
P m has carried out studies in a number of settings using this scheme, including: the hotel community
(Prus and Irini, 1988), mafketing and sales (Prus, 1989a, 1989b), and hustlers and mogicians (.PIUS and
Sharper, 1991).

ethnographic inquiry, and provide a practical device for delineating the processual character of
everyday life.

Acquiring Perspecfives

Perspectives refer to the groupinfomed viewpoints or collections of rneanings that
people invoke in dealing with the situation at hand. Group interaction and the contextualized use
of language enable individuals to develop 'stocks of knowledgen(Schutz, 1967) and an
awareness of the 'generalized othef (Mead, 1934). These comrnunity-based processes, which
at some fundamental (symbolic) level necessarily precede the participation of individuals in
particular situations, are built up, assessed and potentially resisted, as people encounter others
and deal with particular situationsPrus (1996:151) indicates that as newcomers to a group people have no choice over the
perspectives to which they are first exposed, and they wiIl tend to take these initial viewpoints for
granted until they are confronted with a set of circumstances that challenges or threatens their
ideas, Just as some situations will lead individualsto explore new interpretations of objects and
other people, other events may serve to solidify and reinforce existing viewpoints. Altemate
perspedives are evaluated on an ongoing basis, with some being enthusiastically accepted and
others being rejected relative to some prelirninary or pre-existing viewpoint. This pmcess takes
place with respect to religion, education, farnily, and the broader array of rules, norms, and
values that guide action on a day-today basis.

can gain
Through ethnographic study, Pnis (1 9Q6:151-152) indicates that researche~
insight into the ways in which people encounter perspectives from others, assess new
perspectives and resist unwanted viewpoints, develop images of objects, defina situations, deal
with ambiguity, resolve contradictions, extend on existing perspectives, promote perspectwes to
others, reject fonner viewpoints, and adopt new viewpoints.

Achiéving Idenfify

The process of 'achieving identity* deals with the notion of defining the self and others in
human community life (Prus, 1996:152-153). This 'identity work" involves not only receiving
definitions from others, but requires a role-taking capacity for self-reflection and the attribution of
qualities to the self. This implies a sort of sifting process, whereby an individual compares,
rejects, and ultimately seleds some combination of attributes, that c m then be selectively
projected dunng interaction, to portray some specific identity or other.
This process encompasses what Enring Goffrnan (1959) refers to as "impression
management." As individuals we are constantly engaged in a process of attributing identity to
ourselves and others and assessing and refining the definitions that emerge. In other words,
even when an individuaf has achieved a certain identity, a maintenance process is central to
continued interaction, This involves constant checking and re-checking to ensure that
appropriate impressions are k i n g presented to and received by others. Any uncertainty over
these rnatters can foster considerable anxiety in the individual.
The study of hurnan groups cm help us to understand better how people encounter
definitions of self from others, attribute qualities to the self, compare incoming and self-assigned
definitions of self, resist unwanted identity imputations, selectively convey*infomiation about the
self to others, glean information about others. assign identities to others, promote specific
definitions of otheis, encounter resistance from others, and reassess identities imputed to others
(PIUS,tW6:I52-153).

Being lnvolved

The process of 'being involvedmdraws our attention to the temporal aspect of social
interaction, and can be divided into segments that reflect the sequence of stages that people
pass through in their involvements in specific situations (Prus, l996:153-15S). The first stage of
(Ï)

initial involvement consists of examining various ways in which individuals become part of

specific communities or subcuttures. These processes commonly include seekership by the
individual, recniitment by others, and closure (whereby an individual feels cornpelleci to join).

These processes rnay be present in any combination, reflecting the cornplexity and diversity of
involvements that an individual rnay participate in. The second stage of (ii) continued
involvement c m stretch out over a relatively long or short period, and hence will be linked to
other social processes. For example, as people's involvement with a paiticular group continues,

. they rnay acquire different perspectives, their identities rnay evofve, they rnay engage in
altemate activities, and their patterns of relationships rnay shift, These changes can lead to a
third stage of (ii) disinvolvement that rnay reflect people's problems (and disaffedions) within a
particular situation. On the other hand, a shift in involvement patterns rnay reflect new
opportunities that the i n d ~ i d u aperceives
l
as challenging or potentially rewarding. Sirnitady,
individuals rnay, at some later point, become c i ) reinvolved in a previous situation. This rnay
reflect dissatisfaction with some present activity, or it rnay reflect changes that have taken place
in the original group.
This pattern of activities can be viewed as a Me history or "career" (Becker, 1963; Prus,

1984). and as such it provides an excellent frarnework within which to examine many aspects of
everyday Iife. As PNS (1996:l4û-l49) indicates, the career concept allows the researcher to
take "a more holistic approach to the l i f e spans" of particular phenomena," that goes beyond the
limited association of career with occupation. This ability to examine aspects of human group
Iife along a timeline is consistent with the processual focus of syrnbolic interadionisrn.

Doing Actn/ity

Wiihin the process of "doing activity," Prus (3 996:156) identifies three subprocesses,
namely: (1) perfomiing activities, (2) influencing others, and (3) rnaking commitments. As with
the process of continued invofvement, some amount of overtap is inevitable in the application of
these concepts to social settings. However, what differentiates these processes is the emphasis
on the "problernatics of accornplishment." In other words, people develop strategies for
achieving their goals, and they find ways to proceed in the face of ambiguities, uncertainty, and
resistance fmm others.

The subprocess of "perfoming activities" is integral to the present project, and will be
outlined in greater detail in the final section of this chapter. The adivities here can be viewed
frorn the perspective of project management: plans are drawn up, preparations are made, skills
are aquired, events are coordinated, resources are put into action, obstacles and setbacks are
dealt with, and adivities are assessed and adjustedAnother aspect of canying out activities involves 'influencing others." This subprocess
reflects the efforts of individuais and groups to gain cooperation from others, in order to
complete transactions or accomplish collective goals. Some of the activities involved here
include: formulating plans, promoting interest in one's objectives, generating trust, proposing
specific fines of action, encounfering resistance, and neutralizing obstacles.
The third subprocess of 'rnaking commitments" represents the decision rnaking process
of 'buying into" a particular course of action. This step nomally involves: exploring and

assessing options, dealing with earlier commitments, avoiding commitments, minirniu'ng or
diversifying investrnents, organizing routines, and neglecting other options. In other words, the
cornmitment to follow a specific course of action with a particular group of people means that
resources cannot be allocated elsewhere as readily. Those involved may find themselves
perfoming a balancing act between various obligations and desired sets of activities.

Expen'encing Relationships

The fifth aspect of the generic social process scheme deals with people 'experiencing
relationshipsnwhich, as PNS (1996:159) indicates, is a vital part of social life associated with the
selective formation of bonds between people. Some relationships are more intimate than others
and a number of processes came into play as the dynamics of social distancing are played out.
Individuals may prepare themselves for encuunters, define themselves as available for
association, define specific others as desirable associates, and leam to deal with varying levels
of acceptance or rejection.
Another important subprocess is that of self-assessment and evaluation, through which
people determine 'goodnesçof-frt" with others. People offen juggfe a number of relationships,

reflecting the multiple perspectives and identities that they may be managing in the various
aspects of their Iives. People develop different interactional styles, and as they develop certain
understandings, preferences, and loyalties, they will also deal with matters of openness and
secrecy. As circumstances change, some relationships will be strengthened, some severed, and
perhaps some will be renewed-

Forming and Coordinafing Associations

Pnis identifies a sixth set of generic processesthat provides a mechanism for examining
the kinds of activities that take place within and among larger groups of ind~iduals
that may
share cornmon goals- The process of "foming and coordinating associations" is related to
establishing relationships, but also takes into account the advantages of worfüng with others to
accomplish certain objectives. Associations can Vary in size or duration, and may allow
rnembers to pursue activities that they would not be able to manage on their own, PNS
(1996:160) identifies three subprocesses that can be used to study this aspect of hurnan group
life: establishing associations, objedifying associations, and enwuntering outsiders.
The kinds of activities pertinent to the subprocess of 'establishing associationsninclude:
determining the benefits of colledive enterprise, defining rnernbership criteria, positions, and
responsibilitiesfor potential team rnernbers, fomalizing encounters among rnembers, and
dealing with internai challenges around conflicts of interest, or loss of interest (1996:161). The
degree of fonnality and cornplexity of these processes will Vary with the intended purpose for
association and the duration of that association. This stage is linked to processes of acquiring
perspectives and becorning involved.
In describing the second set of subprocesses, "objectifying associations," PNS
(1996:l6l) links his ideas to those of Berger and Luckmann (1966), who describe the social
construction of 'plausibility structures" or a 'nomos" within which people can cany out the normal
adiviities that constiiute their everyday lives without having to wnstantly redefine their worfd, or
their place in it. Thus, this subprocess can be seen in a broader based context that
demonstrates a reliance on intra-group and inter-group interaction. In other words, rnembets

work at being 'one of us," while outsiders identify members as "one of them-" As PNS
(1996:16Z) observes, insiders may develop a group identity, create identity markers, define

exclusivity, and demarcate territories or junsdidions, while outsiders rnay define a set of people
as constituting a specific group within a community, associate specific names or markers with
that group, discuss the group with members or groups in the community, make a concerted effort
to investigate and possibly eliminate the group.
The concept of 'encountering outsidersnreminds us that neither individuals nor groups
operate in isolation from others, or from society as a whole. In different cases, outsiders rnay be
wstomers or cornpetitors, and the group's response to such encounters will reflsct their
assessrnent of potential benefrt or harm from association with others. Researchers rnay observe
how group members represent the group's interests, make contact wÏth outsiders, define the
theatre of operation, identify outsiders, or pursue associational objectives through the others
(Prus, f996:l63).

Prus (1996:165) concludes that the generic social process scheme accomplishes six
things: (1) it provides a consistent and coherent analytical framework for çtudying human group
life; (2) it allows researchers to transcend diverse substantive areas without losing details that

are specific to certain situations or wntexts; (3) it allows scholars to engage in a sort of
conceptual stock taking through wbich they can assess and refine their work; (4) it provides an
effediie and efficient means of communications among researchers with diverse interests; (5) it
provides a mechanism for the re-orienting of the sociological enterprise in the direction of human
lived experience; and, (6) it sirnilarfy provides a rnechanism for the establishment of meaningful
and sustained interdisciplinary linkages in the sociaI sciences.

The Present Project

Examining the activities of scientists in the making, this project focuses on the process
of "doing a c f m , and more particularly, the subprocess of "pedbrming actMiesmwith its
,"

emphasis on the "problematics of accompiishment." Thus, in many ways, the present project is
an effort to take seriously Andrew Pickering's statement that: T h e attempt to understand

scientific practice is interesting in its own dght .-.what scientists do is just as important as the
knowtedge they produce" (1992:6-7)- While this argument may seem banal. mundane or
inconsequential, it is actually at the heart of the matter. Hiçtoncal, philosophical, and
sociological studies of science have met with limited success because they have often failed to
recognize the importance of the day-to-day practical accornplishment of the scientific enterprise?
If we want to know what is "realtyBgoing on in science, then our notion of reality must

reflect the world as known and engaged in by those we wish to study. ln other words, what is
perceived as real must reflect the "definition of the situation," as determined by the scientists
who are active in that situation. This kind of 'pragmatic realismn(see Pickering, 1989; Lenoir,

I W Z ; Murphy, 1993; Solomon, 1995) is consistent with the position that: 'If men define situations
as real, they are real in their consequencesn(Thomas and Thomas, l928:572). Donald Ball
(1972:63) elaborates on this notion. indicating that it is the
sum total of al1 recognized information, from the point of view of the
actor, which is relevant to his locating hirnself and others, so that he
can engage in selfdetermined Iines of action and interaction.
So, reality is neither some externat and objectie a prioR entity in which the individual finds him
or herself, nor is it the historical record of. some deteministic path that constrains future action.
Rather, it is an intersubjedive collection of those things that people consider important in the
specific contexts and situations in which they find themselves.
Because the task of trying to present a comprehensive picture of afl of the activities that
constitute science is clearly beyond the scope of any one study, I decided to focus on one aspect
of this enterprise, namely, 'perfoming activity," a subpmcess of "doing activity." Prus
(1996:157) indicates that this process can be broken d o m into a number of even finer

Sharon Traweek indicates that a shift rnust be made towards the methodologid preference, which she
associates with traditionalantbropology, for 'Wchg the mundane seriously," and "attendingto the
profane activities of our subjects at Ieast as much as the sacreci rituals" (1992:W). It is not unreasonable
to obseme that the bulk of research in the "sociology of science" has equated knowiedge production with
the "sacredn aspect of science and has either ignored what else goeç on, or the researchers have fiitered
their views of these other activities îhrough the knowledge lens (see Bloor, 1976; Fuchs, 1992; Fuller,
1993; Barnes, Bloor, and Henry,1996). Even Lynch's (1993) emphasis on practicai accomplishment and
Pickering's (1995) advocacy of studying the mande of practice do not provide a mechanism for maving
past epistemological considerations in order to get at "sciencein action."

subprocesses, such as: making plans, getting prepared, developing cornpetence, coordinating
events with others, and encountenng competition, The problems and challenges that actors
encounter on a daily basis anse out of the ambiguities, uncertainties, and resistances that people
meet with as they attempt to engage in whatever activities cunstitute their iife-world- Developing
an understanding of intersubjective accomplishrnent in the scientific enterprise, then, requires an
extended examination of the ways in which practitioners engage this subject matter on a here
and now basis.
The choice of performing acfivifresnwas made following a senes of exploratory
intewiews and an examination of the existing 'science studies" Merature. Wdhin the context of
the scientific enterprise, the process of performing activities can be broken d o m into seven
subprocesses:
Getting ldeas
Assessing Feasibility
Getting Prepared
Puming Funding
lmplementing Plans
Obtaining Results
Disseminating Results
Further inspection of the data reveals that each of these processes can in tum be
expanded intc a series of more specific subprocesses that allows the researcher to examine, in a
more intimate fashion, the details of the day-to-day activity of scientists. The listing that follows
illusirates, in a prelirninary fashion, some of these elaborations. The process of elaboration is
not an attempt to reduce the data to the 'bare facts," but instead, represents an attempt to sort
the complexity of hurnan group life into more manageable and communicable pieces. The
activities of scientists, or members of any other hurnan group, are neither fimited to nor
constrained by this particular set of processes.

Getüng ldeas
MonitorÏng other research
Attending conferences/seminarç
Reviewing the literature
Conceptualizing projects

Assessing Feasibility
Evaluating projects
Determining levels of nsk
Encountenng ambiguities
Changing theoretical directions
Changing technical/methodological directions
Getting Prepared
Leaming new technologies/techniques
Making commitments
Acquinng suppfies
Designing experiments
Promoting projeds
Discarding projects
Rev~alizingprojects
Hedging bets

Pursuing Funding
Identifying sources of funding
Prepanng grant applications
Entering partnerships with govemment/Ïndustry/other faculty
Providing a service to other researcheis
Marketing equipment or materials to other researchers
Making adjustrnents to projects
lmpfementing Plans
Perfoming expefiments
Juggling multiple projects
Managing students
Acquinngfrecruiting students
Teachinghraining in the classroom/lab
Supervising programs of study
Selecting research projects for students
Dealing with personal issues
lnfluencing career decision
Managing equipment
Selecting appropriate equiprnent
Acquiring equipment
Bou
rfwnig
equipment from others
Purchasing ready-madefoff-the-shelf
Designing and building from scratch
Operating equiprnent
Maintaining equipment
Gathenng data
Collecting samples
Perfoming tests
Obtaining Results
AnaIyzing data
Assessing progress
Da
rw
ng
i
conclusions
Detennining the next step

Disseminating Results
Prepanng articles for publication
Presenting resutts at conferences

Releasing information to a limited audience
Releasing information informally
Presenting serninars
While Chapter 6 presents some data on a number of these processes, two areas have
been selected for more in-depth treatment, namely, pursuing fundhg (Chapter 7) and managing

equipment (Chapter 8). The seiection of these two aspects îs in one sense purely arbitrary, in
that the examination of any combination of the processes listed above would offer a weaith of
material and insight- Indeed, one of the essential points of this presentation is that any and al1 of
these facets represent major sustained research projeds in its own nght, However, as discussed
in the first chapter, there are a nurnber of reasons for highlightingthese two areas. First, funding
and equipment related activities have been unduly neglected in the Iiterature to date. Second, a
focus on episternological concems has diverted effort away frorn fieldwork Third, the activities
engaged in with respect to funding and equipment are cornrnon to all scientific settings. Fourth,
sirnilar activities are camed out by mernbers of other human groups.
Tuming now to the practice of ethnography, details of the rnethod czn be presented by
examining four distinct but highiy interrefated areas: the setting or source of the data, gathering
data, analyzing data, and presenting data. White there is a range of activities that charaderîze
one or another of these steps, the rnethod is far more holistic, in that it does not rely on the
reflective capacity of the researcher to integrate the entire research process. Sirnilariy, the
aspects of research design, implementation, and evaluation are seen to take place along a
continuum, rather than existing as discrete events. in this way the rnethod is similar to everyday
life, as it is experienced by the groups k i n g studied and by the fesearchers themsebes.
The following presentation integrates a more general coverage of the four aspects of the
ethnographic research process, along with the specific d5tails of how these steps were camed
out within the wntext of the present project- In this way, it will be much easier to demonstrate
how the symbolic interactionist approach meets the criteria for a genuine social study of science,
by studying specific groups of scientists, involving practicing scientists as research subjects, and

examining in detail the activities in which scientists engage.

Dafa Gatheniig

Ethnographes typically rely on three foms of gatherïng data, namely: observation,
participant observation, or interviews (see Lofland and Lofland, 1984%;Jorgensen, 1989; Denzin
and Lincoln, 1994; Harnmersley and Atkinson, 1995; Prus, 1996). WhiIe each of these three
approaches has distinct features, most projects will invofve some elements of al1 three- The
decision of which f o m is the most appropriate wili depend on a number o f issues, including the
make-up of the subject group and the kinds of activities that they are involved in.
Straight (non-interactive) obsewatiun places the researcher at the greatest distance from
the mernbers of the group k i n g studied. That is, it minirnizes the opportunity for interaction.
Given the symbolic interadionist emphasis on processes of interaction and interpretation, this
method rnay seern unsatisfactory, but there are occasions when this rnay be the only possible
route to take. This rnay be the case in covert studies especially, where the researcher does not
wish to be identified as such.
Obsewation, however, is an important part of al1 ethnographie research, through which
the researcher is able to accumulate details of the surroundings, facial expressions, and a
number of other visual and aural aspects of group activity, that rnay provide some due to the
rneanings that people attach to others and to the objeds they encounter. The examination of
various documents or artifacts rnay also be a part of this procedure.
When researchers assume the role of participantubsemr, they engage, to some
degree, in the activities and lifestyle of the subject group- The level of invoivement, however,
can depend on the nature of the group k i n g studied, or rnay be related to the level of access or
the specific nature of the role that the researcher can obtain. For example, in order to study the
activities of an outlaw biker gang, Daniel Wolf (1991) purchased a Hariey-Davidson motorcycle
and became an accepted participant within his subject group. Bruno Latour (Latour and
Woolgar, 1979) was given working space in a neuroendocrinologylaboratory, and even
participated in the performance of some of the experimental work. However, in contrast to
Wolf's becoming a biker, Latour did not become a biologist in order to cany out his research.
Claude Vincent (1990) spent time with police officers and was able to ride in the squad car and

observe several aspects of police action. He was not a police officer, nor was he in any way
empowered to engage firsthand in any of the activities related to police work. At the same time,
however, he was able to interact with the police officers on a daily basis, and was thereby able to
obtain valuable data, unavailable to the rnere observer or bystander.
The third method, interviewing, ailows the researcher to interact in a more concentratecf
rnanner with individual rnembers of the group (see Spradley, 1979; Measor, 1985). Through this
intersubjective process, impressions can be checked out, and greater details on specific issues
can be obtained. Consequently, interviewing in ethnography tends to be 'open-ended" or 'nonstnrctured," as distinct from the more formally stnrctured interviews that are used in sunrey
researchmhere is a tendency among ethnographers to favor nondirective
interviewÏngin which the interviewee is allowed to talk at length in his
or her own ternis, as opposed to more directive questioning. The aim
here is to minimize, as far as possible, the influence of the researcher
on what is said, and thus to facilitate the open expression of the informant's
perspective on the world. (Hamrnersley and Atkinson, l995:lZ9)
At the same tirne, the researcher attempts to interview a sufficient number of subjects, in order
that the variety of viewpoints and diversity of members in the group are fairly represented. This
kind of judgrnent will be based -onthe researcher's level of familiarity with the nature of the
group, and will depend on how rnuch data the researcher has k e n able to accumulate.
One important consideration for the researcher is the interdependence of observation,
participant obsewation, and interviewing. As Hamrnersley and Atkinson (1995:14l) point out,
[tlhe differences between participant observation and intewiewing are not

as great as is sometimes suggested. ln both cases we must take account
of context and the effects of the researcher.
Similarly, W. Gordon West observes that 'Yhe bulk of participant observation data is probably
gathered through informal interviews and suppiernented by observation" (1980:39). Therefore, it
is reasonable to suggest that the three methods are, at least in practice, inseparable (see Lofiand

and Lofiand, 198413). At the same tirne, however, it is possible to carry out a series of in-depth
interviews without undertaking prolonged participant obsewation. Many details of the particular
research context and situation must be taken into account in order to determine wf-rich course of
action is most appropriate in the given circumstances.

Regarding the present project, the vast majority of data are drawn frorn intewiews with
scientists. At the same time, elements of observation and participant observation are also
present- Perhaps the most fundamental point to make about the data gathen'ng process, though,
is that it is consistent with the ethnographic thrust of symbolic interactionism and the generic
social process scheme. This is demonstrated in a couple of ways. First, the research process
centers on the activities that the members of a specific group engage in on a day-to-day basis.
Second, concepts (GSPs) are use& (1) as ways to better understand the idiosyncrasies of the
group being studied, (2) as a means to more effectively comrnunicate findings to others, and (3)
as ways to compare and contrast the scientific comrnunity with other groups. AI1 of these
objectives are fostered thmugh direct interactive contact with members of the scientific
cornmunity. However, research of this kind is not always easy to carry out,
Michael Lynch (1993:104-105) discusses 'a few of the pragmatic difficuities faced by
would-be laboratory ethnographersn One of these is the difficulty of gaining access to the
laboratory setting in order to carry out a participant obsewation project. Another problem is the
LYechnical jargonn of the sciences that the would-be ethnographer rnust learn to deal with. A third
concern is that the 'demands of acadernianmay not be flexible enough to allow the researcher
sufficient time to gain entry, learn a new language, and cany out fieldwork. While perceptions of
the validity andfor severity of these limitations rnay Vary, Lynch makes this obsewation about the
present date of science studies.
Rather than undertake the difficutt, time-consuming, and epistemologically
suspect task of ethnography, many sociologists of science have preferred
to take refuge in offices and libraries, There they can act as if they are
observing 'science in actionnwhile engaging in more respectable academic
pursuits: sifting through historical archives and secondary sources, cornposing
scholarly syntheses of the divene Meratures in the sociology of science~nd
refated areas, and performing close textual analysis. (Lynch, 1993:lO5)
While avoiding an extended discussion of what does or does not constitute a 'respectabIe
acadernic pursuit," one point worth mentioning here is Lynch's equation of ethnography with
participant observation, White the ethnographic method is based on esiablishing "intimate

Lynch openiy acknowIedges that his own work is not exempt h m this criticism.

farniiiarity* with the setting and the people to be studied, there are a number of ways in which this
can be accomplished. Similady, as some authors have indicated (see Lynch, 1993:113; KnorrCetina, 1995:141), more exclusive versions of participant observation research (as practiced to
date) have had iimited success in enlightening us about the culture and practice of science-

Data Source or Setting

Selecting a data source for ethnographie study in one sense rnay appear extrernely
straightforward- Sociologists are presumably interested in every aspect of human group Iife, and
so Iiterally any group offers a potential source for us to increase our understanding of the
processes and activities that constitute human group life. Perhaps the principal probleni to be
deait with at this stage, though, is determining whether it is possible for the researcher to gain
access to some potential subject group- This is particulariy important with respect to those
groups labeled as deviant, such as outlaw bikers and dnig dealers, where Ï t is extrernely difficuit
for outsiders even to locate suitable research subjects, let aione to contact them.
Regardtess of what group is selected for study, researchers often benefit greatly from a

contact petson, who rnay be an insider, or rnay have sufficient influence with the group to
provide the researcher W h some f o m of initial contact. This person rnay also be a
'gatekeeper," that is, someone whose role it is to keep outsiders out (see Harnmersley and
Atkinson, l995:63-67). In this case, if the researcher can provide suffcient information to this
individual with respect to their intentions, and to their personal integrity, members of the group
rnay be more open to woperating and sharing their perspectives. There are no guarantees in
any of this, and the researcher rnay find that even after a prolonged peflod of work, the potential
subject group remains ciosed to them. In my case, I did not rnake use of a particular contact
peison. Rather, I made contact with the chairs of the various departments and made them
aware of my activities, both in an effoR to enlist their hefp in selecting interview candidates and
so that they would not be 'surprised" to hear of my activities, should they receive feedback from
department mernbers.

OnCe contact is made with a group, the researcher then attempts to glean as rnuch data
as possible from the members, in ways that minimize intrusion and allow people to carry on
activities as ifthe researcher was either a bona fide member of the group or not present. Again,
each situation will be different, but much of the success of the research project will depend on
the interpersonal skills of the researcher. This aspect is at Ieast as important as any pnor knowledge or familiarity that the researcher may have conceming the subject group or its activities.
One technical issue that anses at this stage is that of sampling. It rnay be the case that
the researcher spends an extended period of time with a small group of individuals. or the
researcher may spend much shorter perîods in a more intensive one-on-one interview situations
with a larger group of subjects. The principal criterion should be that of gaining sufficient data to
accurately portray part or ail of the life-wodd of the group k i n g studied.
The pnmary data for the fieldwork portion of this project corne from a series of openended interviews (n=28) conducted with acadernic research scientists employed at Canadian
universities. Twenty of these subjects worked at a single large university (in tems of student
popufation), with well-established science departments. Four more worked at a significantly
smaller institution (about onetenth of the size) in a different province, and the remaining four
each worked at different institutions (in tems of size and location). I was concerneci that the bulk
of pnor research had centered on some specific contribution or discovery made by an individual
scientist, or a group of scientists working in the same laboratory. Furthemore, in many cases,
the scientists studied were among the elite members of their disciplines (Le.,Nobel pnze
winners). Consequeritly, I chose to intewiew a fairly diverse group of facuity mernbers at various
stages in their careers from what are generally regarded to be the four basic sciences, namely,
bioiogy (n=Q), chemistry (n=8), geology (n=4), and physics (n=7). The decision to select this
diverse group of informants allowed me to introduce at least a Iimited transsituational and
transcontextual element into the study. At the sarne time, the decision was made not to engage

in an extended period of participant obsenration in any one setting.
About hnro-thirds of the scientists interviewed were contacteci by approaching the chairs
of their respectinle departments. 1 briefly explained my project, and asked them for a list of

potential respondents that would represent a cross-section of the department's interests and
activities, and who, in the opinion of the chair, would be receptive to speaking with me. I did not
view the chairs so much as gatekeepers, but as knowledgeable informants who could help me to
obtain what was, in their view, a representative sample of the range of research activities in their
respective disciplines. I ttien contacted the identified individuals and requested an appointment
for an intewiew. In the majonty of cases the initial contact was made in person, rather than by
telephone. This allowed me and the potential respondent to put a face with a name. It also
allowed me to get an initial glimpse into the setting in which these individuals worked, In a few
cases, scheduling conflicts and other circumstances made it impossible to meet with some of the
suggested subjects, As well, I received two outright refusals; in one case no explanation wzs
offered, in the other, the scientist indicated that his own research and that of his students was
consuming al1 of his time. The remaining participants were obtained either through
recommendations from the other interview subjects or through 'cold calls" (in which I approached
strangen at their offices or ~aboratorÏes).~
Along with this core set of subjects, I was able to interview a director of research and
development at one of the universities, who has had several years experience dealing with
government, industry, individual scientists, and handling many other aspects of the management
of scientific activity in the acadernic setting- On a more informal level, I was able to have a
series of discussions with other scientists (n=30)over the telephone, and in conference settings.
These subjects again representedthe four basic sciences, and were from various institutions in
Canada, the United States, and the United Kingdom. Atso, I was able to attend a series of
seminars, in wtiich students presented the details of a major theoretical or methodological
controversy within their area of expertise, and then were questioned by felfow students and
facufty.
One other important source of data is rny own background. I spent nine months as a
graduate student in a phannacology laboratoiy a i a major medical school, where I experienced

The percentage of female scientists in the departments I studied ranged h m about 10% to 30%, with
the average doser to the low end of this range. My sample r d e c t s this situation,

many of the processes and activities covered in this project. While this expenence took place
severai years pnor to my beginning the present project, this kind of firsthand knowledge of the
day-to-day activities that take place in an academic laboratory setting helped me in a number of
ways. First of all, I was confident about approaching potential research subjects, without being
casually dismissed as an outsider. Secondiy, 1 knew that I would feei cornfortable on the
scientist's 7urf," and would in sorne sense be a more skilled observer. Most irnportantly,
perhaps, I felt confident that f muld cany on an 'informedmconversation about science, that
might translate into my acquiring better quality data. In retrospect, though, except for the initiai
burst of confidence, I do not feel that my level of familiarity with natural science necessarity put

me in a better position to cany out this research. While my research expenence certainiy
refiects to sorne degree the perspective I bring to the project, I see no reason why a senous
scholar without this kind of background could not carry out a similar research project.
The interviews for the present project took place in either the facutty members' offices or
their laboratones. During an initial fwe to ten minute period, I introduced myself and provided a
brief overview of my project, which included.anexplanation of the interview format and the kind
of information in which I was interested. On this last point, 1 indicated that l was looking for
specific exampfes of everyday practice, rather than generalizations about 'Yypesnof things that
might be done, or "possible ways" of doing things, In several instances, 1 was given a tour of the
laboratory, a brief glirnpse into the courses of action being camed out with respect to ongoing
research projects, and I was introduced to some of the technicians and graduate students
working with the respondents,
The interviews were tape-recorded (with the express permission of the respondents) for
later transcription. The length of the interviews, not including the introductory conversation,
vaneci from about ninety minutes to four hours (the transcription process took about four hours
for each hour of interview tape). About eighty percent of the interviews were carried out in a
single visit. When subsequent interviews did take place, the interim period was up to sixteen
months (in one case). Respondents were willing to meet again, and in ail cases the conversation

picked.up where it had left off, with no time wasted covering old ground or re-establishing
credibility.
The actual interviews were open-ended, in that they started with what Jorgensen
(1989:86) calls 'grand-touf questions. In other words, following

the introductory conversation, I

posed the following sorts of questions to the respondents.
What activities are you involved in on a day-to-day basis?
What projects are you presently working on?
How much time do you spend on this or that a c t ~ i t y ?
Do you have any graduate students? What are they doing?
The length of the responses to these initial questions vatied from about one to ten minutes.
Based on the content of these responses, subsequent questions were designed to gain further
detail, rather than to shift the focus of the interview. 1 found that the respondents were very
wiling

to talk about their work and their daily activities, and 1 rarely feit that I had to prod or

intervene in any way. If there was a lulf in the conversation, or if the respondent was unsure of
what direction to go in, I would ask one of the following sorts of questionsCan you tell me more about that?
How did you get started on that?
What kinds of obstacles do you encounter?
What kinds of things assist you in your activities?
Every effort was made to alfow the subjeds to set the direction of the interview, within the
bounds of examining the 'doingn of science, and avoiding where possible the intn'cate (technical)
details of the science itself. The intention was to focus on the processual elernents of the
scientific enterprise, rather than the content of the particufar branch of science in which the
participants practiced.

Data Analysis

The data analysis phase of the present project primarily centers around materials that

have been gathered in the field. At the same time, however, these activities of data collection

and analysis tend to take place simultaneously.
Ethnographic research should have a characteristic Yunnel* structure,
being progressively focused over its course, Over time the research
problem needs to be developed or transfomed, and eventually its scope
is clarified and delimited, and its interna1structure explored. In this sense,
it is frequently well into the process of inquiry that one discovers what the
research is really about. (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995:2O6, emphasis in original)
In other words, as themes and concems emerge fmm the data, the researcher can shift
emphases in the field in order to elaborate and draw out particular points of interest. Similariy,
given the complexity of human group life, it is impracticaf for the researcher to attempt to attend
to every aspect of what is going in any partiwlar group- So, part of the analysis normally
involves evaluating the original design of the project and adjusting the method,
The analysis of field matenal involves sorting the data into manageable and
communicable pieces. This adivity is tied into a process of conceptual development that forms
the basis for the message that will be transrnitted to the readers of the study. Researchers will
develop typologies or other categorization schemes that allow them to systematically present a
desaiption of the subject matter to a particular audience. One such scherne is the genenc social
process scherne, which was outlined above.
More specificaliy, the data analysis portion of this project consisted of four phases. The

first stage centered around the transcript material from the first six interviews, wttich was divided
into sections that illustrated a particular process or adivity taking place. Looking for some
common processual elements in this matenal gave n'se to the seven subprocesses (getting
ideas, assessing feasibility, getting prepared, pursuing funding, implernenting plans, obtaining
resuhs, disseminating resuits) under the broader process of 'perfonning activities," Excerpts
from the transcripts were then pfaced into one of these seven groupings, and the process was
repeated within these areas to establish a furMer delineation of subprocesses within each gmup.
At the same time, more interviews were taking place.
The second phase involved sorting the newly transcnbed material, as it became
available, on the basis of these original seven subprocesses, and breaking these down into an
expanded set of more manageable subpmcesses, At this point, the decision was made to focus
on the specific areas of pursuing funding and managing equiprnent. As a resuit, subsequent

interview questions were modified to elicit more information on these specific areas. So, for
example, I would ask:
How do you fund your research?
What Und of equipment do you use?
What happens when equipment breaks?
What part do your students play in the research process?
At the same time, however, the scientists were encouraged to take the conversation in whatever
direction they wanted. 1 did not want to limit the information that was k i n g provided by trying to
direct the interview too much. Generally speaking, 1 think that 1 obtained better resuks when 1
starteci an interview on a narrower focus and then let the scientist take it from there.

The third phase invoived going back over the complete Vanscripts to see what had been
missed or pertiaps misplaced during the earlier steps. Also, the material that had k e n collected
within each subprocess was ordered in such a way as to make presentation and communication
of the ideas more coherent and comprehensible. Most of this work was done at the computer.
M i l e there are a number of the commercially available qualitatie analysis software packages
(e-g., CAQDAS, KWALITAN, NUDIST), I worked with a basic word processing package. It
provided me with the ability to rnove large blocks of text between files, and to otherwise
manipulate the text in ternis of spacing, indenting, and so on.

The final phase of the data analysis to a large degree anticipates the next stage of data
presentation, in that it involves drawing out the conceptual material and providing the narrative
and explanatory details to accompany the data. Part of this process involves pointing out
parallels to other studies of science, and to studies of other human groups.

Data Presentatïon
The final phase of the research project is the presentation of resuits, which centers

around developing text- Here, researchers aim for clarity and comprehension, while at the same
time establishing their own authority with respect to the issues being discussed. Similarly, the

presentation should be balanced with a sense of responsibility to the discipline, and to the
research subjects, to accurately portray the life-world that was studied.
One important consideration regarding presentation is to understand the audience to
whom the work is directed. Researchers sometimes make the assumption that the primary
audience for their work will be limited to those professionals interested in ethnography or in the
particular life-worids that were studied- Affer reading Daniel WoIfs study of outlaw bikers (1991),
I did not think it IikeIy that the research subjects, or members of similar groups, would be overiy

interested in reading what Wolf had to Say (except perhaps for novelty value). On the other
hand, Prus (1 991di) indicates that the 1977 version of Road Hustler 'had achieved a certain
celebrity status in the magic worfd." In this case, a study of card and dice hustlers had found an
audience among another group that recognized a nurnber of sirnilarities between their lives and
the lives of the people Prus had studied, With the support of a new publisher, one that
specialized in magic, PNS was able to expand his study through a network of highly enthusiastic
and open contacts, to include insights from magicians (an otheMnse closed, intimate group).
The anticipated audience for this project consists of three groups. The first group is
composed of those sociologists that are actively engaged in qualitative research, and who may
be seeking insights from studies of other groups for comparative purposes. The second group is
made up of the broad amy of schoiars (historians, philosopheis, and sociologists), whose
primary interest is in the social study of science. A third potential group is the scientists
themselves, who appear to be taking a greater interest lately in what is k i n g said about them
(see Weinberg, 1992; Labinger, 1995). One advantage of the style of presentation adopted here

is that it provides data in a way that maximites accessibility and comprehension for members of
each of these three groups.
At this stage of writing up the research, it becomes even more evident that the aspects
of research design, implementation, and evaluation are intricately linked, and cannot be handled
separately. As previously mentioned, the genenc social process scheme provides a rneans by
which al1 of these steps can be carrieci out in a consistent and wherent manner, that not only
benefrts the researcher and the research subjects, but al1those that read the work,

While the data presentation phase centers primarily on writing, the proportionately large
amount of transcript material that appears with this kind of study poses a special problern. The
excerpts presented here are arranged according to the subprocesses they illustrate, and they are
indented within the body of the text, After each excerpt is a letter indicating whether the subject
is a biologist, chemist, geologist, or physicist (B,C,G, or P), and a number (l,2,3, ...) to
differentiate among scientists in the same discipline. Even with this kind of labeling, the content
of the transcript material often provides enough of a clue to allow at least a basic identity to be
constructed. For example, a person talking about wasps is likely to be a biologist, and two
quotations on wasps are likely to have come from the same respondent. At the same time, there
are many more cases where this kind of identification cannot be made.
The particular style adopted here is significantly different from what appears in the
rnajority of social studies of science, While a more narrative style is used with great effect by,
for example, Sharon Traweek in her study of high energy physicists (1 988), the weakness of
these works is in not letting the reader read the words of the scientists for thernselves? This
more open and intersubjective style of presentation is the style advocated by Prus (1987, 1996)
as k i n g most consistent with symbolic interactionism. and it is the f o m of presentation used
here.
Another issue that needs to be dealt with here, to some extent, is the problem of
accounts. For example, I have argued that some of the views developed by Merton and his
associates were distorted beause they were based largely on the accounts of scientific adivity
given by Nobel prize-winning scientists. Sirnilarly, I have argued that we shoufd be cautious
about the ex post facto accounts provided by scientists or ethnographers with respect to the

Focusing briefiy on the scientists, Steven Weinberg (1992:185) indicates that many of the observations
made by Sharon Traweek in her study of hi& energy physicists have a "ring of tnrth." At the same tirne,
Weinberg is highiy critical of what he considers to be the fauity logic of the social consîructionists. "No
one would give a book about momtain clhbing the titIe ConsîructingEverest" (Weinberg, 1992:188).
After examining several works in the social and cultural stuciy of science, Jay Labinger (1995:286)
observes that "the bottom-iine picture of how science operates aiways cornes out radicaliy different h m
my own interpretation." He attn'brites this, in part, to the 'kirhdy total absence of participationby
practicing scieniists,"as active researchers or partners in these studies.

discovery or production of some particular scientific fact. In an exarnination of the problerns
associated with accounts, Lome Dawson (1995) argues that scholars are generally suspicious of
accounts because we can never really be sure what someone is thinking or feeling and because
accounts are retrospective. That is, they are reconstructions of what took place that reflect the
participants evaluation not onIy of the content and significance of the event, but of the
circurnstances of the recounting. These two problems constitute a relatively irresolvable
methodological dilemma for al1 social scientists (see Beckford. 1978), and while the debates
continue, researchers have generally chosen to get on with the task of studying social
phenornena. Dawson goes on to outline four responses to these problems, two of which are
based on the notion that as there can be no definitive account of an event. Thus,discourse
analysis and ethnomethodology focus on the ways in which social actors construct accounts, with
the discourse analysts placing a greater ernphasis on the function of accounts. A third type of
response is associated with the notion of "vocabularies of motive," as developed by C. Wright
MiIls (1940). Here, accounts are seen to reflect a negotiated order that might consist of
rationalizations, excuses, or rnetaphysical presuppositions. A fourth approach to accounts is
more cfosely associated with qualitative research and symbolic interactionism. As Dawson
(19 9 5 : U ) indicates, citing Yearley (1 988), people's accounts provide a 'privileged, although
fallible" record for exploring actions and beliefs. in other words, in this view, the decision is
taken to work with what we can get, relying on the sensitivity and good judgment of the
researcher. The present study can be viewed as accepting some version of this fourth approach,
however, in doing so 1 have tried my best to respect the nature of the social woîld I am studying,
while at the same time eliminating the biases of dealing with extraordinary scientists and
extraordinary science.
The combination of a symbolic interactionist perspective, with its emphasis on
ethnographie inquiry, and the generic social process scheme provides researchers with an

appropn'ate theoretical and methodologicalfrarnework for carrying out more genuinely 'social"
studies of science. Not only does this approach require a focus on particular groups of scientists,

but it allows researchers to take insights gained from the study of one group or other, and apply
them to studies of other groups, including those engaged in other realms of hurnan activity.
Similarly, the interactionist approach relies priman'ly on the day-to-day activities engaged
in by practicing scientists for its data. In this way, the researcher is able to show the greatest
amount of respect for the activities that constitute the Iife-worid of the group being studied- As
with the other elements of this study, this precept would hold regardless of the group being
studied.
Finally, someone following the interactionist approach to science does not enter the
research process with any preconceived notion of what scientists are doing. It is not the task of
the social researcher to determine how scientists obtain the tnrth, if in fact that is what they are
doing, The task of the social researcher is to demonstrate how scientists go about accomplishing
their goals on a day-to-day basis, whatever those goals might be. Science is a realrn of hurnan
action and interaction that emerges out of the intersubjective accomplishment of its practitioners,
and thus science is best understood as what scientists do,

Chapter Six

AN EMERGENT VIEW OF SClENTlFlC PRACTICE

Doing Science

The exploration of the everyday activities of scientists presented here is based on a
conception of the scientific enterprise as ongoing instances of intersubjective accomplishment.
People engaged in the collective pursuit of specific goals make use of their 'stocks of
knowledge" (Berger and Luckmann, 1966) as they engage the objects that make up their I i f e
worlds, This knowledge base reflects the 'paradigrn" (Kuhn, 1970) or 'Yhought style" (Ffeck,
1979) of the group into which people have been socialized, and within which the mernbers
perfonn the kinds of activities illustrated in the following

pages.

The particular group or rhought collective" (Fleck, 1979) with which the individual

identifies not only provides the cognitive environment or conceptual reference points within
which science is camed out, but also forms the dynamic forum within which the ensuing
processes of social interaction and interpretation take place.
If we define 'Yhought collective" as a community of persons mutually
exchanging ideas or maintaining intellectual interaction, we will find by
implication that it is also provides the special %amer" for the historical
development of any field of thought, as well as for the given stock of
knowledge and level of culture. (Fleck, 1979:39)

Similady, to conceive of a community of scientists as existing in isolation from other groups of
scientists, or from a variety of other hurnan groups with whom they may interact, places too great

a restriction on our efforts to understand what is going on in the scientists' life-worfds and in
society more generally.
The cornplex structure of modem society results in muttiple intersedions
and interrelations among thought collectives both in space and time. We
see professional and semiprofessional thought communities in commerce,
the rnilitaiy, sports, art, politics, fashion, science, and religion. The more
specialized a thought community is and the more restricted in its content,
be the particular thought nexus arnong the rnembers.
the stronger
(Ffeck, 1979:lO7)
So, m i l e the diverse array of groups that constitute society is engaged in a continuous process
of interplay, sorne groups may be perceived, by both insiders and outsiders, as k i n g more

coherent or self-sustaining, and therefore Iess reliant on, or open to, outside influence- As
illustrated in chapters 2 through 4, on several occasions scientists have singled themselves out,
and have been singled out by others, as one of these special or esoteric groups (see Abbott,
1988; Fuchs, 1992).

One of the bases for this exceptional treatment of scientists is the almost isornorphic
identification of the cornmunity of scientists with the corpus of scientific knowledge.
Furthemore, this scientific knowiedge generally is equated with a rather narrow and fixed kind of
knowledge, for example, the 'laws of physicsn(see Rouse, 1996224227). By focussing on the
day-to-day activities of scientists, the data from the present project support a less Iimited view of
what constiiutes knowledge, and therefore a less limited view of the scientific enterprise.
Consistent with the symbolic interactionist perspective, knowledge is conceptualized as being
compn'sed of the meanings that people attach to the objects they encounter, as they engage in
the activities that w n t i i u t e practical accomplishment in their life-worlds.

Since everyday Iife is dominated by the pragrnatic motive, recipe knowiedge,
that is, knowledge limited to pragmatic competence in routine performance,
occupies a prominent place in the social stock of knowledge. (Berger and
Luckrnann, 1966:23)
In other words, there is a well-defined and well-understood aspect of knowledge that, while
certainly not in opposition to some broader set of guiding pnnciples or some overarching stock of
knowledge, cornes into play on a more immediate basis as rnembers of the group deal with the
situation at hand. This 'recipe knowledge," or Yacit knowledge" (see Polanyi, 1962, 1967;
Collins, 1992; Dolby, 1996), encompasses a variety of noms, rules, skiils, and ways of doing
things, that contiiute the perspective M h i n which group members act on a daily basis. Thus, in
our efforts to understand science, there is no need for us to assume that everything that takes
place in the scientific enterprise is directed at, or guided by, the pursuit of truth (see Solomon,
1995). Rather, we can focus our attention on those understandings and perspectives

(knowledge) that members of the group make use of in their daily encounters with others and
with the material objects that are part of their working environment.
A similar opinion is expressed by Pickering (1995:3), who advocates that we view
science not simply as a "field of knowledge," but as 'skiifs and social relations, machines and

instruments, as well as scientific facts and theories." All of these elements and the ways in which
they c m be combined constitute the cultural multiplicity and heterogeneity of science. In other
wods, for Pickering, '[alIl of the dimensions of science... - the conceptual, the social, the

-

material have to be seen as fragmented, disunified, scrappy" (1995:3). This apparent
dismantling of the scientific enterprise is not intended to undermine the integrity or
accomplishments of scientists and their work- Quite the opposite is the case. Examining the
cultural multipficity and heterogeneity of science Mil help us to understand better how those
engaged in the scientific enterprise have achieved so much.
In an effort to move past the limitations of much previous work in the social study of
science, Pickering indicates that his 'concem is with scientific pracfice, understood as the work

of euRurai extension" (1995:3 emphasis in the original). In other words, shifting to the vocabulary
used here, science is to be viewed as practical accomplishment. As previously discussed, the
difference between Pickering's view, which incorporates Latour's notion of non-human agency,
and that of the present project, is that the symbolic interactionist perspective is based on the
concept of (exclusively human) intersubjective a~corn~lishment.'The material (non-human)
elements of the scientists' environments are best seen as part of the "obdurate reality" (Blumer,
1969), which Pnis (1996:246) descnbes as being reflected in the 'irreducibiiity of intersubjectivity
for the human condition."
This is rooted in a pra&natic appreciation of: (1) the most basic resistances
to human action experienced daily in the material and social environments
of the human struggle for existence, (2) the objectifying nature of being
hurnan, (3) the resultant phenornenon of 'culturally motivated resistances"
çtemrning from the ongoing and group nature of hurnan life, and (4) the
rudimentary and universal social processes undergirding the ongoing
accomplishment of human group Iife. (Prus, l996:246)
In other words, the perception of non-human agency anses out of, not gives rise to, the day-today processes of interaction and interpretation in which scientists are engaged.
Similar to Pickering's notion of 'cultural extension," and more consistent with the
interactionist conception of Obdurate reality, is Sharon Traweek's concept of comrnunity that was

' Pickering (1995:63) adaiowledges thir divergence aith symbo1ic interactîonism

introduced in Chapter 3. ln outlining the kinds of things that researchers should look for when
studying a particular community, Traweek recognizes four domains: ecology, social organization,
developmental cycle, and cosmology. The first of these concepts refers to the environment in
which activities are camed out and the artifacts that are employed in those activities. The
element of social organization deals with the formal and informai aspects of group structure,
along with the processes that take place as conflicts are resolved and information and material
resources are exchanged. The notion of a development cycle refers to the stages that individuai
members of the group pass through as they go from being new recniits to seasoned veterans
within the comrnunity. Finally, the concept of cosmology has to do with the group's system of
knowiedge, skitls, and beliefs. as well as the processes for determining what does and does not
count as part of this system. As Traweek indicates, these different aspects of culture are highly
integrated and cannot be separated either in practice or in any account of the community put
together by the ethnographer. The processes and activities outlined by Traweek in illustrating
these domains parallel those that constitute the generic social process of performing adivity.

By

restncting our focus to the scientific enterprise, these activities can be conceptualized as
comprising the process of "doing science," and the specific community of practitioners
(scientists) can be seen as one of the many subcultures that constitute modem society.
Fine and Kleinman (1979) indicate that the term "subcuiture" may indicate that its
members share some features with the broader social community of which they are a subset, but
at the same time possess certain characteristicsthat set them apart from others. In the urban
research conduded at the University of Chicago, for example, certain ethnic and deviant groups
were identified as distinct subcultures within the broader culture of the city (see Kurtr, 1984;
Prus, 1996). Thus, through Nels Anderson's (1 923) study of the homeless, we not only learn
about migrant workers and tramps, we also learn about the Ikes of the people involved in the
various businesses (bars, pawnshops), control agencies (police), and social welfare agencies
with whom the homeless continuously interacted. Similady, in Paul Cressey's (A932) examinafion of taxi-dance halls, where men paid (a dime) to dance with the girl of their choice, we leam
about the owner-managers of these recreational facilities, the dancers and other employees, and

the patrons that frequented them. The various subcultures that comprised the urban landscape
were not only distinct groups in themselves, they also represented the intersection of a nurnber
of other groups. Meanings would develop and be shared across these complex fines of social
interaction and interpretation,
While obviously focussing on different sets of attributes, the same kind of observations
can be made with respect to the scientific enterprise- The broader scientific community, while
sharing certain common perspectives (knowledge), is comprised of a diverse anay of paradigms,
thought collectives, research programs, and subcultures, each with its own understanding of its
immediate Iife-worfd. As Traweek (1988) indicates, not only is the high energy physics

community distinct from other groups of physicists, but theorists differ from experimentalists, and
Japanese high energy physicists differ from American high energy physicists. SirniIarly, society

as a M o l e is comprised of a diverse collection of cuitural, ewnomic, political, and religious
groups of which the scientific community is only one part,
The present project identifies the scientific enterprise as a collection of subcuitures that

can be associated with the particular sets of practices that they engage in. These practices are
determined by the members of the particular subcuiture and are recognized Oegitimated) by both
the members of the subcuitural group and the larger community of scientists. This conceptualization is consistent with the notion that science is best understood as arising out of the
intersubjective accomplishment of those who identify themselves as scientists, more generally,
and, in a more lirnited sense, as membefs of specific subcuitures within science (disciplines, subdisciplines, research groups). Similarfy, the use of the generic social process scheme allows us
to recognize and describe the idiosyncrasies associated with any particular group, while at the
same time drawing attention to sorne of the transsituational and transcontextual elements of
human group life.
The sections that foliow should be read within the context of the three objedies of this
project. First, does the coverage offer a clear dernonstration of a symbolic interactionist

approach to the social study of science? Second, does the material presented here demonstrate
the value of this appmach in helping us to understand the nature of the scientific enterprise?

Third, do we leam things about aspects of the scientific enterprise that have not been
forthcorning in altemate approaches to the study of science? The generic social process scheme
provides the framework within which al1 three of these questions are addressed and assessedWhile a certain order of presentation has been imposed on this material, the sections in many
ways could stand alone, They each offer glimpses into specific aspects of the scientific
enterprise, while at the same tirne forming part of a much more sustained exploration of this
complex area of human group Iife.
The data presented here are organized around the generic social process of 'perfoming
actnlity," which is compnsed of a number of subprocesses, in particular:
Getting ldeas
Assessing Feasibility
Getting Prepared
Pursuing Funding (see Chapter 7)
lmplementing Plans
Obtaining Results
Disseminating Results
Through an examination of these processes, and the various activities that each subsumes,
researchers can explore in a more intimate fashion the streams of adion that comprise the
practical accornplishment of science. The process of elaboration, by which these processes are
broken dom, represents an attempt to sort the complexfties of this aspect of human group Iife
into more manageable and wmmunicabie pieces. As was pointed out in Chapter 5, the generic
social pmcess scherne is a heuristic device. There is no intention to Vorce frt" the actions of
scientists into predetennined categories or typologies. These notions represent 'sensitizing
conceptsw(Blumer, 1969), reference points that foster the open exploration and inspection of
everyday life. Thus, the objective of this kind of "naturalistic inquiw (Blumer, 1969) is to
broaden Our understanding of social dynarnics, rather than to test hypotheses or reify concepts.

Getting ldeas

Like many other aspects of human group Iife, science is an ongoing set of activities that
does not present us with a definitive starting or end point. The process of "getting ideas,"
however, does provide us with an intuitive launching point from which to begin a presentation of
the adivities of scientists. Thus we may ask: "How do scieritists get ideas for the research in
whiciî they engage?" 'How do researchers get started on particular projects?"
In collecting the data for this study, it became evident that al1 of the processes
delineated here share a high degree of overlap and interrelatedness. This accentuates not only
the complexity of the area under study, but also the wmpiexity of the qualitative research
process itself.
It's been my experience. that every time I've done an observing project,
and corne back with data and analyzed it, it's answered certain questions,
but it's also produced more questions, and it's also suggested directions in
which one might go. So, I look at that, and Italk to other people toss out
my ideas find out what other people are doing, and normally just go with
my instincts as to what I want to do. And, that instinct is based on rny own
personal preferences and rny training, and then I add on to that what I know
is k i n g done in other areas in the literature. (Pl)

-

-

As this excerpt suggests, the process of 'getting ideasathat can be translated into scientific
research projects consists of a vanety of subprocesses that includes, but is not limited to:
reflecting on one's own work, monitoring other research, discussing ideas with others, attending
conferences and serninars, reviewing the literature. and conceptualizing projects. New ideas

rnay emerge from activities seemingly as mundane as walking inta the laboratory of the
colleague next door and asking them how their research is progressing, or out of a comment
overtieard around the coffee machine h i l e attending a conference or serninar. Also, those
attending to the literature are apt to find that the vast array of professional joumals provides
extended records of other scientific a c t ~ i t i e supon which new projects can be buitt. On the other
hand, a few of the scientists interviewed indicate that sometimes the best ideas corne seemingly
'out of the blue" in the middle of the night.
One day you may wake up with an idea that is completely unrelateci to
anything that you've ever done in the lab, and you try it out and sure enough
it works very well. (C3)

So, the possible sources for research ideas, and the ways in which these ideas may anse, reflect
a broad range of intersubjectivity, from personal reflection to wide consultation with others, and
from following closely on past accomplishments to striking out in new directions.
Many scientists that I spoke with made a special point of emphasizing that scientific
research does not follow some kind of linear or deterministic path, Nor, they Say, can we look at
m a t rnight be perceived of as some end product of science, and then try to work backwards
from that to discover where the initial idea may have come from. The process of getting ideas
follows a rather different path:
Whenever you use the telephone you're using lasers, and wtiere did they
corne from? They sure didn't corne because some governrnent said,
'We've got to develop a laser industry." They came because someone
doing basic science was trying to understand something or trying to find
a way to measure something, and inventing a new device that would
help him to do some experirnents in the laboratory. And, they happened
to have some application Iater on. (C6)
The speufics of telephones, lasers, or any other products of science, then, do not provide the
point from which to embark on an exploration of how scientists determine M a t research they will
engage in. Rather, the process of getting ideas for projects can only be understood as neverending and emergent, At the same time, the genesis of research projects is 'occasioned" (see
Knorr-Cetina, 1981) in a way that reflects the situations and contexts within which projects
emeige. People may develop, and embark upon, specific research agendas, but this should not
be seen in deterministic or exclusively rational ways.

The implication of this observation is not to suggest that scientific activity is totally
random or ad hoc, As in other realms of hurnan adivity, adions are shaped by considerations of
people's "stocks of knowiedge" and their tendency to take the concems and actions of others into
account. Scientists indicate that research can anse, for example, in response to developments
in theoretical and/or experimental aspects of their field:
The research 1 do is a combination of theory driven and expriment dtiven.
People in the field will be doing forefront experirnents, but they cari! interpret
thern quantitatively without very cornplicated theoretical methods and
computational techniques. So I work on developing theoretical rnethods
and efficient means of applying them. The physical problem or phenornenon
f'm interested in cornes from the discipline. (C4)

In this case, the scientist is aware of ongoing problems among experimentalists and, for
whatever reason, decides to engage in a series of activities that will provide material that
addresses issues pertinent to a broader set of scientists. In this way, the researcher is not only
responding to a backlog of existing problematic situations, but to some degree is anticipating
problems that have yet ta anse. Regardless of the motivation for folfowing this research agenda,
the selection of this particular course of action is contextually and situationally meaningful to the
scientist and therefore of interest to us.
At other times, the scientist's awareness of the activities of others within their field is an
important element in shaping their level of involvement and in shaping their identity within that
field. Getting ideas for projects is integrally linked with other aspects of the research process,
and with the broader range of activities taking place in the scientific cornmunity.
This goes back to knowing the field that you're working in well enough
to recognize that something is potentially productive, and then pursue it.
There is now so few people working in the area that I do, that I can
continually INe off the cream of the crop, and I can skim off the cream
of projects al1 of the time, and 1 don? have to go down to the nth degree
of understanding. 1 c m just think, aWell, I can work on this." And, 1 have
a broad enough understandingto know that this aspect could be publishable,
and that I can keep worlting away Iike that, So, with a shflnking pool of
people working with a particular focus, there's more potential for one to
do that, (BI)

Aside from those ideas that are generated from within the scientific enterprise, or by
scientists directly, there are occasions when members of the general public provide an
opportunity for scientists to initiate research projects:
A farmer contaded a colleague of mine, because he had dug a pond in the
bottom of an old railroad pit, and in the process of digging down, he found
a layer of plant material under the clay. I went up and took a look at it, and
what we hope to obtain out of this is an assesment of the time in which
these plants 1Ned. (G2)
While we cannot speculate on what might have motivated the farmer to contact a geologist
about his disçovery, we can draw attention to the fact that the scientist w u l d in no way anticipate

that this event would occur. Here, a chance situation initiates a chah of decisions that are made
within the context of the other atiivities that the scientist is engaged in. Similariy, interaction

with individuals involved in business and industry can lead to specific courses of action being
undertaken in scientific research that may benefrt both parties-

-

I started looking at the bedrock geology in Southem Ontario a number
of projects that were just essentially probing around seeing what is really
interesting- I had a bit of guidance for some of them, and essentially I
phoned up people who are in the industry, or closely affiliated to the industry,
and said, 'Look, I eventually would like to get money from companies, or at
least be able to get the attention of people reading Iiterature in an applied way,
to take notice of my research," I couid do something now, but ten yearç from
now, you cash in on it. Okay, that happens. So, Iwas pointed in a few
research directions that they thought were worthwhile and I looked into them
myself, and l thought, 'Well, what are these things? Which of these things
really interests me?" And there were quite a few of them, and that's how
these projects got started. (G3)

Getting ideas then is not an isolated activity, and, contrary to Popper's claim that the source of
ideas is unimportant, the process is Iinked to a number of other activities and processes that
together constitute the everyday work of research scientists, To treat this activity as if it is
somehow special, or self-contained, is to misrepresent the nature of the scientific enterprise. In
the same way, to demonstrate that the process of getting ideas is wrapped up in the social
interaction of scientists neither degrades nor trivializes this actïvity.
Scientists engage in a process of transfoming the meaning of everyday objects, as they
establish new courses of action in their research- Paraltel processes can be found in the
activities of magicians (PNS and Sharper, 1991) or comedians (Stebbins, 1990) putting together
a new act, or arnong mernbers of a new religious movernent as they detennine how to present
their woridview to others (Barker, 1984). For example, Stebbins (1990:46) indicates that a
comedian finds new matenal
as he or she shops, watches television, reads the newspaper, walks around
tom, attends a concert, drives somewhere, takes an airplane fiight, and so on.
Thus, the process of 'getting ideasncan be viewed as a procesç of interpretingthe situation at
hand in such a way as to 'make it their own." In other words, scientists and others respond to the
information they receive through interaction, at many levels, so that it becornes part of their own
perspetive and their own identity.
With respect to the process of getting ideas, more generally, the &nef coverage
presented here suggests that the positivistic and Mertonian differentiation ktween intemal and

extemal aspects of the scientific enterpflse is rnisleading, as it exaggerates the independence of
science. There is no way to specifically delineate the single, or finite multiple, sources of ideas
for scientific research. Rather, ideas emerge out of the intersubjective accomplishment of
everyday life, as scientists interpret what is going on around them and selectively integrate these
interpretations into their day-to-day work. Future research on specific instances of getting ideas
could provide more details on the diversity of elements taken into account by scientists as they
select directions for their work and detemine goals.

Assessing Feasibility
ldeas for projects are not enough in themselves. Scientists normally contextualize these
in ternis of long-range career strategies, and they are assessed for goodness-of-fit with available
resources and the larger research goals of the department or institution within wtiich the
scientists work. These kinds of considerations are an important element of the scientist's
everyday life, and are generally taken into account when people try to determine whether any
particular project can actually be c=amedout.

As is the case with ail of the processes and activities discussed throughout this project,
assessing the feasibility of some particular course of action typically involves some consideration
of the activities and receptivity of others. The practicai accomplishment of science, as with any
other realm of human group life, will take place only through cooperation, the foming of
alliances, and the sharing of perspectives. The kinds of activities involved in assessing projed
feasibility can include: evaluating individual projects within Iarger contexts, estimating costs,
ailocating material resources, detemining levels of risk, encountering ambiguities, detemining
the need to shift theoretical directions, and determining the need to adopt new techniques or
methods.
In some cases, the feasibility of a project is contingent on whether potential resaarchers
think the phenornena of interest can be observeci @e.,accessed, measured, and transformed
into data). For example, Jed Buchwald (1995b) describes how Heinrich Hertz, in an attempt to
establish the existence of a particular phenomenon (cathode rays), had to bormw and develop a

nurnber of technological advances in order not only to produce purer cathode rays, but to detect
them with greater certainty. The scientists interviewed for the present study indicated quite a
range of considerations:
Could you find a nesting aggregation of the wasps? Could you mark the
wasps? And, could you sit down and aclually see what they were doing?
Basicaily what I did was, I went out and tried it in a couple of small nesting
aggregations right near the university, and then based on what I did there,
said, Yes. it is feasible." So, 1 got my mode1 airplane paint. my toothpicks,
and my net; caught some wasps, rnarked thern, and then,-, Could I actualiy
sit and see the marks? What colors worked? What colors didn't? You don7
use orange and red, because, 1 mean, by and large, you can't make that
distinction. You can tell blue and yellow apart. so lots of details like that.
M a t sort of markers would f&in beside the nest? What sort of nurnbering
did you put on them, so the numbers were still there next year when you
came back? (82)

I've always been interested in star clusters, and now I study the globular
clusters which are in other galaxies. Until about 20 years ago, we didn't
have the telescope capability to do that. When the four-meter telescopes
came in around the worfd, we could then observe these things. These things
are naked-eye objects in our own galaxy, practically, but in other galaxies,
they are dots that are near the limit of detection in the biggest telescopes. (Pl)
While both of these examples point to human limitations, particulariy with respect to human
visual acuity, the way in which the pmblem is handled in each case is very different. In the f i n t

case, the researcher can directly alter the object k i n g observed through some kind of physical
intervention, In the second case, the researcher is dependent upon advances in technology,
over which he or she may have little or no control, thaï provide an extension of hurnan
capabilities, rather than altering the object to be observed in some way. At the core of both of
these instances, however, is the construction of a solution to the problem of convincing others of
one's ability to observe a particular phenornenon. In other cases. it is exactly because some
particular aspect of "nature" is directly obsewable that research can proceed.
i had a series of questions in devefopmental biology and evolution and
I was looking around for a system in which to test some ideas, and really
the best system was these biinking tadpoles: (1) they're clear, so you can
see their teeth developing; (2) you can put them to sleep; (3) their teeth
grow on their sides, so you can actually observe thern growing. (B6)

The criteria for evaiuating research projects will differ from case to case, and may arise
out of a situation where the scientist balances his or her personal research intereçts with
commitments to teaching and/or administtatie duties, as well as the activities of colleagues,

When I'm teaching, I go to the lab first thing in the morning and make
contact with the group, and then my teaching is usually in the rnoming.
So, I will do the Iecturing, and then in the afternoon, Itry to spend the
aftemoons in my office, 1 will have lots of interruptions from undergraduates- (P4)
1 would say, of the time available to me, that 1 spend fifty percent teaching
and fifty percent doing research, and I don? rnind that split, It is the other
tirne M i n g grants and attending meetings that is really bothersome. (Bq

Similarfy, the cost of undertaking a new project may be measured in ternis of dollars of grant
money, time taken away from other projects, or time that must be invested in leaming new
techniques.
It's something that I sat down and thought very long and hard about,
because 1 knew it was going to be massive effort, and so I sat d o m and
carefulIy thought, 'Can I really afford to spend this rnuch of my Iife, and
a lot of it not getting any resutts?" (P4)
In some cases, a balance between a number of different elements is negotiated:
We've had to figure out a list of plants that an undergraduate student
can look for and accurately identify, because if they are not identified
accurately the data is cornpletely worthless, and how much can you get
out of this student in the sumrner? So... balancing desires, wants, and
expedations of sornebody who's a botanist, sornebody who's a park
manager, and a student who might like to have a couple of hours a day off. (89)
Here, a scientist is collaborating with others who, while sharing an interest in this cornmon
project, are each looking for their own specific outcornes. At the same time, a student is being
employed to cany out the fieldwork and this imposes certain constraints on what one
(reasonably) can and cannot be expected to accompJish,
In another case, the allocation of resources, materiat and othennn'se, depends upon a
knowledge of: present limitations within one aspect of a scientific specialty, the advances that
are taking place in another aspect, and what kind of investment is practical in order t o address
this particular set of circumstances.
The computational methods have lagged behind, so while people are
doing these really neat expetiments, the analysis of them at the fundamental
level has k e n lacking. If it takes one hundred hours of CPU time then that
run is feasible, but if it takes one thousand hours, oneeighth of a year, then
that is not feasible. So the kinds of systems that we can study are limited by
the speed of the cornputer. (C6)
In other situations, the feasibiiity of engaging in a certain research project may be
dependent upon constraints or circumstances that are neariy impossible for the scientist to

measure with any level of accuracy or confidence- One exarnple of this may be the cognitive
ability or problem-solving skill of that scientist:
We're wome
id about developing methods and being clever about
understanding the physicai phenornenon, so there are some problems
for which the technology is no Iimit at all; our own clevemess is the Iimit, (C6)
When those doing science are presented with a diversity of objects and a variety of possible
paths to follow, the interpretation of the particular circumstances frequently becomes a lirniting
process. Star (1983) refers to the 'simplification" process that scientists engage in to arrive

at a

manageable research project, and Fujimura (1987) similariy describes this process as
constructing 'doable" problerns. A particular course of action is only doable when commitments
and resources have been aligned in support of the work that the project represents.
Scientists may also consider the element of risk relative to decisions about what can and
cannot be done. The determination of a course of action in sorne cases may rely as much on a
scientist's assessment of themselves and others, as it does on material considerations.
Scientists deal with a number of ambiguities and obstacles, and we might assume that they
would make every effort to maximize their potential for success in the selection of research
projects (see Knorr-Cetina, 1981:74-78). The situation, however, is not that simple:
It is incurnbent on people to try risky things, and to a certain extent,
the n'skier the better, because often times if it's riskier, it's also newer,
and there's a correlation there. Your star n'ses ever higher if you pull
off one after another of these very risky, and cornplicated, and ingenious
experiments, and rnake thern work. (G3)

Scientists balance a cornplex array of objectives, and make decisions that often reflect personal
assessments of the situational and contextual contingencies that present themselves. The
determination of risk, however, extends beyond the particulars of the specific research project to
encompass an assessment of where the project ffls into longer-terrn plans or goals. At this point,
specific research projects may be undertaken, postponed until some circumstances have
changed, or they rnay be rejected outrightMuch of what takes place at this stage of scientific research can be viewed as influence
work (PNs, 1989a). Just as sales people atternpt to build trust and gain the confidence of

potentiel customers, scientists present their ideas in such a way as to neutralize resistances and
obtain commitments from others, For example, Traweek (1988:lOQ) indicates that
[pJhysiciststell Stones about the prowess of their own group and use their
highly developed rhetorical skills to persuade others to support their work.
Thus, to Say that a certain course of action is feasible is to say that a collection of individuals,
each with their own interests and agendas, has come to accept some particular definition of the
situation, such that some particular course of action rnay proceed. The process, however, does
not end there, and much more work rnay have to be done as new opportunities for social
interaction and interpretation emerge along with the pmcticaf accomplishment of any given
project.

Getüng Prepared

Once the decision to undertake a specific program of research is made, scientists try to
draw together the elements that will allow them to proceed. In the process of 'getting preparedn
some of the following activities rnay be involved: Ieaming new technologies and/or techniques,
making commitments, acquiring supplies, designing experiments, promoting projects, discarding
projects, revitalizing projects, and hedging bets.
While some research projects rnay frt nicely into the ongoing activities of a particular
scientist, others rnay require significant changes in the scientist's work environment. This may
involve the establishment of new associations with scientists engaged in similar research, or it
rnay require large-scale changes in the equipment and procedures that the scientist has used in
the past.
1 had done a master's on wasp behavior, so I understood how to go out
and do sampling, how to identify wasps, and m a t sorts of things other
people had sampled, and what they had Iooked for. It doesnY sound fike
a tot now, but I had spent two complete summers outside specifically doing
observations on wasps. (82)

So, while there is a level of accomplishment associated with a set of activities (in this case a
master's degree), this same set of atiiities served as a kind of dry run or rehearsal for a more
sustained or compiex application. When dealing with others, particularly those that are less

familiar with the kind of work to be done, this process of practicing or rehearsing can be qcite
cornplex,
The student is largely going to be doing the sarnpling, but it's my
responsibility to make sure that the sampling protocol is doable, and
that the data we get out o f it is realistic. So, 1 sât down with the park
ecologist and the botanist, and we've corne up with a sampling protocol,
and in two weeks the student is going to be going out and giving it a dry
nia- ['Ilbe there part of the time, and then the student and 1 will sit down
at the end of that and modify the sarnpling protoml based on M a t is
actually doable- Can al1 the plants be identified? Do we have enough
money in the budget to cover al1 the travel that the sampling protocol
requires? And, I also have to go back and releam some plants that I
might have known 20 years ago. (B9)
This situation demonstrates the close linkage between the processes of assessing the feasibility
of a specific project and getting prepared to actually carry out that project, While there is still an
air of uncertainty over whether the goals can be attained, a certain level of commitmenf and
investment in the project is often required.
ln some cases, this investment may involve leaming or developing new techniques, or it
rnay require the designing and building of new pieces of equipment in order to perfom the kind
of measurement that the scientist wishes to make.
1 developed a method, it was really very simple. No one had ever thought
of putting these animais to sleep, opening their mouths, and going in with
a microscope and measun'ng these teeth as they came up- Everything else
had been cross-sectional. You take fwe at day one, fve at day two, five at
day three, and so on, then you try serially to reconstnid them. I did it longitudinally. This was completely new, (B6)

The majonty of the work - you know, 60 or 70 percent of the work - is
building the instrument, because it doesn't exist- Once you build the
research equiprnent, then you use it to measure something. The point
is, you want it to measure something for which there is no commercially
available piece of equiprnent, (C7)
Scientific work is not just about making measurements of the phenomenon under study- AI1 of
the preparatory stages, such as, conceptualizing, designing, building, and using instruments, are
an integral part of the process of "doing science," and thus cannot be ignored in any exarnination
of the scientific enterprise that attempts to respect the nature of the scientist's life-worid, Hany
Collins (199279-1? 1) presents an interesting analysis, regarding the case of gravitational waves,
of the relationship between the claims that scientists make and the design and application of the
equipment that they construct to support those claims. Joseph Weber atternpted to measure

gravitational waves using a massive aluminum alloy bar weighing several tons. In order to
eliminate any possible interference, the bar was suspended in a vacuum charnber on a thin wire,
and the chamber was insulated from the ground by a senes of fead and rubber sheets. Even
with these precautions, the fact that the bar was at a temperature above absolute zero meant
that random vibrations of the bar's atoms could give the impression that gravity waves had been
detected, Thus, many of Weber's findings were disrnissed as noise. Support for his daims grew
when simultaneous readings were detected on two or more detectors separated by a thousand
miles. As this case illustrates, it would be extrernely difficuft to state with any certainty, which of
these activities should be considered scientific and which not.
Preparing for a new research project not only involves dealing with matenal resources,
but often also includes probing the comrnunity of scientists to determine what others seem to

know about the phenomenon in question:
I was totally ignorant, Iike most of the people are in my field, regarding these
things (freshwater lakes), and so I thought, "Well, what do we know about them
in ternis of sedimentology?" f contacted a few people, and it turns out, we know
about their biology, we know something about the water chemistry, sornething
about paleontology, but in ternis of their sedimentology, it was HiIl virtually
unknown. (G3)

I was around as these programs were being developed, I know some of the
people who wrote these programs. I know other people who are using these
programs. Sol I get in there and I Hart trying to do it myself, and M e n I find
out I have problems, Ieither get help from somebody, or I try to talk to the
people writing the programs and find out what their motivation is. So, you
have to do some... there's quite a leaming curve in it, and I'm by no means
the most skilled person at using these things. So, I find out what 1 can do,
what the limitations are... So, it's a kind of a leaming process al1 the time.
You have to ...you either are developing the programs, or you're getting them
from somebody else, and finding out how they did them, finding out what other
people's problems are before you start doing your own analysis, And, for
instance. there are some programS.-. we now have enough of these things
around that there are people who say, 'Oh no, you don7 want to use this for
that, you want to use this." (Pl)
Scientific accumplishrnent, then, is very much an intersubjective process that anses out of a
collective understanding of m a t has been examined in the past, and what remains to be
examined. Scientists check things out with their colleagues, but they may also gain sorne idea of
what is known by searching the liierature:
When you find a new fossil, you've still got to go back to the old fiterature and Say,
'1s this iike what so-and-so described in 1930?" So, you need the literature. (Gl)

Another case sounds similar to what Hany Collins (1992) discovered M e n he visited the
laboratot-ies of some scientists trying to build a TEA-laser from the m e n record.
Most scientific techniques are descnbed in the literature, and, in theory,
you're supposed to be able to reproduce the method from that, but there
are always little details that don7 make it into the m e n procedure. So,
you talk to people who are doing that, and with a Iittte practice you master
the technique. (B3)
This can also involve examining pre-prints of articles that have just been compteteci.
The reason why this is so important is the immediacy of scientific infornationFrom the time of acceptance to the tirne of publication in a journal, you can
wait up to a year. Well, 1 mean that's old news- You want to know now what's
going on. Often somebody will go to a conference, and come back and Say,
"Guess what? There's this new idea by so and so." Well, you could wait three
months or more before seeing the paper. By the time you got it, of course,
and read it, they're already on to the next thing. (P2)
The process of getting prepared involves more than just the situational imperatives that confront
the scientist in the here and now. As each new project is embarked upon, the work to be done is
contextualized within the broader sphere of research interests and accomplishments within the
scientific specialty.

Irnplernenting Plans
The actual implementation of a research project rnay appear ta consist of activaies as
diverse as traveliing half way around the world to view a solar eclipse lasting a matter of a few
hours, or the meticulous microscopic examination of thousands of thin slices of specimens that
have been extracted from specially treated anirnals, rocks, or plants, These are examples of the
kinds of activities that may be consistent with a popular perception of the 'hvork" o f science, but

in neither case does this kind of description begin to scratch the surface of what actually goes on
in practice. The evidence indicates that the variety of activities that scientists engage in is
enormous, with the "drama of discoverynoften representing a relatively small proportion of the

time and effort that research typically entaifs. Many of these activities can be explored through
the processes of: administenng budgets, performing experiments. juggling multiple projects,
gathering data, colleding samples, performing tests, managing students. and managing

equipment. A selection of these activities is illustratecl here. but a separate chapter is devoted to
the activities that constitute 'rnanaging equipment" (Chapter 8).
Looking now at some particular aspects of implementing plans, as in other areas of
human group life, scientists establish daily routines and engage in a variety of mundane
activities, such as wllecting samples, that provide a level of stability and consistency to their
lives:
1 work with fossils that are extremely small. I'm a palynologist, which means
I work on stuff smaller than a paleontologist would. I do research on fossil
spores and extinct onecelled algae, so 1 spend some time in the lab just

dissolving rocks. I've got to dissolve the rock away; what's left over after
the rock dissolves away might be fossils. so 1 do quite a bit of lab work
I dont have that big of an operation, and sornetimes it's nice to just do the
processing of material. When you are tired of thinky stuff, I don? mind going
in the Iab for half an hour and rattling beakers, and so on. ((31)
f spent three summers - it was more than summers - it was six months
out of the year, out at my field sites where the wasps were - sitting in my
lawn chair, with my binocuiars, my clipboard, and my paints- And, for
each session of two or three months, l'ci select a place where the wasps
were nesting, mark al1 the nests, mark all the wasps, and sit and record
from m a t I had done in my feasibility studies - what sorts of behavior it
was feasible to record. I sat and did that for many hours of the day,
and spent the rest of the day putting the data into a cornputer. For the
most part, the actual collecting of the data doing the science was
repetitive, and it was just a matter of doing the same thing again and
again and again. (82)

-

-

-

This is m a t I did, day in and day out, seven days a week, usually for
about a month at a time. I put an animal to sleep, opened its mouth,
looked in through a microscope, measured the distance between teeth,
and recorded the stage they're at, ten to twelve hours a day. (B6)
These elements of scientists' daily Iives are tied into the processes of achieving identity and
being invofved in as much as scientists are constantly interpreting and reinterpretingtheir
actions. As such they come to identify thernselves, and to be identified by others, as linked with
the kinds of adivities that they carry out.
Even these seemingly solitary adions anse out of an intersubjective context, and others
may be more directly invotved from time to time.
I've done a lot of my own colleding, in particular with birds. 1 had to get
a collection from the Wildlife Service, so I had to go out and shoot them or
trap them or whatever.., I also get a lot of specimens brought to me by
people who know that I'm interested in having things scraped off the roadsides. (BI)

Scientists rely on the cooperation of others in order to accomplish their research goals, and so a
certain amount of effort mu* be expended to establish and maintain 'workingn relationships with
a number of individuals and groups.
I'rn working with a young molecular biologist, and basically he and 1 are
working together more and more. I'm not about to pretend that I'rn a
molecular biologist at rny age, so 1 teamed up with one. (B7)

We're doing the DNA work here. We're growing plants under sterile
conditions, so we're sterilizing seeds and germinating them under sterile
conditions, and then we isolate the DNA. And, we're going to use the
existing GDNA clones that we have to screen DNA from a variety of
different plants, just to see how widely distributed this gene is. But,
we have to rely on (another scientist) to do the protein work, because he
has the fast Iiquid chromatography equipment that you need, and so the
division of labor is working that way. It's more or Iess who is capable of
doing m a t . (83)
Also, the scientist may feel obliged to take the "generalized othef into account.
Scientific activity is not camed out in isolation from members of the public, or from other groups
whose interests and activities may overfap in positive or negative (and possibly diverse) ways.
The act of going out and collecting specimens of course in this day and age
of emerging animal n'ghts, and al1 that sort of thing, is becoming more and
more frowned upon. But, you do it discreetly, and you collect small samples.
There's no need to go out and slaughter a m o l e population of anything. A
sample size of ten or twenty animals is ample. (Bi)
In cases like this, scientists are aware of broader perceptions of the kind of work they do and, in
order to avoid confrontation and possible disruptions to their plans, they moderate their actions

Within academic settings, particularly, scientists tend to be engaged in multiple projects.
Here, graduate students often cany out the buik of the work, white the professor supervises or
troubleshoots:
We're working on many different projects. I have six graduate students
in my lab group, so al1 of them are dealing with something different.
I wouldn't want them al1 doing the same thing. Many of them faIl into
one sort of category though. In other words, they're al1 working on
different types of matenals, but they al1 fa11 into the same classification,
what we cal1 polymer-oxide nanocomposites. After the students have
their material made, then it cornes down to siudying the properties. (CS)
So, the process of implementing plans within the scientific enterprise can involve not just
balancing multiple projects, but also monitoring the activities of several individuals whose

actions can greatly impact the success or failure of a particutar course of action. Similarty, not
al1 of the projects will progress at the same rate, or consist of precisely the sarne set of activities.
Consequently, the cornplex job of managing scientific practice requires ongoing evaluation and
assessrnent that rnay lead to a variety of adjustrnents k i n g made on a day-to-day basis.
Whatever the circumstances rnay be, whether in science or any other realm of human
endeavor, the objective in implementing a certain course of action is the accomplishment of a
goal. In some instances, the goal rnay be the successful completion of a business transaction
(exchange of goods or services for money), Say, between a sales clerk and a customer (PNS,
f989a), or a hooker and a "john" (Prus and Irini, 1988). AiternateIy, the goal rnay be the
somewhat less tangible "deceptionnof the audience during a magic a d ( P m and Sharper.
1991). The goal rnay also entail the canying out of a social event, such as the marriage of one
couple, or thousands (see Baker, 1984), or a weekend-long "club run" involving a few l i k e
minded but potentially hostile (towards each other) outlaw biker gangs (see Wolf, 1991)- The
interesting thing for us to observe in any of these situations is how the participants manage the
practical accomplishment of their goals through ongoing processes of interaction and
interpretation.

Obtaining Results
At vanous points in their work, scientists will detennine that some aspects of their goals
have k e n achieved, This rnay refer to some intenm 'benchmark," or it rnay apply to some
"milestonenwith broader ranging significance. In either case, scientists make decisions about
when and how to consider something to be finished or complete. It may appear to some that a
scientific research project is complete when the expriment has ended, or the data have been
gathered, but this is certainly not the case, especially with respect to knowledge production (see
Knorr-Cetina, 1981; Latour and Woolgar, i 986; Collins, 1992). More likely, researchers rnove on
to new phases that rnay involve analyzing data, assessing resuits, drawing wnclusions, and
determining the next step.

Pickering (1995) emphasizes the temporal aspect of scientific activity, and unlike many
of the initiatives discussed in earfier chapters, the focus here is on the process rather than the
product of scientific activity. When and how scientists obtain results will depend on the particular
circumstances surrounding their wotk.
I can probably be productive within five or ten minutes of getting going, simply
because I don? do 'Betty Crocker" science, where I have to rnix A and B and
wait three hours to give me product Cl which then you add to ... and al1 of this
takes place over the space of five days or whatever to get a product. My stuff;
1 simply have to set up a microscope and start examining things, or sit d o m
at the dissection table and start dissecting things, So I can be productive, in
ternis of actual hands-on activity, within five minutes of wrning into the lab. (Bi)

This statement draws attention to the contrast between research procedures that require vastly
different investments in time. There is no implication that faster is better, or even desirable.
The important point is that the amount of time aliotted to this aspect of the research process may
differ with each situation and context.
I'd end up at the end of the day with well over fifteen sheets of my clipboard
filled with little coded notes - wg provision - that meant that the wasp painted
white and green brought a beetle back to the nest, which would then be fed
to the Young. And so al1 the observations were done, and the next step was
to put those observations into some sort of - well, I put them into a cornputer
file - and then sorted them. So then at the end of it, I could go back and look
at m a t this wasp, white-green, had done, and that's what I would consider my
resutts, (B2)
My general field of interest is observational astronomy, and that invoives
collecting data bases at telescopes, bringing them home. and then analyzing
the data bases, And nght now, 1 have a data base that has gone through
prelirninary analysis, so I have the numbers and i've got the numbers in a
variety of cornputer files, and 1 need to rearrange the nurnbers so I can
examine them. (Pl)
SO,just as there is no sure way to determine how much time it will take to obtain a result, there is
egually great variance with respect to what exactly constitutes a resutt. The d'nrersity of
paradigms and sets of pradices that emerge within the numerous distinct communities of
scientists include criteria for determining what members wilf look for to acknowfedge a resuit.
It is very clear cut. We have purified the protein before, so we have some
idea of the actual amino acid sequence in the protein, and we have the GDNA,
and so we've got the nucleotide sequence in that. From there you can convert
the amino acid sequence into genetic code. It's as simple as that. If the
sequence is the same then the compounds are the same, Whether it actually
has the properties we think it rnight, that's anothet step altogether, but again
there are specific assays that will tell us that. Either it has the property or it
doesn't, (83)

There's an experiment at Los Alamos, that we cal1 the LSND experiment,
for iiquid scintillatory neutrino detector, and the experimenters claim to have
seen at a statistically significant level, an oscillation of one type of neutfino,
into another type of neutrino, or rather, one type of anti-neutrino into another
type of anti-neutrino. (PZ)
In other cases, scientists rnay not be able to detemine whether in fact they have achieved
something, because there rnay be a mismatch between the paradigm and what the scientist has
produced, or there rnay be no recognized standard there to begin with.
When 1 was putting the data together, 1 really didnt know what I was looking for,
and 1 spent one year with an erroneous hypothesis, until eventually 1 realized
that it was al1 very simple. It was a critical mass phenornenon. I could almost
give you a simple equation for it. 1 can't believe that 1 spent al1 of that time, but
there was no precedent for this. (86)
In some instances, obtaining resuits involves balancing diverse and complex theoreticaf
and methodological considerations in an attempt to invoke some level of 'closuren to the
research process (see Pickering, 1992; Collins, 1992; Collins and Pinch, 1993). That is, even
though certain agreed upon criteria rnay appIy, it rnay be difficult to detemine when and if these
criteria, or some interpretation of these criteria, have been achieved in practice- In these
circumstances, scientists judge M e n to declare that a certain activity is finished or cornplete.
This judgement rnay be based on the acceptance of certain operational parameters:
So much of what 1 do involves calculations o f physical properties of dilute
gases and then going back to see whether we have a good description of its
physical properties. And we typically look to get agreement within experimental
error. We're looking at shear viscosity measurements, for example, and if those
measurements are made to within plus or minus half a percent accuracy then we
look for calculations that agree within those error bars. And we go back and adjust
parameters in the direction potential to try to get that agreement as best we can. (C4)
In other instances, it rnay be based on an assessment of how other constraints, financial and
otherwise, will be taken into account.
Because this experiment costs about a thousand dollars a month to fun,
we're just going to have to stop and publish what we have at some point.
t will have to make that decision and it will be on my conscience. We just
don7 have the Iuxury of researching things in a thorough manner any more. (87)
In both of these cases, as in others, the judgments that scientists make are based on their
experience and understanding of the commun@ within which they work. The 7acit knowledge"
(see Polanyi, 1962, 1967; Collins, 1992) that the scientists accumulate is balanced against the

circurnstances of the particular situation, and decisions are then made on how to proceed (e-g.,
continue, expand, shift, or drop a line of pursuit ail together). ln spite of al1 the apparently
objective criteria that may be invoked, there is no substitute for direct hands-on involvement.
You know Polanyi - you know more than you can tell- If youte produced
the data, you've got a ton of stuff going on in your head that you are not
even aware of, So, when it comes to doing the theoretical stuff, you are
better prepared than someone who is looking at someone else's data, (B6)
A large part of this 'knowledge" is being able to anticipate the responses of the rnembers of the

particular group of which the scientist is a part, as well as potential responses from the broader
community of scientists and outsiders. In this way, the intersubjectnlity of the scientific
enterprise extends beyond the micro-environment of particular situations and cuntexts, to include
more macro-level interaction and interpretation.
In some more dramatic cases, moving on to the next step may involve moving into a
new realm of scientific activity, with new challenges and new opportunities. Scientists'
perspectives change over time, and with this, so may their level or type of involvement and their
identity within the scientific enterprise. The way in wtiich scientists perceive themselves, and are
perceived by others, is tied into the kinds of activities that they engage in. Some may find
stability and security in highly predidable surroundings, in which they c m engage in familiar
courses of action, m i l e others may seek out uncertainty, in an effort to progress, or grow, or
satisfy their curiosity.
Some people rnake their careers on staying in one very narrow field, and
then they very quickly becorne worid-renowned experts in this field, and if
that's what they want to do, that's great, because we have to have people
doing that. But for me, personally, aRer I t e explored something and I've
basically tasted what I needed to satisfy my curiosity, I want to move on to
sornething eise. (G3)
A sustained examination of this "career" aspect of scientific activity may provide significant

insight into the processes of scientific change and progress.
Adivities take place in time, and the process of obtaining results is tied in with
evaluations of how time is spent, So, for example, the amount of time that students will spend
studying is linked to the marks they hope to attain (Albas and Albas, 1984), or the amount of time
a sales clerk will spend with a custorner is linked to the actual seiting of goods and services

(Pnrs, '1989a). Scientists, Iike others, are constantly evaluating and re-evaluating circumstances,
and one of the key aspects of achieving scientific goals is detemining how the available time ~ Ï l l
be divided up among the numerous activities and courses of action that present themselves.
The scientists' 'careers" will be constmcted out of the decisions they make with respect to how
they spend their time, and out of an assessrnent of the criteria that they use for determining
when a particular activity is wmplete.

Disseminatïng Results

Just as the process of "getting ideas" was selected as the starting point for this
examination of the activities of scientists, it may seem logical to see the process of 'disseminating results" as the finai step in scientific research. However, it is critical to emphasize that
while this notion may be analyticalty convenient for the sociologist, it should not be assumed that
scientists view their work this way.
The kinds of activities involved in the dissemination phase of the research cycle include:
preparing articles for publication, presenting results at conferences, releasing information to
limited audiences, releasing information mfomally to co-workers, colleagues, or other interested
parties, and presenting seminars. Some researchers such as Latour and Woolgar (1986) may
place a great deal of emphasis on the central'rty of the 'paper writingwprocess to the scientific
enterprise, but the present project views it as just one among many activities that wnstitute
scientific workWnting papers works out to be a pretty much a straightfonrvard process.
You SR down and the matenal and methods section is the easiest part you know, the techniques you used and so on, Then, the introduction
which consists of a literature review and of course a statement of the
problem. and it's al1 straight-fonrvard from there. (83)
I'rn working on a paper nght now, and it seems to me it's just endless
revision, until 1 either get sick of it. or 1 am pleased with it enough to
send it off. (BI)
1 guess to a certain extent, I'm a perfectionist when it cornes to writing
manuscnpts, and it can sometimes take me an awfully long time to get
thern to the point where I'm happy with them. But then, it has been my
experience that I dont have any trouble getting them published. (88)

As with the process of obtaining resutts, the process of determining when the work of preparing a
manuscript is %nisheduis somewhat tentative, One of the most important elements here is
determihg what to do with the manuscript. in ternis of selecting the appropriate audience for
their work, not just with respect to the eventual end reader(s), but also anticipating the responses
of the editors and reviewers that a d as 'gatekeepers" in the academic publishing arena (see
Latour and Woolgar, 1986: Hull, 1988)Well, 1 guess I use a diversity of scientific journals. from broad zoology
joumals to more specialized joumals, like disease joumals, depending upon
the nature of the result. (BI)
The stumbling blocks are never the actual writing. The sturnbling blocks
are in having to negotiate with the co-authon as to which joumal you are
going to submit the paper to, and then what information you are going to
include and what information you are not going to include. ln one recent
instance, my collaborator and I could not agree on which journal to submit to.
He is more established than t am and so he wanted to publish the resuits in
a more prestigiousjournal. I am a Iittle more concemed with number of
publications at this point, so 1 çelected a less prestigious and more narrowly
focused journal. Unfortunately, the article was rejected, and so we had to
submit it again, this time to the journal 1 had selected. That process probably
delayed publication by up to eighteen months. (B3)
In some cases, the activities centered around perfonning the research and those dealing
with the presentation of the resufts of that research to the community of scientists may be quite
removed from each other. For exarnple, it may be a question of finding an appropriate
opportunity to publish:
There's the project on younger rocks that l did in the 70s which didn't get
published because 1 lost the momentum and there really wasn't rnuch
interest in it at the time. Now the govemrnent's got a lot of interest and
has restudied the same area, and we will probably be publishing... so it's
not Iost, it was just ...well, if it has waited sixty-five million years, it can wait
another two or three. (GI)
Well, Ithink most people would think that a year is a reasonable goal,
ceitainly by two years. But, I have data sets that are four or five years old
that are in some intermediate stage, and I havent k e n able to get around
to them. (PI)
Considerations of broader situational and contextual elements, to some degree, will shape the
actions that scientists take regarding some particular aspect of their work. Similady, there are
events about which the scientist cm have no prior knowledge that rnay alter, wmpound, or

negate some previous course of action- For example, a scientist may fail to acquire adequate
funding to continue a Iine of research, or the interests of a graduate student or colteague may
require a scientist to shift their focus, at least temporarilyIn addition to the professionaljoumals, elements of the scientists' work rnay appear in
textbooks that are designed to reach a broader audience that will include non-specialists and
students:
I did my Ph.D. on deep water carbonate sediments, and I published a half
a dozen articles on vanous aspects of that in the last few years, and then
1 was asked by my former thesis supervisor and another colleague, who were
putting together a book, to write a chapter on these things as an overview. (G3)

This aspect of comrnunicating about science, whether to the general public, to colleagues with
similar interests, or to potential new members of the scientific comrnunity, is particularfy
important for demonstrating the vaiue of the generic social process scherne. All cornmunities
and human groups communicate in order to establish and maintain membership, and GSPs
provide a way to examine these actkities in a transsituational and transcontextual manner.
In other situations, the audience for the resuits may be very narrow and selective. In
some cases, the requirements of more specialized audiences may in some ways shape the
direction of the research.
Over the last couple of years, I have been doing more diagnostic work
for the govemment, so that's a slightly different type of dissemination of
results. They want to know: What is this? Might the birds have died from
that? Or, they want specific questions answered, as opposed to the broader
picture that would appeal to a scientific journal. (BI)
Under certain circumstances, scientists may also present interirn results of ongoing
research projects. These situations tend to be characterïzed by a Yriendly" audience, made up
o f other scientists who either share or are sympathetic toward a partiwlar worldview:
At the smaller (specialists only) meetings, people do tend to present resufts
that they have just collected in the [ab, which are really "hot off the press,"
and they're often even sornetimes results that they will never publish. So,
it's more a forum for kind of an informal discussion, where people will present
things that are a Iittle unusual, but are not cornpletely tied dom. (CS)

-

I presented some of the interim steps like where are these cells and
what are they doing - at the Canadian zoology conference, and I talked
with a few people, and I ended going to one guy's lab to do some work
directly related to the projed. (B5)

From this experience, scientists may collect new ideas or gain new interpretations, and rnay
even glean a particular piece of information that wifl propel their scientific careers in new
directions.
Thus, we c m begin to observe how the entire process of 'doing sciencenloops back on
its self and becomes a continuous series of activities that overiap and interrelate in a variety of
waYS.
Just as one paper is nearing completion, they often cause more questions
to be asked. So, it's obvious what my next project is going to bel and they
seem to feed off each other Iike that, and it's self-sustaining- (88)
As mentioned earlier, the activities that take place in the accomplishment of science do not
necessarily follow a linear path, nor are they discrete events. Rather, at any point in time,
scientists are engaged in a matrix of activities that refiect a multitude of objectives,
commitments, and alliances.

Summary
The data presented in this chapter describe the activities performed by academic
research scientists through a 'natuml history" or cycle of: getting ideas, assessing feasibility,
gettirig prepared, implementing plans, obtaining results, and disseminating results. As

mentioned, this cycle of activity represents a heuristic device that allows us to get a handle on
the continuous stream of action that constitutes the scientific enterprise. Similarly, the
presentation begins to show that the actiuities of gathering, interpreting, and presenting data are
intricately interrelated in such a way as to highlight the processual and ongoing nature of every
aspect of human group life. In other words, there is continuity between the process of study and
the processes k i n g studied.
This chapter is central to the wtiole project in that it provides an itlustration of al1 three of
the stated objectives. Taking the various sections individually, or as a wttole, it is clear what a
symbolic interactionist approach to science looks like- Scientists are allowed to speak for
themselves, as they describe the kinds of things they take into acmunt on a daily basis, and how
they respond to those things. Similarly, the evidence demonstrates the value of this approach to

expanding our understanding of science. We gain a direct appreciation of how scientists spend
their time (e-g., building equipment, collecting specirnens, writing articles) as they work towards
the goals they have set for themselves, and as they respond to the various challenges and
contingencies that anse. Finally, new details about what takes place in the practical accomplishment of science emerge. For exarnple, we leam about where the ideas for scientific research
corne from (e.g., out of the blue, from farmers, from past accomplishrnents).
In contrast to other approaches to science which emphasize the products (e-g.,
knowledge) of science or the structures (e.g., noms, institutions) within which science takes
place, the interactionist approach is naturalistic in that it deals with the day-to-day practical
accompfishment of goals by human agents as they interact with others and interpret the worïd
around thern. This emphasis on how scientists deal with the 'obdurate reality" (Blumer, 1969) of
their life-worfds sets this approach apart frorn altemate approaches to the social study of science.
For instance, Robert Merton's conclusion that the norms of science govem the behavior of
scientists is based on data from the 'highly select writings of the rare, great scientists" (Mitroff,
1974%).

No effort is made to indicate if, wtien, or how these noms are taken into account by

the vast majority of scientists on a day-to-day basis as they cany out their research. Even
Mertcn's cntics (e-g., Mitmff, 1974; Mulkay, 1976) are more concerneci with establishing the fact
that Merton's norms are not unique. and that certain sets of what rnight be cafled 'counternoms,"
that reflect the "ideological differentiation" (Robbins and Johnston, 1976) of scientific
communities, are just as likely to characterize the behavior of scientists. We have yet to see
how, or even if, these noms function in the daily activity of run-of-themill scientists.
One of the principal values of the interactionist approach to science, then, is that it does
not attempt to impose some method of study that supports some a pnontheoretical conception
of what science is, Similady, it does not try to frt theory to the kinds of resuftsproduced through
the application of some orthodox method. Rather, through the use of concepts and the open
exploration and inspection of what scientists are doing, it allows the researcher to respect more
fully the nature of the life-world k i n g studied. Here, the generic social process sctieme is
particularfy important, in that it provides the conceptual framewotk within which the field research

takes place, the analysis is camed out, and the findings are presented. This continuity extends
to allow researchers to study an individual, a smalf group, or a large number of subjects in a
vanety of contexts and situations, without having to aiter theoretical and methodological frameworks. This overall approach also allows the researcher to draw attention to the idiosyncrasies of
some particular group, whiie at the same time providing data for a more general appreciation of
the nature of human group life.
Perhaps one of the rnost important things that we learn about science, by taking this
approach, is the value of concentrathg on what scientists do. To view the scientific enterprise as
emerging out of the intersubjective accomplishment of a group of practitioners allows us to
examine many aspects of the day-to-day activities of scientists, that may be glossed over or
considered too rnundane to be mentioned, let alone investigated, in other approaches to the
social study of science (e.g., those that ernphasize social interests, or an organizational view of
science). By intewiewing a number of scientists engaged in separate research programs and
different disciplines, we gain insight into the 'muitiplicity and heterogeneity" (Pickering, 1995) of
the subcultures that constiiute the scientific enterprise- The kinds of processes and activities
mentioned here provide the basis not only for the sustained examination of any one of these in a
single situation or context, but form the basis for a more coherent examination of al1 aspects of
the scientific enterprise, and any other aspect of human group Iife. The following chapters
provide more evidence in support of the concept of a social study of science as expressed hem,
by examining a selection of specific activities carried out by scientists.

Chapter Seven
PURSUING FUNDING

Following a brief review of some of the literature in the social study of science dealing
with issues around providing financial support for the scientific enterprise, this chapter presents
data on activities engaged in by scientists as they pursue funding for their work. Parallels are
drawn throughout to findings from other qualitative studies of science and to themes that anse in
the Iiterature with respect to the relationship between the availability of resources and what
science gets done, and how it gets done, Parallels are also drawn to the activities engaged in by
rnernbers of other groups, particularfy outlaw biker gangs. The data presented here also pmvide
the basis for an altemate conceptualization of what it means to say that science is socially
constructed.

Context

One of the objectives of the present project is to draw attention to some aspects o f the
scientific enterprise that have not received adequate coverage to date in social studies of
science. The issue of financial support for science, whether through govemrnent agencies or
private industry, is something that nearly all of the scientists interviewed for this study indicated
is crucial for their work. AIso, they indicated that the activities centered around financing their
research take. what they considered to be, a disproportionately large amount of their time.'
Part of the cornmon perception of the scientific enterprise is to view scientists somehow as
passive recipients of public and private money that will be used to further knowledge and beneffi
hurnankind.'

However, scientists are now. and possibly always have been, in the situation of

having to pursue actively support for their research in highly cornpetitive environments. My
-

' Maain Kenney (1986:18) indicates that as much as 30 percent of a scientist's time can be devoted to the
gant application process. The scientists 1 intervieweci indicated that they spent h m 5 to 25 percent of
their time on fiuiding-telated activities, with the average amount king about 10 percent.
A recent report h m the Naturai Science and Engineering Research Counal of Canada (1997:68)
indicates that just over ten billion dollars was spent on naturat science and engineerixg research in
Canada in 1996.

'

study of the scientific enterprise should give us some insight into how scientists deal with this

situation and how the actions they take in response to this situation affect the way they do
science. The remainder of this introductory section examines some of the research that has
been done on the financing of the scientific enterprise, and outlines the kinds of processes that
scientists engage in as they pursue funding for their own research activities.
Leslie Stevenson and Henry Byeriy (1995) offer some histon'cal and contemporary
examples of the correlation between scientific activity and the availability of funding. While their
research deals primarily with exceptional cases (whether based on fame or infamy3, they
describe a çequence of changes in the relationship between scientists and their benefadors that
is instructive for the present study. They observe that, from the birth of 'modem science" up to
this century, many scientists relied on their own wealth or the support of weaithy patrons in order
to cany out their research. For example, Cosimo de Medici appointed Galileo to the post of
'philosopher and chief mathematician"to the cÏty of Florence, with a generous stipend and no
official duties. The rise of the universities led to a situation where a more consistent system of
academic support opened up science to those with desire and ability, who may not othewise
have been able to gain support for their work. One well-known benefador of this system was Sir
Isaac Newton who, while in his early twenties, had the good fortune to be elected to a fifetime
professorship in mathematics at Cambridge University. However, this example should not be
taken to imply that universities have a long history as research institutions. Yves Gingras (1991)
provides an account of the institutionalization of scientific, pafticulariy physics, research in
Canada that took place for the most part in the eariy years of this century, as univefsities
expanded their role beyond teaching. More recently, however, broader economic pressures
have created an envimnment where even within the academy there is a thnist towards applied
research and the establishment of links with commercial interests.

For example, the authors describe how the University of Utah decided to Uxvest five million dollars to
establish a coid fusion research center basecion the work of Fleischmann and Pons. The center closed two
years aAer its inception, and the universi@president took early retirement, rather than face the political
turmoil associatedwith this risky venture.

This development has meant a move away from an emphasis on the fundamental
production of knowledge, towards a notion of proffiing from science, in ternis of more businessrelated rneasures. Histotically. scientistç and institutions have responded cautiously to this kind
of narrow, practical, and profrt-oriented rationale for scientific activity. Stevenson and Byerly
(1995:143) cite a letter from Marie Curie, wherein she indicates that even if the discovery of

radium 'has a commercial future, that it is an accident by which we must not profrt." Similady,
when Ernst Chain recommended to Oxford University that they patent their method for the largescale production of penicillin, offcials were appafled to think that anyone would dare to bridge
the gap between pure academic science on the one hand, and applied industrial science on the
other. A radically different view can be seen in the case of Alfred Nobel who, through his rote as
an "armament producer without national allegiance," and by virtue of his holding no less than 355
patents, was able to amass the fortune that allowed him to establish the prizes that bear his
nameS4It is a curious paradox that an individual who profded so greatly from scientific research
would tum those profrts back into an effort to maintain the 'purity" of pure science, as if in an
effort to exonerate hirnself from his past.
In his study of the relationships between commercial and academic interests in the field
of biotechnology, Martin Kenney (19863 7-18) states that postwar science bureaucraties
altocated funding wmpetitiiely, in the hope of advancing scientific knowledge.
The majority of the grant proposals were evaluated through the peer review
process, a system that encouraged the most successful professors to recruit
more graduate students and postdodoral researchers to work on their
projects, thereby expanding their empires. For these scientist-entrepreneurs
to continue to receive funding they found it necessary to direct their research
toward topics cumntly in vogue. Scientific achievement was judged on the
basis of grants, prizes (Nobel, Lasker, Merck, Novo), and publications. Having
a large research staff made Ït possible to produce more resufts and secure
greater recognition. The key was to ensure that grant money continued to
ffow into the laboratory. A professor could no longer remain alone and aloof
in his laboratory because large sums of capital for equipment purchases were
required to remain in cornpetition.
As this statement indicates, while it would be difficuit to determine whether in fact scientific

4

The results of a recent swvey of 2,052 academic scientists at 50 universities (see Blumenthal et al.,
1996) indicate thai high levels of industrial support for research resdt in l e s academic prochictivity and

no signifiant increase in commercial productMty among scientists.

knowledge grew through this process. there can be no question that the scientific enterprise
grew. Kenney (1986:Zg) goes on to argue that with the increased involvement of corporations in
the funding of science the universities came to be viewed as: (1) the source of a trained labor
force, (2) the site of research activities that could be tumed into profitable ventures, and (3)
legitimators of the social and economic structure of, in particular, the United States.
Support for al1 three of these points can be found in Chandra Mukedi's study of the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography. She (1989:6) argues that:
Soft-money scientists constitute a reserve labor force in the sense that
they are supported by govemments and industries so their honed skills
will be availabie m e n they are needed (by, for instance, the military in
case of war, by industry in case there are major changes in the direction
of the economy, or by the medical commun@ if there is an outbreak of
some new and threatening illness).
Similady, in their analysis of the exceptionai nature of the scientific enterprise, Bimber and
Guston (1995558) state that 'science is a uniquely productie investment of current resources
for future gain." AI1 of these comments are consistent with an instrumental view of science, and
a teleological view of the evolution of Society. In other words, spending money on science today
will ensure a better future.'

The underiying assumption here is that there is a positive

correlation, if not a direct causal relationship, between the level of funding and the amount of
scientific knowledge produced.
In a special issue of Social Studies o f Science, Susan Cozzens (1986) brings together a
series of four papes that examine the relationship between government funding and the growth
of scientific knowledge. Steven Cohn (1986) attempts to constntct and test a mode1 for
determining the impact of changes in funding Ievels on progress in a particular branch of
mathematics (atgebraic and differential topology). Contrary to his expectations, and yet
consistent with sorne other studies (see Menard, 1971). Cohn finds little evidence to support the
notion that knowiedge growth is in any way dependent on specific levers of support. Further,
Cohn provides support for the conclusion reached by Cole and Cole (1973),that major cuts to
A tecent joint statement to Congres by the @dents of23 major U.S.scientific organîmtions (see
Jones, 1997) d s for a seven percent increase in the feded research budget for fiscai year 1998- The
ratiode includes the four national goals of economic competitiveness, medical health, national security,
and quaiity of Me.

govemment research budgets woufd have Iittle effect on the progress of science. In a study of
research on sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), Kari Hufbauer (1986) finds that, even though
there was a surplus of targeted funding for research on this problem in the postwar period, there

is no way to link the one major breakthrough in our understanding of this phenomenon to the
resources available for studying it. In fact, it appears that funding levels increased only af€erthe
research activity was well underway. Hufbauer's findings are consistent with the Matthew Effect
(Merton, 1973:439-459), in that money tends to be a reward for past performance, rather than a
contributing factor to new ventures and initial success. In a third study, Joseph Tatarewicz
(1986) examines the tesurgence of planetary astronomy in the United States after Sputnik, and

discovers that scientific advances are more directly linked to the availability of instruments
(telescopes and so on), than to the direct funding of research initiatives,
Finally, in his examination of ionospheric physics, a branch of science that received
support from a wide variety of sources including twenty-six different offices within the rnilitary
alone, Stewart Gillmor (1986) finds that no reliable conclusion can be drawn about the
relationship between funding and the growth of science. As part of his study, Gillmor interviewed
twenty experienced scientists, who had been involved in science/govemment relations,
Consistent with the findings of Tatarewicz, Gillmor's infonnants al1 stressed the importance of
access to adequate facilities for knowledge growth to occur. They also made three other points,
more directly related to pursuing funding. First, they spoke of Yunding pluralism" (1986:lZl),
which means that the most successful fundraisers, among scientists, are generally those that tap
into multiple sources. Second, they noted that funding sources tended to differ with respect to
whether they funded particular people (e.g., prizewinning scientists), pmjects (e-g., Human
Genome Project), or problems (e.g ., SIDS). Finally, they indicated that the funding process
disptays a certain 'bidirectional* character, whereby scientific knowfedge flows up from the
scientists, while bureaucratie knowledge flows down from the agencies. In each funding
situation, there is uncertainty over the extent of the 'knowfedge" gap, or overlap, between those
allocating funds and the potential recipients. One possible outcome of this situation is that

scientists who are very successful at acquiring funds rnay be so because of their bureaucratie
skills and not their scientific ones (narrowly defined).
Tuming to the laboratory studies that were examined in Chapter 3, findings appear to
support the notion that funding sewes to maintain the scientific enterprise, irrespective of
whether it contributes to the growth of knowledge. In examining the careers of scientiçts, Latour
and Woolgar (1986:198) talk about 'cycles of credit" that can be cornpared to a 'cycle of capital
investment." In other words, they argue that scientists wrÏte papeis and construct objects in
order to establish credibility among their p e r s that can then be reinvested to engage in the
further pursuit of credibility. Knorr-Cetina (1 981:87) relates that the scientists she studied
ernphasized the importance of the "art of writing a grant proposal." This 'artn involves balancing
the need to be concrete and specific about the proposed research project, while at the same tirne
not giving away enough information for others to 'steal" the ideas contained therein. Sharon
Traweek (1988:3) relates how €.O. Lawrence was able to acquire the vast amounts of money
needed to constnict the first major particle accelerator through his 'public appeal that physics
should be funded because it ultimately enhances the public good-" She (1988:101) goes on to
argue that some scientists will reach the point in their careers where they bewme statesmen,

who 'no longer actually do physics; they recruit students. They get money for the lab; they get
money for science, they attend to the public understanding of science."
As was mentioned in the first chapter, it is surpn'sing that more explicit details of how

scientists deal with issues related to funding on a day-today basis are not forthcoming in these
studies. Part of the reason for this, is that these studies still rnaintain a broader institutional
perspective on issues such as funding, rather than canying through with the more internallyconsistent microsociological approach to studying science that these studies advocate. So, for
example, Latour and Woolgar (1986:73) indicate that, by dividing the annual budget of the
laboratory by the number of papers produced, they were able to detennine that the cost of
producing a paper went fmm $60,000 in 1975 to $30,000 in 1976. This fact may provide us with

a measure of the cost of knowledge production, and it certainly points to changes that must have
occurred in what took place in the laboratory in these two years. What we do not leam, however,

is how this situation came about, or how the scientists engaged in and interpreted the events tied
in with these changes. For example, did the scientists increase the amount of time they spent on
filling out grant applications, or did they perhaps find a new source o f money? Latour, who was
in the lab for nearly two years, was ideally situated to observe and inquire about such matters,
but instead he and Woolgar draw upon citation counts to analyze the broader scientific
(institutional) impact of the papers produced and to examine the economic efficiency of this
particular laboratory.
The present project is not concemed with establishing people's motives for funding the
scientific enterprise, nor is it concemed with understandingthe content and application of V
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govemment or industrial policies regarding science. Rather, the focus is on the adivities that
scientists engage in as they attempt to acquire financial support for their research and the ways
in which they deal with the perspectives and actions of those in a position to provide money for
science. Through talking with scientists, a number of processes ernerge to facilitate the
exploration and communication of how the activity of pursuing funding is camed out on a day-today basis. These processes indude:

ldentifying Sources of Funding
Preparing Grant Applications
Entering Partnerships
Marketing Sewices, Equiprnent and MaterÏals
Making Adjustments
An examination of these activities provides an opportunity to gain an appreciation of some of the
extemal constraints on the activities of scientists, while still concentrating on the specific details
of the everyday accornpfishrnent of science, Without implying that those who coritrol specific
sources of funding are in a position to dictate the activities of specific groups of scientists, we
want to see how scientists deal with the matter of financing research projects- There is no
question that funding agencies play an important part in the accornplishrnent of science, and
there is no question that science 'gets done." M a t we would like to have a better handle on is
what it is exactty that is getting done and how, and a cnicial part of this is the pursuing of

funding. By examining the activities that scientists engage in doing this, attention can be
focused on the dynamic and processual nature of funding scientific activity, thus improving our
level of understanding of the scientific enterprise in general. At this point it is important to stress
that, to date, no one has ever attempted to delineate the various activities undertaken by
scientists, and the options they really face, in securing adequate funding for their research and
their careers. The first task, in other words, is simply to advance the descriptive adequacy of our
understanding of this vital, yet under-researched, sphere of scientific "vvork." As will bewme

clear, the detailed and unprecedented delineation of the social processes involved in being a
successfully-funded scientist points to the need for even more exacting qualitative research into
the micro-structural conditions and dynamics of how funding in "regutar" (and not just
extraordinary) science actually occurs.

Identifying Sources of Funding
The days when you could start with fwe or ten thousand dollars are gone.
Big science demands big money, and big money is hard to find. (C2)
White not al1 scientific activity, whether inside or outside of the academic setting, is "big science"
(see Pnce, 1986; Galison and Hevfy, 1992), there appears to be a general perception among
scientists that research is custly, and that it is becorning more expensive ail the time. As such,
scientists offen find themselves devoting considerable parts of their working time to acquinng the
necessary funding to cary out the kinds of activities that they think are appropriate. This seems
particulariy relevant in ?heuniversity setting, if they hope to recruit and Main graduate students.
There are a lot of subtleties in the university life. Having graduate students
has advantages potiticalIy, having graduate students helps you to get money
for graduate students. (G2)

The environment for gtaduate students is very good, but you've got to spend
huge amounts of donkey-time trying to get research grant money. (CI)

While attrading students may be only one of a number of ad'nr'rties tinked to the process of
punuing funding. it is an integral part of the scienüfic enterpri~e.~
6

It is Mportant to note that funding agencies also f h d students M y . So, for example, in 1996
NSERC provided 40 million dollars in scholarships to g r a h t e students in the natural sciences and
engineering (1997:47).

Simply understanding or accepting the fact that funding is an important aspect of
accornplishing science, however, does not help us appreciate the work of identifying potentiai
sources, or canying out an array of related activities on a day-to-day basis. What is required is a
mechanism that both draws attention to the peculiarities of the funding process, and
demonstrates how funding is linked with other elements of the scientific enterprise. In order to
communicate effectiveIy the complexity of what takes place here, it will be helpful to examine
this initial phase of the funding process through these activities:
Dealing with Govemment Agencies
Financing a Career
Satisfying Mixed Agendas
Responding to Innovation
Identifying Industrial Niches
Looking for Alternatives
Tapping in to the Broader Community
Loolcing within the Institution
Settling for Less
Bowing Out

D W n g wifh Govemment

In rnany nations, govemment support for scientific research is part of the broader social
support system for education, as well as industrial and military developrnent, In the academic
setting, identifying sources of funding can be viewed as a foundationai step in "financing a
career." Scientists are discovering more and more that they have to 'satisfy rnixed agendas," as
the administrators of granting agencies aiter their perspectives on how money is to be divided
up. In a sirnilar fashion, new alliances between govemment, industry, and educational
institutions place scientists in the position of having to 'respond to innovation" in the expectations
and woridviews of these new groups. A large part of identifying sources of funding, then, is
identifying the goals and objectives of the people that manage those sources.

Financing a Career
As new rnembers enter academic science departments, part of the perspective that they
acquire accentuates the critical role of pursuing funding in order to take advantage of
opportunities to cany out chosen avenues of research, and to achieve success with respect to

promotion and tenure. In Canada. NSERC represents one of the most centrally recognized
sources of funding for academic research in the basic scien~es.~
The Natural Science and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC)
is our main supplier of money in Canada, and they characterire a number of
different kinds of grants. One is the individual research grant which we apply
for in the autumn and which we get for three or fwe years, as the case might be.
That's becoming harder for new faculty even... not every new faculty member
gets one. Used to be that everybody got one, but even new facuity now are
finding that they may be tumed dom, and ifthey are that's really serious
because they can't get started, and hence they can't get tenure, and they
can't get graduate students, and so it affects their careers quite markedly. ( ~ 1 ) ~
Up until this year, 1 had not been successful is obtaining NSERC funding.
The proposais were good and they received good evaluations, but because
I was just starting out and 1 was at a smafl institution, the examiners weren't
confident that the work would get done. (B3)
So, even though there exists a well established and recognized source for the funding of
academic scientific research, it does not follow that al1 scientists

have access to this source.

Even among those sci&tists that are successful in obtaining this kind of funding, there
are two limitations that not only help to emphasize the contextual and situational nature of
science, but dearly demonstrate the wntinuous ambiguity with which scientists deal along the
way. The fi& of these is a temporal constraint, which requires the scientist to repeat the funding
application process at specified times in the future (see Knorr-Cetina, 1981:86). The second
constraint is related to the match between the amount of money requested by the researcher and
the amount actually given out by NSERC.
This past year 1 had my NSERC grant proposal corne up for renewal,
and 1 renewed it and it was granted and they gave it to me this time for
five years, so I dont have to apply again for fwe years. They only gave
me 58Oh of what I asked for, and that would be not too bad, but in a sense
1 can't run the operation I'm mnning on that amount of money. So, I need
to find other sources of money. (Cl)
When the proposal was submitted, we asked for enough money to
hire two graduate students, and even though 1 thought that was a bit
excessive, my collaborator wanted that in there. So, we only got half
of what we asked for, and therefore we won? be hinng two graduate
students perhaps not even one. We are going to have to stretch the
funds to accomplish what we çaid we were going to, (B3)

-

The Medical Research Council (MRC) is similar to NSERC,and whiie it primarily provides fiinds for
medical re~eafch,there are a number of instances where research projects in the basic physical and Me
sciences receive MRC iùnding. O r ~ t i o n similar
s
to NSERC and MRC exkt in the United States,
Great Britain, and many other nations.
Slightly more than balfof new applicants are successhil in obtaining NSERC fllnding (1997:20).

'

In these cases, scientists face the chailenge of altenng some planned course of action in their
research. or exerting additional effort to make up the shortfall in the fundsg

Since funding is closely related to the goals and interests of the people involved in
adrninistering that source, success in obtaining funds has sornething to do wÏth the ability of the
scientist to adapt ta the changing nature of the environment in which science takes place, In
other words, govemrnent agencies in particular wili adapt their funding strategies to reflect their
changing perception of the demands and expectations of their various constituents,
Back in the old days, it was easier to do research because there was
more money and l e s competition, and you could explore new avenues.
Now, even granting agencies that allegedly support fundamental research,
want to see an applied component. (CG)

Well, it has changed a lot in my opinion, Many, many years ago, they
funded only fundamental research - idea driven things. They have
evolved into putting more and more money into practical aspects, if
you like, in the sense of these 'strategic grants," which have siphoned
off money from the fundamental pool. (P4)
Not only are scientists involved in the more day-to-day management of their commitrnents within
a specific institution (teaching, administration, research), but an important part of their "careetsn
and identities is Iinked to their taking into account the broader perspectives of the groups that
they rely on for financial (and other) support. To treat the process of pursuing funding as
somehow non-scientific, then, is to misrepresent the 'obdurate reality" (Blurner, 1969) of the
ongoing and ernergent situational complexity faced by the scientists.

Satisfying Mixed Agendas

Moving to another levef of complexity, scientists are often in a situation of having to
present their work in ways that satisfy the requirements of two or more different groups. The
somewhat recent development of 'strategic grants" represents initiatives on the part of
govemrnent and industry to maximize their investments in research through consolidation of
their goals,
NSERC, in their wisdom, has created so-called 'strategic grants" which

The size of an average research gant k m NSERC is $25,000, a figure that has remained constant over
the iast ten years (1997:18).

are applied for at this time of year (spring), and you hear about the result
at the end of October. They're for supposedly strategic areas of concem
to the country, such things as: industrial materials, energy, food, agrÎculture,
etc., and there's a booklet on that, and these grants require you to have an
expression of interest or a staternent of interest by potential users of the results.
This is both good and bad- It bflngs you into contact with industrialists, but you
have in the bad sense - you have to go find it, generate it, and so on, so I've
been talking on the telephone, and sending off courier bundles, and sending off
faxes to about four different groups who I feel will be able to support this particular
proposal. And in fact they're supporting it, but as usual, with deadlines and so on,
and al1 of this creates a certain amount of pressure. (Cl)

-

Wrthin the cuntext of these grants, the onus is on the scientists to attend to not only specific
areas of national (and corporate) concern, but also to indicate whom the potential beneficiaries
of their research might be- They may have to gain the support of particular external groups, and
in the end convince yet another group (the funding agency) that the work proposed can be
accomplished. This intncate array of activities presents the scientist with a number of challenges
that sometimes can only be met with the cooperation of many different people. In these cases, a
great deal of additional effort may be expended in trying to establish and coordinate these
associations, As Traweek (1988) indicates with her notion of a scientific 'statesrnan," in pursuing
strategic grants, scientists cornmonly take on multiple roles (salesperson, marketer, negotiator,
Iobbyist).
They have a category calleci 'strategic grants," which is mission-oriented
research to use a catch-phrase, It has to have a specific purpose, that
is in alignment with some listed criteria some areas of research that the
govemment would like to see undertaken. And there's been increasing
pressure over the years in that direction, to explain your research in
practical ternis, to justify yourself to the public. There's been increasing
pressure in that direction - there's fess and less satisfaction with having
ivory tower professors working away at what they want to do, and the
pressure to do more and more applied work is increasing, because it is
easier to explain to the public m a t people are doing. You witness this
in the press over the years. Once in a M i l e somebody gets on a bandwagon
about money being thrown away for researchers, and if you're not in that
field of research, it does often look ridiculous. (C6)

-

-

RespondÏng to Innovation

Another variation on govemment funding schemes that links scientific research with
industnal concems brings togettter separate research sites and potential users to f o m a cornplex

network within which funds are distributed, These kinds of innovative initiatives provide both
opportunities and challenges for scientists.
The govemment has recently corne up with these new 'centers of excellence,"
which are a much poorer way to selectively hand out money. I am connected
to one of these centers, and it has given me two or three times the money that
l've been able to get out of NSERC, but it is a veiy painful process because of
the amount of paper shuffling and proposal writing involved. it destroys a lot of
working time. Those of us who are associated with these centem have gotten
lots of rnoney out of it, and yes, probably we've been able to accomplish more
research, and been able to do more challenging things because it gives us
better facilities. But, one wonders whether it is worth it because of the extra
time writing and rewriting proposais, and the infighting that takes place. The
money cornes from the govemrnent, and these centers are run of necessity
by little cabals, and a group of people who are going to be major recipients
of this money then get to decide who amongst themselves, and the other
people in the network, are going to get the rnoney. So, political infighting
gets unpleasant- (C6)
The ambivalence expressed towards this process partially refiects the amount of work that must
be expended in establishing and maintaining the network of associations among the various

groups that constitute the centers. Frustration may anse over the uncertainty of outcornes from
this kind of arrangement, and this may in tum directly impact research prograrns and careers.
One of the problems is that we may get our throats cut because, as far as
I'm concerneci, our major product is people, and we will give the industry
the kind of people who can do the best curent science, and then they'll go
to these companies and help them to find the best ways to produce things.
Sometimes, we produce toofs or techniques in the laboratory that can be
marketed, but if a student gets hired by a company that then brings out the
product, we could lose. (C6)

As an altemate to govemment agencies, scientists often try to secure funding from
various industries that may have some interest in the results of their research. Even within

this

seemingly more lirnited scope, scientists who seek support from a particular industry may take
into account information on issues that concem a van'ety of groups within society.
It used to be in the '70s that funding was avaiiable from (company narne)
and from vanous oil companies, who were realfy into greât exploration prograrns,
and needed this technicaf work done. But, when the bottorn fell out of the oil
industry that funding dned up. (G2)

Detemining what exactly to take into account M e n seeking funding from industry, though, is not
an automatic or predetennined process, A great deal of (scientific) research is invofved in the
process of deciding what kind of (scientific) research to cany out and to pursue funding for.
Nobody will corne up to me and Say, 'Look, these are the directions that
the whole system is taking." You have to read the trends, and you read the
newspaper just to see M a t is hot and what's not what people are interested
in, And, if you decided to apply to look for the cure for cancer, and I am sure
nobody needs to tell you that that is going to be a hot topic, and you may find
somebody willing to give you some money, especially if you have a good research
record. On the other hand, if you were trying to do something that was really
interesting really interesting from the scientific point of view and if there was
nobody out there interested in it, no matter m a t it was, you would be hard pressed
to get support. (G3)

-

-

-

On one hand, then, the scientist can try to jump on some particular 'bandwagon," such as the
one identified by Joan Fujimura (1988, 1996) around oncogene research, where commercial
ventures or government agencies have taken popular public interests (regarding heafth, for
example) into acc~unt.'~
On the other hand, the decision to engage in a program of research
solely detenined by individual preferences or concems may jeopardize the scientist's chances
for long-terni success (see Knorr-Cetina, 1981:74-78). In other words, there is evidence to
support the notion of the 'Matthew Effect" (Merton, 1973), whereby those scientists that regulariy
oMain funding will continue to do so, while those that never have, likely never will. Linked to
previous success in acquiring funding is what is perhaps the most important measure of research
activity, the journal article.
I was interested in this process, and because it involved learning about
things that I hadn't leamed about before, I surely lost funding because 1
wasn't produdive. The comrnunity doesn't particulariy care why you don?
publish, they only care whether or not you publish. (P4)

The decision to take advantage of an opportunity and align your research interests with
the economic or political interests of some other group, however, is not the same as sacrificing
or abandoning personal perspectives or sets of goals within that frarnewok. For example,
research funded by the military is not by definition military research (see Smit, 1995).
In the past I've had some support from the Office of Naval Research,
but that's dried up, and the US Amy, but it is not funding anything. It's
'O Paul Rabuiow (1996) provides an i n t e m g aaount of the mingiing of science and business, with
respect to the disawery of the polymerase chah reaction (PCR) method for synthesiPng DNA

not that this is anything miiitary. It's not a military projed. It's a project
to develop better batteries, and the military have an interest in that as well,
but everybody who goes out at night has an interest in this, and wants to
see by their flashlight. (Cl)
So, while the interests of others are taken into account in determining a particular course of
action, this is not the same as saying that scientific research ideas or programs are "deteminedW
by those interests. Rather, the intersubjective accomplishment of science emerges out o f the
interpretive and interaction processes that take place in the context and situation within which the
scientists find themselves- Scientists, and others, respond to objects on the basis of the
meanings that those objects have for them. This is true of al1 social life, but that is precisely the
point l am ttying to make here. Contrary to the approaches taken by some philosophers and
eady sociologists of science, however, we need to "show" (and not just assume) that science is
-not very 'exceptional," and this means that we need to study science in the same manner (Le.,

wîth the same sociological methods) as we study the rest of social life.

Looking for AIfematives
Apart from government agencies and industrial sources, there are a number of altemate
solutions that scientists can pursue to deal with the problem of financing ttieir work. Upcoming
sections provide some details of how a variety of these alternate arrangements (entering
partnerships, marketing services, equiprnent and rnaterials, and making adjustrnents,
respectively) are camed out in practice. The situations described below, however, draw attention
to what might be considered exceptional cases, in that these solutions may only apply to a
limited number of scientists, in special circumstances. Whether this is in f a d the case is an
open empirical question that can be clarified only through more extended research into this area.
At the same time, however, it may be the case that the activities describeci here are similar to
those camed out by members of other human groups.

Tapping in fo the Broader Cornmunit'y
Members of certain scientific subcultures cany out research projects that involve
elaborate facilities that may be financed by severai institutions or even several nations. l n these

cases, .financial resources are allocated to the facility itself, rather than directly to scientists. In
this way, the scientist is tapping into the resources of the broader scientific cumrnunity, thus
reflecting to some degree shared worfdviews and similar goalsWelI, an astronomer gets indirect grant money that other physicists don't
see, because the James Clerk Maxwell teleswpe and the Canada-FranceHawaii telescope have capital costs of, well, CFHT cost about $30 million to
build, that was the Canadian contribution, and JCMT is probably in a similar
ballpark, no probably less for that one, but then there are ongoing costs every
year to mn those telescopes- Thatrs another hidden grant that astronorners have.
Astronorners ail understand that they're being supported through this grant
level- (Pl)
In cases Iike this, it may be difficult to determine on a per scientist basis how much money each
one is receiving in support of their own research projects. What is important is that there is a
sufficient level of support for a broader range of potential research using equipment like this, to
ensure that these facilities are built and maintained (see Traweek, 1988; Galison and Hevly,
1992; Pickering, 1995).

Looking wifhin the Institution

The emphasis thus far has been on identifying sources of funding for academic research
that are largely extemal to the university environment, but research funds are available through
many interna1funding prograrns as wellThe university has a limited amount of money that it uses to encourage
research projects. People cari apply for this in the fall or the spnng, and
a universitywide cornmittee decides who will get what, We usually try to
divide up the money fairly evenly to help people get started on sornething,
or finish sornething off for publication, It usually arnounts to about a thousand
dollars. That's all. (director of research)
I received one of these interna1grants, and 1 got $3500, which isn't very
much, and you have to ration very carefully how you spend that. 1 mean
the rnost you can get is fwe thousand dollars, and you're not going to get
that because of the sheer number of people applying and the fact that the
pool of available funds is shrinking. (83)
In some of these cases, there are circumstances where research funds can be found thmugh
compromise and adjustment.
Well, because of my secondment (to administration), the department gets
rnoney to fund the teaching of one course a term for me, and I end up
teaching these courses, and taking the money as research money. So,
I'm getting that money channeled that way. So, this type of minor funding

comes through. (G1)
Here, consideration of the separate agendas of teaching, administration and research are al1
brought together to give rise to a solution that, m i l e increasing the workload of the scientist
involved, still satisfies the requirements of those concemed.
ln one situation, the manner in which intemal funds had been managed led to a situation
where some quick action was required to maintain an existing relationship between a particular
department and the institution as a whole.
The chairman of the department walked into the lab and said that we
have $30,000 left in the budget that we have to get tid of by tomorrow
or it goes back to the university. And, he asked, 'Can you do something
about that?" (B5)

Seffiing for Less
Some scientists decide to modify their research agendas in such a way as to avoid
spending too much time on money matters.
I had to do something that was relatively inexpensive, and the reason it
had to be inexpensive is because research funding is very hard to come by,
and if I elected to keep things fairly academic, my chances of getting industrial
contracts to do them are essentially less, If lire got the option to cany out
academic research, and that's what i want to do, I don7 want to prostitute
myself to do projects I'm only half interested in, just because the money is
available. (G3)

In such cases, not only do scientists exclude themselves from consideration by a number of
potential funding sources, but it also becornes obvious that the way in which these scientists
conceive of their research is tied into conceptions of several elernents that might be considered
l e s important, or even non-scientific. by others.
The major grants I've received lately have al1 involved molecular biology,
because that's what they're funding. To do whole animal work or systems
work, I have to borrow money from other grants. (B7)

One of the other options open to scientists is to stop pursuing funding at all. Scientists
take stock of their position within the scientific cornrnunity of which they are a part, and
determine what courses of action they should take with respect to many aspects of their work.

1, rnyself, don? get funding frorn NSERC anyrnore, I've dropped out of
th& 1 just don? publish as quickly and as prolifically, as they would Iike.
So, 1 just at the moment am operating on a shoestring, and 1 don? spend
one third of rny time looking for money, which most everybody else does. (Gl)

While the majority of scientists may not adopt this attitude of resignation, they commonly
express a high level frustration at having to do this kind of work.
Now I'rn pursuing... in fact you were asking earIier how rnuch tirne 1 spend...
1 spend too much time doing that, because what 1 don? do is, you know...
I don7 do enough reading at the Iibrary and fine tuning my own projects. (C3)
The diversity of activities that scientists engage in take place in real-tirne (see Pickering, 1995).
In other words, they have a sense of immediacy, and tirne must be allocated in a way that
reflects the scientists' perceptions of the situations and contexts within which they find
themselves. The achievement of scientific goals emerges out of everyday action that contains
disappointments and compromises, along with opportunities to excel.
Just before rnoving on to the next sedion, there is one additional case to be mentioned

thal highlights the endless diversity of responses to the situations facing scientiçts.

I find that I have not pursued extemaf rnoney other than NSERC, simply
because I haven't got the time to create the projects to spend it. I'm fully
occupied trying to spend the rnoney that I've already got. (BI)
Some scientists, and people that study science, may consider this to be an uncornmon case.
While we shoufd hesitate to make that kind of judgment, it is important for us to acknowiedge
that it demonstrates a particular line of action adopted by a practicing scientist. As is the case
for this particular scientist, so it is for us. The situation is real, and thus it is worthy of our
attention, in that it is real in its consequences. ln other words, as researchers, we cannot ignore
sorne Iine of activity that is taking place in the life-world we are studying, just because it does not
fit into some preconceived notion of what does and does not constitute legitimate activity within

that life-world- AI1 adivities that take place within the setting contribute in some way to the
construction of the life-wodd.

Preparing Grant Applications
As in the case of selling goods and services (see Prus, 1989a), rnuch of the success in
acquiring funding is tied into how well the scientist presents his or her case to a specific set of

evaluators (see GiIImor, 1986). Those evaluating research projects rnay be other scientists,
industry representatives, government bureaucrats, and/or members of the general public- For
the most part, it does not involve face-to-face interaction, and therefore it relies heavily on the
ability of scientists to make their case on paper and, as with the process of identifying sources of
funding, this activity can be very time consuming.
i would Say I spend a great deal of time writing proposals because the best
way to set up is to bring the money in. No matter how much the university is
doing to help you - the "higher ups" - if you want to cal1 them that they reach
a limit too. Times are tough al1 around, so you have to go out and write the
proposals, and I started with a simple theory. t don7 know what batting averages
that people have, but the more you try at least you're chances of succeeding get
higher. And in my first year, I devoted it to sending out proposals, teaching, and
writing more proposals. Now 1 am really aggressive with proposal wnting show
people you are there, show them your ideas - some of them will be funded, and
lots of them won?, (C2)

-

-

l'm the head of a lab, so funding has becorne a major job for me. The
technicians and graduate students, frorn six to eight people, dont have
to fund, so they're doing their work. My work would nomally be wnting
and thinking, and these elements are greatly irnpaired by my duty to fund.
I'rn comfortable this year, but last year, 1 must have written up five or six
proposals over the course of the year. (87)
Writing research proposals is an uncertain venture. Since scientists cannot be sure that the
efforts expended will bring positive results, they often send out proposais to a variety of funding
sources, Each of these typically incorporates somewhat different elements that the applicant
hopes will refied the interests and concerns of the funding evaluators, Not only is this process a
critical aspect of getting started on a scientific career, it is an integral component of continued
involvement.
Every three to five years you have to write a fwe page proposal, and
supposedly you think very carefully about it, and we know that it is going
to be read by our peers. So, we don7 have to fil1 pages with a lot of blather. (Cl)
What it really dues to me is that my best thinking and writing are never
published. They are sitting around in a file somewhere in Ottawa, and I'rn
really quite angry about that, (B7)
To better understand this process, it may be helpful to divide the folowing

discussion into two

parts: meeting the requirements, and interpreting the requirements. Both of these adivities
incorporate interpretation, but the difference has to do with what is put on paper and wfiat is
actualiy camied out in practice.

Meeting the Requirements

Even though the application process rnay be wnsidered routine by established
scientists, some agencies are more dernanding than others, and therefore the time required to fil1
out the necessary papentvork may Vary greatly.
Since Christmas (twelve weeks ago), 1 have spent h o full weeks doing
nothing but writing proposais, and so on, al1 to do with this federal 'ceriter
of excellence." (CG)
This comment not only reflects differences arnong agencies, it also reflects the perception that
more and more groups are involved in evaluating the activities of scientists.
Iwould say that over the course of my career the granting process has
becurne more complicated. It's become a much more sophisticated, highprofile sort of thing. (Ci)

As more perspectives must be taken into account, the complexity of any social activity is likely to
increase. The nature of that cornplexity will reftect the goals and attitudes of ail those groups
that feel they have a stake in the decisions being made.
They're more complicated in the sense that they ask for various things
which perhaps are realistic, and would be realistic in industry, but for us
in academia they present a certain amount of anguish, and I'm thinking
of things Iike socio-economic significance, relationship to societal needs
- rather strange word staternents - wtiich you have to use your imagination
to complete, (Cl)
In this sense, scientists often must venture outside their area of expertise and spewlate about
the perspectives of other groups, and of the general public. This situation creates a certain
amount of anxiety, as the scientist tries to second-guess any and al1 eventualities.
It's not too bad to write up a scientific proposal and Say that we propose
doing the folfowing, and this is the way we propose to do it, and we expect
to get this kind of resuit out of it. It's quite a different thing to Say what its
socio-economic impact is going to be it's Iike crystal bal1gazing. It's also
a bit of a ciystal bal1gazing to Iist milestones you know - what you're going
to have done by such and such a date, and you have to list al1 these milestones.
1 find al1this kind of thing a bit frustrating. (C2)

-

-

Predicting the future in this way is more consistent with a view of science as an objective and
deteministic machine that transforms known ingredients into predictable resutts. In other words,
in the best of al1 possible worlds, the scientist would be able to control for any and al1 inputs and
outcornes, and therefore be able to state in advance the consequences, intended and

unintended, of some proposed course of action. Scientists' own perceptions, however, seem
more consistent with a symbolic interactionist appreciation of science that ernphasizes the
contingent and emergent nature of scientific practice.
Another limiting factor in the presentation of research proposals is space. In spite of ail
the information and speculation that the scientist is required to provide, this typically must be
condensed to fit on regulation foms.
Atl of this gets reprinted on the pink foms, and it has to be in the space
that theyte allotted. So that's why it is put together the way it is, and it's
going to be reprinted on the fom, listing: new equipment, qualifications,
teferences, contributions to training this is the societal thing - who will
it be distributed. All of that kind of
use the information and how, how
stuff. It's time consuming. It's fussy work. (Cl)

-

Interpreting the Requiremenfs
One very interesting aspect of the application process is the match between the
activities that the scientists apply for funding to cany out, and those activities that actually end
up being carried out with that funding. In sorne cases, the funding covers a broad area of
research within which a diversity of atinrities may take place- Both scientists and evaluators
interpret research proposals, and the differences in those interpretations may show up in mat
course of action is actually canied out.
My grant is broadly based on purpose to give me a lot of f iexibility, but
there are certain themes within that broad umbrella that I primarily work on,
that I'm primarily interested in, and this particular discovery fell into one of
those baskets. (GZ)
The flexibility in the implementation stage of research has a direct paralfel in the way in which
the grant evaluation pmcess takes place.

In the case of an NSERC grant, at least mine, and there are elements
sirnilar to other people's, the objectives I stated in the grant are not they're
not followed up on specifically. ln other words, they look at your publication
record, your record of research achievernent, and there is no accounting as
to stated objectives of your application. You're evaluated in general terms. (Pd)

-

This staternent does not seem to be consistent with the insistence on providing specific
milestones, and predicting the social significance of particular research projects- Perhaps what
actually takes place emerges out of the mutual consideration, by scientists and funding agencies,

of the goals and interests of the other, In some cases, however, agencies are stricter when it
cornes to following a research plan,
Now, other funding agencies that l have applied to involve much more
specific objectives. You have to spell out in detail exactly what you're
going to do, and you're success is rneasured in ternis of these objectives- (C3)
The extensive variation in the ways in which grant proposais c m be completed and
interpreted creates a situation where the scientist continuously deals with an element of
uncertainty. In spite of the standards associated with granting sources, there is no sure way for
the scientist to predict the outcorne from any particular proposal.

-

I got a project funded - this was an individual project last year, that Ithought
my chances were next to nothing, and l didnt get something this year, where
I made a proposai which I thought was iron-clad. (C2)

Sometimes, this uncertainty can be mediated by enlisting the cooperation of others who may be
interested in the project. ln sorne cases, this involvement may be initiated by someone from
outside.
In this case, one of the parties approached me, and knew something of our
expertise, and said you know - "Wiif you help us?" So, they're kind of
supporting the application, but !'d Say that's lots more unusual than usual.
Usually you have to go out and find somebody to support you. This requires,
oh let's Say, a week of work at teast to produce a decent proposal. (C3)

-

While this kind of involvement is no more predictable than the grant application process itself, it
leads to a consideration of how scientists can enter partnerships in order to secure funds.

Entering Partnerships

Another mechanism for secun'ng research funding is to enter into a partnership with
another party that can benefn from the association. These can take a number of forrns:
scientists working together with colleagues at the same university or elsewhere, scientists
working with researchers in government laboratones, or scientists Iinking with their industry
counterparts. ln any of these situations the course of events that emetges will reflect a
negotiation process wherein a diversity of goals and perspectives will be balanced. Similady, the
kind of benefit that each party accrues from such an arrangement may be quite different.

Working with colleagues can take on a van'ety of forms that may involve individuafs from
the same univeMy, different universities, or even different countries. The composition of a
particular research group or thought collective rnay represent a conception of community, that is
not based on nationality, or specific institutional affiliation. In some cases, funding agencies rnay
require this kind of collaboration.
I have had a letter from a professor in Japan, asking me to CO-sponsor
a symposium with him in Hawaii, a Pacific rim conference. Why did he
write to me? Well, he knows that I am working in the field, and you have
to have representatives from three countries: the US., Japan, and Canada. (0%)

In other cases, the attitude rnay be entirely opposite.
One of the things the NSERC funding system has not done well is reward
collaborative work. They have looked on it rather suspiciously. If two groups
are working together, then one must be weaker. so we'll give that group less
rnoney. In some cases, that is true- (C6)

Thus, working with certain colleagues rnay negatively impact how a particular scientist is viewed
by others, These h o instances illustrate how scientists achieve identity through interactions and

involvement at a number of levels.
It may be possible for some scientists to raise their profile through association with a "big

namenscientist, such as a Nobel prize winner (see Crane, 1972; Hagstrom, 1974), or a "hot" area
of research, such as oncogene research (see Fujimura, 1988, 1996). In other cases, the
cooperation rnay reflect a more informai working arrangement that the funding agency rnay or
rnay not even be aware of.

-

In fact, she's (graduate student) funded by a colleague we co-supervise her,
and it's his project so therefore he's funding her research assistantship and I
do the supervision. This is a chap who used to work hem, and in fact many
years ago was a graduate student of mine. He is now at another university. (Gi)
As with these collegial arrangements, working with the government has its own peculiarities,

Some scientists rnay respond negatively to the kind of perspective on science they associate
with representatives of political groups. in these instances, some particular department of the
government rnay be acting as a business partner, with the opportunity to more directly influence
the course of scientific research in sorne direction or another.
The agenda of the 'centers of excellence" bothers me in that they rnay tum
us into some Ottawa bureaucrat's idea of an applied science laboratory.
Money has a way of finding people who will do what it wants. (C6)

All such arrangements will be based on sorne compromise with respect to goals and objectives.
However, there rnay also be situations where it is extremely difficuft to establish enough cornmon
ground to proceed.
Well, it's difficuft to get govemment money for that kind of joint
project, because it involves two different countries. It involves
the United Kingdorn and Canada, and NSERC of course will
entertain a grant application from me to do something, but they
generally would not give any support to what would be done on
the other side. So, we'd have to find some rnechanism that
would bring NSERC and SRC in the UK together to look at
our application jointly in order to get that funded. Whereas, ifwe
were to put an application in jointly to sorneplace like (international
corporation) for a contract, it's feasible that we would get rnoney
from thern, and probably more money from them than NSERC or
SRC would be willing to give at this point. (C4)
The perception of increased benefrt from the global economy may encourage industrial groups to
support projects that individual govemments cannot justify within their woridview. Thus,
scientists rnonitor activities and decisions made by these corporate bodies, and determine how to
integrate this awareness into their own situations.
The ways in which scientists make contact with potential industrial partners reffect the

diversity of activities and opportunities for interaction that both parties engage in.
As scientific people, we go to conferences, we publish in the literature,
we get inquiries, we meet people at conferences, we hear of people through
the grapevine. ln this university, some of our students work in industries that
are relevant. So, we get some feedback sornetirnes that way - it's iargely 1
think just that informal. (G2)

Here, potential funding arrangements are seen to emerge out of activities that are primarily
organized around other aspects of the scientific enterprise. In certain circurnstances, reciprocal
arrangements that are financially beneficial to scientists can adse out of a negotiated order.
Once you have some money. then you can negotiate with companies and
I did that in fact when I got the last two synthesizers. Igot two for the pnce
of one type of thing provided 1 would help them out as a consultant. (C3)
As with many of the activities discussed in this project, variations in circurnstances can lead to
different outcornes ansing out of seemingly sirniiar situations. There is no one way to do things,
and our depidion of what goes on in science, or any other aspect of human group life, should
reflect this variation.

Some companies are good to work with... these guys have been very good.
Some other companies have no sympathy whatsoever. (Company) says,
"Well, what do we care whether you're making scientific progress or not,
as long as we sel1 a machine somewhere. we don7 are." (C3)
In some cases, scientists have found a way to combine their research activities with the
provision of goods and services, in such a way as to largely support themselves through
commercial means. In other words, instead of being drawn into associations with industry in
response to particular circumstances, scientists may also integrate the direct marketing of goods
and services into their overall plans.

Marketing Services, Equipment, and Materials
Latour and Woolgar (1986:ïO) offer the following observation about the laboratory they
were studying.
Frequently, purified fractions and samples of synthetic substances are
sent to investigators in other laboratories. Each analog is produced
at an average cost of $1,500, or $10 per miIligram, which is much lower
than the market value of these peptides. Indeed, the market value of al1
peptides produced by the laboratory would arnount to $1.5 million, the
same as the total budget of the laboratory. In other words, the laboratory
could pay for its research by selling its analogs.
This report based on a convenient piece of accounting draws attention to the commercial
potential of the scientific laboratory. At the same time, however, it obscures, among other
things, the processes involved in initially producing and then masçproducing this peptide. The
scientific enterprise emerges out of real time processes. Time spent doing one thing cannot be
spent doing something else, unless more staff can be hired in the process.
Now once the instrument is developed - 1 mean the instrument that 1 spoke
about eadier - the one that I have been refining for over ten years... it is at
the point where I'm now going to wrnmercialize it, kcause it's a big pain in
the neck to build one of these things. Sol 1 c;tn build it and there are lots of
people who, if they had that instrument, would then go ahead and take some
measurements. (C7)
Here, the scientist is looking for a way to get some retum on his investrnent, so that he can
proceed over the next several years to make measurements rather than building equipment. We
have no way of knowing whether this development process would have taken five or twenty-f~e
years to complete, and neither did the scientist involved. He took a nsk, and now he wants to

maximize his payback. Other scientists, who can acquire the machine, will be able to use it in
their research. They neither have to take the same kind of risk (Le,, l o s of short-term
productivity), nor invest ten years of work.
In some cases, the cost of a piece of equipment can be offset by providing a service to
others who also would like to have access to such a machine, if only on a Iimited basis.
There is an applications specialist coming, and what I'm going to ask,
what I'm trying to do is... well, I need it, I really need it.., I shouldn't even
be doing the rest of the work without having access to this (piece of equipment).
I'm trying to set up some kind of setvice so that maybe I could pay for the
machine, at least part of the machine, out of the service. (C3)
This kind of service may involve making measurements or preparing samples for çolleagues, for
govemment, or for industry. The exact nature of the work to be done, and the amount of time
required to cany it out, will Vary with the specific requirements of prospective customers.
If it's industry, then you can generate a Iittle bit more money, but that means
taking a lot of my time, That means Ive got to write Ietters, get on the phone...
everything is very time consuming, (C3)

By striking a balance between a number of possible courses of action, scientists rnay be able to

maximize their gain out the circumstances that present thernsefves. Thus, they rnay positively
evaluate devoting a certain percentage of their time to commercial enterprise, rather than say
spending time going through the funding agency process- Balancing these various elements
may provide scientists with greater flexibility in detennining what goals they can or cannot
pursue.

Making Adjustments

One of the other activities that scientists engage in around funding is making adjustments to their plans as they pmceed. Sometimes the budget that they presented on paper in a
research proposa1 does not match the actual day-to-day operating costs that are incurred in the
research setting. Obstacles (equipment breaks, people get ill, the weather does not cooperate)
anse and must be deait with. An important part of the intersubjective accomplishment of science
is tied in to how effectively scientists deal wÏth these obstacles and uncertainties as they anse
(see Star, 1989:62-95).

Some funding agencies appear to remgnize this contingent nature of science as

That's one of the joys of the Canadian NSERC system. They want to see
productivity. They are not too fussy about following your original mandate,
as long as you are productive, and you're recognized for that productivity
and the contributions in that field. (P4)
In some cases, this fiexibility can extend to encompass new and often unanticipated avenues of
research,
My NSERC funding... what I did is pretty typical. I applied to get money
to do a particular project or group of related projects, and right now my
grad students are working on hydrocarbon resewoirs in Ontario, and are
actually fuifilling the mandate of the NSERC proposal. And these Iittle
extra things came on as a fluke, and it tums out that sometimes these
Iittle things tum out to be a lot more fnritful than anticipated originally.
So t get involved in little bits and pieces of research here and there that
I just had not anticipated in any possible way. (G3)
Adjustments are made and resources are re-deployed in such a way as to refiect the new
definition of the situation. These processes continue and, in retrospect, may appear to contiiute
a smooth transition from one research interest to another. However, our concem is to highlight
the jumps and breaks in activity that help us to understand how arnbiguities and uncertainties are
dealt with on a day-to-day basis.
In other cases, there is a clear shortfall of funding, and these merit particular attention
because they may put projects in jeopardy. Often, there are relationships within the academic
setting that provide a mechanisrn for making up just such a shortfall.
The dean will help you out, and today we have a dean who is very sympathetic.
If you have rnost of the money, but you need sornething to top it off, to make it,
to get a reaily good deal, then he'll do it. (C3)
Aitemately, the scientist may negotiate directly with the supplier o f a piece of equipment to get
what is required within a certain dollar envelope.
Or else you get some money and you try to extend the amount of money
and you negotiate with a Company and say, "Well, we'll buy this, but we
want this also." And they come back saying, 'Wetl, we can do it, but only
for $10,000 more dollars... (C3)

Adjustments can be made in such a way as to extend the research possibilities within a given
amount of dollars, or to extend the dollars to allow a certain kind of research to take place or a

particular piece of equipment to be purchased. In either case, these negotiations and
adjustments are very much a part of the practical accomplishment of science.

Discussion

The data presented in this chapter have ilIustrated the variety of activities that are
related to pursuing funding for scientific research. The coverage cannot be considered to be
comprehensive, nor c m it be taken to imply either that these activities rnust take place, or that
these are the only activities that can and do take place. Rather, the descriptions of activities
documented here arose out of conversations with practicing scientists, who indicated that these
actbities comprise an integral part of the day-tday accomplishment of scientific practice.
However, consistent with a symbolic interactionist perspective, the process of pursuing funding is
conceived of as integral to science not on some a pnon'basis, but because scientists engage in
activities related to this pmcess in the here and now. Furthemore, the meanings that scientists
attach to these activities are seen to anse out the processes of intefpretation and interaction that
constitute ail human group life.
As a means of determining what we can leam about science by exploring the process of

pursuing funding from a symbolic interactionist perspective, it will be instrudive to retum to the
three observations that scientists made when speaking with Stewart Gillrnor (1986). First of all,
the data presented here certainly support the idea of "funding pluralism," however the emphasis
now is not on measuring success. Rather, the data illustrate the divers@ of approaches that
scientists take to pursuing funding, and the implications that these activiiies have on what
science gets done and how it gets done. For example, one scientist indicated that a çtipend to
cover administrative duties was used to finance research, whiie another indicated that the
decision to cany out unfashionable research meant that most avenues for financial support
would be closed. Similarly with respect to Gillmor's second obsetvation that different funding
agencies tend to fund either people, projects, or problems, the data dernonstrate that scientists
take these differences into account in complex ways when applying for funding. Decisions to

cany out specific research prograrns are not taken in advance of pursuing funding, nor are these

two activities camed out in isolation from one another. Rather, an intricate relationship exists
between these activities, not to mention several others outlined throughout these pages, that
together constiiute the experience of science as practiced- Decision-making processes appear
to reflect a negotiated order that is far more pragmatic than m a t some might perceive as being
consistent with the disinterested or universal pursuit of truth. Scientists cany out their work in the
day-to-day worid, just like members of other groups, and the decisions they take reflect their
interpretations of this world and their place in it. Some choose to pursue large grants, while
others select to operate on a shoestring. Neither situation is more or less scientific than the
other, but both are certainly socially constmcted.
Thirdly, the scientists interviewed by Gillmor identified what he calls the "bi-directional"
character of the funding process, That is, there is a knowledge gap between what scientists
know about funding (Le.,policies, procedures, and political implications) and what bureaucrats
know about science (i-e.. disciplinary jargon, research programs, and experimental procedures).
This 'incommensurability" between the scientists and the bureaucrats can lead to frustrations on
both sides, and it can certainly have consequences in ternis of M a t science gets done and how.
ln fact, decisions to fund certain scientists and not others might be made on the basis of what
people on both sides woul3 consider irrational and irrelevant criteria. The data presented here
indicate that scientists often see things this way, and some clearly indicate that they resent this.
What we want to know, however, is how this date of affairç impacts scientists on a daily basis.
Part of the answer has to do what Kann Knorr-Cetina (1983a) refers to as %ansepisternicm
processes, that is, processes that involve taking into account multiple woridviews. Based on the
data, the process of pursuing funding would certainly fall into this category. Scientists not only
take others into account when canying out their work, but they learn to view objects (e.g., their

own research, govemment science policy, industry goals) from a vanety of perspectives, through
ongoing interadion with members of other groups and through interpretation of what takes place.
The equating of scientific activity with the growth of knowledge is a theme that has
arisen several times throughout the preceding chapters, and as the discussion at the beginning
of this chapter shows, the role of funding is an important aspect of these debates. Studies seem

to indicate that no clear link can be drawn between the level of funding attained and the amount
of knowledge produced. From the perspective of a syrnbolic interactionist, part of the reason
why this relationship is unclear is because the wrong questions are being asked. Not only is Ï t
incorrect to assume that the primary goal of the scientific enterprise is to produce knowledge, but
it is equally fallacious to suppose that there is a direct causal relationship between rnoney and

facts. Some of the scientists interviewed here stressed the importance of acquiflng funds, while
others were l e s concemed with these matters. None of them stated their views in tems of what
might be referred to as a 'price of truth" argument- Rather, a decision to pursue funding or not,
and to what level, is tied into what 1 would cal1 the Yreedom to pursue goals." Ballet companies
and syrnphony orchestras, neither of which are generally able to meet their financial needs
through ticket sales alone (see Chappell, 1991; Huntington, 1993; Throsby, 1995), seek out
support from govemment arts councils and private sponsors, in order 'Yo perfom." Outlaw biker
gangs hold field days and 'publicDdances (see Wolf, 1991) in order Yo ride." It might be the
case that the goal of science is simply, in processual terms and in the words of Francis Bacon,
70 twist the lion's taif-" In other words, scientists poke and pmd the world around them to see

what

happen as a result of their actions. This view of science is consistent with lan Hacking's

(1983) contention that science 'as practicedwhas more to do with 'interveningn in the world, than
i t does with the more philosophical view that science is about 'representing" the world.

Knowledge growth and the building of research empires may be cunsequences of such a
venture, whether intended or unintended, but our focus is on the processes through which al1 of
this takes place, not the products- So, the focus of much philosophy, history, and sociology of
science, in followïng an episternological agenda, may really be off the ma* in tems of getting at
what really 'drives" science, at least as a real human, social, and institutional activity. However,

we have only diswvered this and c m only pursue it furîher through more (not l e s ) genuinely
sociological exploration of the scientific enterprise.
A related issue is whether funding-related actiiities are to be considered scientific, and,

by extension, whether our exploration of these actiiities brings us any closer to determining m a t
is and is not science. As a working definition, throughout this project, science has k e n equated

with what scientists do. The interview material clearly shows how deeply funding-related issues
are embedded in the matrix of activities camed out by scientists on a daily basis. To atternpt to
tease out those elements that somehow could be classified as strictly funding-focused would be
to alter the way that scientists conceive of and carry out their work. At the same tirne, however,
the activities that constitute pursuing funding do not serve to differentiate science from nonscience. Rather, consistent with the whole notion of genen'c social processes, they serve to link
science to other realms of human endeavor. There may be something unique or exceptional
about science, as with other human pursuits, but this 'quality," whatever it may be, is unlikely to
emerge from the examination of everyday activities.
By viewing science as a realm of practice, however, we are in a position to contribute to
the ongoing controversy over what it means to view science as sociaHy constructed. As
discussed earlier, Latour and Woolgar (1986) argue that the fads produced by scientists are
socially constructed in the laboratory, white Knorr-Cetina (1983b) refers to social constructionism
(constructivism) more as a research program for those studying science. Like many
contemporary philosophers of science, following

an exploration of the different ways in which the

term 'social construction" is used in discussing science, Sergio Sisrnondo (1996:77) still
concfudes that social constnrctionists' views on science can be explained away in the end as
ultimately epiphenornenal. That is. he argues, science only "appears" to be socially constructeci.
Scientific knowledge looks underdetemineci and contingent while it is
being created because there are (often) competing institutions and other
social objects, and scientists spend much of their time dealing with these
objects. Thus we need a theow of science, or an approach to science,
that is consistent with and helps us to understand the fact that science
is not the purely rationalist and cognitive exercise that some positivists
thought it was. Yet to understand science's successes and failures we
have to have a theory of science that doesn't make successes and
failures into miracles.
Sismondo is arguing that science is in some ways a product of both cognitive and social
processes, but his reversion to the word 'miracles" betrays that his acceptance of this state of
affairs is crucially limited. When push comes to shove, he maintains a fundamental asymmetry
between the cognitive and rational aspects of science and the social and irrational. He has
simply accommodated a greater measure of the latter in his conception of science, on the basis

of the findings of the history and sociology of science. His position differs little. really, from the
exceptionalist view of science held within the traditional sociofogy of knowledge, and it points to
the fact that Sismondo is still evaluating social constnictionism from the standard
episternological standpoint of the philosophy o f science. In other words, he, like many advocates
and critics of social constnictionism, still views the production of certified knowledge as the
definitive goal of al1 scientific activity, and he believes that decisions as to the success or failure
of the products of science are based on largely rational criteria. The social side of science, while
certainly evident, is still viewed as something to be taken into account to a point, but ultirnateIy
explained away. What I would argue is that when science is viewed 'naturalistically" as a
practice, and not 'artificially" as a philosophical system, then whether a development in science
is logical and rational is irrelevant to the 'scientific" study o f science. M a t matters, as syrnbolic
interactionism would argue, is that our understanding of science reflects what actually takes
place among practicing scientists, as they attempt to accomplish the goals they have set for
themselvesThe advocates of the strong programme (see Bloor, 1976,1991 ; Barnes and Bloor,
1982) suggest that the social and cognitive aspects of science should be treated symrnetrically.
That is, m e n examining the basis for the successes and failures of science 'al1 beliefs are [to be
treated] on a par with one another with respect to the causes of their credibility" (Bames and
Bloor, 1982:23). In other words, whether sornething is detemineci to be tnie or false, the basis

for that truth or falsity must be sought syrnmetncally- Tnie beliefs cannot be assumed to be
solely cognitive and rational, any more than false beliefs can be assurned to be solely imtional
and social. Follovvïngthe standard view within the philosophy of science, most scholars studying
science start out with the assumption that the cognitive and the social are separate, and yet the
bulk of evidence gathered fmrn studies of science does not appear to support this view. Like
Bames and Bloor, l have chosen to assume otherwise, and the rnaterial presented here, while
certainly not conclusive, demonstrates that it might be worthwhile grounding the sociology of
science on this altemate approach.

Taking this analysis a step further, social constructionisrn. as the term is used by
Sismondo and others, irnplies that scientists are not dealing with the application of steadfast
rules, but that these niles are dynarnic (changes in thought styles, changes in paradigms,
changes in governrnent policies). Changes occur both with respect to the social side of science
(funding, govemrnent policies, and so on), and the cognitive side of science (method, logic).
Maintaining the dichotomy between these elements lends support to a perception that somehow
the social aspects of science are negotiated separately from the negotiations of cognitive
elements, and that the almost accidental resuft of these two separate processes of negotiation
(cognitive negotiations having pflority over social negotiations) give us what we cal1 science. As
stated above, I contend that, in practice, no distinction is rnaintained between the social and the
cognitive, and that the negotiated order that manifests itself as the products of science is more
accurately conceived of as 'intersubjective accomplishment." Latour and Woolgar (1986:281)
hint at this when they argue that the wotd social should be dropped from the phrase social
construction because al1 construction is social- 1 would go further to suggest that the term 'social
constructionn be abandoned within science studies altogether as ambiguous and politicaliy
loaded (see Gmss and Levitt, 1994: Ross, 1996).11 From a symbolic interactionist perspective,
then, it is not enough to Say, as others have done, that pursuing funding is important to, but
distinct from, science. Rather, the evidence presented here supports the contention that fundingrelated activities are, in fact, integral to science as practiced, in ways that alternate approaches
to the study of science are l e s well equipped to take into account.

A further benefit of the symbolic interactionist approach to science, and the use of the
genen'c social process scheme, is to permit researchers to demonstrate just how sirnilar science

is to other group activity. With respect to the GSP scherne, more directly, the following list of
activities was used to order the presentation of data in the chapter and provide a framework for

ldentifying Sources of Funding
Dealing with Govemment Agencies
Financing a Career

"

In Chapter 9,1 disniss the so-called "science wars," in which social constnzctionists are a
trying to undermine the scienbfic enterprise.

d of

Satisfying Mixed Agendas
Responding to Innovation
ldentifying Industria1Niches
Looking for Alternatives
Tapping into the Broader Community
Looking within the Instit~ition
Settling for Less
Bowing Out
Preparing Grant Applications
Meeting the Requirements
lnterpreting the Requirernents
Entering Partnerships
Marketing Services, Equipment, and Materials
Making Adjustments
The fact that some of these areas are explored in a more detaiied fashion merely reflects the
quality (implying characteristics and not value) of the data, rather than suggesting that some
activities are more or l e s important than others. Any one these activities could form the basis
for an extended research project, just as there rnay be other adivities related to funding that
have not been deatt with here, such as the ongoing administration of funds over the p e f i ~ d
that a
grant is held. At the same time, these same processes should be evident in the activities canied

out by members of other social groups.
In his study of an outlaw biker gang, Daniel Wolf (1991:250) indicates that the club had
five major sources of revenue: membership dues and club fines, the sale of vanous cornmodities
to members, the brokerage of club shares, sponsoring 'boogies,' and holding 'field days.'" Like
members of other groups, bikeis work towards achieving their goals, and for motorcycle clubs
this means holding 'runs," in other words, being able '?Oride." While direct parallels with the
activities carriecl out by scientists may not be obvious initially a closer examination of how these
sources are employed by the bikers will hefp to draw out the more generic elements. For
example, just as scientists apply for funding at regular intervals (every year, every three years,
and so on), bikers pay annual dues to their club in order to continue to cany out their 'tvork." The
imposition of club fines is not unlike a sort of 'peer review* proces through which the actions of
individual members are monitored and evaluated. Similarty, just as scientists market vanous
compounds, equipment, and services to their wlleagues, bikers provide beer, motorcycle parts.

or even a room for the night, to club members at special prices, or through barter. Bikers can
tum to the club or other rnernbers for a loan, just as scientists can look within their institutions for

funds to supplernent or replace what can or cannot be obtained extemally. In some cases, when
adequate funds cannot be obtained, bikers will make adjustments by not riding as frequently, or
they may bow out for a season if circurnstances warrant such action.
On a larger scafe, motorcycle clubs will often tap into the broader cornrnunity by holding
a 'boogie,' which is a 'publicwdance- That is, the usually closed worid of the outlaw bikers will be
open to certain rnernbers of the public who want a Yaste" of the outlaw life, through a wellplanned and carefully-executed event, in many ways parallel to prepafing to cany out a scientific
experiment. Just as scientists set up laboratones, and purchase equiprnent and raw materials.
bikers rent a large hall or public place, hire a band, and bring in galions of beer. Tickets for
these events are sold through motorcycle shops and bars. In canying out these bogies, bikers
are balancing their desire to be left alone with the need to finance their Iifestyle. Just like
scientists dealing with govemment agencies, equipment suppliers, or their colleagues, the
successful operation of these public dances involves taking into account different woridviews.
Bikers also hold "field days," to bring several clubs together for a senes of cornpetitions

and some 'serious partying." These events are closed to the public, and every effort is made to
isolate the events from potential public contact and police sunreilfance. As Wolf (1991:253)
indicates a successful field day is a "collective enterprise that demonstrates the strength of the
brotherhood as a resource base of diverse skills and a wide network of both business and
streetwise contacts." f o r example, several members worked together to construd a motorcycle
out of spare parts that they were able to get their hands on, and this was r M e d off as part of the
fest~rties.Also, corporate sponsors, especially Hariey-Davidson (the sole supplier of equipment
to outlaw bikers) through their local sales and service outlets, will contribute prizes for sorne of
the cornpetitive events. Just as with scientists who enter partnerships or identify certain niches.
bikers build on their skills and knowledge as a resource to help them attain funds. Through one
such event, 'Lvitti upwards of four hundred people attending the forty-four-hour-long party,"the

club realized a proffi of about $6000.
ln terms of examining other aspects of human gmup Me, the kinds of processes
documenteci here might help us to increase our understanding of ballet troupes, theater

companies, symphony orchestras, and other groups that rely on govemment and corporate
funding for their existence- Similarly, these activities might help us to examine the changing
ways in which universities and private schools are appealing to broader audiences for support. It
might also be interesting to take one of the many subprocesses or activities mentioned here and
examine it in a number of diverse settings. For example, it might be instructive to compare how
various groups faced with shortages in govemment funding look for altematbes by tapping into
the broader community. A study of this kind could include a number of voluntary sports and
recreational associations, community health services, day-care facilities, help lines, and so on,
as well as the scientific cornmunity.

Chapter Eight
MANAGING EQUIPMENT

As with the previous chapter on funding issues, this chapter begins with a suwey of

some of the studies that have been carried

out on the part that equipment plays in the scientific

enterprise. Again, 1 draw links between issues raised in these studies and the mateflal that was
provided to me by the scientists 1 intewiewed. Further, 1 compare the adivities engaged in by
these scientists with those engaged in by biker gangs and sex workers, as they take the
equiprnent they use into account. The data ako support altemate interpretations of the ternis
'black box" and LYechnoscience," and allow for further clarification of the notion of non-human
agency.

Context
Herbert Blurner (1 969:2) indicates that one of the fundamental tenets of symbolic
interactionism is that people respond to objects (animate or inanimate, conceptual or concrete)
based on the rneanings that these objects have for them. Regardless of the f o m of these
objects, the two mosl important points to remember are that these objects constitute the
"obdurate r e a l w which people confront on a day-to-day basis, and that people assign meanings
to these objects through ongoing processes of social interaction and interpretation. The material
presented in this chapter focuses on how scientists respond to one particular class of objects,
namely, the equipment they use to cany out their scientific work. Consistent with symbolic
interactionism and contrary to some versions of actor-network theory (see Callon, 1986, 1995;
Latour. 1987,1988; Pickering, 1995) the present project does not extend the notion of agency to
encompass non-human objects. Rather, the action of science is to be found arising out of the
intersubjective accomplishment of day-to-day adivities by human actors that take this equipment
and a range of other objects into account as they pursue their goals. Thus, for present purposes,
we are interested in the equipment itself only to the extent that it is meaningful to the scientists
that encounter it on a daily basis,

From test tubes to space telescopes, scientists regularly make use of a broad spectmm
of equipment (devices. machines) to help them reach their goals, In spite of this, equipment has
nOt figured prominently in social studies of science, and we know very Iittle about how scientists
deal with equipment-related issues on a daily basis. With the exception of a few studies
examined below (Traweek, 1988; Jordan and Lynch, 1992; Barley and Bechky, 1994; Nutch,
1996), when machines have been mentioned, it has tended to be in the context of two ongoing

philosophical debates- First, several sociologists of science have discussed equipment in the
context of delineating the nature and relationship of science and technology. The boundary
between the two has proven to be very fuzzy (see Knorr-Cetina, 1981;Latour and Woolgar,
1986), raising the philosophical problem of the demarcation of science once again. Second, the
issue of how scientists interact with their equipment has been raised in the context of the
sociological notion of the "black boxn(see Latour and Woolgar, 1986; Collins, 1992)- This notion
centers on the way in which scientists treat certain objects (e-g., equipment, facts, methods) as
taken for granted and unproblematic, as they go about their work, thus opening up discussions
on the relationship between theory and evidence and the closure of scientific debates- A cfoser
examination of these two issues will help to illustrate the impact they have had on the social
study of science.
Pickering (1 WS:I 57) points out that people tend to associate science with the production
of knowledge and technology with industrÏal settings and material production. This separation of
science and technology is evident in the Mertonian tradition of the sociology of science, where
no mention of equipment is ever made, because scientists are seen to be engaged in the more
abstract pursuits of the developrnent and testing o f theory. Evidence that the boundary between
science and technology was not so distinct in pradice, however, led some sociologists of science
to view things differently; arguing that there was in fact no significant difference between science
and technology. For example, actor-network theorists (see Latour, 7987; Law, 1987)
emphasized the instrumental chamter of what they catled "technoscience." A group of
tesearchers engaged in studying the 'social construction of technologicai systems" (see Bijker,
Hughes, and Pinch, 1987) advocated a more extreme variant of this position, in which

technology was to be viewed as being on a par with science, at least with respect to fis level of
abstraction. Both of these positions represent a return to philosophical arguments over how to
determine what is or is not science. As has been argued throughout, I not only think that these
debates are largely irresolvable, but, in the absence of much more empiricaf evidence of what
actually takes place in scientific practice, sociological efforts to contribute to the resolution of
these problerns are misdirected and futile.
Sociologists of science use the concept of a 'black boxwto describe the way in which
equipment is often discussed within the more positivistic and mechanistic framework of science
textbooks and journal articles, This term refers to any apparatus (or procedure) that when given
a specific input x wiII reliably produce output y- What goes on inside the black box is viewed as

'unproblematic," in that individual scientists can be confident that their peers will not question
that a certain device produces output y from input x, and that any scientist using this device will
obtain the same results. This element of control and consistency is seen to provide a sense of
permanence and stability to sorne aspects of the scientific enterprise. As Latour (1 987:3)
argues,
no matter how controversial their history, how complex their inner
workings, how large the commercial or acadernic networks that hold
them in place, only ttieir input and output count.
In support of the appearance of ciosure or stability, social studies of science have shown that
scientists regularly forget (ignore) the details of the messiness and contingency of scientific
practice associated with the construction of these black boxes in the first place. Latour (1987)
attempts to account for this forgetfulness by argulng that scientists build strong resource
networks in support of their positions. On the other hand, Collins (1992) argues that scientists
rely heavily on tacit knowiedge rather than on more fomalized notions of theory and evidence.
In either case, though, the prirnary concern is with using this infomation to support their debate
with more realist sociologists and philosophers of science about the essential nature of science.
Consequently, they do not pause to investigate further the adual ways in which scientists deal
with equipment. 1s al1 of the equipment comrnonly used by scientists treated like "bfack boxes?"
To even begin to answer this question, or simply to discuss the notion of the 'black boxw

adequateiy, we need to know more about what kinds of equipment. under what circurnstance, are
classified in this way. As with the science and technology issue, in the absence of more
empirical evidence, Our understanding of the role that black boxes rnay or may not play in
scientifîc practice is too limited.
Regrettably, the situation has become even muddier with the emergence of a third
philosophical debate. One group of researcherç (see Callon, 1986, 1995; Latour 1987, 1988;
Law 1993) conceptualizes the whole array of instruments, supplies, and other tools employed by
scientists as "material agents" which, Iike "human agents," play a role as 'actants" in the power
game of accomplishing science. In other words, these scholars argue that scientists,
bureaucrats, scientific apparatus, raw rnaterials, funding, and ail other objects are to be seen as
constituent parts of the network that supports the scientific enterprise, with no privileged position
being attributed to scientists or other humans in the network, This approach is at the heart of the
epistemological 'chicken debate," which was first played out in a collection of essays on science
studies edited by Andrew Pickering (1992).' In this debate, Hany Collins and Steven Yeariey
attack the "extended symmetry" of actor-network theory with respect to human and non-human
(material) agency. They argue that there are two alternatives. Either we see scientists as
producing accounts of material agency and then analyze these accounts sociologically as the
produds of human agents (the position favored by Collins and Yeariey), or we accept the
existence of material agency and yield our analytical and descriptive powers to the scientists
themselves, as they are the only ones qualifieci (scientifically) to address such issues (Pickering,
1995:iZ). In other words, either we can do social studies of science, which assume the

uniqueness of hurnan agency, or we abandon our efforts in favor of tmly internalist accounts of
science.
In their response, Michel Callon and Bruno Latour offer a third interpretation based on
the idea of treating both human and non-human agency semiotically. In other words, in
discussing science we are merely speaking (using various signs and symbols) as ifhurnans and

' Pickering (1995) provides an excellent summary and anaiysis of the *te,
my coverage.

which fomis the basis for

machines have agency, and the issue of whether these things are real entiiies or social
constructs is not important. Pickering (l995:Y 3-15) identifies two problems with this response.
First, he points out that a semiotic approach leads us away from studying the temporally

ernergent practice of science into an aternporal "worfd of texts and representations." Second, he
draws attention to the fact that while it may be permissibIe, semiotically, to speak as though
there is no difference between human and non-human agents, in practice it is not. As he

I find it hard to imagine any combination of naked human minds and
bodies that could subtiitute for a telescope, never mind an electron
microscope, or a machine tool, or for an atomic bomb (or for penicillin,
heroin, ...)

Pickering's alternative solution to the chicken debate (the mangle of practice) was discussed in
Chapter 4. Moving ahead, however, there are a number of issues of consequence to the social
study of science raised by the chicken debate. First, it illustrates the degree to which social
studies of science have been hijacked by efforts to contribute to a philosophical agenda that is
largely irresolvable. Second, it leaves us wondering what we might discover if researchers
abandoned the philosophica1agenda and retumed to the open ernpirical exploration of science.
Third, it emphasizes the fact that while machines are clearly recognized as central to the
scientific enterprise, we know almost nothing about how the relationship between scientists and
their machines manifests itself in practice.
Tuming now to an examination of some actual field studies of science, there are a
number of studies that offer a glimpse of the daily adivities that scientists engage in with respect
to equipment. Sharon Traweek (1988) stops short of attributing agency to machines, but she
does view the 'detectorsWthat one particular community of physicists use €0collect data as the
'material ernbodirnent of the high energy physics culture" (1988:46).
Detectors are distinctive and serve as the 'signature* of the group. These
machines are at the heart of the research activity of particle physics. Detectors
their conception and development, their maintenance, their performance
during the precious allotment of beamtime for an expriment - are the stuff of
frustration, h o p , heartbreak, and triumph for research groups. (Traweek, 198849)

-

Several aspects of this statement are important for the present pmjed. First, Traweek's
emphasis on detectorç reflects the importance attachecl to these objects by the scientists

themselves, and suggests that the scientists' identities, perspectives, and careers are intimately
tied in with thern. Second, we see that it is not the detectors themselves (in some extemal
objective sense) that are important for these physicists, but rather it is the range of activities
associated with these devices that cunstitutes the scientific enterprise. Third, the actual
adivities of conceptualizing, designing, building, operating, and maintaining these detectors are
just the kinds of activities reported by the scientists studied for the present project. Finally,
Traweek's statement alerts us to the human side of the scientific enterprise, by drawing attention
to the frustration, triumph, and other human products that emerge frorn scientific work, along with
whatever scientific knowfedge and discoveries might result.
Another interesting observation that cornes out of Traweek's study has to do with the

detectors is camed out. In the case of the American physicists, the approach to equipment is
much more pragmatic and hands-on, while in Japan the situation is very different.
m h e experimentalists did not have the means to make and unmake
their own equipment, even if they wanted to. Their own training had not
prepared them for dismantling and rearranging detectors, but for overseeing
the work of engineers. (Traweek, 1988:69)
Not only does this statement emphasize that we must be cautious when we atternpt to confiate
science and technology, but it contains the significant implication that a machine in Japan is not
necessarily the same as a machine in Ametka, Rather, cultural differences between groups of
scientists will be reflected in the rneanings that members of these groups attach to detedors and
other devices. While in this particular case the potential for altemate interpretations is based on
national differences, other studies (see Jordan and Lynch, 1992; Fujimura, 1996) provide
evidence that the same phenornenon, ive.,multiple interpretations of things otherwise assurned
to be objective and given, can be observed across a range of settings, right d o m to a single

In a collection of papers edited by Adele Clarke and Joan Fujimura (1992), a number of
scholars examine various IYools" that researchers in the life sciences have used to help them
reach their goals. The studies are largely histoncal, and can be seen to reflect an aspect of
Thomas Kuhn's work.

So long as the toois [that] a paradigm supplies continue to prove capable
of solving the problems it defines, science moves fastest and penetrates
most deeply through confident employment of those tools. The reason
is clear. As in manufacture so in science - retooling is an extravagance
to be reserved for the occasion that demands it. The significance of crises
is the indication they provide that an occasion for retooting has arrived. (Kuhn, 1970:76)
For Kuhn, as for those represented in the Clarke and Fujimura volume, the notion of tools
encornpasses not just specific pieces of equipment, but also procedures, tests, and other
patterns of activities that scientists may engage in.
Among the findings are the notions that "toolsn are constructed, disciplined (made to
'behave' consistently in predictable ways), and rewnstructed along wÏth the jobs that they are
designed to perform and the appropn'ateness, or 'rightness," of the tools for those jobs (see,
Clarke and Fujimura, 1992:17). In other words, in the process of accumplishing science,
scientists not only construct and modify their tools, but many aspects of their Iife-worids may go
through simultaneous transformations. That is to say, a change in one aspect of scientific
practice, particularly wrth respect to tools, often is accompanied by changes to other aspects
(e.g., research interests, allocation of resources),
While some issues discussed in the studies reported in the Clarke and Fujimura
collection are consistent with the approach advocated in this study, there is one major weaknessIn only one study out of ten (Jordan and Lynch, 1992) do we hear directly from the scientists
involved. Through their analysis of the 'plasmid prep" (a tool on its way to bewrning a black
box), Jordan and Lynch discover that a seemingly standard procedure is subject to a diversity of
local variations that reflect the particular circumstances of those employing the procedure.
These authors contend that the notion of a black box is primarily a "representational convention,"
and that a more accurate description of what takes place in practice would be to refer to these
tools as LYranslucent" boxes. That is, reflecting the processual and emergent nature of scientific
practice, the outlines of these devices are not cleariy resolved, and the inner workings are open
to dispute. Unfortunately, Jordan and Lynch, along with several other scholars represented in
the volume, use these discovenes of the contingent nature of scientific practice to engage in
discussions of what constitutes rationality and realism in science. We are more interested in

hearing from scientists directly, because, as indicated, an interactionist approach to science is
not to be limited by some philosophical research agendaAs was pointed out in Chapter 4, one study that shifts the focus away from the
equipment itself towards the people responsible for looking after the equipment, was camed out
by Stephen Barley and Beth Bechky (1994). These scholars were interested in the work of
technicians in scientific laboratones, and they make a nurnber of observations pertinent to the
focus of this chapter.
Technicians focused more on the instrumentsthan on the cells they analyzed,
knowledge of optics, lasers, fluorescence, and cornputers was considered
more crucial than knowledge of cell biology. (Barley and Bechky, 1994:93)
This statement illustrates the fact that the distinction between technology and science, and the
knowledge and activities associated with them, has consequences for the way in which science is

camed out on a daily basis. At the same time, however, the reliance of science on technology,
and on people who can work with it, is also highlighted.
Much of the technician's and the research support specialist's work involved
setting up and aligning instruments, a time-wnsuming task that required
adapting the devices to the study at hand. (Barley and Bechky, 1994:94)
As will become clear throughout this chapter, many o f the actiiities that Barley and Bechky
describe as part of technicians' work are camed out in varying degrees by the scientists
interviewed for this study.
in a somewhat related effort, Frank Nutch (1996) presents a study of what he calls
'gadget-scientists," who employ a van'ety of 'gadgets, gizrnos, and instruments" in canying out
their research. Based on his reading of Fujirnura (1987) and Traweek (1988), and through his
own study of scientists at the Crescent Reef Manne Laboratory, Nutch argues that unlike gadgetscientists, 'conventional" scientists use 'ready-made," "off-the-shelf equipment to cany out their
work. When they are confronted with difficulties related to the use o f such equipment, these
"conventional" scientists
are more Iikely (1) to rely on technical support and mas-produced
equipment, (2) to undertake a different project, or (3) to change their
research project significantly- (Nutch, 1996220)

Unfortunately, there is Iittle empirical evidence to indicate how Nutch detemined these three
options, or how scientists determine which of these options to take.
Two elements of Nutch's study have particular relevance for the present project. First,
the creation of a typology in which some scientists are labeled as 'gadget-scientistsn and ail
others are 'conventional" scientists seems overly simplistic, In spite of its apparent basis in
practice, it is unlikely that this dualism can reflect the dynamic nature of the scientific career,
within which perspectives, identities, and activities are constantly changing. Second, my
research seems to indicate that the kind of activities that gadget-scientists engage in (adapting,
modifying, repairing, and tinkenng) are the n o m among many scientists, rather than the
exception. On a more positive note, through his fieldwork, Nutch came to realize just how rnuch
of scientists' daily activities are centered around issues of dealing with equipment,
What these studies demonstrate is that it is not the equiprnerrt itself, but rather the
meanings that scientists attach to it on a daily basis, that is crucial to the scientific enterprise.
Building on this insight, the material in this chapter contributes to a more detailed understanding
of the content and compfexity of the activities that comprise the process of rnanaging equipment.
In other words, Our interest is in the range of activities that scientists engage in as they ernploy
certain material resources (machines, tools, equipment, and related procedures) to accomplish
their goals. The scientists intewiewed indicated that the kinds of activities involved here include:
Selecting Equipment
Acquiring Equipment
Operating Equipment
An examination of these activities will show that the practical accomplishrnent of science on a
day-to-day basis is a collective enterprise that anses out of the ongoing interaction and
interpretation processes engaged in by scientists and members of other groups with whom they
corne in contact. At the sarne time, it will demonstrate how, even though science is a purely
human endeavor, scientists cany out their work in a complex technical environment made up of
a vast anay of objects that must be continually taken into acwunt. The details of the adivities

they engage in also help us to see how scientists compare to members of other groups that work
with equipment (e-g., bikers, chefs, auto mechanics, musicians).

Selectlng Equipment

The equipment that scientists use to carry out their research varies with the kinds of
problerns they pursue and the different approaches to solving these problems that particular
scientists identify with. The ways in which equiprnent 5s selected reflect the broader range of
perspectives associated with the particular paradigms o r thought styles within which scientists
may be working, and these ways emerge in response t o those objects that are meaningful in the
cantext and situation at hand, In some cases, the selection process may appear to be quite
straightforward and well defined.
We equipped ourselves for a neurophysiology station. So, that meant
an oscilloscope, an FM tape-recorder, an electrode puller - al1 of the
electronic equipment for doing intracellular measurements and injections. (B5)
My work doesn? require sophisticated equipment, Basically, 1 need a
high qualiiy microscope, and bench space, and a freezer, and dissecting
equipment. (81)

This work could have been canied out in the 1920s. The techniques
were so simple, and everything I needed was ai hand. (86)
Other cases rnay reflect a greater degree of complexity and investment, where the interests and
expertise of a nurnber of associated groups is taken into account.
It was a lot of hard work, as you can imagine, because of course it
involves a lot of electronics and engineering and computer science and
programming, in addition to chemistry, but I had a lot of fun doing it. ( C i )

This statement is a pointed reminder not only that the practical accomplishment of science is
intersubjective, but that much of the success and satisfaction deriwed from participation in the
scientific enterprise is directly related to overcoming the array of challenges and struggles that
arise in working with others.
The coverage of the equipment selection process is divided into three subprocesses thal
serve to illustrate the vanety of ways in which this process can be seen as emerging out of
collective adion. These are:
Adhering to Standards

Working within Limitations
Leaming from Others
As with aH of the processes and activities that comprise the doing of science, there is a great
deal of overlap and interrelatedness not only among these three elements, but also with many of
the facets of the practical achievement of scientific goaIs covered elsewhere in this work.

Adhenng to Standards

ln many cases, the selection of equipment is camed out within the context of the ways in
which research is, or has been, camed out by others engaged in similar or related projects. This
collective activity can lead to a situation where certain standards are set with respect to what
pieces of equipment are considered appropnate for certain research activities, and to specific
ways in which those pieces are to be used. On the one hand, this process of standardization
serves to remove uncertainty both with respect to how certain scientific procedures are to be
caT
reid

out, and how the results of using such procedures will be received by other scientists (see

Jordan and Lynch, 1992). On the other hand, standards may constrain individuai creativity, or
the ways in which scientists may take unanticipated results into account.
There are instances in which the level of standardization leads to a situation where
scientists representing a diversity of research programs and objectives will basically utilize the
same stock of equipment for their research.
The bulk of astronomers, observational astronomers, in this country
work at universities, but dont have their own telescope facilities. So,
they use other facilities, such as the Canada-France-Hawaii telescope
and the James Clerk Maxwell telescope, which are both located in
Hawaii and have their primary value at different wavelength regions. (Pl)
This particular level of standardization (international) is taken into account when scientists
determine their research objectives, and both the detemination and the consequences of the
compromises they make are shared among al1 participants in this area of research.
Certainly, in North America, because of the way in which the big
telescopes and big obsenratories have developed, there have been
a few locations which have developed techniques for retrieving
that information, and those techniques are made available to everybody who wants them, for free. But, that means they are standardized
and that's good, because it allows other people to have a pretty good
idea of what yoube done and how you've gotten your data base. So,

when they're comparing, when they're reading a paper that you've
written, or looking at your data set, they have an ability to evaluate
it from their own perspective, because they've done similar things.
So, you Say, "I took this with such and such a CCD (charge coupled
device). and such and such a teIescope, and I used these techniques
to reduce it, and then after that I used these techniques." A lot of
these techniques are very similar from one place to another, and that
ailows people to ... it makes it easier for someone like me to get the
data and for me to understand other people's data bases. The other
thing it does, of course, is it means that you don? have - unless you
are working at an obsewatory or you're an instrument buiider yourself,
you don? have the flexibiiity to design a specific program for your
specific needs. So, anytime you are doing any observation, what
you're doing is always a compromise between wtiat you want and
what the instrument has to offer. (Pl)
The process of ensuring compatibility with other equipment or software, or the procedures to be

camed out in some other application, does not only take place at the level of an astronomical

During one of my interviews, a student from another laboratory came into the office to
see if he wuld borrow a particular piece of equipment from the scientist being interviewed that
he needed for an experiment he was intending to carry out. The student had picked up the
apparatus in the scientist's lab, and had it in his hand. The scientist nodded his consent and let
the student go on his way.

He's a very bright person, and f have a great deal of respect for him,
but he hasn't thought about the problem. The first thing that he knows
is that he needs a regulator, and without even thinking, he's just happy
to have found a regulator, He won? get the job done. Think about it
from the ground up. This is my instrument, and it rneets 1500 psi.
They would have to have a compatible system (which they don?),
otherwise it won? work. (C2)
While there may have been some pedagogical purpose in this specific course of events, the
important point for consideration here is that, when muitipie pieces of equipment are put together
in order to cary out some activity or other, success will be related to how well participants are
able to incorporate a number of elements into their interpretation of the situation. The
possession or selection of one piece of equipment has consequenees for the process of selecting
another device.

Workng within Limitations

The notion of working within limitations centers on how scientists take into account the
level of access that they have to material and human resources, as they attempt to accomplish
their goals. In certain cases, these limitations may be conceptualized financially.
There are al1 sorts of great experiments that we know will provide rnost
definite answers to the questions that we are posing, and you cannot do,
simply because you dont have the instrumentation. And the kinds of
instrumentation that I'm talking about is 150,000 to a quarter of a million
dollars. It's just not cheap things. (C2)
Linked to the process of assessing feasibility, scientists may hope to cany out certain research
activities, but when it cornes to selecting the appropriate equipment to cany out their plans, they

rnay find thernselves making adaptations that match the limitations of their present
circumstances.
The easiest way to get good pure preparations of DNA is to use an
ultracentrifugeto spin out your samples in cesium chloride, at speeds
of maybe 60 to even 90 thousand Gs. But, I don7 have an ultracentrifuge,
so l have to use a chernical method, which works, but is quite finicky,
and we're having a tough time getting it to work properly. (83)

Even when scientists possess, or have access to, seemingly appropriate pieces of
equipment, regardless of their monetary value, other conditions may need to be taken into
account. For example, when the community of scientists gains access to new and improved
maten'al resoutces, existing resources, regardless of how much is invested in them, are still
conceived of as old.
We see great scientists that cannot rnake the measurements they need
to make, sirnply because they dont have the equipment to make the
measurements with. And, to make things woise, things are changing
at an accelerated pace. So, if youice got something that's state of the
art today, a few years d o m the line, it is yesterday's news, and I think
that cornputers are a classic example of this. (P4)
Keeping in mind that our concem is not with the equiprnent itself, but with how scientists deal
with that equipment, it is instructive to consider how changes in cornputer technology, for
example, affect the ways in which people practice science. For example, Paul Edwards (1 995)
points out that the rnajority of studies examining the social aspects of cornputer technology have
tended to be 'impact" studies refleding either a utopian or dystopian perspective. Edwards

(1995:258) argues not only that these studies tend to be ahistorical, but that they lack the kind of
udetailedexploration of local effects characteristic of some of the best science studies Iiterature."
Based on three case studies (computers in the military, computerization in banking, and gender
identity and computer use), Edwards (1995:284) concludes that it is inappropriateto view
cornputers as "causingnsocial change. Rather, it is essential to take a 'social process" approach
to understanding precisely how computers are integrated into existing networks of social
relationships. As one of the scientists interviewed for the present project stated:
A11 three of these things - how you couid do the calculations, how you
could write the papes, and how you get scientific information that
drarnatically changed in the iast f 5 years, and al1 because of the cornputer
- combined with the internet, (PZ)

-

Here, three aspects of accornplishing science on a day-to-day basis are identified as having
been effected by cornputer-related innovations, Further research might follow up on any or ail of
these three, to examine the details of the specific changes that have taken place in the activities
of scientists that emerge as they integrate computers into their daily practice. This will involve
taking more into account than the technical capacity of computers and other equipment, not to
mention the changing nature of scientific problems. Such research will also need to reflect the
attitudes of administrators, funding agencies, and colleagues, with respect to their awareness
and appreciation of the broader cansequences, particularly around resource allocation, that
technological advances imply.
The process of selecting equipment reflects not only the scientists' understanding of
what some particular piece of equipment will do for them, it also incorporates a level of
understanding of broader-based trends and anticipated changes in the capabilities of that
equipment.
WeIl, spedrographs have a variety of limitations. The most severe one
that is now being resolved would be that wnventionaIly, you take a spectnrrn
of one object at a time, and that means that not only are you taking a long
time to take that one object, but you're onty able to do a few in a night.
There are now a group of spectrographs that are being developed in various
ways that wiil allow you to take spectra of 15 or 20 or 30 objects at the same
time. They use fiber optics, and again, you have to have the sophisticated
computer capabilities to do that online, on site, then and there. (Pi)
I needed at least 8 megabytes of RAM to handle the symbol manipulation
software, but 1 got 16 megabytes of RAM because I really wanted to be sure

that I could do these calculations. On a previous purchase, I skimped a little
bit on that, and 1 thought on this one, T m going to get it. it's an extra couple
of hundred dollars, but it's worth the money." (P2)

I bought this thing (computer) a year ago - I expect it will last me a few
years but I'lt have to upgrade it probably in another three years because
there just will be better software developed, and it will require bigger capacrty.
You'll be able to do that much more. (P2)

-

Scientists often balance the immediate cost of equipment with considerations of the "lifeexpectancy" of that equipment. The ways in which scientists interpret pieces of equipment and
other objects are subject to change, and in selecting equipment scientists atternpt to predict to
sorne degree what those changes might be.
Well, a mixture. It was done the way a person would do any typical
consumer purchase. You want the best value for the least amount of
money - computers especially. Since this is for professional purposes,
this was top of the line, it was the fastest - 1 rnean, it isn't now, 1 expect
but when l got it, it was the fastest machine on campus. So, m a t criteria?
1 wanted sornething that had a lot of storage space. So, this has a one
gigabyte hard drive -the previous computer I had had a 60 megabyte
hard drive. So, this is more than ten tirnes the size. Why? Software
programs take up a lot more room on the disc, and stonng my data which
are my papers and rny caiculations they take up space and I just need
that space. Iwanted a machine that, for economic reasons, 1 wanted to
get the tcp of the line, so I couid be convinced that it would last me on the
order of five years, which I expect this machine will last me. (P3)

-

-

-

Thus, the notion of working within limitations can be seen to reflect scientists' understanding of
their own work and the part that equipment may play in accomplishing that work. Equipment
rnay be selected on the basis of an assessrnent of the scientists' present circurnstances (in ternis
of resource allocation) or on the basis of an assessrnent of how the incorporation of any
particular piece of equipment into the scientists' working environment may alter ongoing or
planned courses of action.

Leamjng from Others
In other instances, the selection of equiprnent will be based on what scientists can leam
from others, either through formal or informa1means. This process may invoIve observing the
operation of some piece of equipment in someone else's Iaboratory, or it may even involve trying

out the piece of equipment to see if it meets some particular criterion or other.
The guy I was working with was a pure neurophysiologist, and i was a

neuroendocrinologistwith not a lot of experience on the neuro side. So,
he knew exactly what equipment he wanted, and he also knew what the
better ones were that we could afford. (B5)
Well, it's a combination of things. You read the Iiterature. You find out
that people are doing a certain type of rneasurement, You have materials
which you think rnay have the sarne properties as these people are studying,
so you want to do that rneasurement as well. So, usually the first step, and 1
guess we sort of more or l e s followed this, is that you find someone who
already has the existing equiprnent and you say, "Can you measure this
matenal for me and see if it has these properties?" And they do, and sure
enough it has the properties you want and you get al1 excited. And then you
start doing a few other things in their lab and you Say, 'Could I measure this
and could I rneasure that?" And then you start doing the measurement yourself
in their lab because nobody wants to s p e ~ dusually weeks and months doing
your rneasurernents. So, I will send my student over to their lab to do these
measurernents and I will also go there. And after you do a little bit of this, you
realize that the maten'als that you're making do have the properties that you want,
and at some point it becomes apparent that this is going to become a major research
effort in your lab, and so you're going to have to aquire this equipment yourself,
othenvise you're not going to get very far. (C5)
Here, the scientist makes use of vaflous relationships and associations with scientists in related
research areas to gain access to equipment on a trial basis in order to evaluate its
appropriateness, before allowting significant resources and committing to a new or rnodified
course of action. The various stages of involvernent mentioned here each provide an
opportunity for continuance or temination. At each point, the scientist is simuitaneously
selecting a piece of equipment and a course of adion for their research, on the basis of ongoing
interaction with others and a process of ongoing interpretation.
I've had to acquire a lot of new equipment to study these matenais.
In fact, an entirely new set of apparatus for measuring the conductwity
in these materials, We had al1 of the wherewithal to make the maten'als
and to do some of the studies of their structure, and then we had to set up
a new part of my [ab to rneasure their properties. (C5)
Thus, the decision to acquire a new piece of equipment may also entai1 rnaking other
modifications in the way that scientific activity is camed out, with respect to pursuing funding,
rnanaging students, and other activities illustrated in this work.
The process of leaming frorn others when selecting equipment shows a continuous and
emergent quaiity, where ongoing interaction with wlleagues conHitutes the intersubjective
achievement of collective goals.

Then usually you tum to the person whose lab you've k e n in, whose
equipment you've been borrowing, for counsel as to how to build something

like this. You talk to many other people, then you start to publish your own
research in this area. That bnngs you to conferences where other people
are publishing the same sort of data, so then you talk to these people about
m a t kind of apparatus they have, how did they buiid their's.,. people share
this kind of information usually, 'Oh, well I got one of those French systems.
You know, things Iike that. So you slowly over a penod of time acquire
information as to where to go for al1 the bits and pieces. (CS)
Collins (1992:55-56) describes the diffÏculties faced by scientists in their attempts to buifd a TEA
(Transversely Excited Atmospheric pressure) laser. Not one of the scientists he spoke with was
able to wnstnict the laser solely on the basis of the available published matenals. Success
came only through direct personal contact with the original builder of the laser. Further, no
scientist was successful in building a laser whose informant was a 'middle man," that is someone
who rnay have been involved, but that had not actually built a laser thernselves, Even among
those that succeeded in building the laser, onIy those that engaged in an extended period of
contact with the original builder, such as spending tirne in their lab, were able to get their lasers
working.
The process of selecting equipment not only represents a distinct set of activities in the
daily practice of scientists, but these actbities are cleariy linked to many other aspects of the
scientific enterprise. The illustrations for each of the three subprocesses in this section
demonstrate that selecting equipment is very much a process of human interaction and
interpretation. Further research might look more closely at the way in which scientists' identities
are linked to the types of equipment that they choose to work with, Traweek's (1988) work on
high energy physicists and their detectors and Wolf's (1991) study of outlaw bikers and their
Hariey-Davidson motorcydes provide an excellent starting point for this kind of inquiry.

Acquiring Equipment
Once scientists have selected the appropriate equipment for the work that they wish to

carry out, they have several options with respect to acquiring that equiprnent. Not only is this
process closely linked to the selection processesjust discussed, acquiring equipment is most
cleariy associated with processes of acquin'ng and allocating funds. The four subprocesses
outlined here demonstrate the vanety of social arrangements that scientists may enter into, as

they attempt to acquire the things that they have determined will help them to accomplish their
goals. These are:
Purchasing commercial Equipment
Borrowing Equipment from Others
Accessing Shared Equiprnent
Designing and Building

Purchashg Commercial Equipment

Those cases where equipment can be purchased off-the-shelf reflect situations where
some other human enterprises (equipment manufacturers) have anticipated the (standardized)
pradices of the scientific cornrnunity, and have produced a variety of materials that scientists
regulatly make use of in their work.
Sometimes in a situation like this you literally just buy a piece of equipment.
It tums out that it's a packaged unit. You get it from some company, and you
plug it in, and you read the manuals, and you know more or l e s that mnning
the thing is usually not that difficuit. (C3)
Whiie this process may sound simple enough, in some instances, the adual purchasing process
rnay be tied in with the grant application process and thereby be spread over a considerable
period of time during which certain parameters may change,
I had to go to companies and get pnce quotes for machines, and subrnit them
with the grant application. Then they didn't give me what 1 think I asked for
about thitty thousand, and they gave me twenty-two thousand to buy the machine.
It was enough. The prices had tumbled in the intenm, and I was able to get the
machine and a laser pnnter as well. New technology had corne out from the
submission time to the acceptance time of the grant. (P2)

-

In this case, the scientist was able to respond to the situation in such a way as to get more than
was otiginally intended. Other situations rnay reflect very different circumstances.
We asked three companies (A,B,C) to quote on certain equipment, and I went
with A. It was the most expensive* We haven't gone with them since, because
they were about 30% high. The thing is that I didn't know very much then. The
oniy reason that we went with them is that their main facility was nearby, and if 1
needed something, 1 couid go to them. (P3)
Here, the scientists knowingly

traded greater financial output for easier access to service. The

process of acquiring equipment is not as simple as trading rnoney for material. Many other
elements, such as senrice, are taken into account in making decisions to buy.

One situation in which commercial purchases may make the most sense is m e n there is

a high level of standardization or regularity in the desired components (black boxes). Not only
does this situation remove a level of uncertainty or ambigu@ from the day-to-day work of
scientists, it means that resources, financial or otherwise, can be allocated elsewhere.
You look at the optics, then you say to yourself, 'How many components
are going to be at a specific optical axis height?" And, in the majority of
cases, you are going to go commercial, because it's going to be a lot
cheaper to go commercial, and then we'll build the rest of them to match
that optical axis height. (P3)
Cornponents used by a number of scientists may even be available at in-house facilities run by
the university itself. This is one way in which other rnembers of the university cornrnunity
become collaborators in the scientific enterprise.
Conceming the electronics components, for the smaller ones - I mean,
there are very popular ones that are readiiy available in the electronics shop.
We just go and get it off the shelf some wiring, connectors, and so on.
They are already developed, and they are not expensive, so they are readily
available to us. (P3)

-

In other cases, the decision to go to a commercial supplier may reflect an extended
process during which scientists evaluate a number of variations of a product that were
manufactured in different ways.

-

-

To get the things that we didn't have essentially the detectors for
these, I starteci building rny own detedors. Now that I1velearned how,
it's not a really wmplex project, but if you want to get a state of the art
detector then probably what you need is someone who really knows how
to improve how to get the best out of these detectors. So, at times, the
electronics shop builds detectors for us, but right now the way I would go
is commercial straight commercial because what you get from a
commercial instrument is going to be far superior, at least from what
lire seen today, to what I can get eithef from the electronics shop or
what I can build. (P3)

-

-

-

Here, the scientist assesses the different possibilities and determines, al1 things considered, the
most berieficial course of action, Similarly, the process of investigating potential suppliers may
lead to a reassessment of the situation.

It took us quite a bit of time to find this regufator, and I made several
phone calls, and I found out who sells them and how much they cost.
I wasnY sure wtiether I had that kind of money to spend Severi hundred
dollars for something that we are not going to use frequently. (C2)

-

As with the process of selecting equipment, the activities around acquiring equipment

reflect a complex interplay of individuals, along with an ongoing process of interpretation.
Eventually we ran into a French piece of equipment that people had been
using in France and they had only sold four of them in North America. It tumed
out one of them had been sold to the person that 1 worked for as a post-doctoral
fellow who was d o m in Texas. So, of course, f called him up and said, 'Gee,
how is it working?" You know, ali those sorts of questions. And ultimately we
ended up buying one ourselves and so we...that wasnY the whole part, that
was jus- one little component,., my post-doc and Iand a couple of my grad
students had sort of hooked up that component to the other components,
rewritten some of the software ourselves, and, we sort of, over the last year I
guess, put it al1 together. And now we're up and running. So it was a complicated
interplay of talking to many people, bringing someone into my lab who knew
a fair bit about this, and reading a lot of the Iiterature as well, as to what sort
of different things people were using. (CS)
Here, the acquisition of a piece of equipment can clearly be seen as intersubjective
accomplishment, intflcately tied in with a variety of other social processes.

Bornwing Equipment fiom Others
In some instances, scientists may bomw equipment from culieagues in order to try
things out prior to making an investment. Even in those instances wfiere scientists eventually
incorporate new equipment into their own operation, these initial stages of research carriedout
on borrowed equipment do not merely represent trials or tests. In other words, scientific research
activities do not begin only after scientists have inwrporated equipment into their own setting.
Rather, as can be seen in many of the cases presented throughout this chapter, the achievement
of scientific goals is being camed out on a more or less wntinuous basis, in response to a
variety of circumstances.
When we first started to do these expen'rnents, we were actually borrowing
equipment for those measurements from the physics department and from
ail over, other places, other uiiiversities. And now we've buiit up our own
set up in our own lab to do the measurements here. (C5)
No one in the department had the equipment to make the quality of
electrodes we needed, so what we did was go down to the research
hospital on our bicycles about twice a week, pulling electrodes and then
going back to our lab to use them. (B5)
We're very fortunate to have access to imaging equipment from a colleague
down the hall. We could never afford to get our own, and besides, she does
not use it that often. So, it is very convenient. (87)

In certain situations, scientists may borrow a specific component that becornes part of a
larger configuration of equipment.

I needed it (gauge), otherwise a quarter of a million dollar piece of equipment
wouldn't work. ln fact, I didnY buy it because it was expensive, and it took me
a few days of looking around, wading through al1 the equipment, and I was
fortunate enough to find one under somebodyassink in their lab. It was sitting
there for ten years. Nobody used it. (C2)
In this case, a bit of searching around not only saved the scientist a significant outlay of rnoney,
but Ï t had much broader consequences in terms of the overall situation and context within which

the scientist operated,
Borrowing equipment can have significant consequences for the lender as well as the
borrower, and these issues are taken into account when the decision to bonow or lend is made.
The danger is that, if sornething goes wrong.., Uh, if 1 let you drive my car
and something goes wrong, there is always going to be the suspicion that you
were not driving it properly. That's why what happened happened. God forbid
there is an accident, and then you're in trouble. We dont have the money to
buy this instrument, and that's wtiy youaregetting sornebody else's, and if it
breaks while you're using it, where are you going to find ten or twenty thousand
doIlars to get it fwed. And then the problem gets to be more complicated,
because you are affecting the principal investigator's research, because if his
instrument goes down for two rnonths, and it is your fault, what's going to happen
to his research, and it gets to be more and more complicated. (C2)
As this case illustrates, borrowing equipment can be a high-risk venture from which a variety of
consequences, intended or unintended, rnay emerge. In al1 of these cases, however, it is clear
that the accornplishment of science is a collective enterpn'se, based on a diversity of
relationships and associations.
I went there to do some work that he had very specialized equiprnent for.
He could do quantitative analysis of our preparation live on video, and with
that record you can get more data in a couple of days to get a handle on well,
1 was able to eliminate certain ways of doing things as k i n g impractical, or
because they would not give us the informatiun we need. So, 1 was able to
go back to rny lab and not have to wony about specific aspects of the project. (B5)

-

Accessing Shared Equipment

Sharon Traweek (1988) draws attention to the way in which the high energy physics
community develops around the small nurnber of sites, where the kind of research that they

engage in can be canied out. A similar situation obtains for observationai astronomers, where a
small number of telescopes and related devices are shared by scientists from many unive~ities
worldwide. in these cases, it is not the equipment itself that scientists acquire, rather it is
*accessnto the equipment. Whereas high energy physiciststhink in terms of 'beamtime," many
astronomers base much of their activity on 'observing tirne."
1 apply for observing time. I fiIl out a f o m in which I describe the science
that is special about the project that I want to do, and I talk about how that
science can't be done without that telescope. l specify the instrument I want
to use. I specify why that telescope is the teiescope of choice, and other things.
So it's like a grant proposal in a sense R's like a mini research paper. And,
more often than not, your proposal is with two or three other people. You
submit the proposai. It is refereed, in the same way that a manuscript for
publication is refereed, and the referee evaluates the science wtiether the
science is useful, whether the project is going to be able to accomplish that
science, whether it can be accomplished with that telescope, and whether
your results are realistic, Then, you get a ranking, and depending on wtiat
you are asking for for instance, if I'm looking at faint objects, I need to have
time when the moon is not up, I'd like it to be a time of year M e n the objects
that I'm looking at are up in the middle of the sky, and so they're up for the
longest part of the night. So, that means I have about a week over two or three
or four months, say Marcti through May, for instance. Dark time is what 1
would Say I want - sometimes. Well that's galaxy season in another hernisphere,
so that means it's very cornpetitive tirne- So, sometimes Ihave a success ratio
of one in three, sometimes one in four. So, when you get that observing time,
you essentially have been given a research grant. (Pl)

-

-

-

This complex process closely resembles some the observations made regarding identifying
sources of funding, prepan'ng grant applications, entering partnerships and making adjustrnents
discussed previously. Here, without going outside the broader comrnunity of scientists, we see
evidence of how genenc social processes provide a way to explore the range of activities that
occur in different situations and contexts. For example, further exploration of this process could
tell us a great deal about how scientists acquire perspectives, achieve identity, and f o m and
wordinate associations.

On a smaller scale, access to shared equipment will often reflect some perception of
how individuals frt into the group.
They knew I was qualified to use it, and once they got to know me, they
gave me a key to the electron microscope suite, and I would go down and
sign in for times dunng the day when it wasn't being used that heavify. (B5)
As with the longer quotation above, this bnef observation points to the interpersonal aspect of
accessing equipment, but also leaves us looking for more evidence, While the decision could

have k e n taken to leave out a discussion of this subprocess, an important aspect of the present
project is to draw attention to the vast variety of actbities that take place in science, h i l e also
highlighting the open-ended nature of this type of inquiry.

Designing and BuiIding

There are occasions in scientific research when the equipment needed for sorne
procedure is not known to exist, and so scientists decide to design and build such things from
scratch. This process rnay involve taking several existing pieces of equipment and adapting
them to new applications, or it may involve the 'creation" of something totally new, For example,
Collins (199280-81) describes the attempts by Joseph Weber to build a gravity wave detector by
suspending a massive aluminum alloy bar on thin wire in a metal vacuum chamber, insulated
with Iead and rubber sheets. Similarly, Jed Buchwald (1995b:lM) outlines how Heinrich Hertz
"fabricated a ctever devicento demonstrate that cathode rays were a very different phenornenon
from what was thought by others working in the same laboratory.

in some instances, this whole process of putting together a piece of apparatus can
consume the majority of the time allotted to some specific course of action.
The expenments and the equipment and so on are things that we have
built ouiselves, and therefore, that is to say, we do not use commercial
instrumentation, which you simply install and then turn on and then put
a sample in. That's, I think, a fairly cornmon conception of how chemistry
research is done. Somehow, you have an instrument Iike an NMR (nuclear
rnagnetic resonance spectrometer), or something, and you put your sample
in, and you measure your spectnim, and then you go away and think about it.
And in our business, the majority of the work you know 60 or 70% of the work
is building the instrument. because it doesn't exist. That's the point. Once
you build the research equiprnent, then you use it to measure something. (C7)

-

In other cases, only a portion of a cornplex array of equipment will be buift to tie into existing
pieces.
In the case we're speaking of, we actually had to build most of the equiprnent,
in part from scratch. Sol we started off on a muIti-step route of kind of hooking
together ail sorts of bits and pieces, and what helped there was that I hired a
postdoc from France from a group that already had a lot of experience in this
area, and so I had a buift-in expert in my group to a certain extent wtio had
aiready been playing with different bits and pieces of this. And even then there
wasn't..- it tumed out that for parts of this research there wasnY a lot of equiprnent
out there in the market, exactly what we wanted. So, he spent a lot of time doing
part of the design work on putting things together the way we wanted them. (C5)

The process of putting together these cornplex composites of equipment may be seen as
resulting from the alignment of vanous material resources, but the critical process is the aligning
of various human activities (and actors), in such a way as to accornplish specified goals.
As was illustrated in the case of purchasing equipment, in the designing and buiIding of

equipment, there are also opportunities for members of the broader university community to
collaborate in the accomplishment of science.
1 have becorne reasonably proficient with the machines downstairs in
the shops, and when I need to build something I go and buitt it with the
graduate students. If it is so sophisticated that it is beyond my capabilities,
then 1 ask the machine shops downstairs to do it, and they are charging us
at a considerably lesser rate, than when you go outside. Outside it is 45
dollars, and inside it is 15 dollars an hour for that kind of work. (P3)

The process of acquiring equipment encompasses a diversity of activities that
demonstrate the ability of hurnan actors to respond to the situations at hand, and collectiiely
determine courses of action that will help them to accornplish their goals. These actnlities are
part of the daily practice of science, and may have similarities to activities camed out in rnany
other aspects of human group Iife: The skills and knowledge that actors use to cany out these
actnlities can be considered no more or less scientific, than those associated with any realm of
human endeavor. For example, it would be interesting to observe the adivities taking place in a
manufactun'ng facility, as equipment is purchased, constructed, modified, and/or adapted to
allow the shifi from the production of one type of product to another (e.g-, from automobiles to
tanks) .

Operating Equipment

Even though we have the equipment, it is still slow worlc. We get four
data points a day if we are lucky and if we aren't we get maybe one or two.
Sometimes a day will go by that no rnatter what you do, nothing will happen,
and then on other days it al1 frts into place. (B5)
How do scientists manage their equipment on a day-to-day basis? The answer to this
question is tied into the processes of selecting and acquiring equipment, but it focuses more
directly on how equipment is utilized in scientific practice. Collins (1 992174)argues that the

detemination by scientists that their equipment is operating conectly is linked directly to the
scientists obtaining the kinds of results that they anticipated they would get from the equipment.
In other words, not only is it impossible to separate the equipment being used from the
experirnental procedure being performed, but the results of such experiments are directly Iinked
to the operational parameters of the particular equipment, Our concem is not with the
epistemological issues raised by scientists' equipment use, but with dernonstrating the kinds of
activities that scientists engage in as they work with this equipment to accomplish their goals.
As Nutch (1996) points out, some scientists rnay have minimal or only indirect contact
with a piece of equipment, but it still rnay be an integral part of their operation, particulariy when
the broader work group is taken into account.

I have a workstation - it's licensed for 8 users, 1 use it now and then, but, for me,
I use it prirnarily for e-mail, although it can do a number of other things. My
graduate students ail use it. They write their papers on it. They do their calculations
on it, and it is also connected to the intemet, of course- (P2)
ln other instances, scientists rnay deal with certain pieces of equipment in a more sustained and
direct manner. The data presented in this section are divided among two subprocesses that
allow us to draw attention to the foms that these daily enwunters rnay take, and to show how
the activities engaged in are collective in nature. The subprocesses are:
Leaming How to Operate Equipment
Maintaining Equipment

Learning How to Operate Equipment
In some ways the notion of operating equipment on a day-to-day basis does not
accurately represent m a t takes place in the research setting. As new or irnproved equipment
becomes available and as personnel changes take place in a particular setting, the operation of
equipment centers around a process of continuous leaming. This leaming pmcess rnay entail a
slight adaptation of skills or knowledge previously leamed, or it rnay involve a significant shift in
the way that some asped of doing science is wnceptualized.
The microscope 1 had used before was an English design, and this new one
was Dutch, and Et was much easier to use. So, they had to show me that the
knob that 1 was used to being over here is now over here, and that sort of thing
more like an upgrading, than leaming something new. (B5)

-

And the language, at least 1 found, is not too hard to leam. It's al1 typed
in at an instructional level and text is typed in the way you would on an
ordinary typewriter, but mathematical equations are typed using particular
instructions, and parts of the equations look just the way you would write
them down. Other parts look differently. Now at first it's a bit slow to type
in the equation, but once you've *en
a paper, often another paper makes
use of equations that are very similar. So, you can start wpying and borrowing
and, once youke got enough volume developed, you can write a paper very
rapidly. In addition to this, as you write a paper you can see it evolve on the
printer. (PZ)
When 1 started observing, as a graduate studeot, 1 ran the terescope
myself. 1 moved it around- 1 pushed buttons. I cut my own plates.
Now, 1 go down and I sit in the control room. A telescope operator runs
the telescope, and monitors what we're doing with the instrument, because
he knows the instrument better than we do, and it's almost not quite - to the
point where 1 wouldn't really have to go d o m there anymore- (Pl)

-

Not only do these last two examples represent very different levels of wnceptualization, in ternis
of equipment and its use, they also illustrate the difference between a very 'hands-onn approach
to using equipment and a situation where a more "hands-off" approach is considered to be
appropriate.
In other circumstances, scientists may definitely take this more hands-off approach to
equipment, leaving the day-to-day operation, and the responsibility for passing this information
on, to their students.
For the complicated things, I teach the students how to use it- It's not realIy
that complicated, but for things that do need a bit of instruction especially with
something th& involves eledronics, or vacuum, and stuff iike that - I teach the
students. It doesn't take a heck of a lot of time - a couple of hours basically,
so they understand the pfinciples of the machine - how it reads. Then, they
have to have experience to be able to see it for themsefves. So Idon7 spend
a heck of a lot of time doing that, because once they leam it, students that Itrust,
and there's really quite a few of them, l'ilask them to pass that on to someone
else who's wanting to learn how to use it. I figure they owe me that for having
spent the time with them initially, and it work's out pretty well. (C3)

-

m i l e this approach may have a decidedly pedagogical thrust, it also demonstrates how the
various tasks to be perfomed in accomplishing goals are distributed among the mernbers of a
group in such a way as to maximize the use of resources.
Similarly, in some situations, new techniques that scientists have developed to get the
most out of their instruments may fead to circurnstances where direct human involvement at a
certain level may adually impede the performance of some devices.

Astronomy has a much irnproved infomation capability in the last two decades,
primarily because we are able to use improved detectors, CCD (charge-coupkd
device) detectors which are practically standard technology. Fiffeenyears ago
they were extremely diffÏcuit things to use. Well you dont even look through the
telescope anymore. My last observing nin, I was using a telescope that I've been
using off and on for quite a few years, but they now have done a lot to the dome
environment itself, and so the control room is not even near the telescope- It's on
a cornpletely different level, to try to keep the level on wtiich the telescope is as
isolated from man-made influences as possible - heat sources, basically which
disturb the environment around the telescope, But, we now have this marvelous
ability to get digital infomation, digital images. (Pl)

-

This seeming non-involvement in the operation of equipment is also something that has to be
leamed and understood in the context of the overall conception of what constitutes research in
this particular area of science.
There are occasions where the best way to conceptualize operating equiprnent may be in
ternis of m a t the equipment can and is doing for the scientist.
The new program that I was talking about has a variety of capabilities,
but one of the things that it does that is going to make life so much easier
for al1 of us is - normally, I would take this and 1 would do the photometry
for this picture. Then, I have say three different pictures of this field with
three different filters. and then Iwould have to mesh these data sets, so
that I can inter-compare the brightness in one filter with the bnghtness in
another, but all they are are numbers and coordinates. Then, l have to
blend those data sets together. The way the system is working now, I
have to do that myself. This program will allow you to pick a primary
frame wtiich defines the coordinates, so that every other frame you
use will have the same coordinates, and then it will allow you to mesh
the data rnuch more easily, much more fiuidly, and with a higher confidence
that you're not rnatching two spunous objects to each other, and thinking
you really haven't. So, it will help with the ease of operation, but it willalso
help with confidence on marginal detections, which is often where the exciting
stuff is. You're always working to the limit of your instrument. So, we'll
have better confidence with marginal detections, and we'll know that
something was legitimately detected on this frame or this frame, but not
on this one, because the system was looking for it in that location. It
knew where to look and didn't find it, as opposed to doing it and then
looking afterwards to see if it's there. 1 know people who have used this
so far, and it's designed to allow us to do muttiple we'Il have ten to fifteen
exposures - ram them in and it just goes. So, it's much much easier, and
the results will be a much higher level of confidence. But, there is something
else. First of all, it takes a lot of disc space you have to have al1 of these
frames stored on your disc, and you have ta have room for the intemediate
stages in the process a lot to be stored on a disc. So, even if sornebody
had developed the program five years ago, most people wouldn't have had
the disc space on their cornputers to use it. (Pl)

-

-

-

Here, the process of operating equiprnent is tied into broader notions of how a specific type of
research is camed out. What may appear at first to be purely technical improvements are

hinged.upon the understanding of a community of scientists, who integrate not only the results
but al1 of the details of the process into their research activities. This case also illustrates how
changes in one aspect of carrying out science influence and build upon changes in related
aspects- Again. this points to the idea of a continuous leaming environment around the
operation of equipment-

Maintaining Equipment
Another way to look at how scientists manage equipment is with respect to the
maintenance of that equipment. On occasion equipment may break or stop working. Sometimes it may require realignment or recalibration in order to keep operating according to
specifications set by the manufacturer or the user. In any of these situations, scientists have a
number of options, the most immediate of which may be to cal1 in outside assistance, but they
also may choose to do it themselves. Either way, a number of issues

be brought to bear in

detemining which course of action to take. So, for example,
My technician takes care of the equipment. He's leamed to do those things
over the years. I never touch it, and the students, particularly at the master's
level, are here for too short of a time to be bothered fooling around with that. (B7)

In some cases, every aspect of the maintenance process will be taken care of "automatically" by
someone else in a way that allows the users to cany on with their work unhindered by these

Wdh a workstation, you need licensing from the Company, and that connects
you to a group of people who are on the campus, that service the machine,
and install and upgrade the sofiware. (P2)

It's really important to understand who's ninning these telescopes and how
they're running it, and see what they're doing. Now, generally my experience
is that these places are run extrernely well, with less resources than they should
have, of course, but the people who are working at these places are extremely
skilled and quite wrnmitted, and they work very hard to make it possible for the
rest of us to come there for a three or four night run, and get something out of it. (Pl)
In both of these cases, maintenance issues may not be taken into account as regularly as when
these kinds of arrangements do not exist.
Some scientists indicate that they will atternpt to fix some things, where they feel that
their knowledge or skills are adequate to the task.

As far as the maintenance goes. I'm not an electronics person sol if
something goes wrong electronically, I will try to troubleshoot it as much
as I can, given what 1 know about these things and what I can read in the
manual, and then I take it over to an electronics shop and have somebody
over there tell me what's wrong with it. (G2)

As far as regular maintenance goes, I do some of the minor stuff like
changing bulbs and other things - aligning equipment, but when it cornes
to taking sornething totally apart, and then having to reassemble it; it's far
more effective cost-wise for me to cal1 in a professional to do it, If 1 have
to spend a day taking apart a microscope and a professional could take it
apart in three hours, and it cos& me $200. that's a far more effective use
of the $200 than having me sort of fooling around for a whole day, when I'm
not even sure that I can reassernbIe it. (G3)

In both of these cases, the scientists will carry out maintenance activities to a certain point
before enlisting the help of others. In the first case, the shift is made when the scientist
determines that the limit of his own expertise has been reached. In the second case, the
scientist assesses the situation more in ternis of the allocation of resources. These two
conditions are not necessarily mutually exclusive, but they do help to emphasize the array of
possible interpretations that anse out of day-to-day activities in scientific practice.

In some situations, maintenance activities may be reduced to that of replacement.
When something breaks, it is replaced, and minimal time is consumed trying to determine m a t
rnay be wrong or how something rnay be fwed.
I don? have to wony about electronics wearing out, and having to get
expensive parts for electronics. These things are very simple- There are
a couple of electronic things in there that will ear out, but they're affordable.
Uh, by affordable, I mean you can replace things for $1,000 or $2,000 ...
that's in the reaim of affordability. Probably, it's not that tough to dig up
$1,000 or $2,000. It would be tough to get $100,000 for much more
sophisticated electronics. (G3)

Here, the scientist is aware of the order of magnitude of the problem that may anse if something
goes wrong, and this understanding is taken into account in the day-to-day operation of the

Scientists may also invest a limited amount of time in investigating a problem to
establish what might be involved in repairing a piece of equiprnent.
I've taken apart a camera on one of my microscopes. The camera wst
$1,000, but I figured there's screws here, and lire got a Screwdriver that frts,
and let me see what it does. So, I took it apan and i moved a few things
around, and it started working again. I would have been charged a sewice
cal1 for that, and it just turns out that it was one of those crazy I'rttle things

that happens with mechanical motors - sometimes they just - they don?
move, sornething jams them a piece of dust or something. So, you
develop a little bit of confidence, and a IittIe bit of cockiness. It can
possibly backfire. So far, it has worked. I like tinkenng with things anyhow,
so I guess that's part of my nature, although f probably wouldn't let a grad
student do that, unless I knew that they had some mechanical aptitude. (G3)

-

In this case, the consequences of exploration were positive, saving time and money, As
indicated, in other situations, scientists may be reluctant to trust others to cany out such
operations.
Part of the daily operation of equipment is tied in with following prescnbed practices and
ways of using particuIar devices. Any deviation from this normal mode of operation rnay lead to
problems.
With proper care, l'II probably see it a couple of decades from now.
This equipment is ail hard mechanical metal, plastic, and g l a s parts,
last a long time. And, you know, graduate students misuse it,
and so it
turn it at the bottom with their hands, when they should be using a pliers to
do it. 1 chew them out a little bit, and I Say, 'Look, you know this is not how
you treat these things." In a nice way; I don7 want thern to think I'm an idiot,
I say, 'Look, this is the way I prefet to see it done." And, they're al1 arnenable
to keeping me on their side. (G3)

Thus, the concept of maintenance rnay be seen as synonymous with notions of proper and
appropriate use. Yet, this aspect of managing equipment is just one part of the overall course of
events in the research setting. The ways in wtiich rnembers of the group respond to objeds in
their environment are established and maintained through ongoing interaction and interpretation,
and sometimes inappropriate behavior can lead to senous problems.
If you start fiddling around with things, they do break, and this is what
happened with one of Our spectrometers. You go back and trace the
problem one step at a time and in trying to fix a problern you may m a t e
another one in the process, and those things do happen. They have
happened before and it's not a question of slowing up your work, it is
part of what happens. We had a problem Wh one of our spectrometers,
with one of the cables, We ran out of space to get around the instrument.
You had to almost lean against the instrument and as somebody was
pushing against it, he pulted out one of the cables, but Tt was not puIled
out al1 the way. It was partially pulled out, and it was not making contact
at ail. So, al1 of a sudden, the instrument is down and it's dead and we
cannot take measurernents, we cannot do anything, and it was just something
as simple as that- We took the instnrrnent apart and there just didn't seem to
be anything wrong, until we started making serious measurements, building
other test equipment, only to find out that inside the cable, there was a
connecter that was pulled back because somebody was trying to get around
the instrument, and they just pulled it out. But there was two weeks of
instrument tirne, and a Iot of aggravation, and a lot of my time trying to

chase the problem down- And now it is not giving the performance it used to,
So, we have to go ail the way back and realign and retest and find out why. (C3)
There are some instances where the process of trying to get the most out of a piece of
equipment can lead to a reconceptualizationof the design and manufacture of the instrument.
Now, you canY believe the amount of time that was spent- We had to
go and get - the way we got around it was funny. You see, a lot of people
- not only us, but other people - have had problems with argon and krypton
lasers from various companies. So, we put it on the (inter)net that we had
these problems, and so the Company got a hold of it and they were upset.
So, they sent us the schematic. For some reason that they thought was
important, they had built a magnetic field inside it the whole beam was
in a magnetic field. And, they said that they were doing that because it
will boost the intensity of the beam. We just turned it off, and we saw no
l o s in intensity, and the modulation dropped to reasonable levels. But,
M i l e we were in there, we said that the other thing that causes the modulation
in these systems is that they use an ac (alternating current) filament, So, we
switched it from an ac to a dc (direct current) we had to build another power
supply, but now we have no modulation whatsoever- It worics quite well. (P3)

-

-

Here, the effort to redify an equipment problem led to collective action involving not just the
user and the manufacturer of the equipment, but members of the broader community of users of
such devices. The 'solution" to the problem was amved at through intersubjective processes of
interaction and interpretation that arose out of the attempt to accornplish certain goals. None of
this may appear controversial or out of the ordinary, and part of the point being made here is that
it is not, Rather, I have been d
arw
ngi

attention to these mundane and common sense elements

of the scientific enterprise because they have largely been ignored by other researchers, but that

is not the only reason. If we are genuineiy interested in knowing M a t goes on in science, and in
deterrnining how the actnrities of scientists compare with what takes place in other human
groups, then the details of these everyday activities need to be documented.
The whole area of operating equipment, both in ternis of regular day-to-day operation
and maintenance, c m be seen to refiect the very human nature of the scientific enterprise. The
environment of scientific practice is not constructeci solely out of the materials and machines that
take up physical space in the research setting. Rather, scientific practice emerges out of the
ways that scientists interpret these objects, and communicate their interpretations to others
through ongoing symbolic interaction.

Discussion
As with the preceding chapter on pursuing funding, the present chapter draws attention
to a neglected aspect of the scientific enterprise and provides details of the rnundane and
everyday activities that scientists engage in associated with it, In dealing with scientists' use of
equipment, a nurnber of studies have emphasized the link between science and technology (see
Latour, 1987; Giere, 1993), while others have focused on the role of instruments and equipment
in scientific experiments (see Gooding, Pinch, and Schaffer, 1989; Galison and Hevly, 1992;
Buchwald, 1995a)- What has generally been missing from these studies is evidence of how
practicing scientists deal with these objects in the here and now. In order tu assess how the
material presented in this chapter contributes to our understanding of the daily practice of
science, it wil[ be helpful to return to three of the issues introduced at the outset, namely, the Iink
between technology and science, the notion of a black box, and the idea of non-human agency.
As discussed in Chapter 4, Bruno Latour (1987) collapses science and technology into

what he calls technoscience, arguing that scientists make the distinction between science and
technotogy as part of a rhetorical strategy to establish and rnaintain occupational boundaries and
control the allocation of resources. The material presented in this chapter fends support to
Latour's argument on at least two counts, but a more nuanced conception of the terni
technoscience is required. First, the way in which the distinction between science and
technology is used to differentiate between the work cam'ed out by scientists and that camed out
by technicians varies on a practical. and not just a rhetorical. level. Second, particular situations

and contexts of scientific practice differ with respect to how much and what kind of technology, if
any, is employed. Therefore, to present a monolithic conception of technoscience distorts what
actually takes place in the day-to-day practice of science- At the sarne time, however, the term
is useful because it rnay not be possible on the basis of practice alone for scientists or those that
study science to differentiate in an absolute sense between science and technology.
In their study of technicians in scientific taboratories, Barfey and Bechky (1994)
dernonstrate how the work that technicians cany out helps to make the work of scientists more
manageable. In other words, scientists can concentrate on m a t some might consider the more

'scientific" aspects of research, while the technicians take care of the mundane, routine, and
well-established elements of the work of the laboratory. However, as the data presented here
indicate, there are a number of similanties and a great deal of overlap in the activities carrïed out
by scientists and by technicians. For example, members of both groups establish preferred
routines with respect to the regular operation of equipment, and members of both groups engage
in troubleshooting when equipment is not operating as expected. Atso, the criteria used to
determine when to tum a particular task over to a technician, or to a scientist, appear to Vary with
the situation and the context. As a result, there is no way for us to detemine in an absolute or
objective manner when an activity is "merelyntechnical or when it can be considered çcientific,
A more detailed cornparison of the activities of these two groups wifl not only provide us with a

more comprehensive understanding of how science is accomplished on a daily basis, it will help
us to understand more fully the ways in which the identities of scientists and techniuans are
constructed.
The data also show that, while some scientists employ elaborate and expensive
equipment in their research, others cany out what rnight be considered ver- low technology
research- We cannot, however, assume from this distinction that high technology science is
somehow 'moren or 'lessn scientific than low technology science. What we can point out is that
the daily routines of scientists differ markedly depending on the amount and cornplexity of
technology that they use in canying out their research. Similady, the more generic and processonented approach used here allows us to demonstrate how equipment-related activities are tied
in with activities amund pursuing funding, covered in the previous chapter, and also with the
broader range of activities, such as getting ideas and assessing feasibility, covered in Chapter 6.
Further, we can see from the data that technology rnay impact one portion of the scientists' work
and not others. This is particularlythe case with cornputer technology. As one scientist
indicated, cornputers have facilitated the way in which calculations are carried out, papers are
m e n , and scientific information is disseminated. Technically rnediated changes in the ways
that these activities are camed out mean that scientists are in a position to alter their

interpretation of these activities, and potentially alter the way they cany out many othet aspects
of their work on a day-to-day basis. This issue remains to be explored.
Turning now to the notion of the black box, Latour (1987) indicates that there are two
critical features of these devices. First. they produce a predictable and consistent output from a
given input, and second their internat workings are taken for granted or considered to be
unproblematic by the broader community of scientists. ln their study of the plasmid prep, Jordan
and Lynch (1992) cal1 these assumptions into question and posit the notion of a Yranslucent
box," in order to emphasize both the socially constructed and dynamic nature of the devices that
are labeled this way. The data presented here support the idea that the predictability and
consistency of operation associated with these devices varies directly with the level of
understanding of these objects possessed by the scientists who employ them- In one case, a
scientist recruited a post-doc from another country because of his familiarity with a particular
piece of equipment. As argued by Collins (1 992), the ability to construct, operate, and maintain
scientific equiprnent depends on the ta& knowiedge of its users, which they can only acquire
through direct contact with other scientists. Similady, both the physical make-up of equipment
and the uses to which it is put are undergoing changes on a regular basis as individuals gain
more expenence with it, and as others enter or leave the research group. Thus, a more accurate
conception of a Mack box is to think of it not just in ternis of its role as one piece in a larger
epistemological puzzle, but rather in ternis of its more nuanced real role in the daily pradice of
science. Through processes of interaction and interpretation, scientists respond to these black
boxes within the situation and context that they find themseives in, and that are subject to
constant change. Rather than k i n g focal points of "forgetting," equipment often serves, for the
scientists, as a focal point of awareness, of "reminding" them that scientific knowledge is
constructed, negotiated. and so on. As Dolby (1996:42) argues, 'a perception. like seeing an
instrumental reading of '167.39'. gains its significance in the context of understanding the
instrument used in context."
The third issue that concerns us is the debate over non-human agency, or, as it is often
presented, the debate over whether to treat humans and non-humans (machines, anirnals, and

so on) symrnetn'cally with respect to the production of scientific knowfedge- As has been argued
throughout, a syrnbolic interactionist approach to the study of science is opposed to any notion of
non-human agency, and I do not Iimit the goal of scientific adivity to the production of
knowledge. The data presented in this chapter demonstrate the intersubjective accornpiishment
of daily practice, as scientists encounter the recalcitrance and obdurateness of material objects
in their environrnents. ln contrast to actor-network approaches to science that advocate treating
human and non-human agency symmetrically the present project emphasizes that what is
important to observe is how scientists take these objects into account. As the observations on
selecting, acquiring, and operating equiprnent show, ativities are cam-ed out colledively in ways
that reflect what the objects mean to the scientists, To state the point another way, we are not
interested in M a t equipment does but rather with what scientists do with it in practice- A
syrnbolic interactionist approach to science focuses on the emergent and processual aspects of
the enterprise, and that is why 1 have been deswibing science as wfiat scientists do. The
intention in this is not to be overly simplistic or solipsistic, but rather to provide a rnechanisrn that
allows us to step away from sorne of the other approaches to science studies discussed

throughout this work, to get at the day-to-day practice of science more diredly.
The following list of adivities reflects one way to frame this aspect of the scientific
enterprise in order to facilitate analysis and communication.
Selecting Equipment
Adhenng to Standards
Working within Limitations
Leaming from ûthers
Acquiring Equiprnent
Purchasing Commercial Equipment
Borrow-ngEquiprnent fmrn Others
Accessing Shared Equiprnent
Designing and Building
Operating Equipment
Leaming How to Operate Equipment
Maintaining Equipment
These categories help to emphasize the observation that science involves far more than just
canying out experiments. The steps that lead up to experirnentation, particularly with respect to
constructing the apparatus through which expen'ments will be camed out, are just as intrinsically
a part of science as the experimental events themselves.

In order to illustrate how some of the processes just listed may resemble what goes on in
other areas of hurnan endeavor, 1 first want to tum to a study of sex workers carried

out by Lisa

Jean Moore (1997). Moore interviewed seventeen women and two men, who "exchange(d)
sexual services for economic compensation," and who ernployed various lYechnologiesmto avoid
contracthg disease, As with the scientists interviewed for the present study, the sex workerç
described a variety of activities that they engaged in with respect to the selection, acquisition,
and operation of a number of devices that were an integral part of their daily work- The Yoofs"
they used included male and female condoms, latex gloves, dental dams, and plastic wap, and
the uses to which these devices were put varied with the imagination, confidence, attitude, and
expenence of the worker and the client. In other words, the meanings of these devices arose out
of the processes of interaction and interpretation engaged in by the parties involved in particular
situations and contexts. Just as scientists attempted to gain wnsistency and predictabifity of
operation of equipment by adhering to standards, sex workers reported that they sometimes
contact the CDC (Centers for Disease Control) for the latest test resufts with respect to the safety
of the devices they use and practices they engage in, Unlike some scientists, sex workers are
not likely to design and buitd their own equiprnent, however, they do adapt products designed for
seemingly unrelated applications (e.g., dental dams) to their own needs. With respect to
purchasing commercial 'off-the-shelf" equiprnent, one sex worker indicated that it made sense to
him to purchase condoms by the thousand, for eighty-eight dollars, plus shipping and handlingAnother indicated that she had a preferred supplier who would ensure that her favorite brand was
always available in the quantities she required. While an outsider may view the male condom,
for example, as a black box with rather Iirnited and predictable operational parameters, the sex
workers indicated that the efficient and effective use of this device was highly dependent on their
ability, acquired mainly through experience, to respond to such factors as differences in male
anatomy, the nature of the particular sex a d to be performed, and the experience fevel of the
client. Here again the evidence iridicates that a more usefuf conceptualkation of the equipment
used by members of various groups to achieve their goals is with respect to the meanings that
are attributed to these objects in practice, and not with respect to the objects themselves.

As with the detectors employed by the high-energy physicists (Traweek, l988), Wolf

(1991) points out that motorcycles act as 'subcultural identity markers" for the biker gangs that

ride them. That is, by learning from others and adhering to standards, scientists and bikers are
not only selecting equiprnent they are engaging in the construction and maintenance of the
perspectives and identities of the groups of which they are a part, For example, Wolf (1991:13)
indicates that when he was trying to make contact with a gang, a group of bikers tord hirn that in
order to be taken seriously, he would have to get rÎd of his Norton (a British made motorcycle)
and get a "real" bike (a Harley-Davidson). Just as scientists and sex workers look for specific
characteristics when selecting equipment, even seemingly simple off-theshelf items, bikers are
faced with a number of options when selecting a Hartey-Davidson. For exarnple, 'hogs" (the
bikers' temi of endeamient for their machines) corne in many models, including panheads (the
engine block design comrnon frorn 1948 to 1965) and shovelheaas (1963 to 1984), each with its

own performance strengths and limitationsAs is the case with scientific equipment, acquiring a bike involves more than just the
direct purchase of a motorcycle from the appropriate manufacturer, usually through a dealer.
Rather, the acquisition process involves a number of steps through which individual bikers
customize their machines to reflect their own identii. In many cases, bikers will purchase one or
more old bikes that are no longer road worthy, or they may literally build a bike from the ground
up, one piece at a time. Bikers refer to the process of custornizing a bike as 'chopping," hence
the term 'choppet' used to describe a bike that has been stripped of al1 accessories and nonessential parts, had its front end extended, and received custom body work and painting. The
precise modificationsthat are made will reflect the economic resources of the individual, the
persona1style of that individual, and the application for which the bike is k i n g buiit. These
activities directly parallel the ways that scientists, purchase, borrow, design and build the
expefirnental set-ups that they use to carry out their research, and establish their individual place
within the community of scientists.
Just as scientists cannot carry out their work if their equipment is not operating correctly,
bikers are unable to ride if their machines break dom. These interruptions in daily practice can

have serious consequences for rnernbers of both groups. When bikers cannot ride, they risk
losing membership in their club. When scientists cannot cany out the experiments and
procedures that are part of their wotk, their careers rnay be altered in ways that are contrary to
their goals and aspirations. 60th bikers and scientists may "tinker" (see, Knorr-Cetina, 1979) with
their machines themselves, they rnay cal1 upon colleagues for help, or they may leave the
problem to specially trained technicians, Just as the lives of high-energy physicists are tied into
the 'bearntime" they can acquire, bikers "Iive to rÏde and ride to live" (Wolf, 1991:43). Forthe
physicists, their detectors must be ready to go when the "precious allotment" (Traweek, 198849)
of beamtime wmes available, while for the bikers, as one set of club by-laws indicates, "al1 bikes
mud be on the road by Aprïl30'"" (Wolf, 1991:358). The point to be made here, however, is that
it is the processes of social interaction and interpretation, precipitated by dealing with machines,

that constitute the members*identities and accomplishments.
The activities outlined in this chapter also provide a basis for çtudying a variety of other
groups that we rnay associate with a reliance on equipment or speciai facilities. For example, it
would be interesting to study a rock band on the road, the efforts to mobilize a major military
support mission, or the running of the surgical and diagnostic departments of a hospital, More
specifically, when a new diagnostic procedure (e-g., MRI - magnetic resonance imaging) which
involves an elaborate piece of equipment is introduced into a hospital setting, we are presented
with an opportunity to examine the dynamics of the relationships among, administrators, doctors,
nurses, technicians, custodial staff, and patients, as they take the operation and maintenance of
the new device into account in their daily Iives. RegaKiless of the specific focus, a symbolic
interactionist perspective and the employment of the generic social process scheme allow us to
obtain the maximum benefrt from such studies, and thereby gain greater insight into the nature
of human group Iife, in this case, as universally conditioned by our interactions with machines.

Chapter Nine

NALUATION AND IMPLICATIONS

Throughout this work, 1 have repeatedly argued that what goes on in science on a day-today basis is best viewed as arising out of the intersubjective accomplishment of practicing
scientists, as they endeavor to achieve the goals that they have set for themselves. In support
of this contention, I have provided several examples of scientists' own descriptions of their
activities in the here and now, without trying to ground these observations in the context of some
preconceived historicai, philosophicai, or scientific goai. Rather, the observations have been
contextualized within an ernergent and flexible heuristic framework that aids the communication
and interpretation of empirical evidence through the development of generic sociai processes.
The notion of intersubjective accompiishment implies that the performance of activities
and the achievement of goals cannot be viewed as either a wholly subjective or objective
phenomenon. Rather, human achievement is collective, arising out of the processes of
interaction and interpretation in which people continually engage. This conception of social
enterprise obtains for al1 realms of human group life, including science. Thus, for certain
purposes, the study of the scientific enterprise will resemble the study of any other aspect of
human activity. What differentiates one study from another are the particular circurnstances that
the researcher encounters in the specific context and situation k i n g observed.
In the second chapter, I introduced the problem of trying to differentiate between science
and non-science (the so-called demarcation problem). The present study supports the notion
that there is no one way to conceive of science and consequently there is no one way to study
science. The choice was made to conceive of science in operational ternis, as what scientists
do. In other words, science is made up of the everyday practicat activities in which scientists
engage. Coupled with this conception of science, 1 advocated an aitemate approach to studying
science that I described as a social study of science. That is, this study was based on the idea
that science must be examined within the specific contexts and situations in wtiich it takes place,
it must include practicing scientists as research subjects, and it must not assume that the only

goal of scientific activity is the pursuit of truth. Other approaches to the study of science may
conceive of things differently, but the choices made here were made in support of a symbolic
interactionist approach to science, that woufd respect the human nature of the scientific
enterprise.
Tuming now to the three specific goals of this project, the first goal was to establish the
basis for a symbolic interactionist approach to science by demonstrating what such an approach
would entail. The most significant aspect of this approach is the notion that people act toward
the objects they encounter in everyday life on the basis of the meanings that those objects have
for thern. For instance, in response to receiving fewer dollars of govemment funding than had
been applied for, one chemist commented that other sources would have to be sought, m i l e a
biologist indicated that the original plan for spending the money would have to be altered. That
is, the sarne event (a funding cut) evokes similar but d'flerent adaptive responses. Until we
have documented many of these aiternative courses of action, we cannot really claim to know
enough about how science is actually camed out on a daily basis. Much of what goes on in
science reflects a pragmatic response to particular sets of circumstances. Thus, one geologist
indicated that, for simple mechanical problerns, he was willing to service his own equipment, but
for wmplex electronic probierns he would calf in someone with the appropriate expertise. Of
equal importance is the notion that meanings emerge and change through ongoing processes of
interaction and interpretation. One geologist indicated that in response to the expedations of
funding agencies, the decision was eventually taken to drop out of the cornpetition aitogether,
and operate on a limited budget. rather than spend one-third of his tirne looking for money. By
incorporating the generic social process scheme, researchers have a mechanism which aflows
thern not just to cany out fieldwork within an interactionist perspective, but it aiso provides them
with a way to cornmunicate their findings in an effective and efficient manner. This benefrts all
those who rnay be interested in the resuits of such research and especially those who rnight wish
to incorporate sorne element of the findings into their own research projects, in or outside of the
sociology of science.

The second goal of this study was to cany out a fieldwork project that would demonstrate
the instructive quality of the symbolic interactionist approach for the study of science. Chapter 6
presented a brief survey of the diversity of activities that academic research scientists engage in
on a daily basis. This presentation was organized around the genenc social process of
'perfonning activities," in order to provide a framework for analysis and communication, and,
based on initial findings, this process was further divided into a nurnber of subprocesses that
reflect in more detail the cycle of activities that constitute science, namely, getting ideas,
assessing feasibility, getting prepared, implementing plans, obtaining results, and disseminating
resuits. While this scheme might appear to impose a certain Iinearity or inherent logic to
scientific practice, this is solely for the beneffi of those studying science. The point of this
scheme is to emphasize the fact that scientific practice takes place in tirne, that is, it is emergent
rather that static. Furthemore, it emphasizes the fact that it is the process of science and not
the products of science that provide the greatest insight into what science is. Among the reasons
for this is the obsenration that many details of what takes place in science are Yorgotten" when it
comes to writing up work for publication. lt is also important to recognize that scientists may be
involved in any or al1 of these activities sirnuttaneously. Finally, the set of processes outlined
here is not the only such framework that would be consistent with a symbolic interactionist
approach to science. Some other set of processes, refiecting a different experience in the
research process, may be just as valid.
Generally, the data presented in Chapter 6 dernonstrate the contingent and pragmatic
nature of scientific activity that does not readily emerge m e n science is approached from some
predetemined or teleological perspective. While many historical, philosophical, and sociological
approaches to science may provide accurate portrayals of m a t goes on in science, some studies
of science have demonstrated a mismatch between various ideological conceptions of science,

whether historical, philosophical, or sociological, and what actualiy takes place in science. The
distinct ment of the syrnbolic interactionist approach in this regard is that, by eschewing a pnon
assurnptions and concentrating on process, a naturalistic picture of science is allowed to emerge
that may look very different from our expectations or from what scientists or others might want

us to believe. Once the picture ernerges, the symbolic interactionist does not have to waste time
modifying assumptions. looking for aitemate expfanations, or blaming the respondents, i.e.,
rewriting history or engaging in philosophicai speculation. The social order that manifests itself
does so because it is an intersubjective accomplisfiment of those engaged in achieving goals
within a particular Iife-world. What the data in this chapter point to is an order comprised of such
a diversity of activities, that more narrowly-defined conceptions of science, Le., as method,

would dismiss the vast rnajority of wfiat goes on in the scientific enterprise- To then argue that
scientists only get to 'do science" a small portion of their time would be to miss and misrepresent
the way that science is carried out. The symbolic interactionist approach, more so than any
other, allows us to explore in a balanced and open manner this broader conception of the
scientific enterprise.
Simifarly, the data illustrate the messiness and ambiguity of daily practice, the constant
uncertainty (change) that scientists deal with, and the way in which decisions on how to proceed
emerge out of social interadion and interpretation- By focusing on how scientists spend their
time, those that study science can gain a better understanding of how scientists resemble
mernbers of other social groups, for certainly al1 aspects of social life are messy and ambiguous
in some ways. However, M e n more sustained attention has k e n paid to the kind of exploration
advocated here, we might be in a position to indicate with some degree of confidence those
activities that differentiate science from other f o m s of coIlective behavior. At the same tirne, it

is consistent with this approach to expect, that some of those elements that are distinct to
science tocâay may not be distinct to science at sorne future time, nor may they have been
distinct to science at some time in the past. As with Fleck's notion of the passive elements of
science, even those aspects of science that certain generations of scientists treat as firmly
established, or given, are still subject to change.
At several points throughout this study, I have indicated that many of those who started
out to explore science in the field have since tumed to historical and philosophical studies, either
as a way to explain the problems they uncovered in their fieldwork, or because they could see no
ciear reason for retuming to the field. As has been just argued the symbolic interactionist

approach, not only demonstrates the value of doing more fieldwork, it provides a suitable method
for canying it out. The data in Chapter 6 illustrate the trernendous potential for more sustained
research into any and all of the activities and processes identified. For exarnple, with the
process of getting prepared, it would be interesting to investigate in greater detail how scientists
leam new technologies and/or techniques that can be used to further their research objectives.
Similady, with respect to the actual implernentation of research plans, it would be valuable to
examine more closely the actual, and not just the assumed, data collection activities of
scientists. By taking an interactionist approach to such studies, researchers will be providing us
with a greater understanding of science and every aspect of human group life.
The third goal was to present data on some aspects of the scientific enterprise that have
not received adequate attention, and two such areas were covered, namely, pursuing funding
(Chapter f ) , and rnanaging equiprnent (Chapter 8). Each of these chapters arnounts to a selfcontained exploration of one aspect of scientific practice. In each case, the data reinforce a
conception of science as intersubjective accomplishment, and we gain new insights in& the ways
in which scientists deal with these issues on a day-to-day basis. Chapter 7 illustrates the ways
that scientists identify sources of funding, apply for funding, seek out aitemate sources of
funding, market materials and services, and make adjustments based on their success in
acquiring funding. The data also provide confirmation and elaboration of a number of
observations regarding funding made in other studies of science. First, the process of pursuing
funding is pfuralistic, not just in the sense that scientists seek funds frorn multiple sources, but
also frorn the point of view that scientists take into account the diversity of perspectives and
objectives that these different sources represent and respond accordingty. Second, funding
sources differ with respect to whether they fund specific people, projects, or probiems. Scientists
take these differences into account when detemining what research path to follow, how to
present it, and which possible source to present it to, Third, there is often a knowledge gap, both
with respect to the scientific content of proposed research and regarding the workings of some

particular agency, between scientists and those that evaiuate their proposais for funding.
Further, the data suggest that it may make more sense to speak o f the intersubjective

accornplishrnent of science, rather than the social construction of science. Part of the reason for
this is that the use of the word 'social" maintains the fundamental asymmetry between the
cognitive and social elements of science that was assumed by many of those who studied
science, but which the evidence does not support. Further, the word 'construdion," or some
variation on it, has not only been subject to numerous interpretations, it has corne to be a sort of
pejorative collective term for a variety of m a t some consider to be anti-science initiatives (see
the discussion of the so-called 'science warsnthat follows)- Chapter 8 documents how scientists
design, build, operate, and maintain the equiprnerit that they use to probe and analyze the
objejects they select to study. The data also provide a basis for a reconceptualization of a number
of notions comrnonly employed in science studies. First, the data point to the importance of
maintaining and explorhg further the distinction made in practice between science and
technology. Second, they suggest that the notion of a black box is more accurately conceived as

a matrix of meanings associated with an object, rather than with the object itself. Third, the
evidence indicates that the notion of non-human agency is an unnecessary and distorting
construct that serves to deflect attention away from the sostained examination of how the
meanings that scientists attribute to objects ernerge as they go about accomplishingtheir goals.
White Iwould contend that this project has met the three goals that acted as starting
points for my research, I would also contend that the project is a long way fmm complete. An
interactionist approach to science, or any other realm of human group life, is by definition openended, and any notion of completeness is both naive and inconsistent with this approach. Just
as scientific practice is seen to emerge out of the day-to-day activities of its practitioners, a
genuine social study of science is an ongoing process. Definitive statements about the nature of
science are antithetical to an interactionist perspective, and thus researchers must guard against
any temptation to engage in reductionism, not only with respect to the area of research, but also
with respect to the application of a research tool like the generic social process scheme.
At several points thmughout this study fists of generic social processes are presented

through which the adivities of scientists are illustrated. The purpose of these lias iç to provide

for conceptual developrnent, m e n companng what takes place in different situations and

contexts, and for ease of communication about the findings that emerge within the setting. At no
tirne, should the researcher, or anyone reading the results, assume that these processes
describe exactly what happens in science in any wmprehensive manner, or that everything that
takes place in science can be fit into these processes- The generic social process scheme is a
heuristic device and not some kind of positivistic typology of scientific practice. The scheme is
used to get at the daily activity of human groups, and many afternate sets of processes may be
just as effective for drawing out these details- The specific set of processes used in this project
reflect rny interpretation of the original scheme as it was laid out by Robert PNS (1987, 1996)
and of the adivities that were describeci to me by the scientists intewiewed for this study.
One of the pnmary advantages of the GSP scheme is that it allows the researcher to
highlight the specifics of some situation or other, without sacrificing the ability to compare these
findings to what takes place elsewhere. In this sense, there is good reason to maintain the basic
outline as provided by PNS. A i the same time, however, the present projed illustrates how even
within one subprocess there is Iiteratly no lirnit to the further delineations that can evolve out of
the effort to describe social Iife, One potential drawback with the GSP scheme, then, is that
researchers may engage in the endIess proliferation of processes, as a substantial sociological
project in itself. Another potential problem is that, as more researchers atternpt to use this
approach, too much effort might be expended in trying to determine which set of processes best
fits the data. An even greater threat is that researchers will waste time arguing over which
particular set of processes is superior, with no recourse to what actually takes place in daily life.
As has already been stated, dogmatism and ngid typologies will not further our understanding of

science or any other aspect of human group life. The point of a generic social process scheme
is to allow the researcherto get a hold on sorne aspect of human group life, in a way that
facilitates communication acmss substantive wncerns.
Many of the scholars whose works have k e n examined in the preceding chapters have
indicated that in order for the sociology of science to ernerge as a significant area of research
within sociology, and within the broader range of historical, philosophical, and social studies of
science, more fieldwork needs to be done. I would agree with this, but I would contend that no

arnount o f fieldwork is going to contribute to our understanding of science if there is no effective
way of incorporatingthe findings of such research projects into a broader, more comprehensive
plan for studying science. A symbolic interactionist approach to science thai makes use of the
genenc social process scheme is capable of sustaining continued and complementary field
studies of al1 aspects of science, as well as other areas of human group life. For instance, what
we leam about assessing the feasibility of possible courses of action frorn scientists might help
us to understand how symphony orchestras plan their concert season, or how service clubs
detemine in what ways they wili be able to help the communities they sewe.
Perhaps the most obvious place to start, in ternis of continuing the research begun in
this study, would be to expand the sample in ternis of numbers and arnount of average. That
is, the sample could be numerically expanded to include other biologists, chemists, geologists,
and physicists from the same institutions, or from other locations. At the same time. members of
other scientific groups (e-g., pharmacologists and psychologists) could be included, along with
technicians, postdoctoral researchers and graduate students. As a next step, diredors of
research in industry and institutions of higher leaming, board members of vanous granting
agencies, and bureaucrats in government departments that dea1 with science policy or funding
issues could be added. Even staying with the existing sample group, the amount of coverage
could be expanded by spending more time with some or al1 of these individuafs to learn more
about the activities discussed here, or to investigate other issues. One interesting possibility for
further research that moves away from a strict focus on science would be to take a single
process or activity and look for evidence of this adivity in a number of different human groups.
This kind of çtudy would allow social researchers to develop a more general appreciation of the

intersubjective accomplishrnent of human goals, and would demonstrate more broadly how

researchers with diverse interests could contribute to the accomplishment of each other's goals,

The Science Wars
A recent conflict arising from the social study of science displays graphically the urgency

of adopting the approach to the sociology of science advocated in this projed. In m e n t years,

the so-called 'science wars" have broken out in some scholariy joumals, the popular press, and
at numerous conferences around the world. Nick Jardine and Marina Frasca-Spada (1997:219)
trace the origin of these wars to three related events. First, biologist Paul G r o s and
rnathematician Norman Levitt published the book Higher Supersfifion (1994), accusing an
'academic left," made up of postmodernists, feminists, multicuituralists, and radical
environmentalists, of seeking to undennine the foundations of science. They (19942) argue that
these initiatives are characterized not just by 'open hostility" toward the content of scientific
knowteâge, but 'Yoward the assumption, which one might have supposed universal among
educated people, that scientific knowledge is reasonably reliable and rests on a sound
methodotogy." This statement appears bold, if not uninfomed, when we M e c ! back on the
matenal presented in Chapter 2 with respect to a number of ongoing and unresobed debates
over van'ous aspects of science. For example, thete is no clear consensus, even among
scientists (see Jardine and Frasca-Spada, 1997:229), on how to demarcate (on the basis of
methodology or otherwise) science from non-science, just as there is no ciear understanding of
the relationship between theory and evidence. Gross and Levitt (19944) go on to argue that the
greatest danger arising from these initiatives is not with respect to science itself, but rather:
What is threatened is the capability of the larger culture, which ernbraces the
mass media as well as the more serious processes of education, to interad
fmitfully with the sciences, to draw insight from scientific advances, and, above
all, to evaluate science intelligently.
So, not only do the authors present and defend a monolithic and lacgely taken-for-granted
conception of science, they are of the opinion that science is, for the most part, immune from the

attacks of those in the academy who do not share this view. For G r o s and Levitt, it is the public
that is at greatest risk. What the authors appear to argue is that, in order for the public to
evaluate and benefrt from the work done by scientists, and at the same time protect themsetves
from the anti-science rhetoric of the 'left," members of the public must accept the scientists'
definition of what science is.
Gros and Levitt construct their argument around the anaiysis of what they have

determined to be four distinct but reiated efforts to assess science fmm within the broader
category of cultural studies: social (cuitural) constructivists, postmoâernists, feminists, and

radical envimnmentalists. These areas are distinct in that they al[ reflect certain 'doctrinal
idiosyncracies" (e-g., sexism on the part of feminists), but they are related in as much as they al1
represent some form of radical relativism, with respect to the ontologicaf, epistemological, and
methodological foundations of modem Western science. So, for example, G r o s and Levitt
select the work of sociologists and histoflans of science Stanley Aronowitz, Bruno Latour, Steve
Shapin, and Simon Schaffer, to represent the social constructivist perspective. What they argue
is that these scholars are atternpting to demonstrate how social and political factors, particularly
as they relate to the struggle over material and human resources, turn science into a power
garne, in which references to reason and evidence are rnerely rhetorical tools, ln an effort to
tum the tables and point out the "value-faden" nature of social constructivism, Gross and Levitt
(1994:69) condude that:

The central ambition of the cultural constnrctivist program - to explain the
deepest and most enduring insights of science as a wrollary of social
assumptions and ideological agenda is futile and perverse. The chances
are excellent, however, that one can account for the intellectual phenomenon
of cultural constructivisrn itseïfin precisely such ternis. (ernphasis in original)

-

Here, we find, notwithstanding any intended irony or sarcasrn, the reiteration of a basic tenet of
some versions of the sociology of knowledge discussed eariier, whereby it is thought quite
legitimate for sociology to investigate the social aspeds of science (context of discovery), but
not the intemal workings of science (context of justification).
For their analysis of postmodernism, G r o s and Levitt select philosopher Steven Best,
Andrew Ross, CO-editorof Social Text, who coined the term 'science wars," and literary critic N.
Katherine Hayles. Postrnodernistscholars are accused of treating 'science as metaphor," and of
playing a sort of 'intelledual hooky," thinly disguised as philosophy, According to Gross and
Levitt (1994:74), most postrnodernists hold that
'reality" is chimerical or at best inaccessible to human cognition, and that
al1 human awareness is a creature and a prisoner of the language games
that encode it, (thus) it is a short step to the belief that mastery over words,
over terminology and lexicon, is mastery over the world.
The catch is that, in the opinion of Gross and Levitt, postrnodernists rarely make the effort to
understarid the rneanings of the words they use in their critiques, for those that use them. In
other words, before sorne term used by physicists, Say, can be used in some other context, it is

incumbent upon the bomwer to first discover what physicists rnean by that temi. So, for
example, both Best and Hayles are accused of totally distorting m a t physicists and
mathernaticians understand by 'chaos theory," and its related vocabulary of nonlinearity, fractal
geometry, and so on, thus reverting to the "magical, emDlematic thinking of prernodem (rather
than postmodem) timesn(Gross and Levitt, l994:i 05). Postmodernists, however, freed from the
ideological encumbrances of scientists, claim to see more 'meaning" in these words than even
the scientists are aware of.
Virtually alf of them claim to discem important intelledual themes and
political motifs in past and current science, themes and motifs that are
quite invisible to the scientists themselves. These supposed insigMs
rest, as we have seen, on a technical cornpetence so shallow and
incumplete as to be analytically worthless. Their arrogance, then. is
comparable to that of 'creation scientists" in addressing evolutionary
biology, or to that of Galileo's petsecutors within the Inquisition in
their respanse to his cosrnology- (Gross and Levitt, l994:lO6)
Again, as with their critique of the social constmdivists, Gross and Levitt are supporting an
intemalist conception of science that is assumed to be tme, and cannot be pmven to be false
except on its own terrns.
Wfih respect to feminism (represented by Sandra Harding, Helen Longino, and others),

the argument is basically the same, Gros and Levitt (1994:148) argue that:
What begins as an epistemological inquiry into science ends as farniliar
ince
anti-science tricked out in the ambient cliches of the business sce
'hamesseci to the making of money and the waging of w a f -the old
moral one-upswomanship, and the cali to political adion. It ends with
the universal cornplaint of religious zealots, utopians, and totalizers
generally. (emphasis in the original)

-

Ail members of the 'academic left" are viewed as 'Yotalizers," wf~oGross and Levitt (19942.5)

define as those W h 'Yhe impulse to bring the entire range of human phenornena within the rubric
of a favored doctrinal system." Science, for Gros and Levitt, is not dodn'ne, as it is based on
logical reasoning acd the niles of evidence. Similarly, the "actions* of science are superior to the
7alk" of other disciplines. As they (1994:178) conclude with respect to so-cailed radical
environmentalists (represented primarily by Carolyn Merchant), 'it is self-evident that a 1 percent
improvement in the effkiency of photo-vottaic cells, say, is, in environmental terrns, worth
substantially more than al1 the utopian eco-babbie ever published."

The remainder of their text is devoted to the reiteration of simiIar arguments with
evidence of the social constructivist and relativistic distortion of the scientific 'reality" associated
with such phenomena as the AlDS epidemic, the animal rights movement, and Afrocentrism
(mutticulturalism) in science education. In a chapter entitled 'Why Do the People Imagine a Vain
Thing?" the authors' critique tums away from objective analysis towards the kind of zealotry they
rail against throughout their text (amictatio facit reIigiosos). In blatant support of the "intellectual
hegemony of Western science," they (1994220) state that: 'No other civilization bears a like
gem. Thus science becornes an irresistible target for those wtiose sense of their own heritage
has become an intolerable moral burden." G r o s and Levitt conclude their book by retuming to
an examination of the consequences of the science wars. Here, they highlight the destructive
nature of the failure to respect acadernic colleagues, regardless of their discipline, the
(re)creation of a schism in the academy, the debasement of science education at al1 levels, and
what they (1994248) refer to as the 'inanition" of public discourse. By way of an illustration of
inanition, and as a closing comment on Higher Supersfition, I offer this 'Yhought experiment" by
the authors.
If, taking a fanciful hypothesis, the humanities department of MIT (a bastion,
by the way of Ieft-wing rectitude) were to walk out in a huff, the scientific
faculty could, at need and with enough release time, patch together a
hurnanities currkulum, to be taught by the scientists themselves. It would
have obvious gaps and rough spots, to be sure, and it might with sorne
regularitgc prove inane; but on the m o l e it would be, we imagine, no

-

worse than operative. What the opposite situation a walkout by the
scientists - would produce, as the humanities department tried to cope
with the demand for science education, we leave to the readefs
imagination. (Gross and Levitt, 1994:243)
Vanity of vanities, qui nimium probat, nihiiprobât.
Retuming to an examination of the origins of the science wars, the second event
occurred, men, in a special issue of the cuttural studies journal Social Textdevoted to
responses to Gross and Levitt's book, physicist Alan Sokal published an article, "Transgressing
the Boundaries" (1996b). The article, which presented a 'hermeneutics of quantum gravity," was
accepted as a serious and legitirnate contribution to the cultural studies of science, but Sokal had

purposefully duped the editors. In an interview in which he describes how he wrote this article,
Soka1 says:

1 structured the article around the silliest quotations about mathematics and
physics from the most pmminent academics, and 1 invented an argument
praising them and linking them together. Al1 this was very easy to cany
off, because my article wasn't obliged to respect any standards of evidence
or logic. (cited in Jardine and Frasca-Spada, l997:ZY 9)

Sokal's intention was to provide support for G r o s and Levitt's evaluation of the cultural studies
of science, by demonstrating that cultural studies joumals, lacking any ngorous criteria to judge
sound scientific work, would publish any 'article liberally saited with nonsense if (a) it sounded
good and (b) it flattered the editors' ideological preconceptions" (Sokal, 1996a:62).
The third event took place when Sokal (1996a) admittecl to his 'hoax" in another article,
=A Physicist Experiments with Cultural Studies," published at about the same time, in tingua

Franca, in which he echoes much of the same sentiment regarding "science bashing* expressed

by Gross and Levitt. Further, in explaining why he tumed to parody and satire for his critique, he
(1996a:M) claims that those involved in the cultural studies of science 'have by now becorne a
self-perpetuating acadernic subcutture that typically ignores (or disdains) reasoned criticisrn from
the outside," so a powerful blow needed to be struck.
The responses to Sokal's 'experiment" were swift and widespread, and the science wars
were under way. Scientists and those that studied them became engaged in a war of words over
the integrity and substance of each other's disciplines. Now, much effort on both sides is being
expended on rheton'cal and philosophical arguments designed to defend turf and ward off attack.
Consequently, in some quarters, l e s effort is being directecl at canying out science or the social
(cultural) study of what goes on in science. Rather than k i n g drawn further into these debates,
our central concem is to detemine if a symbolic interactionist approach to science can help us to
understand and move beyond these exercises

in "taking in each other's washing" (Blumer,

1969:142).
In an attempt to put the secalled 'Sokal Affair" in context, Stephen Hilgartner (1997509)
argues that not only can Sokal's experiment be viewed as a direct contribution to the social study
of science, but that it fits very specifically into a set of studies aimed at detennining how joumals
assess the credibility of submissions (see Chubin and Hackett, 1990; Hargens, 1990; LaFollette,
1992). and, even more specifically, into a subset of studies that have ernployed deception as

Part of their method (see Mahoney, 1977; Peters and Ceci, 1982; Epstein, I W O ) , By comparing
Sokal's efforts to those of William Epstein (1990). Hilgartner demonstrates that Sokat's piece
Mmes off as quite unimpressive, especially when judged by his own standards, namely,
evidence and logic. In other words, Sokal's efforts appear less scientific. So, for example,
whereas Epstein set out to test the distinct hypothesis that confimational bias exists among
social work joumals, Sokal refers more vaguefy to such elements as intellectual laziness and
weak scholarship, as characterizing the editorial practices of cultural studies joumals. Similady,

Epstein employed a sample of 146 peer-reviewedjoumals compared to Sokal's sample of one
journal with no peer review process. Epstein submitted two versions of an article, one with
positive results and one with negative results, to randomly selected groups of joumals, and then
analyzed the resuits statistically. Sokal camed out none of these steps, but rather draws what
Hilgartner (1997:511) refers to as a %oilàW
conclusion (Le., i pulled it off, therefore, Iwas right).
Hilgartner then goes on to explore the very different reception that the two articles
received among academics and in the public fotum. Epstein was severely cnticized by the
social work profession, to the point of almost being thrown out of his professional association, for
his deception, and the press also responded negatively to his seemingly flagrant abuse of
professional ethics. When the results of his study were published in Science, Technology, &

Human Values (Epstein, 1990), they were accompanied by thirty pages of cornmentary on the
ethical implications of his work by f ~ separate
e
scholars. Sokal's articles, on the other hand, not
only received far greater attention in al1 venues, but his conclusions were by and large accepted
as a highly accurate and worthy critique of cuitutal studies in general, and of science studies
more particulariy, by the mass media and in many scholarly cirdes. Given the obvious
methodological inferionty of Sokal's efforts compared to Epstein's, Hilgartner (1997516-517)
offers a nurnber of possible altemate factors that might help to account for the vastly difTerent
reception these artides received. For exarnple, he argues that physics, the most scientific of

sciences,enjoys a much higher status than either social work or cultural studies, and therefore
Sokal, as a physicist, was ipso fa& more credible. Similariy, he argues that the institutional
resources available to the intended targets of these studies were vastly different. The editois of

the social work joumals had the backing of a national association, with professional codes and
ethics comrnittees, to defend themselves against Epstein, who had clearly violated their trust.
On the other hand, culturai studies are diverse and fragrnented, and so Social Te*

as a single

journal, was not in much of a position to mount a defense against Sokal. As a third element,
Hilgartner also argues that the timing of Sokal's experiment ffi nicely into the present fascination
on campuses, in popular books, and in the media with the so-called decline of the universities,
What I think Hilgartner is suggesting is that rnembers of various groups responded to these
articles on the basis of the meaning that the articles had for them. While this may appear Iike an
inane truisrn, it points to the fact that there is much to be leamed from explon'ng the contexts and
processes k i n g engaged in, in these disputes, rather than iimiting analysis to the content and
products. As has k e n argued throughout the preserrt work, neither science nor science studies
are monolithic, and, therefore, it is unreasonable to expect that clear monolithic pro-science and
anti-science positions can be identified among the protagonists- At the same time, I would argue
that the science wars are k i n g waged on a philosophical battlefietd, well rernoved frorn the
practice of science or the social study of that practice.
Refleding on the impact of Gmss and Levitt's book and his own experiment, Sokal
(1997:126) states that the issue at the heart of the science wars is "the nature of truth, reason,
and objedivity." Sirnilarly, Jardine and Frasca-Spada (1997223) argue that the science wais
have provoked 'a renewed and public engagement with scientists on central issues wncerning
the nature of scientific tmth and rationaMy, and the unity and autonomy of science." In other
words, representatives from both sides of these debates identify a philosophical battlefield Were
the ontology, epistemology, and methodology of science are at stake. According to G r o s and
Levitt (1994:86), the vast majority of scientists hold with some form of logical positivisrn (with a
few Poppenan addenda), white those on the academic left favor some version of radical (Le.,
ontological, epistemologicaf, and methodotogical) relativism. As the matenal presented in the
earlier chapters of the present work indicates, not only are philosophicaf debates about the
nature of science ongoing and largely unresolvable, at least by purely philosophical means, Ï t is
grossly inaccurate to charaderize the philosophical positions of scientists, and those that study

science, as simplisticalIy as Gross and Levitt's comments would imply. Consequently, the
absence of an adequate foundation (shared constellation of meanings) upon which to carry out
constructive debate over the nature of science has regrettably led to specious posturing and ad

hominem attacks, Jardine and Frasca-Spada (1997222) provide the following two staternents to
illustrate this phenomenon, the first by biologist Lewis Wolpert and the second by sociologist
(anthropologist) of science Bruno LatourYou might expect that the sociologists and philosophers would have helped to
illuminate the nature of science. The great disappointment is that not only have
they failed to illuminate it, but they have actually obfuscated it... Why, are the
sociologists of science doing this? I can only give a sociological explanation- It's
little more than envy. For me science has k e n rernarkably successful in providing
us with an understanding of the world.
A small number of theoretical physicists deprived of the fat budgets of the cold
war, seek a new menace against which they heroically offer the protection of
their esprit-,. France, in their eyes, has becorne another Colombia, a country
of dealers who produce hard dnigs - demdiurn, lacanium, to which American
doctoral students have no more resistance than to crack.

The upshot of this situation, at least with respect to social studies of science, is that the
time has corne to abandon philosophical debates about the nature of science, and retiim to, or
perhaps begin to undertake, the genuine and, 1 would argue, largely unexplored social study of
science. In a tecent statement, Sokal (1998) argues that:
Science Studies' epistemological conceits are a diversion frorn the important
matters that motivateci Science Studies in the first piace: namely, the sociaI,
econornic and political mles of science and technology. To be sure those
conceits are not an accident; they have a history, which can be subjected to
sociological study. But Science Studies pratiiioners are not obliged to
persist in a misguided episternology; they can give it up, and go on the serious
task of studying science. Perttaps, from the perspective of a few years from
now, today's so-called 'Science Wam* will tum out to have marked such a
tuming point.
Apart from the obvious 'physician heal thyself" remark that this statement elicits, Sokal is on the
rigM track in one important respect. The social study of science is not about ttying to solve
philosophicai issues about what science essentially is or should be. Rather, it is about trying to
capture what science adually is, Le., how it is camed out on a day-to-day basis. This will only
happen though through the open exploration of daily pradice through interaction with working
sce
i rs
tits.

What Biurner (1969:46) advocates is 'naturalistic" investigation

-

investigation that is directed to a given empirical worid in its natural, ongoing
charader instead of to a simulation of such a warld, or to an abstraction from
it (as in the case of laboratory experimentation), or to a substitute for the worfd
in the fomi of a preset image of it.
This statement holds for both physicists and sociologists. Studying subatomic particles requires
a method that respects the nature of quarks and leptons. Studying the scientists that cany out
this research requires a method that respects the (human) nature of the scientists. This is
perhaps the key insight of symbolic interactionisrn. Other approaches to science start out from

the position that there is a philosophically consistent set of propositions that define what science
should be, or that some set of institutional noms exist that constrain the behavior of scientists,
or, as sorne postrnodemists would have it, science is al1 just lanquage garnes- Starting out in
any of these ways inevitably leads to arguments over cornpeting ideologies, with the result that
ernpin'cal investigations of what goes on in science are generally dismissed as inherently biased,
or they are just not done. The symbolic interadionist approach is based on starting from the
position that there is no a pnonfoundation for science, selecting to explore instead, the ways that
meanings are constmded, maintained, and attered, by those engaged in doing science. The
science wars would quickly fade if'the protagonists abandoned philosophiring and mud slinging,
and returned to engaging in the activities that constitute the realms of human endeavor through
wtiich they intersubjectively constnict their identities and accomplish their goals. For those in the
social study of science, this means studying science socially.

Six Positions on the Social Study of Science

Several scholars engaged in the study of science have offered a series of tenets,
prescriptions or propositions that either form the basis for their studies, or refled Wat they have
leamed through their research (see, e-g., Bloor, 1976; Knorr-Cetina, 1981; Latour, 1987; Clarke
and Gerson, 1990; Collins, f 992). By way of a final statement regarding this project, I am
reluctant to present a series of dogrnatic statements that might be interpreted as yet another
effort to restrict the way in wtiich science can and should be studied. Rather, the following is a

set of 'positions" that provides a succinct way in which to describe a symbolic interactionid
approach to the social study of science,as I see Ït.

Position One: There is no one science. Following Ku hn and Fleck, 1 would contend that
there are many sciences, which can be distinguished on the basis of the paradigms (beliefs and
practices) or thought styles shared by the practitioners of these various sciences, and that corne

be accepted by those that they interact with,
Position Two: There is no one way to study science. While, following Blurner and Prus, 1
would advocate a symbolic interactionist approach t o science, the critical criterion for any
proposed method is that it be naturalistic, that is. that it respect the nature of the phenomenon
k i n g studied. Thus, studying the knowfedge content of a science or the histoflcal development
of a science require different methods, as does the study of the conternporary practice of
science.
Position Three: Science is demarcated from non-science on the basis of a boundary
negotiated among scientisfs, members of ofher pursufis, and the public. The first irnplication of

this staternent is that the sciencehon-science boundary changes regularly, as the result of
interaction among the members of vanous groups. Second, the determination of what is science
invoives many people beyond the scientists themselves. These might include medical doctors,
high school biology teachers, govemment bureaucrats, and average citizens, in their roles as
consurners, taxpayers, aiid moral (or immoral) beings. Third, boundaries are negotiated acmss
ail levels from the lab bench to international treaty talks. Thus, in pradice, distinctions among
micro, meso, and macro do not obtain in any definitively restrictive sense.
Position Four The most pmmising unit of analysis for the study of science is the
community. Following Fleck, Kuhn, and symbolic interactionism, Iwould contend that the

dynamics of the scientific enterprise are most apparent in the social interadion that t a k s place
among the members of various groups doing science, whether we cal1 these networks,
colfedives, subcultures, or communities.
Position Five: Symbolic interactionism allows for a science of science. A syrnbolic
interadionist appmach to science is totatly refiexive. This approach can be applied to any
aspect of human group life, including the study of the study of human gmup Iife, without
modifications or the imposition of any special conditions.

Position Six: Science is whaf scientists do. if the material I have presented to this point
has any merit, then this statement will not be viewed as either tautologicai or relativistic in any
absolute sense. Rather, this statement reflects both the practical and intersubjective nature of
the scientific enterprise as a reairn of human endeavor with particular goals, and a constellation
of shared and evolving rneanings about the nature of those goals, ways of acwmplishing them,
and ways of detemining when they have been achieved.

Neque enim fas est homini cunctas divinae operae machinas vel ingenio
comprehendere vel explicam semone. (Boethius)
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